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1.
TIE IROBLJ, 0? GIGEKAN FEDERALISM

Federalism is the main theme of German political history. An integral

part of everyday politics and government has been the relationship of the

territories to the Ampire or Federation since later medieval times until

the present day. Until very recently it seems to have been in the nature

of federalism that at most times more decisions should have been taken at

territorial, state level than at Imperial, federal level.

German federal development itself has been twofold, as expressed in

the terms, Kaiser und Aeich. What was kaiserlich pertained to the elected

head of the Umpire and his court, almost invariably a Habsburg ruler with

his capital in Innsbruck, Irague or Vienna. ..hat was prefixed Aeichs-

generally, but not invariably, pertained to the territorial rulers as peers

of the Umpire, as Kcichsunmittelbare .^tflnde. with ..est, and Gouthwest German

towns, notably Frankfurt am Fain, Ktirnberg, kegensburg, Augsburg, Gpeyer

and ..etzlar as capitals. Here the Emperor was admittedly -nrimus inter Tares

by virtue of his election and coronation, but his power was also thereby and

by previous law and custom strictly limited. Thus at this federal level

the peers of the Umpire preserved their own liberties, privileges, righto and

customs, which neither Charles V nor Ferdinand II were able to destroy or

even permanently modify.

Fox1 the earlier period of federalism the . r 1chsta. :s..kten. Altere keihe,

2nd. edn., Gttttingen, 1956-63ff: JUngere Keihe, Gotha, 1393-1905ff, which

cover at present parts of the late 14th., earlier 15th., and earlier loth,

centuries, are of fundamental importance. Chronologically incomplete, they

thus leave too many gaps to present an overall picture of early federal

development. They are unfortunately also difficult to use because of the
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complex editorial rules which they Follow. This is perhaps an inevitable

weakness of federalism, where the relevant documents are necessarily

collected together from a considerable number of territorial archives, and

not from a central archive in one capital city, although head of them all is

undoubtedly now the Ilaus-, Hof-, und staatsarchiv in Vienna.

It is thus necessary to use early modern legal compendia in order to

understand thi3 federal development, above all the Neue und vollstUndigere

Cammlung der Kcichsabschiede. Frankfurt am Fain, 1747, J.J. Poser, feutsches

■vtaatsrecht. 50 volumes plus additions and register, Plirnberg, 1737-54,

and the same author's Roues Tputsches Etaatsrecht. 20 volumes plus additional

parts and register, Frankfurt am Pain, 1766-75•

Ivlany constitutional histories of Germany have been written since the

end of the eighteenth century. One of the earliest, J.B. a Utter, liistorische

■ •ntv.icklun,-; dor kouti ;cn U.o.tsverfassun--; Jos teutschcn I.jichs, 3 parts,

2nd. odn., GUttingen, 1736, and one of the most recent, If. Conrad, Deutsche

kechts."cuc' ichte. 2 (1495-1806;, Karlsruhe, 1966, are of particular importance.

Conrad gives a fuller coverage of the federal institutions of the early modern

Empire than has been customary in works of this nature in the more recent

past. A notable survey of the Imperial constitution at the beginning of the

13th century is still H. v.Ev.iedineck-GUdenhorst, Deutsche Geschichte im

..-iCiir,'..Li:-: lor Crlindung d-s j. reussischen , Uni :tu: .s. 2, Gtuttgart, 1894, PP.185-

323. Although some of his interpretations are now overhauled, Ewiedincck-

oUdenhorst based his account on contem orary sources and literature. Notable

is also the account in C. Bornhalc, -■outsche Vorfassungsgoscliichte. Gtuttgart,

J934, PP. 91-126. The basic handbook is still R. Cchrtider, Lehrbuch der
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deutschen - .achtsge s c : !c' to, 6th edition, Leipzig, 1919-22, which is the

Geriean equivalent of Taswell-Langmead for the medieval and early modern period.

. reflection on the crucial role that legal history plays in the overall

study of German history is that federalism led to a complicated system of

politics and government by continually creating constitutional courts and

countless other boards of arbitration as the means of compromise in the

keeiing of lav/ and order. This is well brought out in the articles of

P. Heckel, "Ctaat und Kirche", "Autonomic und Pacis Compositio", and

"laritiit", in ..eitschrift der Javi ;ny-->tiftung fur kechtr :scliichte.

Kanonistische Abteilung, 1956-7, 1959 nnd 1963. Constitutional conflict

was a speciality of German lawyers between the Peace of Augsburg and the

Treaties of Y.estphalia, 1555-1648, as ... ^chlesinger, die Kerrschaft der

Ilcrren von uchdnburg. Lltlnster, 1954, P. 5, put it

"...wie auch in vergangenen Jalirhunderten die Aechtswissenschaft dazu

herhalten musste, politische etscheidungen zu motivieren".

But naturally pride of place in the direction of such a loose federal

system of politics went to the pee. s of the umpire, who were the territorial

rulers, the sine qua non of the federal umpire.

"Per dcutsche Jtaat kommt vom Landstoat her, er ist nicht von Haus aus

IGonigsstaat "tie die Jtaaten ..esteuropas",

uchlesinger, preface.

Territories developed out of a complex of jurisdictions and lands

controlled primarily by those members of the high nobility who achieved

a position of autonomy under the Amperors with a responsibility for keeping

peace, law and order especially from the 13th century onwards.
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II. Angermeier, br.i ;tum und landfriede ira doutschen Apdtmlttelalter. Isunich,

1966, examines the federal and Imperial aspects of this development until

1555. V.L. v. Geckendorff, -eutscher .ursten-->taat. Frankfurt am Main and

Hanau, 1656, (5th edn., with additions, I67G), examined the state of the

smaller territories. It became the standard hand-book of politics at the

courts of the post-1640 era. It was used as a text-book in the education

of future territorial rulers. Its importance is well brought out by

II. Kraemer, "Der deutsche Illeinstaat des 17. Jahrhunderts im Dpiegel von

Eeckendorffs 'Teutschem Fairstenstaat'", in ...eitschrift : s; .:rin, Isclie

Geschichte und Altertumslcunde. 25, neue r'olge, 1922-4, PP. 1-16, 40-60,

34-97.

The standard collection of documents is P. dander and H. Gpangenberg,

Urkunden zur Goschichte der Territorialverfassung. Stuttgart, 1922-6,

reprinted, Aalen, 1965, although only four of the planned seven parts were

published.

. Aeumer, ..uellensammlung zur Geschichte der deutschen iieichsyorfunsung in

Mittelalter und lieuaeit. 2nd. edn., 2 parts, Tlibingen, 1913, is the standard

collection of constitutional documents for university use. A new edition

is badly needed. ... Lbel, Geschichte der >tz,:-;ebung in Deutschland.

2nd. edn., Gottingen, 1953, pp. 57-77, summarizes the growth of legislative

power in the territories: see also A. Liitge, Geschichte der deutschen

A/rarvorfassung. 2nd. edn., Stuttgart, 1967, PP. 116-3.

H. Thieme, "Die Funktion der Regalien im Littelalter", in Aeitschrift der

■vavi/::ny-..>tirtun,; fur Aechtugesel -luhte. Germanistische Abteilung, 1942, p. 84,

called territories
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"Flftchenstaaten, die von der landesfurstlichen Verwaltung erfasot und

wirtschaftlich wie ■ olitisch gestaltet v/erden mussten".

0. Brunner, land und her eohnft. Vienna, 1939, is still the standard

secondary work on the development of the medieval territories but it is now

best read only together with Angermeier, as Brunner was doing ioneer work

at a time before historians generally began to appreciate that the weaker

federalism of the Em:irs between 1250 and 1806 was a vital constitutional

development of its own, providing the essential framework outside of which

the politically more powerful territorial development towards statehood

could not, and indeed did not take place. oee the 4th. edn. of hand und

Kerrschaft. Vienna, 1959» PP. VII-VIII, and p. 440, and compare 0. Brunner,

"Beutscl.es Reich und Deutsche hande", in Eoitschrift fbr dc-nfcsche

Goisteswissenschi.:,fieri. 3, 1940, pp. 24I, 246-9; also Angermeier, p.3, and

K.o. Bader, Ber deutsche Ettdv/esten. Jtuttgart, 1950, p.17. Bader's book

i3 a regional study which never loses sight of the Importance of the Empire

to territorial development in Bwabia.

In contrast, G. Tellenbach, "Vom karolingischen Reichsridel zum deutschen

Reichsfiirstenstand", in T. Payer, editor, . del und Bau-.rn. Leipzig, 1943,

pp. 72-3,gives the traditional view that the early modern -mpire was a

Iiohenstaufen failure in power politics and nothing much else. This is a

view which in no way detracts from the importance of the main body of his

essay, but it well expresses what Bader has called the kleindoutsche

(Prussian or ; acht-olitischo; view of the early modern ... ire - nd territorie

exemplified in the essay of F. Hartung, Volk end Jtaat in der doutschen

Geschichto. Leipzig, I94C, pp. 4-27.
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"Jeder Versuch die Anfftnge Jes modemen souver&nen -taates nur in einer

der beiden .-run former. des Verfassungslebens, Heich und Territorium,

zu sue en, muss misslingen, weil beide sich jegenaeitij bedingen.

■ eich und Territorium haben all jene Besonderheiten hervorgebracht,

die das sp&tere -chicksal des deutschen Ileiches und seiner Glial r, eben

der i erritorialstaaten, bestimmt. Fur den Verfas-ungshistoriker ftthrt

jener bis zur Hysteric gestoigerte Heichsmythos, fiir den es nur eine

Form des -usammenschlusses der Deutschen gibt, zu ebenso schiefen

-rgebnissen vvie eine Lehre, die etna versuchen wolltc una zeitweise

versucht hat, die btaatswerdung nur aus den Territorien oder gar aus

oinem oder dem anderen fUlirenden Territorium heraus abzuleiten." -

Bader, "Territorialbildung and Landeshohoit",

in IT tar iik leut-ohe .andos. esc. F.te. $0, 1953» P. 110.

That confusion still exi-ts as a result of the kleinueutsche view of

German history coming into conflict with a ; crossleutsche view that the

early modern -hipire was a vital federal unit which enabled a myriad of

territorial political systems to operate in concord under Habsburg .smperors,

and to establish a tradition of teutsche Libert.1t. of cooperation between

Gmperor and peers, rulers and ...states, can be seen in a work like G.

v.. uttlamer, F&U rative -lemente im deutschen dtaatsrecht se-it 1640.

GOttingen, 1955. This collection of extracts from documents and texts

devotes three pages (27-9) to the 1643 Teace of unabrtlcl and JUnwstcr

Berchsabschied of 1654, but ten pages (39-48) to extracts from lufendorf

and Leibnitz, neither of whom were statesmen, and whose political writings

were of no practical importance in Germany outside Brandenburg and the
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Guelph lands, unlike tkose of Chancellor Jeckendorff, who is not included

in the selection. In history of political thought sornc clarification has

recently been given by 0. Hauser, "Deutsch-englische PissverstMndnisoe",

in Geschichte in isoenschaft und Untcrricht. 10, 1967j PP. 275-238.

The problem of Empire is acute again 3ince 1949 when Germany 1 as two

tor. itories struggling against each other for reunification

(,.ielervereinl'.un^. not just kini/Tung) . with which both in their own way

keep a yearning for political nd territorial continuity with Yeimar and

the second and third Shpires very much alive. This situation has some

marked similarities with the divided Germany of the Reformation period,

where Wittenberg and Ingolstadt were the centres of ideolo ical conflict

as are in another way Bonn for tl est and Pankow for the East in our day.

Y.ithin its own territorial boundaries, however, ..est Germany has

settled down to a federal system of . -liamentary government. Hence there

is great yearning to find federal, parliamentary roots in the Gemr.n past.

"Die Lender der Bundesrepublik Deutsell land sind nach dem I'ode11 dor

•inzelstaaten geformt worden, die sich 1867 im Norddeutschen Bund

und 1371 im Jsutscl en Heich zusammengeschlossen haben. Sie gehen

auf die "Territorien", "Territorial.H,aaten" des Alten Hoicks zuriick,

in deren rrhmen, wie man weiss, sich die neuzeitliche Jtaatsorgani-

sation und Jtaatsgewalt ausgebildet hatten. Burch den Untergang

des Elton Reichs im Jahre 1306 sind sie wenigstens formcll souverfln

geworden." Brunner, 4th. edn., p. 443.

In the Napoleonic era the traditional federal bond of Empire which

had given the territories a common ground for negotiation was broken.
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bince 1006 there has been a striving for federal continuity and solutions

have only come in temporary fashion by 'force majeure'. It is in this

light that today's solution of German Democratic I.epublic- ..est Berlin-

German ..-'oderal Republic, of division in reality and a clinging to

reunification in theory can perhaps be understood. This is enshrined

in tie ^reamble to the 1949 Constitution of the Federal Republic, which

Coos by the name of a drund, resets. or basic law, as if to stress the

transitional quality of the state which it has called into being.

"In Bewusstsein seiner Verantwortung vor Gott urJ Ion I enschen, von

dem Dillon beseelt, seine rationale und staatliche ^inheit zu wahren

und als gleichberechtigtes Glied in einom vereinten uropa dem .'rieden

der ,.elt zu dionen, hat das ; utsche 7olk in den PMndern Baden, Bayern

Bremen, .:amburg, Ilessen, Lied, rsachsen, Pordrhein-V.'estfalen,

. ho inland-Pfalz, Gchleswig-R ulster.., .Urttonberg-B.. Ion und V.Urttemberg

Hohenzollern, urn dera staatlichen Leben fiir eine Ubergangszeii eine

neue Ordnung zu geben, kraft seiner verfassungsgebonden Gowalt dieses

Grundgesetz der Bundesrepubli . Deutschland beschlossen. -is hat auch

ftir jene Deutschen gehandelt, denen mitzuviirken versagt war. Das

gesamte Deutsche Ioik bleibt aufgefo: :rt, in freier ^elbstbe3timmung

die Einheit und reiheit D utochlands zu vollenden."

This preamble serves more as a link with the . russian and liazi past than

as a contribution towards a solution of present-day Gorman problems in

the light of her political heritage and tradition, for the Prussian

and Aazi past is not the only tradition that modern Germany has.

A comment on the political tension that a clinging to the idea of
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reunification causes is the lecture of F. Lusset, "Die ,.ioderverein*jung

Doutschlandu von Jen I.achbarl&idern aus gesehen", and the accompanying

loiter of k.B. Erdmonn, in ~a it -1.„w,,. iuht,

16, l„-65, .p. 157-160. bee also . Hubatsch and others, ..cutscho

Era, ,c (1949-61). ..iirzburg, 1961, which prints the 1949 constitutions of

both the Federal and the Democratic Republics, pp. 135-249. Ilubatsch's

preface opens.

"Die 'Deutsche I'rage' lautets ..ie innn das zahlenmkjsig stMrkste

Volk Europas zu einer gemeinsamen politischen iilensbildung, mithin

zu einer Lation kommen- v/ie oie in Frankreich, England, Fatsa land,

Polen, Italien, den iberischen und skandinavischen Etaotcn vollzogen

ist-, ohnedass fricden und sreiheit der Ubrigen europ&ischen

iiationen dadurch gef&hrdet zu erden brauchen?"

-'he myth oi reunification today thus in some ways similar to the

myth of the Ilohenstaufen failure and the myth of the stagnant Ern^Efe,

after the Deformation, Counter-reformation and warfare had ended their

first more violent phase in I64 . However, the internal structure of

..est Germany today brings out well federal traditions which in the past

bound together territories both large and small, although the recent

past still looms threateningly over this new develop:,lent,

Following i . Dickmann, ,.^r ^stfdli^che .rlodo. kilns tor, 1959» the

peace treuLies of I64Q have been subjected to intensive archive studies

and found to have been very statesmanlike arrangements, creating a

political stability which Germany had i.f/Gr before and seldom afterwards
experienced. Equally the book of ,L* Carsten, - rir.ee^ and - arlia, onts
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in >jr.-:anv. London, 1959» has uncovered a territorial political L\ "ition

as :aore than just of piecemeal, antiquarian and local interest.

The nl.inAoutsci.o and rachl .liiische view of history which saw early

; Em German history as the stru ;gle between Erussia and Austria for

political supremacy is thus being ut into a better perspective A the

light of erman federal history as a whole. Gee the lecture of

• haase, Jas st..'-:.iische ..esen im nOrdlichen Deutschland. Lttttingen, I964.

A rea; praisal of the role of the canly modern Em ire and of the

smaller territories in the federal and territorial level... ent of Germany

is thus taking place.

'or a reappraisal of the role of the permanent Conference at the

Imperial assembly, 1663-1306, see . Ftlrnrohr, ir im; .0.. . i:S. 1c

...eichstar zu ~.e,pensbur,Regensbr. - , 1963: —

"V.ir schen cs als historische ",„i..;t ngen des Immerwiihrenden

Reichstags an, dass er masajeblich dazu beigetragen hat,dem \!.:Vo

den religitisen Frioden zu erhalten und stdrkere otbrungen des multi-

lateralen religibsen Gleichgr.vichts zu verhindern. Er hat de3

Aeiches innere Ordnung liberwacht und gefordert und hat sein Eerbrechen

in zahllose Eirzelteile bis zuletzt vcrhindert. ..0 es zu inneren

Eonflikten kam, hat er sie lokalisiert und gedfimpft. Ben dusseren

'einden gegenliber hat er die bestehende politische Ordnung im grossen

und gar.zen zu erhalten gewusat wenn er dabei stets friedfertig war,

so ist una das nicht ein Born im Auge wie manchen Historikcrn in

DeutscHands Yegangenheit... Eartung, "einecke und viele andere,

auch Ealler...."
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.-•p. 64, 74.

"^ieht nan in Immerwiihrenden keichstag ein doutschea ~taatenhaus,

wa- durchaus berechtigt ist, wenngleich damit sein ■csen nicht voll

..rfasst v/ird, go ist festzust lien, dass Geutschland oeither inner

cine dorartige Institution besass, auch in jenen .oiten, in d„nen

■cs 1 ein "Leutsches heich" jabs die Verfassung dca dieinbundes

kannte einc iindesversaiialunrj, der beutsehe bund and las .xiisar-

reich stiltzten sich auf e nen bundc.vat (gegentiber km keichstag als

Abgeordnetenliaua), und die . eimarer hcjablik, die nick, auf den

keichstag stiltzte, hatte xhren cichorat als Organ der Liir!er.

Lediglich Hitler negierte demokrutische '.vie federative brinzipien

gleichermassen."

ttrnrokr, in k;schick to in .Iccci. ". it und bntc richt. lp, lp'64, p.688n.

The Holy ..o^an .in. ire was a federal unit whose politicians may have

criticized its weakness especially in foreign policy and defence,

overwhelmingly they did not say that they wanted to do away with it

before the Napoleonic era: not ./en the liohenzollern despots of the 17th.

and loth, centuries said that they '..anted to do that. The territories

were powerful and the bnpire .oak, whereby the dictum of ufendorf that

the umpire was a monstrosity and a defeneration of the classical forms

which states could take, was used to save the bother of delving into a

mass of especially legal record-, in order to discover what really was the

basic form in which Imperial and federal politics were conducted.

Hence the fundamental ins ortance was not often a©cognized of the

.-ici,-.-_.... er .--icrt and the ..elchsho..r_.t in German history as courts
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of arbitration and negotiation in the early modern period, as well as of

the circles, Imperial assemblies and a myriad of ad hoc committees and

commissions and other expedients from the earliest ..eichsrepiment to the

Corpus Jvanpelicorum and ..oichsdcv/utationsta e

"Bio Umw&lzungen des 20, Jahrhunderts haben flir das heutige

Bcvmsstsein das alte Problem von liecht und Macht in dor Geschichte

von neuem zu einer dringlichen Frage werden lassen. Damit tritt die

Gorichtsbarlceit des alten iieichs in ein neues Licht. Die Bedeutung

der hbchsten Reichsgerichte and das Aingen urn sie, vor allem um das

Aeichskommergericht, Bedeutungswandel und Infragestellung unter den

sich wandelnden gcschichtlichen Bedingungen von P.eichsreform und

Glaubensspaltung, konfessioneller und machtpoliti3cher Bestreitung,

haben heute Anspruch auf noue eindringendere Erw&gung und .-ttrdigung,

als 'realpolitisches' Benken dor Vergangenheit ihnen gewidmet hat."

R, Emend in an introduction to a reprint of his still incomplete monograph

from 1911, las keichskammorgericht, Geschichte und Aerfassung. Aalen, 1965.

Pith Imperial, federal institutions and procedures the security and

further internal political development of the territories v;as assured,

that the weak Empire really means is that the territories took over the

powers of executive government, of Gebot und /orbot. whilst the Empire

remained a general court of legal complaint, constitutional arbitration

and political appeal, a forum where territorial rulers could negotiate with

each other and where even territorial subjects could at times take their own

worst grievances, if they dared to do so and provided that they could also

afford it. Equally, new ways and means of legislation and taxation were
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very largely first worked out at Imperial and federal level before they were

developed in the territories. T] is applies to taxes raised for military

expenditure from the 15th to the 13th centuries, the ,.dmor; or: .to and

Ttlrkcnstouern. which actually ma-.. 3,300,OOOfl, in 1594-93 and l,600,000fl.

in 1713 (Conrad, p. 135), as well as to the ' .amnerziclc:.: to pay for the

staffing of the .-oichsh; .c: ericht.

Bader,pp. 14-15, outlined these developments more specifically for

douthwest Germany,

"her ' leutsche ^ildwesten' ist ... eben doch nur ein Teilgebiet. hie

staatlv'h-organisatorische Vormung des Gesamtgebietes vollzog sich im

Reich, zu dem die Territorien stets, auch in den -uiten der weitest

gehenden Abschichtung, eben doch im Terhkltnis des Teiles sum Gar zen

standen. V.enn Terr itorialge schichte tieferen binr: haben will, u.j diese

Verhdltnis des ganoen zum Teil erlcennbar bleiben, auch wenn wir die

-igengestzlichkeit des Teiles gebfihrend etonen. jo wird es unsere Aufga

sein, neben der instehungsgeschichte der einzelr.on dtaats obilde und

Hirer gegenseitigen -oziehungen, das VerhMltnis zwischen Territorien und

Reich darzustellen, .line die hi . taatlichkeit der Teile au verkennen."-

and generally for the ire, r. 196,

"oenn in der Aeit nach dem iteiclisuntergang (1806) die staatsrec: tliche

V/irksamice it der Reichorgane- etwa des . ..eich^wm^ier perichts und des

Aeichshofrats- unter dem Vortritt einer kleindeutschen

dcscim-cl'tssehreibun;: herabgesetzt v/urde, ergibt sich der neueren

Porschung doch melir v. 1 mehr, von welcher nachhaltigen Bedeutung das

lose Reichsgebilde bliob. -lies , ;ilt mit derselben Eindeutigkeit auch
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ftkr die lire isverfassung...

The same author has worked out an example from the 1770' s of how the

Heichshofrat. with the help of the Imperial Court in Vienna,played an

important part in the politics of a territory. K.G. Bader, "Die

Ilechtsprechung des Ileichshofrats und die Anfdnge des territorialen

Beamtenrechts" , in Geitschrift der .->avi, ;ny-^tiftun.: fUr Aechtsgeschichte.

Germanistische Abteilung, 65, 1947, PP. 363-79. 'The same applies to the

- -0icbskaimuergoricht which for example supported the llohenzollern-Kechingen

peasantry against their rulers in the 17th. and 18th. centuries. F, Hertz,

"Die Rechtsprechung der hbchsten Heichsgerichte", in I.litteilungen des

Institute ftlr Baterreichische Geschichtsfarschung. 69, 1961, PP. 329-52»

further gives cases from the territories of Sayn, Isenburg, Saxony, Hesse,

Jttlich, .nhalt, Corvey, Ii.ecklenburg, Frisia, Heuss, Calenberg, iirttemberg

and Galm of both Heichshofrat and . leichokammergericht supporting territorial

subjects and territorial -states against specifically criminal territorial

rulers and their peers. In three exceptionally serious case3 two of the

rulers were forced to abdicate and the third actually imprisoned for six

years. Admittedly the latter was a peer without a territory, a fact which

he made up for by obtaining money under false pretences and then going

bankrupt in the earlier 18th. century. Gee Hertz, pp. 346, 356.

The Circles have also recently received greater attention, although

an overall study is as yet not available. Gee li. .ines "The Imperial

Circles and keichsreform in the late seventeenth century", in Journal of

-■■odcrn History. 39, 1967, PP. 1-29. A.K. I-ally, ser Bsturreichische . rois

in der -xelcutionsordnung des RBmisch -Doutschen -woicb.os. Vienna, 1967, p. 7,
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describes the leading circles as "Herrschaftsgenossanschaften meherer

benachbarter nittlerer, kleiner und kloinster aeichsst&nde ... Cumindest

hinsichtlich dor liolle der Isreisausschreibenden Piirsten bei dor Vollstreck-

ung reichsgerichtlicher Urteile."

The wealth of material, however, imposes its own stricter limitations

on any studies into early modern German history. It is the plan here to

see what form territorial development took in the heart of Northwest Germany,

and to find out how territorial internal affairs related to the regional,

federal and Imperial institutions of the early modern Empire. This has

been done by examining an area containing a number of diverse territories

by way of introduction, and thereafter by concentrating on Llppe, ..estphalia

and the mpire, that is a territory, a Circle and the federal whole.

The best monographs on early modern ..estphalia are H. liothert,

-GstfUIische Gosch'chte. 3 volumes, 2nd. edn., Giitersloh, 1962, which is

very well written, and A.K. Hbnberg, ••'e3tffcxische Landesgeschichte.

published posthumously, I'iinoter, 19^7» which ore brilliant lectures that go

into social, legal and economic history, so vital to any real understanding

of internal territorial politics. Eothert and Kflmberg treated the political

history of bestphalia in its full multi-territorial development. This

included the history of many territorial governments and Estates, in and out

of assemblies, all struggling to direct society and economics to their own

greater advantage.

but what was ..estphalia? It is perhaps best to see it as an example

of how the question of sovereignty was never really solved by a federal

system of politics which is so peculiar to the Empire before 1806.
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The ruling dynasties developed territories or 'lach nstuntcn within the

region of hestphalia which were already strong political units by later

medieval times, yet without closed frontiers. .Airing the 16th century

they were associated in a regional Circle with the task of coercing every

member to execute especially those coi won policies which he leading

territories had worked out at federal and Imperial level during tines of

particular crises.

. s the territories and not the Impire developed into states, it was

neces ary to create regional bodies of arbitration, because at Imperial

level there were too many diverse territories for a real community of

interest to produce everyday cooperation in politics. There was no

execution of majority decisions except at regional level. Thus from 1500

to 1000 hestphalir became a political reality as a popular expression for

the Lower-Rhenish-. estphalian Circle. hestphalia was primarily a regional

expression for a middle-instance of government between the territories and

the Empire.

It was up to the territorial rulers to make what they would of the

concept of hestphalia as ^ middle instance of federal government. Although

they retained the power of the state over their own territorial subjects,

and although hestphalia was just one of a number of federal expedients,

the territories were too small and scattered and above all too economically

interdependent, for some federal cooperation in law, police, defence and

economics not to be an absolute necessity for their own continued existence.

That the Germans developed an imperfect state-system which had to rely

upon federal expedients like those of hestfalen. Raiser und Reich, is
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naturally difficult to grasp in the light of a 19th and 20th century state

monopoly in politics, nationalism and sovereignty. It is, however, a fact

that the vast majority of the territories in t! : early modern -dpire were

too weak to establish their own monoliths of state- ower and control. This

was of course not because they did not vigorously try t Jo so, but because

they did not have the necessary resources to assert their own sovereignty

as states against the claims of all others. For they were generally too

small, without natural frontiers, too economically vulnerable and without

a complete legal system of their own. At some stage or other in any crisis

they generally had to appeal for help to an Imperial or federal instance of

government outside their own territorial boundaries. This has been well

brought out for mid-17th century Mecklenburg by A. Hofer, die Ecslohun ;on

Aecklcnbur ;s zu. Visor und Reich. 1620-83. IJarburg, 1956.

This structure of politics furthered sovereign power only to a limited

extent. The Ampire was a meeting ground i .x territories that were by

virtue of a basic lack of resources incapable of going their own way and

only ever tolerated as independent by their neighbours on the strength of

their- mutual cooperation . J federal and Imperial level. This is explained,

for example, by the continued importance of ties under an Imperial feudal

system which was copied in the territories until the days of Joseph II

and the Enlightenment, A 'balance of power' was thus a necessity both

from within and from without in order to give stability to this complex

federal system. The Holy Roman Empire supported so many small territories

that only very few of them could develop into sovereign states. Thus,

although the Empire guaranteed a system of law and government, it also
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prevented the growth of sovereignty in the groat majority of its component

territories. One of these components was the County of Lippe.

Lippe has been chosen in preference to la: r territories because it

was in the smaller, more numerous territories that federalism was necessarily

more adhered to, as a form of protection without which Lho„. could not have

remained independent. Lippe has lost none of its archive materials, nor

have they ever been dispersed and moved to I.'tlnster or Berlin, Larburg or

Hanover as happened in part to the archives of Lippe 's neighbours,

especially during the 19th century. The County can thus be studied

comprehensively from its leading town of Detmold.

The ii ternal politics of Lippe for the period 1650-1790 Has been dealt

with in several theses written in the last decade. They make use of archive

materials in Betmold. The period before I65O has so for not been dealt

with in the same way, although much work has been done on mid-l6th century

Lippe in the 1958 Ilinster university thesis of ... ..olf, "Der Jinfluss des

Landgrafen Ihilipp des C-rossmtitigen von Ilcsscn auf die Linftlhrung der

Reformation in den r/estfttlischon Grafschaften," in Jahrbuch des Vex'eins

ftir ..cstfttlische Lirchon, ,w • fiichte. 51-2, 1958-9, PP. 27-149.

The hi i.■ :■: ische ^legesten. 1-4. Lemgo and Detmold, 1360-0, provide

precis and commentary on the documents of medieval Lippe until 1536

although without archive reference. It is not really until after the reign

of Limon V (1511-36) that the internal history of Lippe becomes possible to

write from archive sources. A suitable starting point is the Regency of

Bernhard VIII (1536-48) when more detailed records of the counc- 11ore and

Gstatcs of Lippe begin. From this period onwards documents survive that
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are more than disconnected fragments, as the County administration began

to deposit written records, the letters and complaints, instructions and

rough drafts, registers and minutes of its day to day business.

That the period I536-I65O has not been studied in detail recently,

apart from the work of Hegula ..olf mentioned above, is no doubt partly due

to the remarkable six volume biography of _>imon VI and his times (1563-1613)

v/ritten by A. Falkmann in the later 19th century. As a whole it is

hardly possible to improve upon this work. Falkmann is very readable and

he used the archives in full, but unfortunately he gave no references to the

sources which he used. Co at least to some extent his work has to be done

again. In the few cases where the findings of Falkmann have been checked,

they have, however, been found to be accurate and extremely well formulated

us narrative.

For reference to published works on all aspects of Lippe's history

from the scholarly to the antiquarian, genealogical and journalistic level,

see ... Hansen, Li..ische bibliographic. Detmold, 1957» and thereafter th.

annual bibliographies at the end of each volume of Li.u.ische xitteilungen.

However, there is no . ork which poses the question, how far were

economics and politics shared out between ruler, officials and xJstates

in Lipre? And secondly, no overall study has been made of the question,

what were the relations between Lippe and federal, Imperial institutions

in early modern times? In order to find out what were the internal politics

of the early modern amp ire and its territories it will eventually he

necessary to ask questions of this type not only about one small territory

but ab ut each and every one of the:;.. It is hoped that the work done here
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will be a preliminary answ.r to this wider question. For it is essential

to try to bear the affairs of the early modern Jmpire as a whole in mind,

to which an invaluable introduction are the la-1- v 17th and earlier 13th

century federal annuals, . . Paber (C.L. Leucht), iu: mtLischo -tuutslxinzlei.

and J.C. Ltinig, Putsches . .oichsarcil v. 24 volumes, Lei; ' ", 1710-22.

An attempt has been made to find out what the study of "andespeschiehte.

territorial, local history, entails, and to see how important it really is

as a method for the study of German history. There has been a rebirth of

I■■rh.-s ;.;schichtlicho .'orschunm in ; ost-1945 Germany, possibly of an intensity

unheard of since the 18th century. At that time much history was 3till

written pr: arily by lawyers and civil servants for the use of governments

which employed and supported them. It is thus important to evaluate what a

leading post-war, .est German historian has said-

"und es erscheint mir als eincr dor jrossten Aorteile landesgeschicht1icher

Aorschung, dass sic alio diese Jinge—..„ 1 lun.ys-, V.irtschafts-, Jozial-,

Verfassungsgeschichte usw.- zu erfaasen sucht....", Hbmberg, p. 160.

The ...se of language presents its own problems. These are thought to

be at least in part incap. " le of satisfactory solution unless a great amount

of unwelcome historical oversim;lific .tion is introduced into the Gnglish

text. For an example of this problem see the Hew Cambridge lodern History.

3, I960, p. 319n, where Chapter X solves this problem by introducing

simplification for the sake of greater readability. It is an invaluable

exercise to try to understand German politics in the medium of another

language. The technical language in which German politics was discussed

and accepted is thus questioned at every turning as to its real meaning and
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influence on events, as u. y concept has to be translated and understood

as matter-of-factly as possible in order to become at at 1 meaningful in

-njlish.

An institution like the earlt, modern cichstm is thus not translated

by "Imperial -dot", however much this corresponds to contemporary Litin

equivalents, because the term "Diet" is something culinary or politically

foreign in nglish usage. It helps little that its German-batin meaning

is that it was a Day's A eting of leers of the Ampire.

It is perhaps feasible to use the term .oiclsta/'; as a loan word or

to translate it literally as "Imperial Aeeting or Assembly", and then it is

essential o explain its meaning by its function, which varied considerably

over the centuries. Thus at one ,oxnt it v. s more a federal assembly of

peers of the Umpire and their representatives, A whom they gave strictly

limited powers of negotiation; at another time a Catholic "rump", and

finally a more or less per nt mission 01 territorial rulers' diplomats

and lawyers set up in the Imperial town of ..egensburg.

Lo translate -olch.,ta ; by "Imperial parliament" in early modern times

might imply that it had tie sane social homogeneity and the same power of

making and enforcing decisions in its own name as the Anglish iarliament

with its tradition of representation and plena :otestas. so foreign to

German federal politics. I3y this one should naturally not underestimate

the legislation that came out of early .. odern -cichct^ ,e. when large numbers

of territories could and did at times work harmoniously together with their

Amperors. Then indeed substantial g.ants of troops and money were made

and legislation was produced in ioici.aordnun ;en. 1 toichsabschiede and
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Reichscmelrutionon. Grant and legislation were promulgated mt in the

name of . toper o and ..eic:.star:. but in that of the :c: >r and bhurftoston.

FUrsten und JtSnde dee .eichs.

A simplification has been made in the use of the term "Rotates",

which is use." to cover the Ger .an term ^tdnde. Its co.
.. ound, ...nlslllnde

is translated as "territorial Rotates". German Jthndo may generally be

thoi ght of as equivalent to Bnglish "gentry", although the German terra has

another more specializad use to denote something similar to the Bnglish

"Lords and Commons". Another sim lification is also the term ''.and,

translated often as "territory".

By 1' iling to systematize the use of language, anomalies and perhaps

even contradictions will appear, but it is moped that some oversimplifi¬

cations may thereby be avoided. German history needs clarific; tion, but

this is not achieved by simplifies; tion, if the latter can at all be

reasonably avoided.
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The territory of Li,.. was self-governing from the later twelfth

century until 11 o twentieth century. Its existence w. 3 due to the remark¬

able longevity of one dynasty. The first herren or Barons and Lords of

Lippe appear in the 1120*0 but the history of the dynasty and its holdings

of lands and Jurisdictions really begins with the act-/, 1lea of Bernhard II,

who ruled from 1163-96. Bernhard II was just one of some hundred and fifty

other heads of local noble families or Biol.role. who saw a chance to carve

out a territory for h.'. ruseIf during the general contest between Bmperor and

.. pacy. Bernhard's territory was probably formed out of the pickm,"3 which

he got on the destruction of the uchy of saxony, after the humiliation of
1

his one t . e master, Henry the don, in 1160.

The Lippe dynasty was neither one of the fir^t, nor was it one of
2

the greatest of the rdelfreie but it was the longest living of them all.

From 1196 to 1666 the descendants of Bernhard II passed their lands on from

father to son for sixteen generations. Thereafter, until 1905, a collateral

branch passed the territory on from father to son for eight generations.

A distant relation then became the last ruler until the revolution in 1913

when Lippe became a repue./ic within ..eimar icrmany."' in 1936 Lippe was put

under one otatthaitor together with achaunburg-Lippe. The British military

Govern!.,ent incorporated Lippe into the new Ltate of ITorth-1 .h ine -..estphal ia

in 1947» and Cchaumburg-Lippe became part of the new state of lower saxony.^
From 1949 to the present day IIorth-. ihine-.. estphal ia has remained one of the

richest and largest Jtates of the Federal German Republic. The former

boundaries of Lippe are kept in the two local government Circles of Lemgo

and Retinoid. Jet:.old has also become the seat of the regional government
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of .ast-'..ostphalia-Lipqo, Diddle instance between the <t te government of
5

Ilorth-Hhine-..s,.tphalia at Dttsoeldorf and the Circles within its region.

Lii.pe has always been a border territory , between .Vestphalia, Lower

saxony and Hesse. situated in the western uplands around the middle beser,

it is cradle! in the south and west by the high Osning forest range.

Its political geography remained basically unchanged from the later 14th

century onwards. In the 15th century Lippe acquired the larger part of

the neighbouring County of Jterriberg, by virtue of which bimon V in 1528

took the title of Count. From 1440 the western encl.ve and town of Lippstadt

was shared with the Counts of sieves-, ark, from whom the hohenzollorns

inherited in the 17th century. 'the Condominium of Lippstadt lasted until

1350. In bchwalenberg, the heavily forested south-eastern corner of

Lippe, the Count ; shared their jurisdiction withe bishops of 1 aderborn

and the Abbots of Corvey until the secularization of the ecclesiastical

territories after 1303.

Otherwise Lippe was a compact unit of jurisdictions and lan '.3 held by

the dynasty as feudal lords over the towns, nobles, peasants, and as

protectors of the church. In 1517 Count Dimon V did homage to the bishop

of Paderborn and to Philip of Hesse in order to escape an unfavourable

inheritance pact, which the Dukes of Drunswick had partly purchased from

l.aximilian I's chancellery and then forced on the Lippe dynasty in I5O8

and lpl5. Then, in 1547, Charles Y with the use of military force made

Lippe a fief of the bnpire, detaehi&g the County from its unwilling support

of Hesse in the War of the baalkaldic league. Ferdinand I allowed Philip of

Hesse to resume lordship over the Counts of Lippe in 1562. These feudal ties
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with iaderborn and llessc n ainod in force wiring the 17th and 13th centuries.

The Tutorial ow Fug, or - .oichsunmi Itclburkeit. of Lippo v/as in no way

6a
jeopardized by then.' They gave Lippe strong allies against any one power

which tried to assert control over the county, as the Juices of Brunswick

had tried to do, for both hesee and iaderborn cancelled each other out in

any bi •. which either made to gain control of Lippe, as they ..ore too unlike

each other in their aims to ever have produced a common policy against the
7

County.

The Lippe dynasty did not for long retain any important new inheritances,

for although Giraon VI married a co-heiress of .ietberg in 1577, she died

childless ,'n 1525. The dynasty did not embark on over-ambitious marriage

alliances nor did it in any way seek to raise its status until very belatedly

in 172S;, when the ruling Count first paid to take up the title of ruling

Irince, or FUrst. which was originally a habsburg grant from 1720.'J ' In fact

Lippe quietly remained a buffer-state against the expansionist polic5.cs of

Cologne, ..iinster, lad.-rborn, Hesse and the Brunswick houses of Guelph.

During the 17th century its most powerful neighbour became Brandenburg-

rrussia, which gained control of j.inden and .Lvensberg to the north and west

of Lippe.

From the flat land of the north-..est, through to havensberg, Lippe had

its ow onto the north German plain. It was here that Lippe had its

closest economic ties with the outside world, from the iiavensberg-Lippe

towns of herford, Lemgo and Bielefeld. They were called "the three towns"
9inside the Cologne quarter of the Iianseatic League." I .'ever theless Lippe,

with the exception of Lemgo from 1300 to l600, always reiaained an economic
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backwater. Its one outlc i, »n the river ..eser was a sliver of land below

/arenholz, between the binteln-Hinden stretch of the river. The barren

Osning fore31 south and west of Jetnold prevents! extensive trs.de with the

..estphalian plain around - aderborn, and the foreate- ..user mountains of

Jchv/alenberg u-^s difficult any really extensive trade wiwh the Brunswick

'..esor lands around Ilaweln, or further afield with the Messian valleys which

lead into south Germany. With the longevity of its dynasty, with its

secux-e geographical position and its economic backwardness, Lippe continued

.0 :::iot as a minute, independent buffer-state in a world of much lurw:r

3tatcs. In this it was joined by minute Waldeck-Fyrraont and Gchaumburg-

Lippe in t. north, south and east in the c urse of the 17th century.

In 15C0 Lippe shared boundaries with the muchy of brunswick-Calenberg,

wolfenbilttel, the Jishopric of x'aderborn, whs ..bbe^ of Corvey, the counties
10

of uavensberg, schaumburg and iyxmont, and the bishopric of linden.

During the next two centur-.es, although this patchwork puilt of medic- "

territories remained, some of them were reduced to mere provinces of lar. ;r

dynastic or .cclesiastical units, which meant that the independence of the

area liad been curtailed. In 1700 Lippe felt the presence of Drandenburg-

1'russia from .linden-davensberg. The Brunswick frontier was more static,

except for a small encroachment when Brunswick tool: a share of the schaumburg
11

ink nee in 1647. However, Brunswick-LUneburg liad advanced across

the lower ..eser as far as Osnabriick and across the middle Weser up to lyrmont
12

and dppe. -aderborn and Corvey were at times part of the larger holdings

of pluralist princes of the Catholic church, such as the bavarian wittelsbachs

of ecclesiastical Cologne. The greater part of Schaumburg had fallen to
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Eo3sg- assel, and to a j .. r branch of the T' e dynasty, who continued to

rule the County .chaumburg-Li;. e yaite independently of Li;ye itself until

1J13. .it Rinteln in 1653» Lease set up a provincial government for

Echaumburg, cq.vd.pped with a strong military force to show Hessian presence
13

on the middle or. In the County of Fyrmont a jurf r line of the Lippe

dynasty did not survive the 16th century.^ Their si .re went to the Counts

of Y.aldeek, whilst Paderborn retained its share in the Catholic enclave of

Ltigde.

Co the south-west of Lippe were the splinter-territories, Lordships,

or 1 orrschaften of Rheda, ..iedenbrticl:- ..eckenborg c.r 1 Rietberg, portly remnants

of the one lisastrous family partition of tl o Lip; e dynasty, stemming from

mid-l/lth century. Rietberg was an independent County run by a succession

of insignificant noble families. It lay "'"'tween Lip o and her port of

Lippstadt, but try as they would, the Lippe dynasty could not obtain -ietberg

or Rheda by marriage or by conquest. iedu;.', riiclc-Reckenberg was pert of

Osnabrttck, and Rheda was inherited by the Counts of Tecklenburg near I.Iilnoter,

whose lar.r.s wont to the Bentheim and Orange-Nassau dynasties, to be finally

swallowed up by Brandenbusg-Prussla in 1?07.

The area thus retained that territorial complexity which it had developed

in the later middle ages, and long after nearly all the founding dynasties

had died out. In the religious upheavals of the 16th and 17th centuries

further divisions into confessions and territorial churches developed in the

area, so that by the later 17th century Lippe and Hessen-^chaumburg were the

cor.Ire of the Reformed church (Calvinists), Brunswick, Linden, kavensberg the

centre of the Evangelical church (Lutherans), and Minster and Taderborn the
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centre of the Counter-Ilefor. tion church (Catholics). lower was thus

diffused, and ti.e irea displayed, in miniature practically all that variety

which was to be found in the German Bmpire as a hole, especially in religion,

but with the notable absence of Imperial Knights and Imperial free Towns.

By 1700 the powers with whom the future lay could also be clearly discerned,

although it took Hapoleon, Bismarck and hitler to break the barriers of

territori k independence in the area..

cspite the aggressive foreign policy of Bishop Christof Bernhard von

laden in oid-17th century hUnster, the ecclesiastical territories 4.arc as

much o. the defensive against the powerful dynasties of Guelph, Hesse,

Hohenzoller; , ..ittelsbach and Ilabsuurj, as re the smaller lay territories.

Bccl-miastical tinster, laderborn, Jorvey, -soen, ..erlen, the .uchy of

Westphalia and Vest Recklinghausen feared as much as lid the rulers of Lippe,

Bchaumburg-Lippe and ..aldeck-ryrmont the especially powerful states of

Brandenburj-Prussia, Brunsv.ic'.-Ittneburj and Kesse-Eassel after the - ecco of

wesX'i.v.... ra rn lo^-Q.

Although politics varied from territory to territory, there was a

15
general, overall pattern c- development. - Bach territory had at least

one politically organized -.state, whom the ruler consulted for financial

support. In the later middle ages the towns and clergy were among the

leu i.k.g political elements in the territories in and around lippe as else¬

where in the Bur.ire. During the loth and 17th centuries the power of the

rulers and of the nobility generally outdid the political importance of any

group. Ho bid by the lower nobility of the area to become Imperial

Knights was successful, although their wide-spread freedom from all regular
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16
tscat ion, especially prone, need for the hiinc" ; nobility, made it necessary

to provide spec '! cully for e el: of the:: and their land:: a se t and vote in

the territorial assemblies, the "It :o. where the ruler would try to obtain

their consent to extraordinary taxation. In all territories the sax:e social

and economic U 'siono by birth and thereafter by weal''I nd election held
17

good in the eye of the lav: of the land and of the Empire.

hi:., mler3, as olchsjtl'ule. Imp rial tenants-in-chief, or peers of
18

the rrirc, were the leaders of German society and politics. A3 territorial

rulers they riyidly sepro ted themselves from their subjects and . > >!: on

aopec 9 of a caste-cystcn. Below them, the landed nobility was oryanizvd

separately within oach territory, althouyh its ranks were open to commoners

of exceptional wealth, influence or talent, for the mperor exercised the
19

power of creatiny now nobles by di; lona, the so-culle l Brlefadel.

The territorial nobility were in some ways the pillars of the social

system. That they were a co. lie.ted yrouA that tried to emulate their

rule:. s dynastic units of lands, riyhts, offices, privileyos and personal

law, has recently been examined in early 13th century Hanover, where three

distinct subdivisions have been found, traditional landed yontry, court nobles

and town patriciate. .11 throe yroups w re to some extent in a state of

flux because their members hunted for hiyh office, pensions and places under

the rulers and councillors. They were :..iso continually enriched, whether

they liked it socially or not, bp' those who bought new titles in /ienna or

from amenable and cheaper bofwfals rafen. and thereafter invested heavily in

1 ., offices an! marriages which were the traditimal preserve of established

noble families. Thus of eiyhty-two members of the ancient family of
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Milnchhauoen, forty-nine hchd office in Hanover in early odern times.

Members of forty-seven noble dynasties took part in the lanover central

administration during 1714-60. In the 17th ; ' IGth centuries veil over a

20
hun 'red new titles rare recogniz >d in -lanovar alone.

The next distinct social group wore the burghers. The nearest

Imperial free towns were Jortmund and Cologne further to the west, and

Hanseatic " reiaen on the lower Laser to the north, so that all towns in the

Li;pe region were subject to the dynasties and clerics who had founded them,

or to their successors in office. These towns had a greater or leaser

degre of self-government according to the number of privileges which they

had been able to buy from their overlords during the time of their greatest

prosperity especially in the 15th century. Yet the burgher state was much

divided. Leading merchants, entrepreneurs nd o.nu." cturero usually set

up oligarchic, self-appointed and scif-perpetuating town councils, forming

a narrow patriciate of bird! and wealth, eqeH to the nobility, if not in
21

statu , then at leas', in wealth and opportunity.

This ortunity was best exyres ,ed in the clerical, lc, .1, medical

and teaching professions, open almost exclusively to members of the nobility

and to the wealthier burgher fa: Hies who could afford to pay for university

studies and unrenumerativc vicariates. To these professions were added

career:: in expanding 17th century administrations, judicial systems and armies

within all the territories, so that by 170C those medieval territories which

had survived intact were becoming noticeably modern states no matter how
21°

irni nificant their area and population."

Those subjects without direct voice in politics .ere the peasants,
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divided between the Tree B ants, or . uc..t:— and serfs, or . .Bel ...r.c,

below whom cane the artisans, day-labourers, living-in servants and the poor

22
of town and countrywide, ** it is important u smpliuoize J .at the much

used general tern, baucrn. or peasants, denotes a tcnant-rarner or serf, who

rented a liof. .... farm and invariably had a burgher, noble, or ecclesiastical

lord,if not the ruler himselfi directly over him. A peasant before the 19th

century could be personally free or unfree but he hardly ever owned his own

law , stock, buildings or tithes. ao '..us a hired person, and the degree of

..... .ctual freedom - nd security was gauged by the terms of his contra.. ,

23
the . erred.

The Li pe area differed little if at all from any other part of early

modern ^urope, except for its extraordinarily high d>- ree of independent

government so very characteristic of the holy ao..an -apire. rut how did

indepc .'nee work out in practice in the territories themselves. As the

estates made up only a pari of the social ana economic structure of t>a

region, how fur could they run the politics of their own territory in the

16th and Id . centuries, here they were organized as the territorial istates

or ;.n... stande. a term used in politics of the age distinct from the territorial

ruler or .uudeshc. r. and from his government or -.e .ierun,How did this

affect the peasantry and labourers and how did safer and idstates govern them?

The territories in the Li:,e region provide their own materials to

illustrate German particularism. They will show what degree of responsibility

each territory had for its own society and economy: and point out to what

........at aims and methods were similar in each of these territories, leading to

a federal consensus of opinion. for why otherwise should there have been
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such a marked absence of a, 'tation to abold 1 the Empire before Napoleonic
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In the Bishopric of I. l ister an efficient, lucrative system of extra¬

ordinary taxation was established during the course of the loth century.

It v;as based on the cooperation of the rulers wi'.h the territorial bstates,

notably with the Ch -pter and the nobility in the internal administration.

This was achieved to some extent by means of annual, somoi. iou even biannual

-■an.,ta o. meetings of Chapter, nobility and town council representatives.

The -states had their own -fonni . ,-.-r or treasury, sufficient committees,

and a number of nobles who as councillors of an occasional sort, as Lundrhte

or ,'orordnete. acted as liaison officers from within -states' assemblies

and co- mittees between ruling bishops and the territorial .states. On the

whole the states were administratively mix ed, rather than politically so.

The vital part which they played in taxation, expenditure and audit continued

until the end of ...{faster as an independent territory in 1002. The Chapter

player a key role for it was the anchor of the constitution, and it chose the

ruling bishop. It was thus In the ecclesiastical territories where

and ibiii century forms of constitutional rule had possibly the best chance
1

of survivar xii the 17tli and loth cent-tames.

The deformation in munster took an unusually violent turn in the

1530's. The town of i.iinster was close enough to the lietherlands to be

influenced by the anabaptist3, and yet also sufficiently distant from the sea

and fr the lihineland to be counted as something of a backwater. In its

somewhat isolated, and yet to the determined traveller, very close position

to the more important centres of economic and social activity in northern

pe, Lltinster town witnessed one of the most articulate rebellions of the

common man in early modern bur-ope. As a movement especially of the craftsmen
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ana artisans, Anabaptism was tolerated by neither rulers nor .states.

It v.as a threat to them both, presenting rulers and .states, especially in

Iitlnoter, with a common enemy from within.

During 1533-45 Bishop and Estates wiped out Anabaptisxn in Attnster.
It

Bishop i'ranz von .'aldeck received notification from the .-inter and towns on

the whereabouts of Anabaptists. Treating them rather like a revolutionary

"fifth column" to be stamped out, Rranz discussed measures against them at

assemblies of the Estates. In the name of the handsekaft he then sent

written instructions for the capture and trial of Anabaptists in the

local, ties. A judicial commission of members of the ..states was convened

as Acrordnete dor handschaft to deal su'.mat ly with riots and unauthorized

meetings. _ven so, only the Go,-:erichte. courts under the Bishop;'s control
»!

in the _ .inter. were found suitable or plialA enough to deal with the
2

Anabaptists harshly.

It was at Gogerichte and in the houses of :.mt officials that 1JC : .en

and 54. ..omen were kept and tried as Anabaptists between 1533-45. Nearly all

were tortured under the new Imperial laws against rioting wlh ch had been used

to deal 30 effectively with the peasants of the Great Rebellion of the later

1520'3, and al30 under the canon law in heresy and possibly indirectly through
the new criminal procedures established by the
Corpus Criminalis Carolina in the later 1530's. At one point ihilip of Hesse

sent ...theran ministers to i.'linster to try to obtain recantations, which

showed how Lutherans could make common cause with the Catholics when they

detected a threat to the social order."' Half the Anabaptists who went on

trial were executed. This was an expensive method of "justice", and the

Bishop's officials would probably Lave been happier to pardon more Anabaptists,
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had more of thorn been able afford the fine;; of between 20 and pOO i '. with

pledges up to b,. 0 fl. to ace,., the .ace which t. sir richer co-religionists

actually paid. Heirs of well-placed anabaptist.: who hah -emchow been executed

started lav-suits > jet bach their inheritance. the family of hercherinclc

even took their case to the hoichclrt-.or .ericht where ix^y obtained a

favoursble verdict.'r

The states also granted Bishop ..Bans money with which to besiege the

Anabaptists in itinster town. - ore important perhaps was the need to

f.h mce the Bishop's debts Iter h..s victory in 1535» made worse by who fact

that i. i -tincter town he had temporarily destroyed the only lar je trading

centre in the whole territory. Then out of economic misery an excellent

method of taxation was evolved, showing what could be done when Bishop and

^states found read grounds for cooperation. B„ h>3b a system of oxtra-

ordin.
„ levies on land had seen words.; out by the states, to be parcelled

ft

out in puotas to the . .mtcr. ir. which , ..rishioners were responsible for

mahiip up a specified sum from am ng their own number. This parish-tax :r

hirchs .i^l.-.. .mtzung was the most notable of a variety of often inefficient

plough-taxes, hearth, cattle, inheritance, capital, income, and jewellery-
5

taxes, as well as highly dubious taxes on the rents of nobilitp and clergy.

Thus in December 1538 the .amhh , granted a tax for the payment of

outs-; "ing interest on the Bishop's debts. rich parish taxed itself under

the supervision of its priest. The tax seems to have made about 35,000 fl.,

which was ,aid to the -fenni meister. as head of the Bstates' own treasury.

ard core of !.Itinster's finance was .-states' finance. This first levy

was followed within a few months by another which did actually make just over
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35,000 fl.6 In February 1539 the 1 fonnig:....Istar had cstira ted the iebts of

the territory at 192,000 fl. It seems likely, however, that the Bishop

was keeping quiet about many more debts, or all rn; tively that the Bstates,

notably the Chapter, were being very particular about which of the Bishop's

debts to honour,

..t the Landtag of December 1539 the Bstates agreed to levy parish-

taxes an: ••• lly for ten years until all the .debts were paid, but already by

1541 they were plan, ing to liquidate an out landing sum of over 120,OCC fl.
7at one levy. It is not Inown how successful this was.

he parish-tax was next adapted to Imperial : ilitary purposes in the

wars of Ferdinand and Charles against the Burks. In 1543 the Bishop was

requested to pay for over 500 troops in the field against the Turks at a

cost of nearly 3)200 fl. a month. The Bisho: co Id not meet these commit¬

ments at of his own pocket and by September 1544 the states had taken over

these expenses, as a "great f vour" to their Bishop. The ~ilitary system was

from now on to become the most important item of territorial finance, whether

in money or en, whether for Imperial, Circle or purely territorial purposes.

However ineffectual against Jpain and France, the Imperial military system

vith its territorial quotas of eon nd money kept the threat even if not the

co: tinuity of the Beich alive in the majority of the territories and produced

the eventual victories over the Turks una .r Leopold I.®
Thus in 1544 "the estates of I iinstor again resorted to the parish-tax,

g
which at over 20,000 fl. seems even to have produced an immediate surplus.

J " ods of assessment were simple and efficient because there seems to have

been little conflict between the states, their tenantry and serfs, and the
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Bishop and his officials. 1.1though this t .: combined 1 .nd and poll-tax

by now, it was not the only tax. Yet it was the most important, and

the territory does not seem to have had an iiy rtant exci- or indirect tax
10

system other than as local taxation levied by the town councils. Whatever

the t x was at rritorial level, it s granted in tl. .11.and thereafter

administered through the Estates' treas ry. Hhis may explain why the

dovclo.. . . t of the Bishop's administration was so slow when compared to other
11

territories. It % s simply not needed so early.

hroir. the time that J hann von Iloya became Bishop in 1566 until the end

of tl. century the parish-tax was levied almost yearly, and it made about

30,000 tlr 3. each time. In the first thi locales of the 17th century

the tax was usually levied biannually. In 1633 it as levied eight times

and in the folio- ing year eleven times'. ""ram lo% it was fixed us a

perms, it, monthly levy, by which tl e it could ha_ lly still be regarded as

an extraordinary grant of the ..statesf granted as tare on burghers, tenants

and . rfs.

The
_ a ish-tax only indirectly covered the nobility and the higher

clergy who were also of i.oble blood. lor although the nobility were in fact

excr. ted from the parish-tax f r themselves, their revenues, families, houses,

g. rder.s and those farms which they themselves ran, the tux was still assessed
tf

thr the Imter and town councils on tl ;ir tenantry, and it was presumably

as landlords that they had the right in the first place to grant these taxes

in the assemblies which their tenants and servants' then generally also

c Iributed to. . lienever the burden of taxation on the tenantry became too

great, landlords could expect to find difficulty in collecting their rents and

\



and may indeed have felt the demoralizing effect of an agricultural eonony
12

that .. .0 dependent on a near-bankrupt tenantry.

During the rule of bishop Johonn von Hoya . :o now deg; rtnenta of state

vare set up by new. iationc \;ith the states. The; were the o-' urb.-ht in

1572 and die -v- .uk. .or in 11373. -t the a;-law of Id. Jclann asked the

Estates to appoint a coi ittee to deal .irectly with lis cre ditors. This the

Estates refused to do, hut the bishop lad opened the discussion on his financial

affairs in a way by no means unfavourable to Lie -states, provided that they

•were not forced into shouldering debts which the ruler would be free to
13

contra t in the future. The .states granted Joh.inn further parish-taxes,

for they were as keen to obtain a suprere court of appeal, staffed by

professional lawyers in permanent session, as Johann .us to jet out of his

debts.

Over the creation of this court there was soon deadlock, for both Johann

and the Estates expected the ether to pay for its running. The Estates
ft

offered a beer excise to pay for it. It was opposed in the towns and ... tor,

for fear or increasing Johann's powers of taxation. An u... '...ussta a

meetin of the -.states' standing committee which dealt with a airs between

the end of one Landtag and the calling of the next, agreed to take on 15,000

tlrs. of debts if Johann gave up the beer excise. This shows how Johann

could --.ploit the blunder of the Estates in offering an excise in the first

place. .it last in 1573 the ...states agreed to fund the IIof erlcht with a

capital sun of 20,000 tlrs. in order to pay lawyers salaries out of the

rest with the grant of another parish-tax. In return Johann gave up

the excise.^'



t the 3£r.:e ti c x collegiate bo" wan ;t .blishecl . g the :;ch.rh ..:..;.ier-

orhnnn of 1573 for the adninistr tion of the Biol p's . scoi 0. This showed

the strength of the st.tes, especially of the hapter, for the new body
11

restricted Johann's freedom of action in disposing; of his own regular income. •

The . ol... "aja. .-a: included " 'of- fto ad a hf'tr. . It w. >y the Chancellor

and included members of the Chapter and leading :..t officials. These men

wore unlikely to have been hostile to the Bishop, although some of them also

had duties to the Ystates as nobles, and to Y! -selves .1 tl jir own families

r.s influential landowners. hven so, Johann continued to have difficulty

in boi owing money, and the Chapter had to stand security for the loan of

6,000 tlrs. which he took in order to be able to set up the .;nku.mor

in the first place.
~

ox ever otr the hold of the a oil .-itor over 'die Bishop's

finane , it was only temporary. in expedient financial arrangement was

hardly expos'.ed to remain - n "orcc should cisouastances change. T1 is v; s not

a cor: Lit .tional ;ai. for the Lstates. ...a soon as the Bishop was solvent

once . ore, there would be :.o restrictions, and he would regai: sole control

over the hechcnlm-;mer. Yet would future Bishops ever manage affairs without

running into debt'. This was hardly to be expected as long as the .states

in; Lsted that the Bishop should live off his regular domain income and also

pay for his administration from it. Yet despite the fact tl ,t this had

never boon a practical proposition, by not repudiating it, the -states may

well have impeded any real freedom of political manoeuvre which they may

1
•- Lad against their rulers' prerogative. It may have prevented them from

keeping their- political demands up to date, for endless demands for confirma-
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tions of privileges were r.ct necess;;-Lly the be all and :nd all of politics

16
that the .states seem to have thought.

The Catholics saw the danger of losing I'th iter to the Vrotestants from

two sides, from an elected Bishop who might secularizo the Bishopric and found

a dynasty, thu. in some way upsettin the provisions of 'mice of Augsburg

of 1555, or from the Protestants vl 0 at one time in the 157' *3 and '80's had

a clear . gjority in the Chapter, and ho lesired to elect a Protestant like

the -Archbishop of Bremen who was already a ruler elsewhere. 3y blocking

this c ndidature, and then by electing no resident Bishops between If74-1650»

and finally by getting over the problem of illegal election and pluralism

in choosin only Administrators, the Catholics never lost the upper hand in

the politics of the Bishopric. They chose the itt lobach -rchbishops of

Cologne in default of any more suitable car:1..' lates ho were staunch Catholics.

Innov. ions in government under Johan: were now given the long period of

Estates' consolidation whicl they nee lei, in order to become permanent by

oust . , and Chaptei influence in the ..cnaai ..or as well as control ove: •

the .. ...or. the t -.try into which the istatec directed all payments

of the paxi3h-ts.se, possibly prevented rnst of Bavaria as Administrator of
17

. tinstor from 1533 to 1612 from totally raining the finances of the territory.

A new era opened in I65O when the Chapter c ointed t1 eir own treasurer

as A' a' ; against the candidature of yet mother ittolsbach, and against the

advice of their own lean who, alth gh he may h ve hope-, for the title himself,

certainly suspected a violent streak in Christogh Bombard's nature.

'' ;to. h Bornhard von Galen was a member of the territorial nobility and a

staunch Catholic priest with a university training in theology and canon-law.
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lie was extremely fortur. to ' rise so 1 ' ;h i: the social male and to become

a spiritual ruliu„ prince or 'c'.sff:. it, second in rank only
10

to the dim oror and the ..lector...

Christopli Berr.hard had to swear to keep a particularly harsh
19

Bublha Itslatid.. . o agreed to c! a fixed numb -r ' 1 - a senior

officials from the .states and to seek the approval of the Chapter for all

senior appointments, iqually all officials were to be r tives of the

Bishopric, The Bishop was to first obtain consent from the Chapter to any

loans that he wanted to raise to cover extra government expenses, especially
20

in the .ilitary and diplomatic field. But just as the Chapter had

severely c. tailed the Bishop's power on ] ;.-per, so now in ractice Christoph

Bernlxard was ruthless in ignoring their sti_ lations.

he overcame the interference by dept.. . . : tcs in the choice of his

officials by using an inner circle of trusted councillors, who took whatever

business they wanted out o. the hands of the chancellery, dealing with it in

secrec., on the sole instructions of the Bishop. that was perhaps new in

this time-worn system was A although secret councillors :. lit change, the

inner circle was to remain is an institution which really ran the Bishopric

for the rest of its independent existence. This deieimer at was completely

at the mercy of the Bishop, but the rivy councillors safe uarded themselves

by " iting the Bishop from altera Liv sources of information and advice.

In Ilinster with its strong Chapter and annual assemblies of the d3tates, the

privy council was not, however, able to squash the Estates and monopolize

B. e internal and external administr, tion in the same way as happened in the

dp rustic territories.^
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Yet Christoph Bernhard retained the right to declare an emergency.

This time-worn doctrine of nccs-wE t; s in practice bound the Estates to

helping him after he had involved the territory in wars without having first

got their consent to opening hostilities or to making subsidy treaties.

In this way Christoph Bernhard could escalate a war and get the -.states and

the territory as a whole to pay for it once it was too late to withdraw.

The '■■ahlkapitulation of I65O was thus worthless as a check on the power of
22

the Bishop.

Par from only borrowing money with the consent of the Chapter, Christo h

Bernhard was one of the first to call professional financiers from outside

the territory to his court. Already in I65I they began to supply him

with money at very short notice without asking any questions as to what he

needed it for, as the Estates would have enquired, had he asked them for the

money instead. Court financiers were only interested in whether or not the

ruler's assets could be manipulated to cover the size of the loan. In order

to ensure this, the ruler used his prerogative to protect the financier and

to let him c rry out any restrictive ractices which he had been grunted by

the ruler to recoup himself on the loan. The system of monopolies was

23
already there to assist them both.

Prom the end of the 17th century territorial rulers in ..estphalia were

receiving large sums of money from their court financiers without losing-

political power to the -.states in the way that their predecessors had done,

when subject to money grants from their Estates. The ..states and the tenantry

could still be enticed into paying the larger amounts eventually, but the

money needed to start aggression, live luxuriously and salve petty megalomania
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was immediately available in a way that no ..-states' grants or methods of

taxation had ever been. The tragedy was that the new system of finance did

not merge with the old.

Court financiers had no rights in the territories. They lived on the

ruler's prerogative as specialized second-class citizens, over-privileged

one minute and under-privileged the next. The Estates did not open their

ranks to them but remained their bitter enemies. ..s some court financiers

were Jewish, a further virulence was introduced into territorial politico,

which may have been avoided if the Jstates had been prepared to -accept

rivalry and succ ss as evidence of a mutual struggle for power and wealth

under the territorial rulers of tho day. This could have bound families

of different social status and religious be ief together. Instead it split

them off into isolated hostile, rival groups.*^
Between them, court financiers and privy councillors pushed the sttes

into the background. ' " oy put a gulf between ruler and Jstates, whose

assemblies and committees became pliant and often subordinate departments

of finance. They provided the ruler with a sham, alternative government,

The ruler lost his traditional political contact with those who had a stake in

the country. Only by fits and starts and by coercion could a ruler run

his territory with the resistance of the Jstates, without the leaders of

property and wealth in his land. Jo Jcx'enissimus became the prisoner of the

secret councils which he kept. ,.hy then did the Jstates not rebel ? They

still provided the money. They still had whatever customary law that there

was on their side. Yet their power had been undermined by politicians who

were chosen for their servility as outside professionals, and not for their
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ability to reconcile a large stake in the territory with the needs of the

ruler. The connection between politics and society became either so tenuous

or so beset with rules and regulations that it encouraged furtiveness in

private and stupidity in piiblic. Rulers had sought for better financial

arrangements at most times. In the 17th century old and new clashed but

the problem of who had a greater stake in the territory and therefore a

25
greater claim to political responsibility, ruler or estates, was not faced.

Rulers and their servants won a Pyrrhic Victory over their Estates.

Rebellion or passive resistance, both were an outcome of the same situation

of non-compromise, mistrust and deadlock in politics. Yet territorial

Rotates seemed to produce evidence only of passivity.

Vdiy were the Estates passive and not rebellious? The answer may lie in

political theories which the Rotates never used, but the issue was never as

simple as the question implies. In their opposition the Estates resorted to

the traditional methods, to petitions, lists of grievances, memoranda- an

endless stream of .xavamina. Under the new conditions that prevailed, a

petition had little chance of finding its way to the ruler without first

going through the hands of a privy councillor, who was unlikely to let anything

go unchallenged which would, threaten his own position or power. Hence the

need to Dring petitions to assemblies, a valuable outlet for those territories

that still had them in the later 17th and 18th c usuries. The police-state

took care to keep resistance within bounds. Together ruler and councillor

produced a brand of politics that demanded excessive regimentation and even

brutality in the territories. Even in the ecclesiastical principality of

Mtlnster it was the army and the difficulty of financing it which became the
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central issue of home affairs after the accession of Christoph Bernhard.

Assemblies played a crucial role in financing the army from the Peace

of Westphalia until the end of the Spanish ..ar of Succession. In I65O

the ifenni lammcr presented accounts for over 90,000 Iltlrs. which it had
27

spent on the Bishop's army. This compared with recognized debts of

700,000 Rtlrs. and 370,000 Ktlrs. of arrears in interest. Bveryone had debt3.

The Bstates had granted 336,000 Atlrs. more in taxes by 1643 than the country

could afford to pay. ",,ith such a financial situation, it was understandable

that the .states wanted to reduce the size of the I tin ter army and they
28

granted supply for two months only.

Christoph Bernhard looked at politics in another way. Swedish and

Butch troops were still in parts of his territory. The Swedes in the

fortress of Vechta received 18,000 Rtlrs. tribute for the first six months

of 1693, and pensions and bribes came to 22,000 Iltlrs. Compared to this
29

the I.tinster army only ob ined 20,000 Atlrs. over the same period of time.

hither way the country was paying heavy extraordinary taxes for troops.

Christoph Bernhard began to see to it that the -.states paid for his own

30
mercenaries rather than for the troops of foreigners and protestants.

By 1655 the asu. blp had agreed that the Bstates and countryside should

take on the costs for 3,000 foot and 400 lorse, although Christoph Bernhard

had asked for more. Of the Estates' tax bill for the first six months of

I654 totalling 112,500 Iltlrs., the army alone took 75,000 htlrs. In 1660

the Bishop even mortgaged domains for 12,000 Rtlrs. as payment for munitions.

Another civil war between ruler and . apital city led to another costly siege

in 1661, at which army costs increased to nearly 270,000 Iltlrs. for the
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operation. Then just when it seemed that real bankruptcy would bring an

end to this vicious military system, it was perpetuated by foreign and inter-

territorial subsidy treaties, which helped the -states and the ruler to bear

the cost of large armies, provided they danced to the tune of the pay-master,

and there was no pay-master who did not have an enemy in the alliance system

that prevailed. In such a situation ever larger territorial rmies were

produced to entice foreign and other territorial paymasters, to threaten
31

then and to play them off against each other. This was the era of the

; .miorto and the Kichtarmierte.

Winster at least did not go in for an amy recruited extensively

from its own peasant and artisan families. Its recruiting sergeants did not

scour the countryside as did the Hohenzollerr.s in neighbouring liark, nor were

the I.Itinster nobility interested in becoming its officer corps. The mercenary

system prevailed. The Bishop made the policy, the estates and foreign

paymasters provided the .oney, forage and munitions, which professional
32

soldiers from all lands were employed to spend.

Yet despite the despotic tr*_ id in government, in I'Hinster assemblies of

the -states survived to grant money annually and biannually all through the

period, and from I650 to -,'15 army su ply was annually forthcoming. The

Chapter survived to lay down further ..ahlkapitulationen and to take over the

government between the death of one Bishop and it.. ..lection of the next.

The constitution was preserved because the handing on of political power

was non-dynastic and institutionally elective. Thus despotism could not

33flower into absolutism.
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In the early years of the nineteenth century, Annette von Droste-

HUlshoff described the former independent Bishopric of Paderborn in two

essays, "Die Judenbuche" and "Bilder aus ..estfalen". Annette was a member

of the MUnster nobility. Jho was brought up on the Ptinster-Paderborn

frontier. In contrast to the economy of the hiinster peasant she described

that of the Paderborn peasant a3 pitiable. This was not that the Paderborn

peasant was not himself to blame, for he generally married whilst too young

and then for love, and he drank too much. The Prussians had since brought

in a stricter form of government after the secularization of the Napoleonic

era. Annette wanted to describe the old ways before they altogether

disappeared. ..hat the historian could not convey to the people, that the

poet managed to do in his particular way. Just as the popular view of the

aeichskainmer ;oricht is that of the disappointed ex-lawyer Goethe, so the view
1

of early modern Paderborn is that of "Die Judenbuche".

In reality Paderborn produced a remarkable constitutional government

for which the sources are still plentiful. From the 14th through to the

19th centuries the territorial rotates of Chapter and nobility controlled
2

the politics of the Bishopric. Bishop and -.states cooperated well and

with a certain political maturity in avoiding civil conflict, which possibly

only adherence to an unwritten constitution for many generations could

produce. All the towns and many of the larger vxilages had access to the

territorial assembly, so that a large number of .'.ckerbtlrgcr or peasants

who were also citizens were represented by their mayors in the assembly."^
Those with real power were, however, only a handful of territorial

noble families.^ They controlled the prebends in the Chapter as also the
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seats in the curia of the noble Jstates. In 1434 already the Chapter was

informing the Council of Basel th. t no one had been accepted as a member

of the Chapter in the previous hundred years who was not also of noble birth.

In 1430 candidates to prebends were expected to show evidence of four noble

ancestors, according to a statute which the Chapter itself issued. This was

increased to eight by the middle of the next century. By l^OO the Chapter

was asking for 16 noble ancestors. This was four generations of noble

blood on both sides of the family. The stipulation remained in force until

the secularization of 1310. Thereafter prebends ceased to be political

offices. In this way the older territorial nobility preserved a privileged

position in the face of three dangers, protestantism, secularization and new

ennoblements. Thus a wealthy man could buy . patent of nobility from the

liabsburgs and their Aofnfalz. crafcn and even a few mythical noble ancestors,

as did the Dortmund military enterprisers, the Beggings, after the Thirty

Year Tar period. Yet they could hardly expect any ecclesiastical establish¬
es

ment to accept 16 mythical ancestors.-''

There were 24 prebends in the Paderborn Chapter. Hew members were

usually accepted from among suitable candidates between the ages of nineteen

to twenty-five. Alt. .ugh unmarried, most members wore only in lower orders.

They wore the tonsure but were not sworn to celibacy or burdened with the

performance of high office. Many resigned and . tried at later stages of

their lives. Of the 24 in 1633 only four were fully ordained, in 1712

only three. Yet each had produced a list of sixteen authentic noble

ancestors and two established territorial nobles had introduced each of them

6
by standing also as surety. The system of cooption thus prevailed.
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In 1662 the Bishop, Ferdinand von Fttrstenberg, who had cone up through

the ranks of the established territorial nobility and through the Chapter,

issued a decree confirming the sixteen ancestor rule for access to the noble

Curia in the assembly. His reason for this move was that so many foreign,

non-noble officers had obtained noble lands during the previous war period

that the remaining territorial nobility were threatened with loss of their

privileged position to a mass of newcomers. The result was that only 39

nobles were sworn in at the Chancellory in October 1662 as qualifying for a

seat in the noble estate of the assembly. The Bishop had thereby achieved

a drastic cut in the number of politically important nobles whom he would

always have to take into account in home affairs. In return the oldest

noble families obtained a monopoly of power in Chapter and Hoble estate

at the territorial assembly. The man of merit and wealth without birth

was effectively excluded. A tendency to make a closed social group which

monopolizad power ha" thus been accentuated among the older Paderborn

7
nobility and it had become constitutionally established. To get elected a

g
prospective Bishop now had only to negotiate with 24 nobles in the Chapter.

Once he had been accepts.,, the Bishop and his councillors h.d to deal with

another 39 nobles and j.elativ..a of those in the Chapter who had elected him.

The new Bishop would be expected to exercise enough patronage to satisfy

this small number of political grandees. This xeit the Bishop with only

the Burghers to satisfy.

The towns owed their political influence to some extent to the aid

which they gave to the Chapter in the fight against Dietrich von floors,

Archbishop of Cologne in mid-15th century, when he had attempted to incorporate
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laderborn into his archdiocese. The oldest three tovms of iaderborn,

Uarbwrg and drake1 were, however, already founded in the 12th century.

To them came Borgentreich in the l^th century, and thereafter nineteen other

market towns that were really only villages, some of them not even beins
9

foundations of the bishops. The four larger towns had populations of

between 2,000 and 4>500 before the year 1800. The rest of the towns had
10

between 450 and 1,000 people. Under the emperors Maximilian I and

Charles V Brakel town like Lemgo in Lippe even ;ot is the ..Lolchsmatrikel

or Imperial tax-register as if it were an Imperial free town. when Srakel

did not pay the Imperial taxes for which it was assessed, it was cited before

the heichssummer ;cricht by the Imperial prosecutor. brake1 won its case

and reaffirmed its status as a territorial and not Imperial town (hand-
10a

stadt. nicht Aeichsstadt; . "

In the 17th century the iaderborn towns generally lost their charters

of privileges, due to Protestant infiltration which Counter-deformation

bishops were swift to stamp out. Paderborn became the centre of a Jesuit

mission for Northwest Germany. This was tolerated especially once the

nobility had realized that the reformed Church of home would continue to
11

support their monopoly of offices in church and state. In I6O4 iaderborntowr

was subdued by Bishop Dietrich von Liirstenberg. Although they were so

numerous, in actual fact the political power of trie iaderborn towns was very

limited, and even so usually only expres ed by mayors and councillors of

iaderborn town itself, or at most by the ruling burgher families of all four

larger towns. Even these were no match against either Bishop and his
12

officials or Chapter and nobility.
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jo the nobility were in the long run the real rulers of I'aderborn.

Goner 1 tax-exemption applied to 11 the nobility, to the new families as well

as the old. The tax on their incomes from land-rents was nominal only and

12a
ran at 700 tlrs. ucr simnlum in 1362. " In about 70 rural areas local noble

landlords had control over the local courts, over the police and over petty

crime, rather like gentry-J.1.'a in rural Bngland or the Junkers of hast
13

Prussia. The nobility were represented on all committees and there were

always two of them in the Privy Council. '..hen ectir. an official

capacity all nobles were paid by the day through the estates' treasury or

T ,1 14

In the 17th century the Bishop generally relied upon grants of direct

taxation to tide him over the annual deficits which his administration

produced. On the whole laderborn finances shoY/ed a similar develo^. .nt to

those in i.ilnster, only Paderborn was the poorer territory. The Chapter and

nobility were exempted from paying land-tax. Land-tax was hopefully assessed

in 1590-91 at about 6,800 Ittlrs. per sinrplum. of which the lower clergy paid

724 Ittlrs., the burgher^ 2,705 Htlrs. and the peasants 3,375 Btlrs. At

nearly every assembly petitions wore -resented for remission of tax-arrears.

In reality the full laud-tax was lucky to make 5,000 Ktlr3. per month, which

often meant that officials tried to levy a double land-tax to meet the

demands made upon them. However, the Bishop a-~o issued tax-remissions out
15of necessity to those burghers and peasants who were in real economic need.

Vhy this heavy taxation? The Bishop did not control sufficient domains

to cover the cost of the ourt and administration. The army was the largest

single item of expenditure. hence by about 1700 a gross annual expenditure
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of 100,000 Rtlrs. could, be reckoned with in Paderbon. To finance this up

16
to 16 simpla of land-tax were ne ded annually.

During the Spanish War of Succession the Paderborn array coat an average

36,000 Rtlrs, annually, but costs fluctuated wildly. This fluctuation was

particularly harmful to the delicate balance of an agricultural economy.

To the unavoidable danger of a bad harvest was added the burden of a standing

array. Thus the Paderborn troops serving with the other Imperial contingents

on the lower Rhine cost 10,750 fl, in the period of May to December, 1709.

With the coming of peace in 1715 the Estates pleaded for drastic army cuts,

but the Bishop gave as reason the dangers of the Northern War for keeping up

17
troop strength.

During the l650's the Bishop obtained money from five basic sources

of taxation* from the land-tax on peasants and burghers, from excise,

cattle-tax, poll-tax and occasional charitable grants from Chapter and

nobility. The first exciseswere not introduced until 1655 andalready by

1659 the towns had bought the Bishop off by commuting all excises on

necessities to a tax on alcohol consumption, estira ted at half a simolum
1ft

of land-tax.

The cattle-tax was not favoured by the Estates. Presumably it delved

too deeply into the affairs of their own tenants and sei'fs. It did not

become a regular source of income to the Bishop, Novel forms cf taxation

were thus resorted to. Such was a hearth-tax which made nearly 1 0,000 Rtlrs.

each time it was levied in 1645, 1650, I652 and 1669, but the real backbone

of public finance remained the land-tax.19

The land-tax was granted in annual assemblies by the Estates and
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collected from the peasants and burghers in monthly quotas. Apparently the

onlj time that the Astates refused to grant taxes at all to the Bishop

occurred at the assembly of 17th arch, 1597? when an unspecified number of

nobles and mayors said that they would only grant a Turk-tax if in return

they were given permission to worship freely according to the rites of the

Augsburg Confession. In a rising Counter-ileformation state like laderborn
20

this demand failed miserably.

The development of the Astates' sole right to g. taxes in assemblies

was, however, a slow one. As late as I548 the Bishop's Aentmeister or local

treasury official in Dringenberg gave the mayor, council and commoners of

..arburg town a receipt for half a local land-tax which came to 100 fl.,

which they had granted and levied, presumably quite independently from the

other Astates in direct negotiations with the Bishop's local officials,

for repairs to public buildings in .Jringenberg. Bo the land-tax was adapted

to purely local needs, as well as to territorial and Imperial ones.

Yet when a tax-demand was taken to the assembly, the Bis".op did not try

to Vbtain consent to it from one or other of the ^states only. Apparently

only once was this rule -roken. In 1 '06 he asked for consent from the

Chapter only. This led to immediate protests from the nobles and towns.
21

It seems that no Bishop ever tried to do this again.

This was a truly unusual development for tne lyth century as a whole.

In the Bishopric of Paderborn assemblies continued as a living institution

until the secularization of the Napoleonic era.

From the 14th century onwards the majority of those clergy who were

not members of the Chapter paid a charitable grant as well as a share of the
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illkommensteuer. which was granted once only to each new Bishop. This

subsi", j seems generally to 1. ve be n very small. Except in the case of the

rare .illko. monstcuer it did not reach four figures, although from I664

onwards the smaller subsidy was le/ied annually. In 1661 Ferdinand von

FtLrstenberg was granted 24,000 .ItIrs. ,illkommenstcuer. of which 19,000 Iltlrs.

were actually paid. Oven the nobility contributed. However, it was the
22

land-tax which really financed the early modern state of iaderborn.

In the early 16th c ntury one or two a Imp la pex- were enough to

keep the a. •s administration from bankruptcy. Be' : .n I65O and 1755

the records showed that between three and sixteen Simula, that is between

16,500 and 08,000 Htlrs. were needed annually. The land-tax went through
23the assembly without fail throughout the whole period.

Formally each rural community had its own method of taxation. L.xes

were raised internally and then sent on to the official Receiver, the

~tiJt;w,cI;atne 1 n1:o1..cr. self-assessment and collection could be lucrative

for local officials and notables. Thus Hieheim tow, """as assc sed at 600 Htlrs

by the ..eceivcr for the tax year lyoO, repre.. anting four si:.,: la of land-taxes

which the assembly had gr. nted to the ...'.shop for that year. In actual fact

hieheim town council In/.Led 22h simi-la of com:,.unity taxes in that year,

bach community tax ran at 44 Rtlrs. per simplum. so that the town treasury

took in nearly 1,000 Htlrs. of which only 600 hau .0 bo sent to the Receiver.

This is an example of how taxes could bo manipulated by local authorities.

The town council families wore doing well out of it at the expense of the

lower orders in the town. It heirs to show why rulers and ,states were

always very eager to discuss the ways and means of taxation, rather than the



constitutional ^rincijles upon which it may have been based, for the one

was 1 crative and the other labori us. It was thus important that members

of the dictates should cooperate well with officials in every locality.

At best the hstates were appoint as officials themselves, at least in an

honorary capacity, so that Bishop and ^states could thereby convince them¬

selves of the solidarity with which they ruled over the rest of the

population.^
The local man who stepped forward as tax collector d to deposit

a cautionerv ram with the government. He had to find eaplo with enough

private means to act as surety for him. he was then allowed to keep 2,

of what he collected. This was not very much, but thei it was by order

of the central authorities and likely to have sflccted the yearnings for a

2.S
mercantile Utopia of a camoralist councillor, rather than local reality.

Thus in 1753 the Bishop's deceiver paid a ■aution to the Bstates of over

10,000 ..tiro. his 3alar„ was 150 htlrs. per annum. This was tliree times

the salary of the Ileceiver in 1614, but still only represented a return of

1,1, per annum on his Caul on. Th s shows that the ..ecoiver had to recoup

himself out of is office by accepting f, /ours, bribes and other suitable

perquisites, for other.Is ..e was losing money on the 10,000 htlrs. which he

had deposited, and on which he could easily have got elsewhere.

von so, the deceiver had to suit his methods s. the demands of a joint

.estates' committee of audit, which met prior to annual assemblies. That

both Bishops and ^states were sometimes not satisfied with tlic accounts is

shown by a complaint in Vjyj that they wore too scanty. They w re sent

back to the deceiver for clarification. The joint committee consisted of
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privy councillors and representatives of all throe t. .tea, their secretaries
27

and legal advisers or syr . 1ci.

Between 1706 and 1717 Feckelsheim torn should ha.e j mi-' out 15,600 Rtlrs.

in taxes to the Receiver. It tually paid 12,577 Rtlrs. and was granted

tax relief of a further 2,303 Rtlrs. Thus its tax rroars v/ore -..ell untor

1,000 ".ItIrs. for the whole twelve- ear :eriod. The town fulfilled the

tax demands made upon it by nearly 95/ . The istates system of tax tion

seemed to have worked very well here.

. hi her of icckelsheim had his louse and garde )ld up to pay for

his tax arrears in 1771, hut from the long 1ists of tax arrears which were

issued each year by local and centr 1 uthorities, this drastic method,

let alone the really destructive syster: of military billet or scharfo

.xokution was used very rarely as a terrible example to the rest of the

community to pay their taxes promptly and in full - "pour encourager les
28

autre3". Did continue, s tax arrears imply continuous over-taxation, or

did they imply that subjects w 0 generally unwill to pay xes in full

because they were prept - to relg on a nor efficient protection of private

property at law against confiscate on t^an the tax authorities would have
29

wished? The use oh hjree was a natter for the Imperial courts, as breach
30of the peace was an Imperial offence as Land?. ;rdensbru.ch. Territorial

officials had to beware of litigation which weal .ier and pluckier subjects

could bring against them not only in the territorial courts of appeal but

also at the ioichskaminergericht. Thus tax arrears may have been a further

sign of the sanctity of private property against the demands of the tax-

authorities .
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The legal system still favoured property if only by virtue of complicated

lega procedures Tor the recovery or debt. However, troops had to be

billeted in wintertime. Tax arrears ,re good excuses for billeting.

The local community was keen to ..void giving such an excuse to the central

authorities, and would often borrow money to pay off its arrears. This

debt had then to be recount from the surplus of next year's levies. In

the meantime interest had to be paid on it. uo the local community could

not afford to lose its right to as.mss ana collect it n taxes to the

ruler or . y ad hoc officials whom he might appoint. ..hen the local

community could find no more credit, then t. army could be sent in. At

all events people learned to live with their deotu and tax arrears, and with

the threat of violence which that left them open to from their own rulers'
11-2

officials.

hat then was lii . like for the ordinary people, wj pG£Usants of

3aderborn? bishops showed an ever increasing fatherly interest in them.

The first I olizeiordnun/v to cover the '..hole territory from 16,;5 showed a

basic awareness of the inadequate arrangements that existed for the welfare

of ordinary people. The official ; wi drew up this edict were, however,

hardly aware that even the poor were individuals with a right to an identity

of their own. The edict forbade all swearing, all drinking during the times

of Holy Office and other religious festivals. ait price of bread, beer,

meat, haberdashery and medicine was fixed. ..ages of tailors, cobblers,

smiths, gol smiths, tinkers, saddlers, tanners, clothmakers, shepherds,

wheelwrights, cartwright.., window makers, tilers, building labourers,

messengers and inn keepers were fixed not at a minimum, but at a low rate
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v/hich was at the same time an employers' maximum. All lawyers were to

re isJ.er with the authorities. 'ey were to keep recorls of all their

transactions, especially all usurious agreements and credit transactions on

c reals ..nd farm -produce, on ali it ion's and livisions of tenancies and lands,

which were made without consent of the landlords. Mortgage books were to

be kept. Guardians and trv 'tees were to keep ar.nual accounts. No marriages

wore to be contracted without the previous knowledge of parents. Twice a

year all buildings v? .re to be checked in the interests ■>£ fire precaution.

All officii ko who did not keep this edict were to be k'red, and fines had to
33

be paid first, before a c;i se could go before court of appeal,

lulers, officials and landlords, Bishop, councillor, a.tmann. noble,

cleric and burgher, all had an interest in the welfare of their tenants

and serfs who ran the farms and did the work upon which the whole economy

depend I. These tenants were headed by the I eier.As serfs and unfree

men I.loier sacrificed their freedom of movement, freedom of marriage and

inheritance. In return they received the best soils and the largest farms.

Estate management was di; cted fro;.. oierhbf which were scattered all over

the territory. ' ei .rrecht was the key to a legal system which provided the

peasant, the serf and " .. tenant former with an increasing number of ri,ght3

and privileges against the landlord. It also tied the peasant more firmly
35

to the soil than ever before.

The condition of the peasantry varied from territory to territory in

Northwest Germany and nowhere were the rights of the peasantry clearly

established before the 19th century, nor indeed were the peasantry a cohesive

group. Above all being a peasant mount having a lord, who was a protector
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at lav*. : rotection as ^chutz and Jchlrm v;as a necessity for free and unfree

p . ;j£ t alike. Those, owever, 'o were protected by a lord or ecclesiastical

four, .ation in a legal system where the ruler controlled all the lav? courts,

were bet er off than those who were protected by a lord who also owned the

local lav? court. Thus although the majority of Paderborn peasants were

f;n:iers with a secure tenure, a considerable number of then had the same land-

lord and magistrate. They had thus no chance to exploit landlord-ruler

j alousies which naturally arose where the landlord h * no power over the

local law t. However, apart from Bishop and Cha: j there were only

two territorial noble families, two monaster' s and two other episcopal

domains in the territory of Paderborn which possessed their own unfree

37
persons or leibci ■.Jne.

The peasant, whether freeman or serf, was a tenant. He aid re; t

and did not own the an" he farmed. The rent he paid \ generally heavy,

as were also the taxes he ^aid to the .tate. The few exceptions to this rule

38
appear between 1500 and 1800 in the tax registers a. ximierte. whose

status was comparable to 1 at of the territorial nobility, officials and

burgher3.

Peasant tenancies . re the basis of the rural economy, and the feudal

tenures which were held by the privileged noble;., burghers and ...xh "orte were

39
part of this self-s ane economy. Rents paid 1yj .ss- Is v.ere light and they

paid 110 t xes to the state. A fief did not hamper a vassal's freedom of

movement. re was free to sell up, to move away, to give out his land as he

thought fit, and to marry ? 3 he thought best.^ As vassal and feudal tenant

his privileges were great and his bur .ens were negligib e. r.s landlord and
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estate manager, however, he made sure that the peasants s ' tenants and

serfs carried heavy burdens in re urn for negligible privileges. This

applied even more strictly to labourers and menials to whom even the peasants

were aristocrats of the land.

The peasant's tenancy tied him to the soil and to a landlord within a

pseudo-feudal system of rents and .. rviccs. hen ruler and landlord joined

forces in exploitation of the peasant, when rent3 and st tes' tax grants

ere collected by ,he - ne landlord-ma ;istr tes or yl.'r-hd officials, then the

peasantry Id expect a harsh time, mitigated only b crude paternalism.

ttenpts were always made to improve te nt-landlord relations by

legislation. Yet the problem was not tackled rationally, for no two rents

w re paid with the same kind of services, moneys or produce. I uier of the

Altenau valley, south of I derborn town, freed themselves of personal

servit le, but this lid not prevent them from having to render increased

services with their horses and cats, although they were officially freemen,

services had just gone over from the person of the ' ~ant to the tenancy

itself. dither way the easants were at a 1isadvantage a.ainst their local

landlords and magistrates, the Chap tor, the Monastery of Abdinghof and

the von Kalanbergs.^
The Bishops of Paderborn had an interest in all peasants because they

paid the largest si re of the extraordinary taxc d.ich were needed to keep

tl c t .rritory from banloruptcy. In this they had to see that the peasants

were not so exploited or so badly mismanaged by any of their landlords that

they would be in no position to pay the ruler. The surplus produced by an

unnecdanized .gr Icultural economy s .: flexible and rain J al. Thus in 1528



Erich von Braunschweig, Bishop of I: lerborn, ried to rew. ..to landlord-

peasa. t relations between 1 'erbor town and its oior. in return for a

"suitable" and not excessive uiri uf. or inheritance tax, the eier were

warned not to alienate land with .t their landlords' consent. Landlords

v;erc also given the right to deprive a - uicr of his tenancy, or Meierbrief.
42

as soon as he got three year behind in his rent. This showed well the

power of the bishop to regulate relationships between burghers and peasants

s landlords and tenants as equitably as possible.

In lj , legal judgement was actually given by "k ,raf in favour of

the landlords against all .eier v/l.o had borr ed money on their tenancies

without consent. The keier were to be deprived of their holdings. This

case established a precedent. another decision in the patrimonial court

of the Lords of iiirer. iffirmed that no creditors who had lent money eier

without consent of the landlords were to be allowed to ' ira their money

back. This ruling was 'also upheld by a Go/rruf. or Bishop's local judge.

The ruler thus took an active part in the problems arisir ; out of

tenant-landlord relations. He was also of ourse the most prominent 1 ndlord

himself. Ik j;.powered is local j-.lg to make laws by precedent as each

particular case presented itself. -3 each legal problem came up it was

dealt with in question and an. wer form and then preserved in writin - as

local custom, a losi.vtoil or piste: .

considerable amount of legal business concerned regulation of inheri¬

tance among the I eier. The ruling of a von I.'axtern in his own patrimonial

court of BBkendorf in 157 was to refuse to recognize an inheritance claii

of an unfree tenant who had pr viously been be. hi off by the rest of the
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family before coming to his inherit; nee. To this doc is is aided a

warning against love-making among Abe youth quite out of context seemingly

fror the business in hand. If tve lovers v.ere not repair I to marry each

other they were e: oh to forfeit o ye rs wages (5 to 10 atlrs.). This

s' ows that attempts wore made to control the birthrate among servants and

labourers in a crude fashion, and to instill in them the principles of

holy m. triraor.y not by education but by threat of material deprivation.^
ocroion in the no e of society, the Lav? and the CI rr 1 's noticeable in

the - o1-is Inun/r of 1655» where elopements especial." * between those of

unequal status were to be made an example of by fines and corporal punishment.
45

The officiating priest was also to be fined.

In 1724 Bishop Clemens August issued an edict for the 1 cier in the
It

iter of Keuhaus and elbrdck regulating the endowment of brx !es and e

sine of the pension which a retiring peasant should be "'lowed to pay himself.

The bride was to be allow . 1 no cattle, no cereals and only one cart. The

marriage price to be rend red was fixed at 150 tire, for a Yo"lorhof. the

largest farm that appeai-c with four horses .'hen render in,, services to the

lor Is; 80 tire, for a h lberhof and tv.een 5 4o 50 tlrs. for the rest -

plus one cow in every c e, The honest poor were assessed according to

circumstances. All marriage r.; mends had to be notified immediately

to the Bishop's local officials and confirmed bef re consummated. The

. ;ift was r gul ted accordir. to the number of children a c-ior had.

The more he had, the less it came to. Ho drinking was to be allowed when

the marriage agreement wr ■ drawn up among the parents. farmers wore not to

retire when still in tl eir prime in order tl t ir heir3 should not be
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allowed to escape death duties or. .11. which had to he paid to the

landlord,' °

Bishops' control over serfs possibly reached the highest xoint in 1725

when an ;dict was 5 -sued forbixs.....; the felling of fruit-bearing trees on pain

of a fine of 5 Gxoschen aer tree. this included oak-trees - fruit-bearing

because pigs ..ere fed on the .corns. ...very farmer was or .ered to plant ten

47
new oaks a year.

id personal nfreeuom prevent a man id or. playing responsible part

in village society? ierhaps so during the 17th and lg': centuries, but hardly

in the loth century, which was a time of new settlement and agricultural

ex_ ansion in - aierborn. Thus in the year 1589 the aocal judge of ^renken,

who ever: exercised the death penalty, an unfroe i:.an.'r^ Ly the end of

the loth century few landlords still knew which of their tenants were free and

which were unfree. Instead of quietly forgetting the difference, unfreedom

was
. re...sod with'new vigo upon the tenantry. -0 serfdom was process

4°which over renewed itself. It was not allowed to disappear quietly. r-/

The local community or demeiiaxo was a unit of soil"-help run by free and

unfree tenants ..like. Under the auspices of its landlord it ran its own

law-court. xeasants ue their own judges and _rocedure 'was oral. -ith the

adaption of written ..rocedure and trained lawyer- the peasant ceased to 'play a

part in regulating the legal affairs of the eomraunr and became increasingly

dependent upon the landlord and his expert servants.-'^ ..tiring the 17th century

Bishop and hsxutos as landlords began to make agreements with each other

concerning mutual exploitation of their tenantry. The peasant moved into a

world of enforced tutelage quite distinct from the responsibilities that he had
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exercised previously.''''
owover, edicts forbidding t - ants from running their farms into debt;

from alienating their holdings and from dividing them up among their fami ±es

were repeated with ..uch monotonous regularity in the later 17th and earlier
52

13th. centuries that it is doubtful that they were really effective. This

is where paternalist policy in the last resort failed. Che peasant was not

a child who had to be kept in tutelage but a businessman who had to be given

ire. .om of movement if he was to become a good estate ,ger. buch a

53
policy was .tlined by early 19th century reformers Oo. ... em .igand was one.

Chis of course went hand in hand with the policy to give peasants ownership

of th... Iand3 they farmel. It forced those that farmed unecononically off their

land and created demands for social security on the land, still one of the

acute problems of our nvn ay.
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Territorial rulers are not absolute rulers but they ; lender the laws

and customs of the hipire, under hich they are guarantee.: a privileged

position. Territorial rulers exercise legislative power but they must see

that the lav/s which they decree no not conflict with the laws which have been

made at Imp rial level, and thehaichslau.mergericht is there to see that this is

carried out.'' This is v/hat ruling families could read in a handbook of the

Imperial constitution which the Jaxony-Gotha Councillor, von seckenuorff,

pub''5she1, in I656. Bu far be it for any subjects, /or prominent, to

presume ii toll their rulers when they were transjren A the laws of the

dnpire. Under the German system of peerage, subjects obeyed and only rulers

sat in judgement upon each other. This meant that gen .ally no scrutiny into
2

territorial home ffairs by anyone w.' 0 v in rtial to the ruler was ^ ossible.

despite the need to placate the I rotestant Guclphs at the Peace of

best 1 alia, the Cat! oil s were able to retain a considerable hold over the

Bishopric of Osnabriick. Their ruler, hranz ilhelm von ortenberg, an

illegitimate son of a ittelsbacf ruler, regained control. The Jwedes were

bought off, and the Guel^' : had to content themselves with an alternating regime

between a Cat1 olic and one of their your.ger sons. This was a remarkable

arrangement, but far on emarkable was that it actually worked. In the

Imperial constitution after I643 the position of Osnabriick was a unique one.

bhen franz bilhelm died in 1661, Brnst August to.1- over the government as the
•5

first Guelph Bishop. A new era had dawned.

hen .mat August returned from Italy he had the immediate problem of

negotiating with a predoileant, Catholic Chapter over his righto in the

ad; iniotration of the territory accor d;. ; to i. a truioentis.: acis
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0snabrugenaia and the ■gpitulail: r stua. According to t'. latter the

ruler was still expected to run tL • state from his own regular revenues with

occasional extraordinary grants iron the Estates. As the chief landowners

and landlords, t? 1 ?.pter and territorial nobility especially saw to it that

tie ruler's demands for extra moncp never went unchallenged. ..1though the

Estates were themselves ererayt from extraordinary taxation, their tenants were

not. In an agricultural economy there was a strict limit to how much farmers

cou" fford in rent, a:E every increase in extraordi taxation correspond-

ingly thrc -.o.l the landlord with a decrease in rent, the creditor with a

5
ureal: in steady mortgage repayment.

'.he hendta :c which ..rnst August and his Osr.obrUck officials called between

1662-53 followed much the same pattern as before. The ruler demanded money

because the territory as in danger of foreign attack or threwlened Lg inter-

terx '.tcrial hostility. phrase used to express an em..: mncy situation was

toftihrliche Con.juncturen , which implied also a perilous financial situation.

The Estates generall. replied with a policy of procr. tination, followed by

eventual grants.. In cas.s of refusal, the ruler collectea the money that

he wanted by arbitrary an" illegal ethxls. despite the general lack of trust

and cooperation between Irnat A1;: ;t and the Estates, a reorganization of the

system of extraordinary taxation in Osnabrttck w;. c achieved in 1667, The

cattle—tax was changed into a monthly land-tax, rawer similar to the system

in t: . neighbouring Bishopric of I..tinstor. Yet the need for a reassessment of

actual lan. distribution among the peasantry was not fulfilled. However, the

existing ' atrihel. or tax-register of r rms drawn up ac cording to tenant and

locality was rescheduled. Only farms that co„. . .a proved to have been tax-
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: en \ o since 1602 had turned to ' mine; themselves in order to evade the taxes
6

levied when their lands had been famed by tenants.

The new tax r - c 90,000 to "*.20,000 tlrs. per annum. Tlie heaviest

bu: Ion of taxation fell on the countryside. '3cs. ite -met August's ruthless

collection b; use of troops nithout the consent of the .-at. tea, tax-arrears

v. re widespread. oven so d-rnst ..uguct had to depend almost totally on

arbitrary taxatio: ,for --is income from domain in Osi... I: was small. For

1671-2 the c! amber showed accounts for 15,000 Iltlrs. xapared with the

ratio of domain income to extraordinary inco .0 in Srunswick-Ltineburg and

Brunsnick-Calenberg ti-is was. indeed a paltry cum. It joes some way to showing

that in the remaining ir dependent ecclesiastical territories the rulers had

to rely h.x more on mey from extr. ordinary levies on the .sautes anu tenantry

than was the case among dynastic rulers who had kept their domains in better

shape than the'Bishops. Thus the Estates in'ecclesiastical territories had

possibly a better chance of survival than did Estates in dynastic territories.

This could be seen in the ..'ay in . hich constitutional changes were generally

slower in t " ' ; place in eccl si. icu territories than in dynastic ones by
7

early modern times.

Between 1675-05 no --anhta ^ w. re celled in onabrtlck and all taxes were

levie... bj decree. The fs ates produce a flood " .omplaints, -rnst August

. s yt nt. he appointed his ov/n local tux-collectors called lb. :te. who

infringed t." rights of the .ent. h .L .r in the localities. This was a case

where a t... litional office was m dtrarily and temporarily deprived of its power

at hie whim of the ruler. lb to wore even saia to oe infringing the rights of
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the I...nirhtc. according to complaints from the .states.' 'ho ai.Jtar of

1636 he .etatoo refused to grant taxes unless the ruler gave there the right
tl

to examine tax-assessments monthly and annually in the . .a The ruler would

only concede the .t of audit to ......hh.. , whose loyalty to the ruler was

according to the hotatco possibly fir ler than to the -sLates themselves.

g;-11.. , Landrflte were unlil ly to examine all the loc; .1 tax returns and it was

this t. at the .states particularly dc sired. This showed what lack of confid-
g

one tire rotatec had in .rnst ; gust, his officials c ear methods.

The id. i t ove£.tax-assessments continued as well. both sides made

propositions xnd in the meantime the .states refused all tarn s so that the

ruler continued to levy b. decree. ach ensuing year ...do ; rapprochement more

difficult. In 1607 dirnst ...ujuat o. fercd the estates monthly examination of
tf

tax-registers in the -riches and annual audit in the ...t~ However, no

ma... r of the listat s coo. Id exaro.ine any registers if he 0 nod serfs, which

ti.or-:fore made it meaningless 'or Chapter an', nobility to accept the offer.

further demands by the nobility in 1692 and by all C states in 1695 led only

to a .remise to allow examination of chamber accounts, a promise which was not

fulfilled. . Iready in 1673 -rnst '.ugust had proposed an excise which was to be

sufficiently, large to re lace direct taxation. It failed, due especially

to the passive o position of en .abrttck town, an' to the general mistn t of the

nobility. Thus rnst .'.ujust continued to levy decree, using the antiquated
10

t—-registers for his assessments.

rnst .ugust justified arbitrary taxation on the grounds of necessity and

emergency. The Imperial .aw of I654 made by idmperor and Imperial .states

only covered fortifications and garrisons as in which territorial
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-states were compelled to contribute whether they agreed or rot. further

e. .woion of rulers' rights to 1ovy tames with->ut consent in their territories

■..as vetoed by the Emperor in ISJC. Hence .rnst August was breaking the laws

of the ..
, ire, and penaltie . em. tea for , rants as Jec!:endorff had hinted and

11
as the . ackler.burg juJ:ea had discovered to their cost. Yet the -states

of Gunabrtick do not seem to have made an issue of it. Perhaps they could

not get access to any arbitrary assessments or accounts. Phey could not

prove what the ruler'actually s_ ent arbitrary taxes on. Thus they could

hardly make out a case against hi; : at the Imperial c . :, even if they had

Pa., the inclination, they seemed never to h. vc got the o, ortunity to oppose

12
force with force in the first .lace.

Grnst August forced his territory to pay for a wasteful, militaristic

foreign policy by despotic methods. The hallmark of his regi .e in Gsnabrtick

was illegal taxation backed up by force. Prom 167$ o ..s.s an absentee

ruler due to inheritance of -runswick-Ltineburg-Calenbarg-Grubenhagen. lie

used his resources to obtain the ninth electoral dignity. a far as

Qenabrilck went this polio,, of Guolph dynasticism was hardly us constructive

a policy as f.e cheaper, non-milit. r is tic form of government which the

territorial -states s >; to ha/ . sired. Backed by the estphalian leace

and the Ca&itulatio uersetua. the -states settled down to await Ernst August**

death before coming back to power. In 1693 he died and the Chapter ruled in

tl o interregnum whilst it made arrangements to elect a Catholic Bishop.

.rnst August's privy councillors wore sacked and an insight into his long

adi inistrat.ion was fina-r„ gained unconditionally bj the . . .or, but not,

however, by nobles and burghurs as vmU. hence those sc .. ets of government
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which wore essential to despotic and absolutist rule couad at be handed on

i k :t to the succeeding ruler, . s could more readily be done in a dynastic

syster.;. Ven so, rnst ~ugust hud sot the pace, and onco the Chapter had

chosen Catholic Charles of Lorraine as successor, it was only a natter or time

before ... nc. :ra of . spotic rul- .. ted with the appointment of ^ new set
13of rivy councillors.

ruler like .rnst ugust as primarily able to play ho despot because

oh d e development of . techni. .lly involv h. appnuu ' government since the

l td a. : which could oventui lip exclude the .at ' and their methods of

conducting public affairs. The ruler's oi icials at the court and in the
If

. eh. took on aore ar.d ..ore executive responsibility . etil there was hardly

anything left for the states. by the I55C3 al_oady the ate were

being replaced by Ho 'r£te when it came to exercising power during the 3ishop's

. . Government thods now began to be regulate L law. The first

..unslwiordnung of 1530 established by iecre . of the Jishop a very definite

legal routine in the luindling of all government business. .11 decisions had

to be made in writing. All business meant a laborious exchange of complaints,
1A

orders, nin i concep. j, final 'ra_d • and duplicates.

register of the larie all officials in the Jishop's service was

compiled it: the I65C' a. The hole up aratus as expected to cost ... at

6,500 ..tlrs. a your, of which l,w 0 .tlrs. was -till paid out in kind. This

i '..dec a few ecclesiastical officials who dealt with the bishop's religious

15
duties. The local government received its first code of conduct and

competence in the .: .1 jo. an t of Jioh.po Johani. of Hoya in i,hi. It
II

stressed throe important functions for the .hater. They were units of defence.
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They were to administer the bishop's local incot o, x :n the police and cope

Itl the crime-., te. In the Hhb century the -mtoldluser as centres of local

all inistrution were still fortified and the strongest of them at Ptirstenau
16

had a i ermanent q . ison of 35.
I!

..he hi. h ric of dsnabrtlcl lready divided into seven . ;..t~r by the

early 15th century. By t3 : later loth century the re..tea, who were loading

local nobles with a seat on the rulers1 councils and over 11 responsibility
II

f ■: h e security of the . .. tor, had become :ainly giu , honorary officials.

i: .uncial rJ general secretarial business was dealt i\ . in ach . .ret by a

non-noble ..1. clst,r. who had a b sic legal training. Ihe law courts were

r...r y judges v.ore competence generally .... aider . surveillance luring
17

the course of the 16th cen;. ;ry. ' -he police were under /!! te. and their

s . i. -tes in tlx ri es. .hilst tlx ...i.e. ..ere only overworked,

tie .! ,tc were also bally under, .id, so it seems likely that they just had to

recou the selves out their offices. h e first .. .... ...: in

snuertlck ..ere issued in the earl;,. 17th century. ^ 1651 every official

both hijh and low had his duties ...oticulously defined in writing (his

... . .'1^..- as oil as hi... salary fixed. Thus aire.. ...y under bishop

runs illxlx in the riier i century the territory supy orted a potentially
13

well organized administration fully under the bishop's personal control.

Yet even so the bstates still retained their' . ii uncial system.
19

...... tucir own treasurer who ran their own tr sury or ,:,.hxss...

Internal government was thus still primarily a bargain between two sets of
20

officials, those of tlx _ ulcr and those of the ..states. ~x ..as this

system which broke down under Jrnst -u ust, who could thus only rel„ upon his
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own officials in his attempts to obtain extraordinary ta~c.. ?rom the

rttck peasantry. In this t. si: he would probably Lave been more successful

had lie not also used methods which alienated the Instates, who were of course

largely the Ian"" Is or creditors of the tax-paying peasants, and whose

passive resistance was at least to oae extent effective.

The Estate of the nobility W&L; *IiclCLG up of 77 families, who by the later

17th ccntur. had to produce a fa lily tree with four gener tions of noble

a; ; -tors in the female as well as in the male lines, I possess a

liter ,l. .. • noble estate, before tl sir right to att assemblies was

recognised by the bishop and bp their own 1 How nobles. ihe 26 prebends of

the hap tor were open especially to those node families who had remained

C tholics. The Chapter wa~ in any case closed to all those who lacked an

unbroken line of nob.' 0 ancestry going back over four generat. :>ns. .his

st. a ation was introduced in I65I in the assembly bp n bility themselves,
21

but because of widespread opjosition was not applied by the ruler until 1710.

Jociety and economy developed slowly in the Os. hrtick countryside. It

has been estimated that in the punish of Lintorf (Osnabriick) the population

incre sed bp between 1500 and 16s. , and by over 30, up to 1670, which
22

included the Thirty dar »ar '.od. Between I67O-I7H the increase was

only 9/ and up to 1772 a mere 2, .ore. An average of 5-6 persons _ e: farm

is estimated. Around the year 17C0 of all the ekildren born only half

ed'the age of 15. In tdie parish of _>arl±ausen (Osr.abrllck) there were

89 hums in 1500, 163 in I604, and 177 in 1710, which perhaps shows that

existing farms were beir. split up s -..ell as the ft. .t tl land was also

being cultivated. The average number of c en born per marriage between
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1j.j4-1741 was probably under 4* ..-r.ee if t" sre as an; . „ " tion increase,

i i.; . to come through pea.. int i; igration, a3 the infant mortality rate was

:j0, of those that survived birth. let in the early 1th century nearly half

the total of recorded marriages ere between boys and girls born & bred in the

?3
_cuish. ..ecorded illegitimate >iri* : wore less than 3, of all births.

In . snabrJAcl: social groups di not always correspond to economic groupings

She attribution of land and property was often at varii u with the distribu-

t„ .. of rights anl privileges . lav; ... on0 the irihat to. from 1350 to

14pC t e uu. jer of fiefs fell fro; . round 45^ to 230. In the Bishop's

. el of l^sl, of 2CG Vassals, 43.3. we_ nobles, 2,.6, burghers and town

councils, 0.4/ clergy and ecclesiastical for .lions, . nd 4.7, ■ -re peasants.

•jo less than half the r .aiding fiefs ..ore I. Id by nobles . ni nearl,. a giarter

of then by peasants. Between the: , burghers and peasants held more fiefs
2A

t ..lie nobility . '

The Lordship of .JUeda ,»hioh lay on the Osnabrflck sido of the enclave of

hcchenberg, was held, by the Counts of -echienburg as ... fief .. .0:.. the bishops

of .. tinstor after 1363. -his gave rise to . icious conflicts over tie

demarcation of frontiers. By s;;a^ping fiefs with neighsouring rulers, and

by giving special rig ts to tl v .ssals who wore natives of the territory

in which they held their lands, sue! .s sole ..so ss to the nobles' curia

in the a hw. or to the rulers' councils if L j pu...lified as nobles by

ancesrrp, the territorial rulers began to rationalize the ..rentiers and to

got rid of enclaves and unwelcome .. octets of low jurisdictions, farms and
25

serfs which were in foreign hanas.

- s...jst;..ntial number of pioasants in the Osnubrtick countryside were freemen
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They had, however, to find themselves a protector, otherwise they would have

been outside the complex of private and local law. They thus sought protec¬

tion with the ruler and the Estates, in order to fit into the legal system

of the territory. For this they paid a small annual fee. Those under

the Chapter paid one-half Thaler annually. They were called Hodefrele

and their names were entered into special registers. These freemen were

unevenly spread all over the Osnabrtick countryside. Their numbers seem to

have grown steadily from the later 16th century to the end of the 18th century,

In l66t there were at least one thousand of them. They varied from the

..eaithiest sort of farmer or Yollerbe. who faimed the richest and longest

cultivated soils in the peasant community, to the poorest sort of cottar,

who farmed along the road or on the fringe of the common or forest, where he

had little more than squatter's rights. Thus being a free peasant did not

necessarily entail a better economic status than did being a serf.*^
The Abbey of Iburg owned 3erfs who were substantial Vollerben. The

Vollerben inherited from generation to generation and played a vital part

in village politics and administration. A serf could thus be in a better so-

27cial and economic position than could many a freeman. Jerfs had, however,

no freedom of movement. They were tied to the land, although their land

could turn out to be the best in quality and quantity in their particular

locality. They belonged to the landlord; they had to ask his permission

before they could marry, although in fact their duties had been reguL.ted

30 that their landlord had to get permission via ruler and assembly to

increase them. Osnabrtick serfs also had access to the Bishop's courts in
M 23

the Amter, where their landlords did not sit in judgement upon them.
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An example of this bondage was the register of Bishop's serfs compiled

by the Amiarentmeister of the enclave of Reckenberg in 1652-63. It contains

information about 270 families of peasants and labourers who were owned as

chattels by the Bishop. They were spread out over two Aogteien. or local

police districts, and each Vogtei was divided into a number of Bauerschaften.

basic unit3 of peasant self-government. In Reckenberg about half the

population in the earlier 17th century were serfs belonging to the ruler.

Thus substantial numbers of archive materials deal with serf administration

and with the problem of estate management and tenant farming. In Reckenberg

there was a heavy migration of serfs into neighbouring towns and villages.

The Bishop's serf-register was compiled to ensure that emigrants had lawfully

bought themselves free, or that they had been lawfully exchanged with serfs

of other landlords. From the register can be seen that emigrants seldom

rose in social status. One or two got into the lower clergy and one or two

learned a trade in the towns. The majority were menial servants, the

proletarians of the towns, the privates of the armies and the day-labourers

of the furms.^
The older the farm, the greater the variety of taxe3 to which it contri¬

buted. Of 950 < vllerben in the Bishopric of OsnabriAck in 1300, 391 were

still paying tithes. This oldest of taxes levied by the church was also

partly in the hands of the territorial nobility by early modern times. The

Abbey of Iburg received tithes from 110 farms, and the territorial noble

family of Eetteler zu Harkotten owned the tithes of 37 farms. By the 15th

and 16th centuries tithes were usually fixed by short agreements renewed

every three to twelve years, stipulating fixed annual payments in corn or
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money. Ghort agreement a meant t -at owners could keep up with the movement

of prices. according to mid-l6th century custom, tithes were paid in

Osnabriick only on land that was manured and under cultivation. Law suits

arising out of tithes were generally by 1500 already decided not in the

ecclesiastical courts but in the Gogcrichte. run by the ruler's Amt officials^
Tithe selling was frequent, and in the late 16th century such a sale made

800 tlrs. in one parish alone. This is considerable when considering that

the debts of the Abbey of Iburg after the Thirty Year war period ran only to

10,400 tlrs. Peasants themselves did not buy out the tithes on their farms
31

until the 19th century, when the government helped them to do so.

Osnabrlck town was the only substantial stronghold of the burgher

estate in the Bishopric, It is characteristic of the Lorthwest German

Bishoprics that they each had one large town only. This applied to Osnabriick

just as to Iilnster, Paderborn, Hinden and Kildesheim. The population of

Osnabriick town rose sharply to about 10,000 in the I52Cs. Before the

plague year of I625 it was still over 9»0CG. When the town housed the

Protestant powers at the Peace Congress of the 1640's the population was

around 5*000 and in 1772 was still estimated at under 6,000. hive figures

were then again reached in the early 19th century. This indicates that the

later 17th and 18th centuries especially were not favourable to town life

as much as were the later middle ages and as are modern times. From the

accession of arnst August onwards the town housed a permanent garrison.

The rulers levied regular excises since 1358 but direct taxes remained

32
emergency levies.

Despite continuous devaluation of the l.-ark-schilling-pfennig currency,
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the town still used it to work out its economy. Not until the early 17th

century did the town treasury go over to the Thaler-groschen system.^
The earliest surviving register of town income from rents set out against

items of expenditure dates from 1414- In the 15th century the I.iark lost

ground to the gold coins - Goldfloren or Goldfculden. hut town rents remained

in uxks. Thus although income increased from about 1,230 harks in 1424

to 1,800 harks in I46O, the actual result was a decrease of revenue from

240 Gfl. to 210 Gfl. By 1503 income was over 3,000 Harks, and it reached

five figures in 1567. Prom then on it fluctuated between 9,000 and 16,000

Marksw By 1601 it was back at 10,000 Marks, which then became a steady

6,000 tire. a year between 1602-12. In 1610 it was over 7»0C0 tlrs. and

thereafbar never much over 3,000 tlrs., except during the years of the leace

Congress.^
By I67O the town had debts of 40,000 tlrs. which rose to 76,000 tlrs.

and by 1740 stood at 54,0.0 tlrs. The heavy indebtedness of the town council

of Osnabrtlck was a real feature of later 17th century and 10th century civics.

In this period the town had less people and less income but ever more debts

35which swallowed up about 50/ of the annual income in interest payments alone.

The town had always financed itself by raising loan3 and by running into

debt. In the 15th and early 16th centuries a favourite way of raising money

was to sell rents for life only. iievenues were anticipated in order to raise

large sums of money as the situation demanded. Thus in I525 the burghers

had to pay the Bishop a fine of 6,0C0 Gfl. for participation in riots. This

sum was greater than the whole town income for that year.

The rents which the town treasury paid out as interest on capital which
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had been borrowed were always a considerable total of all annual expenditure.

276 Marks were paid out in rents in 1425. This represented 20 to 25/' of

the town's total annual income. Many rents had been made out in Goldfculden

and thus the town council was caught unfavourably by devaluation of the Mark,

in which it continued to assess its payments. By 1437 rents cost over 1,000

.:f:s and interest rates reached 8f. Thereafter they were down again

to 4 "to 6'/, usually % . By 1531 the more favourable rents for life were

almost all replaced by a more modern form of finance, by Mrbrenten. rents

that were inheritable. These were le3s advantageous to the town treasury,

because debts were not liquidated on the death of the original donor.

MVen so, , the later 16th century interest payments were down at one point

in 1593 to a mere one-fourteenth of regular income. In 1620 they were

still only one-twelfth.

Undoubtedly the Bishopric of Osnabrttck survived as an independent

territory because it built up a state of its own and financed itself from

its own internal resources. The favourable terms which it obtained at

the Icace of 1643 provided the outside guarantee for its continued independence

in home affairs. A freak-state in constitutional history, it was yet capable

of its own distinct political development, and the driving force in Osnabriick

politics come from inside the territory, ever, under Guelph-Iianoverian rule

in early modern times.
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Nearly every Y.estphalian ten'tory has had its Reformation and Counter-

Beformation written up and this applies especially to the Protestant effort.^
Broadly speaking the larger towns went Lutheran first of all and were supported

to a great extent by Philip of Ilesse already in the early 1530's. In the

Counties and Lordships, where dynasties ruled, religious innovation was soon

toi-r. ted especially by town councils. From here the territorial nobility

took it up. There was a scramble for control over ecclesiastical rights,

benefices and even land. Mostly, however, the stricter rules governing the

presentment of clergy to livings were broken, as patrons found an added

interest and profit in appointing men freely as their "consciences" told them,
2

and not necessarily as their bishops or Papal and Imperial envoys directed.

This freedom was again abolished by Lutheran kirchenordnun; ,-en. or Church

systems in the territories and leading towns, which rulers like Ihilip of IIes3e

were swift in making use of in order to prevent social upheaval and unrest.

The era of the 1520's and '30's was one of revolt when all people, according

to a letter which ihilip wrote to the reformer, Bucer, were aspiring above

their born station in life.^ Lutheranism 'o a ruler like ihilip was a mc ns

of increasing his own power inside and outside his own territory whilst at

the same time prohibiting sectarians and any other socio-religious programmes

of reform that were not strictly authoritarian and uniformist or directed by

God-given Obrlmkeiten. territorial rulers and their councillors.^
In kilnster and Paderborn there was no problem of how to transfer

ecclesiastical power to territorial authorities because these territories

were run by Bishops and Chapters. Above all the nobility already had control

of the prebends, from where church and state wore harmoniously directed.
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Thus there was no need for a take- ver of the local church by ruler and

Estates as occurred in secular territories. An ecclesiastical territory

could thus conceivably be at a distinct advantage in an era when there was a

conflict between spiritual and secular powers because its constitutional

structure united these two essential ingredients of territorial politics.

11 as in the Lutheran territories the clergy became schoolmasters and

servants of the secular authorities, in ecclesiastical territories like Minster

and Paderborn the ' igh clergy remained the ruling group and v;ere recruited

from the r nks of the catholic nobility. Here an aristocratic, perhaps
5

almost "..hig" system of government continued in church and state. Those

sections ruling society that did go Lutheran or sectarian were eventually

eliminated or brought to see reason by economic sanctions or by military means.

This happened to the Protestants among the 1aderbom nobility and to Minuter

town.^ Only this did not work out so well in the Bishoprics of Osnabrlick

and Kinden.

Osnabrtick and Linden were Lutheran-Catholic mixtures right until 1306

when the end of the Holy Roman Empire meant also the end of religion as a

possible controlling factor in political and constitutional affairs. The

town councils of soth Osnabrtick and Linden were Lutheran, the nobilities were

mixed or even predominantly Lutheran. A hard core of Catholics retained

power in the Chapters. In Linden town the earliest Lutheran Kirchenordnung

7in stphalia was promulgated in 1530.

In both Bishoprics the Chapters remained the backbone od Catholic power

and territorial independence. In neither Bishoprics did outspoken, Lutheran

Bishops predominate, instead a particular brand of "waverers" was produced
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to balance between the religious groupings within the territories and outside,

in the Empire at large. This lasted for several generations until the

early 17th century.

Of the eight last Bishops of Linden in the 16th and 17th centuries,

none except Christian of Brunswick were irrevocably and boisterously

J tant. Two resigned to marry, in accordance with a Catholic interpre¬

tation of the 1555 religious peace. Equally, only the last Bishop was

3
irrevocably Catholic, being also a Mttelsbach and an exile to boot. Both

Osnabrhck nd Minden came und r Jwedish military occupation during the 1630's

and '40*3 but at the Peace of 1648 the two Bishoprics each experienced a very

different f te.

In I648 neither Osnabrhck nor Linden went to -Sweden but whereas OsnabrBck

remained half Catholic and half Lutheran-Guelph by constitutional arrangement,

Linden was swallowed up by Brandenburg as part-compensation for Ilohenzollern

claims elsewhere. Osnabrtlck's politically active Catholic minority had found

enough support at Imperial level to save the territory from total submission

to Guelph, Protestant dynasty. It remained at least a partially indepen' ent

ecclesiastical territory. The Catholic minority in Linden was, however,

abandoned to Elect rr Frederick Lillian. I. inden lost its independence although

the Hohenzollorns continued to exercise an independent seat and vote for the

9
secularized principality of ..inden at Imperial assemblies and conferences.

In 1649 Brandenburg troops moved into Linden. The old constitution

was not, however, replaced by a new one, as Ilohenzollern despotism made only

piecemeal but telling alterations in the existing political system. Linden

Chapter continued to function as a body of born noblemen with the largest stake
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in the immovable wealth of the ter. itory but no longer able to elect a ruling

Bishop. According to the religious truce of 1643 the year of normalization

(1624) was strictly adhered to in Linden Chapter, and this gave a constant

figure of eleven Catholics to seven Lutheran canons. The number of noble

ancestors that a prospective candidate needed was even increased to the

prcg sterous level of 32 in 1713.^
To Llector Frederick William Linden was the key link in his chain of

lands that stretched right across llorth Germany up to the Rhine in the ..est.

Like the BoIfort gap in Alsace, so the iorta V.estfalica outside Minden town

in Y.'estphalia was of inestimable importance to the military strategist. It

was up to tl.e Glector to see that Linden paid for its own Brandenburg-Prussian

garrisons and if at all possible also produced a surplus in order to finance

the debts which the Hohenzollerns had to take on as the new rulers. It was

estimated that as late as 1631 total linden debts were 150,000 tlrs. Another

estimate put the debts of Linden town alone with its population of about 5 >000

at over 160,000 tlrs. in 1655. One-third of this figure comprised interest

payment arrears. Another estimate put do... in debt at 63,500 tlrs. of which

the Rotates took over a mortgage of 25,000 tlrs. in 1667. Y.'ith a total

estimated population of under 40,000 at the beginning of the 13th century,

this was a considerable but by no moans hopeless burden. Without Prussian

troops the territory could have been very well off indeed compared with some

of its neighbours - that is under the existing system whereby -.states and

local officials mutually granted and collected taxes and revenues.
tl

Gross income from the domains and five Imter of the territory was just

under 22,000 tlrs. annually in the early I65C .. It was thus imperative that
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Frederick William should negotiate with the Linden Estates if he was not to be

bankrupted by his army establishment. It did mean, however, that had Frederick

William been pre jed to get rid of his army, hi3 income from domain would, it

seems, have been sufficient to fund t. e burden of debt on the territory and

to pay for a modest number of officials to run the administration. It would,

indeed, have left him with no surplus and it certainly allowed no standing

army. Thus the Linden Estates were forced to acquiesce in a policy of regular

taxation where they had either to be content with less rents and income from
11

their tenantry, or to pay some taxes directly the:.,selves.

Yet the Linden -states of Chapter, prelates, nobles and towns had been

used to uL~-wt complete autonomy, excepting to some extent the war years.

They know only that during the rule of the laslten bishops they had been

able to assert their own tax-freedom with considerable success. Bishops had

visually been outsiders, elected from neighbouring ruling families. They were

expected not to interfere unduly in internal affairs, ..henever an emergency

did arise, the Estates granted their bishops money in return for constitutional

and financial concessions recorded in docum nts that were drawn up very mush
II

as contracts between equals. In this way a vigorous trade in alienated ,.niter

was conducted, as the nobility settled down within the Chapter especially to

control territorial finances. Although taxation of the tenantry thus remained

fairly infrequent, this o ly meant that the landlord system was more fully

exploited. Linden was one of the areas where serfdom was still very much a

12
successful commercial proposition.

In 1649 Frederick Ailliam had taken over Linden by virtue of Imperial

lav/ and Imperial treaty, and not by inheritance, as in neighbouring Aavensberg,
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nor by conquest or agreement with the Estates and Chapter of Hinden themselves.

He was thus technically not bound to recognize the rights, privileges and

customs of the estates. In fact he was only prepared to sell anon any

privileges that the estates had form rly enjoyed. In this he was helped

by a traditional lack of cooperation between clergy, nobles and towns, v/ho

• 1 indeed at times united to form a common front against the demands of

previous rulers, but whose lack of social, economic and religious homogeneity

was a notorious factor in preventing the gro th of an aristocratic parliamentary

tradition. The Imperial sell-out to Branderf rrg thus brought the Minden
13

.^states together for the first tine in a very real way.

The" tnrted off well by granting -Frederick William a traditional tax

of "welcome" as the new ruler. This was 25,f'X) tlrs. in I65O and it was

given as if to imply that he was just another bishop who had been theoretically

elected to take over the reigns of government. Frederick William had,

however, refused to confirm the fstates' privileges before receiving their

homage which was the traditional quid gro quo for the "welcome" tax. After

homage had been rendered, he only confin..~1 their privileges with a let 0.. b

i 14clause.

Ws long as the Wstates were the only financial source through which

- -edericl .-illiam could hope to stay solvent, he was prepared to let them run

internal politics and finance as they had previously always done. In return

he required them to pay as much as possible of the 3,0C0 tlrs. a month which

his Hinden garrison already cost before 1655. Ke adopted another traditional
ft

method in 1649 a-nd alienated two of the five i-inden Amter for 25,000 tlrs.

to local financiers. He then made further concessions in I667 in order to
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get the Estates to take over this debt and the interest at 6, which had

accrued on it. In return the I.linden nobility got a half-share in running

the treasury and the profits of ta..-farming and tax-collecting from the

peasantry and tenantry that went with this.

Frederick Gilliam had embarked on a policy of divide and rule. She

ility of hinden were taken into confidence and the bus. ' :r3 were generally

excluded. A process which had started in the Homarrialreaess of I65O when

noble hqnirhte were taken into the government, had been concluded at the

Rcinobor. .1 xher Rezess of I667 when the nobil. . w re turned into Hehenzollern

servants by incorporating them into the financial machinery of state.

The y was ready from the l67f * for pushing the Estates out of politics

and finance right back into a sphere of private privilege and public oblivion.

In 1674 the towns' excise was introduced with noble support. It was then

collected illegally without consent, thus annulling Astutes' privileges which

had onlp last been confirmed seven years previously. Gone were the days

when rulers and Estates bargained for political and financial control in the

territory as equals. None of the Ilohens"lern rulers in inden kept the

privileges which they each in turn had confirmed. In this process only the

Chapter made one last protest before .'linden itself was swallowed up by the new

15
-russia which emerged under King Frederick Gilliam I.

Ly the end of the 17th century the Ilohenzollexns had turned Linden

Chapter revenues into rent3 for life which were sold to the highest, eligible

bidder. In 1705 the Deanery was offered at 10,000 tlrs., representing nine

years of net income. A vicar's post at 00 tlrs. per annum was offered for

1,0,0 tlrs. This reopened the whole question of how much the Chapter was
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worth in real terms. In 1665 the- Chapter had bought .-lector Frederick William

off with nearly 23,000 tlrs. paid in cash. By 1720 a Hohenzollern commission

estimate . that Ch pter property was worth 500,000 litlro. The Chapter

still owned 205 serfs who farmed lan. s bringing in 2355 tlrs. per annum.

Land rents brought in 3,000 tlrs., tithes and labour services 3,400 tlrs.,

LOO.03 from outside the territory 3350 tlrs., external capital 50,000 tlrs.,

revenues from • w-. town 1,700 tlrs., and its own domain farm 1,200 tlrs.

On the strength of this information Frederick William 1 asked for further

payments as in his estimation his grandfather had received too little in

I665. The Chapter refused and took out a case against the king at the

-Picks"- .. in Vienna. This led to hohenzollern violence and finally the

Chapter in 1736 gave up its case at Vienna. "he last vestige of ecclesias¬

tical independence had disappeared from 1russian hinden. It was ready to
16

play its role as an obedient province.
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The Abbot of Corvcy ran a territory one-quarter the size of Lixpe with a

1
population of 10,000 in the later 13th century. Yet he also owned lands in

tie surra .. ling territories, which belonged to the Abbey lone; before the
2

neighbouring rulers developed their ovm states. ..a did many another

Imperial monasi, ry and nunnery only very much later, Corvey accepted as monks

the 11th century onwards members not only of the high obility, but al3o

unfrce ministm-d.,. the later territorial nobility.^ The kefornation

threatened Corvey as much as any other ecclesiastical territory in Lorthwest

Germany, L..t it survived as a Catholic state v.... rotostant ^states until it

was secularized in the Napoleonic era.

The -t and his monks ran the administration and by mid-loth century

were cooperating with an assembly of states, consisting of three nobl.-s,

one town and one prolate. It is notable that no monks acted as a corporation

within the --states as a counter-balance to the rulers, as was the case with

the Chapt. s in the neighbouring bishoprics.

Corvey was really too small to have a very pronounced political indepen¬

dence of its own. bven its home affaix-s s- eked of nothing more than gen ry-

like estate management. It was caught up in the religious conflicts of the

16th and 17th centuries as a pawn in the hands of the ..ittelsbachs in Cologne

and. of tin Bishops in laderborn and kilnster. Yet Its vulnerable position

near the frontiers of Protestant Brunswick and Hesse-kassel enabled it to

devc op a constitutional peculiarity of its own. It had a Catholic ruler and

administration who were gener -lly the monks themselves. They had to

cooperate with protectant Botates in running the country,4
In a ..^ndbrief which confirmed a tax-grant in 1558 the development of
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ruler- states relations can be sen.. lost of the villages and farms in the

territory belong: 1 to the Abbot. In 1558 be asked for a grant to cover his

debts. lid not turn to his vas als, and ESxter town acted only as honest

broker between the Abbot and his tenant farmers in fixing the size of the
5

extraordinary g-ant which the tenantry would h; ve to pay.

"he, Heinh- rd, by the grace of God Abbot of the Imperial, free,

cc -;leoiasticu" tion of Corvey, roclain and recognizee for Us and Our

successors, here*, ith publicly that he, after Our arrival and taking on of

govern er have found Our Abbey to be in cons: - roble difficulties and heavy

debt. :\s it has been quite impossible to pay those debts out of Our annual

taxes, ir osts, rents, and income, c have appealed out of sheer necessity

to the common country and especially to those that are bound to render Us

services and duties and are thereby subject to Us. be have deigned to allow

and graciously desire that they, Our tenants, should conside this, and over

and above the established regular services, duties and taxes should pay Us

annually for each tenant-farmer, and ch cottar one-half Thaler harvest money,

end the same from every l.orncn of newly r °tivated land one dcheffel of c reals

from their lands which they have in this tor. itory in order to help pay off

Our debts, and this ke ask them to grant Us. secondly, Our tenants have

ranted Us a common land-tax namely that they and their heirs will pay 4*000

Joachimothalers of good mint that are at present valid currency, in the next

eig t years from next I'ichaelmas onwards at 500 tlrs. a year, and at every

I'ichaelnas thereafter until the 4*000 is paid off, against a valid receipt for

every instalment so paid. This grant to be used to pay off Our debts and also

to be used on any other pressing needs for t1 o good of Our territory."
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The Abbot then affirmed with the arbitration of llbxter town council that

his tenant-farmers had ;iven bin increased labour services on farms, in woods,

in defence duties, building and cartage.

Htixter town had no qualms about giving the Abbot extended rights to

services and land-tax over his subjects to help bring the territory out of

"ebt. The townsmen, as vassals and burghers and as a territorial 'state,

h i after all no+Mng to pay here and it was all for their own good if the

ruler's serfs paid the extra that the ruler needed with which to develop the

territory into a roper state and to honour 1 is /|ebts. This was an example

of an ...state, in this case the burghers, siding with the ruler .gainst the

ruler's g csants in order to save their own pockets.

The Abbot acted with the full consent a; ' connivance of his monls. To

thi3 was added a guarantee drawn up by HBxter town council that the villages

would pay off the agreed sum in the correct number of years. when this was

done the village representatives were to get this letter of guarantee as

proof of payment.

..hat did the Abbot concede in returi for all this? He swore that he

would not demand any other services or make any more tax increases. This was

h: rd?a. v. h of a concession i. the face of the new increases which he had

just made. However, the Abbot exempted once and for all certain of the lands

belonging to the poorest farmers. The smallest cottars were now free from

lard-tax but they had still to render a fixed labour service or Handdienst in

person. Thus a certain amount of land became free for the cottar and only

in his person was he still bound to his lord, the Abbot.^
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That Imperial and territorial- constitutional development was not a matter

of natural or hart, onious growth is shorn by the history of the nunnery and

torn of • "ord, otential territ -y that failed to develop, and that was

between 1500 and 1-300 neither territory nor province.

Herford an"* Corvey were 9th century ecclesiastical "oundations - Herford

omen and Corvey for ...en. Tliu nunnery v s intended g -r the daughters of

the liipph nobili Eorthwcst Eer; -any, as their school, refuge and place where

they too could go in for religion and politics in en otherwise patriarchal
1

society. s such it operated until l;X>3-8. however, he:, ford nunnery

never developed an extensive high jurisdiction or io/rtei over its lands or

neighbor- countryside, unlike its follow foundations Corvey and Essen.

The hbess of herford never exercised ' cr own dvocatia. the high, jurisdictions

which she should have had by virtue of her immediate status ur"er Emperor

and hope, she chose to le ve in the I nds of ther potentates, ouch as the

medieval Counts of Echwalenborg and the Archbishop-Electors of Cologne. In

1547 the bbess invested the Dukes of i'ilich, who were also Catholic rulers

of the County of huvensberg, with the ch. -tig. This wa. a fatal move, 3

Hereford was practically enclosed by .. ivensl r territory and until then had

surv-'V-1 1 y seekii.., protection from the Archbishops of Cologne against the
2

.. ivonsbc: ■ -7 rulers.

The nuns were threatened by the Lutheranism of the burghers of Herford,

for their buildings were situated in the centre of the town. They wore also

in debt by the early lpth century already.^ This was dc pite rich lands and

endowments which had made possible the building of a church which is still today

the .ost impressive for miles around. But with the rise of ar. early modern
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state the nunnery was at a disa vantage in i' • estate management. Rot having

developed its own ki^i jurisdiction into a state m chinery, it was treated

lido any ' ■ or 1: . ".lord by the ter. Atorial averments in /I.ich its lands lay,
*

with the adieu disadvantage of being foreigner wit! no say ir. the neighbouring

territorial 1st tes and assemblies or con i tees. Incrc .sing financial

AA '"Acuity thus flayed a part in the .failure of nunnery as town to escape

a iatisation " hands of Jtilich. In 1547 the Abbess v.-is hardly expected

to row that the House of JtiV'ch wo. 11 die oi t within the next sixty years

and that the Calvinist Ilohenzoll .rnc would cl ' the lyocatia over Hcrford

by right of inheritance combined with brute force. What she did know was

that JliA ' A in 1547 would guarantee bar protection ;.gainst secularization.

Horford town developed at the foot of the hill upon which the nunnery

was built. The .Abbesses furthered and protected this civic d velopment.

The old town grew up in the 12tl: century when the community obtained corporative

rights an A privileges. Thu<-i* wore confirmed by the Archbishops of Cologne

in he early 13th century and a town council began operating at about the same

tire. The town took up contact with Lui. v in the earls 1520's. It do ;ht

the decision of the .Abbess to invest the dukes of Jttlich wit! the advocatia

but hub to do homage to the I>u. e in 1557. 'ron then on the town spent large

s ::is of money in attempts to become an Imperial f oe town, in order to have

its submissions to .bbess and Duke annulled. This it .achieved by judgement

of the bmperor and j..oichs3cammerarericht in 1631 but only as a result of

Hohenaollern-Habsburg rivalries at the time. This constitutional confusion

was due to the opportunism of the Ilabsburgs 'from Charles V to Ferdinand II.

As regards tiny Harford they at one time acq ..iusced in the activities of Jtilich
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and Brandenburg and at other tinea su. ported !:he counter demands of the

Berford burghers, dor their own rider reasons of state.^
The •' sk- : r.mrickt decisi u of 1631 enable." the .soakers to avoid

re-C:-.tliolicisation which the Edict of .destitution had threatened them with

after 1629, for as an Imperial town they now poss ssed 1: i. red' ;ru. '.di

Ives, whereby they could ch osc between the Augsbur,. r.d the Catholic
5

confessions. elchsknmucr;uricit decision did not _revent .lector

.'.'re lorick hilliam Iron annexing the tow: . In 1647 Brandenburg troops

occupied t; o town and forced the town council ocognize tic . lector as

overlord and protector of town and nunnery. 'the nunnery continued to exist

under . n . dot .'.bbesses, the .. est d' , s of whom was a _randdaugl ' or of King
6 7

James . . The hohenzollerns added .. erford ...... -cry to their patronage-list.

Altho: gh they continued to recognise the Imp..rial status of the ruling

Abbess, this was a for: ality, t Imperial level she rai .ed no protests

against Brandenburg and conducted no anti-IIohenzollern ..olicieo. This protest

was left to the Amperor himself and to the Ilerford burghers.

..lie Jr. ndenburg occup ation of I647 conde:..ned by - rial J .qndat . ich

the elector thougiit it wisest to obey in l6p0. having withdrawn his troops,

he town off from the surrounding . vensberg countryside. In a

blockade "rom. three sides llori'ord town lasted out br barely a year and had

to capitulate in the face of economic necessity and was mediatized.0

The later 17th and 13th centuries v.ere times of economic and political

eclipse for the once powerful towns of the Lippe-havensberj ,rea. Although

contacts between the herford, Jiclefeld and bemgo markets remained essential

factors n inter-territorial trade bet:, eon -i^c, tierford and . .avensbcrg, the
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three towns did not dcvolop as iuiskly an tlx ;ountryside under the control

of rulers an nobility. Although Ilerford town did not try to solve its
9

internal proaler/.s by extensive witch-hunting to the s me extent as did Lem^r,

it sank to the size of a largo village whore the wealthiest burghers were those
10

who ran town houses that served us full-time furn-yards.

Harford had failed to convince Brandenburg of its Irr rial status, which

in return diu .... or herford u responsible place in - ,v .. ./berg politics,

from the point of view of its self-governing neighbours in Lir ;, e, Ilerford town

was indeed badly off. Out of its tutelage he. was rais d by Irussian

local government reforms, the rail..ays and coming of industrialization to

eastern ..esrphalia in the 19th centra,,.
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In the lands of the Guelph bkes of Bru swick-Liineburg a vigorous

political reorganization seens to h ve taken place at the beginning of the

loth cent ry. Fro 1495 "the Duke., called assemblies of .states in order to

obtain more financial aid for their ambitious military policies, especially

those which arose out of the French candidature for the Imperial title and

but of the civil war called the Hildesheiinor Jtiftsfehdo between members of the

Guelph family in 1519-20. At frequent assemblies ducal officials successfully

negotiated with prelates, nobles and town councils for extraordinary taxes.

In the later 14th and in the 15th centuries t? ""raxes had been negotiated in

something rather like a greater ducal council, which was composed of selected

members of the Estates, who were at the same time sworn councillors of the

Dukes. By the 16th century the ' tates seem to have lost influence r trust

in this council, raking it necessary for the Dukes to call assemblies of the

Estates seemingly for the first tire eve: for the purpose of getting consent

to taxes. These wore then levied as excise on produce and on cattle for a

1
fixed number of years.

The territory was agriculturally poor and without overmuch commercial or

industrial potential. It was bereft of 1: urban centres, except for

Ltlneburg town whit' played a r81e of independence against its Dukes, whilst

at the same time remaining as aloof from the rest of the Estates as possible

in the 16th century. In this it displayed a selfishness quite unlike neigh¬

bouring Brunswick town which was the centre of the Estates of Brunswick-
2

V.'olfenbuttel. The rest of the Brunswick-Liineburg Estates, three of nine

prelates to survive the Reformation of 1527-48* "the curia of nobles or knights,
It

and the curia of five towns led by TJlzen and Telle, negotiated through
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assemblies to which their Dukes summoned them for the chief purpose of

raising money.^
Resources were limited. In 1562 I/iineburg town bought itself free from

all future ducal customs and excise by agreeing to pay an annual quit-rent

of 2,000 fl. In an agreement of 1576 "the town paid a further 1,000 tlrs.

annually to the Duke for continued economic control over the neighbouring

countryside. Yet this large Ilanseatic town was forced to attend the assembly

as a member of the curia of towns for the first time in 1639 because it could

no longer afford to pay for its special tax-exemptions.^
The whole ducal debt was 650,000 Rtlrs. in 1616, which the assembled

5
Estates agreed to liquidate. Heavier excises were levied for limited numbers

of years and then renewed when they ran out. By 1637 the debt had been paid

off but excises continued to be levied as a regular source of income for the

Dukes. ssomblies became les . frequent in the early 17th century and none

were held after I652. sporadically since mid-l6th century standing committees

of the Estates had taken on responsibility for satisfying ducal demand for

money.^ In 1624 the Estates themselves were asking the Duke to 3et up a

7
committee as a more comfortable way of doing business than by assembly.

It is thus important not to confuse the Estates with the assemblies that

the bukcs had called them to attend in the loth century. Landstilnde and

Landtagc were politically very different things. Assemblies ceased in the

17th century, but the Estates continued to enjoy their particular rights and

privileges. Yet why did the ducal experiment of calling assemblies- fail to

establish these assemblies as an integral part of the constitution of Brunswiclc-

LUneburg? I .rhaps rulers here were despots but more feasible is that the
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states themselves were generally not keen on the assemblies.

V.hy did the Estates in the 17th century consider themselves fortunate

that the Dukes still at least preferred to send their tax demands to Estates'

committees and to the handrite rather than to levy and collect taxes by force

of decree? The clue seems to lie in the ducal use of the term Landschaft

or country, which may well have prevented the legal recognition of both the

Estates and the assemblies during the 16th century as the constitutional

representatives of the Duchy on the one hand against their rulers on the
3

other hand. However no neat development seems to have taken place.

In the 16th century the Dukes obtained regular grants from their

assembled Estates . These grants the Duke3 accepted not in the name of the

assemblies nor collectively in the name of the Estates, neither in the name of

the handt-.g nor in the name of the Eandstflnde. Instead, the Dukes" accepted
9

grants in the name of a legal fiction, the handschaft or country, or in a

variety of shifting terms. It seems that by allowing no comprehensive

nomenclature to become established by custom and thereby to develop the

backbone of an institution, the Dukes legally retained their prerogative

powers fully intact.

In 1472 the Ee-le. a forerunner of Estates' indirect extraordinary taxa¬

tion or excise of the 16th century, was granted by a greater ducal council

of six Abbots, thirteen knights and four Ltineburg town councillors. There

was no assembly or Landtag.The 1495 tan grant was again male by a council^
In acknowledging the I509 tax grant the Duke named the Estates more specifically

The council had di. gpeered now for this tax granting purpose, but there was no

acceptance of the grant by use of any collective terms such as ..states or
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12
or assembly. However, in acknowledging the 151G tax grant, the Duke for

the first time used the term Landschaft or country."^ To make matters more

ambiguous still, the tern Landschaft was used to denote the towns or towns
•f 14

and Amter. Thus the Duke accepted a 1594 assessment in this way. Other
• 15

addresses used by the Dukes in the 1590 s were similarly confusing. So

much confusion is at least as likely to have been intended by the Dukes and

their officials, as that it occurred out of a merely haphazard and confused
16

system of government and politics within 16th century Brunswick-Ltineburg.

Yet it also shows that it is not possible to give a simplified picture of
17

territorial constitutional development.

By the 17th century the Dukes wore ready to refuse to call assemblies

of the Estates for extraordinary taxation, for reasons of emergency, necessity

and the threats of war and invasion of the territory, by exercise of the
18

ducal prerogative. Although in practice the Estates had a right to be

asked by the Dukes to grant all taxes in assemblies as of custom established

over some one-hundred years, they had no case at law against the ducal

prerogative by whic' hack up this privilege and present concrete proof of

it in writing. Grants had been accepted in the name of the Landschaft

by the Dukes, but who could claim at law to be the Landschaft':' Not the Estates

alone. A mere counting of subjects' heads or of tax-payers' heads could

quickly show that they were just the privileged few. The Estates in assem¬

blies may have granted the money but the Dukes accepted it from the Landschaft.

This legal fiction may well have played a part in preventing the Estates

from insisting on their assemblies and may have also prevented them from

opposing the ducal prerogative when taxation was demanded directly from
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committees of the states. There were no legal grounds for constitutional

opposition in Brunswick-Liineburg, and there was no constitutional conflict

between rulers and ilstates over the discontinuation of assemblies. The

Estates managed to retain executive responsibility over extraordinary taxation

through their committees, and the wasteful system of taxation by decree

seems to have been mutually avoided. Thus the Chancellor could afford to

reply to a request of the Estates' committee for an assembly in I65B, that the
19

times were out of joint for the holding of assemblies of the Bstates.
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Is it realistic to assess absolutism according to the ability of

territorial rulers to suppress the assemblies of the Estates? For the

political power of influential, propertied subjects was not necessarily

bound up in any one institution like the Landtag. Even when ' andtage were

assembled, the Estates did not act in the name of the handtair but in their

own name3, as corporations of nobles and towns and sometimes still as clergy,

or in the name of a legal fiction, the Land or Landschaft. Because rulers

forbade Landtame from time to time, this does not automatically imply that

they destroyed the power of the Estates. In the Principality of Calenberg

the Guelph ruler, duke Johann Friedrich, could forbid the customary assembly

of Estates in 1E?3» but grants and levies of extraordinary taxes remained

the responsibility of Batatas' committees, whose decisions the Landtag
1

were still from time to time called upon to endor-e.

In the 1670's when relations between ruler and Estates were not good

in Calenberg, the Estates still produced a regular, monthly quota of
2

20,0L0 litIrs, to help pay for the army. When this ie compared with

the 200,000 to 350.tlrs. per annum which the ruler obtained from his

Calenberg-Gruoenhagen domains alone, it seems a modest sum indeed. The

system of taxation was inefficient and especially clergy and nobility wished

to ensure that their tenants paid as little as possible in /Contribution to

the state.^ But equally the high tone which ruler and chancellery used with

the Estates may possibly not have helped to bring about the trust and confid¬

ence in each other that would have been neoued to get the Estates to grant as

much money as economically bearable.

..ith an army of up to 15,000 men costing over 800,000 Etlrs. per annum,
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Johann Eriedrich had an annual deficit of at least one-third of that sum.

As he chose not to flatter the Estates, other ways of covering his debts

were to obtain foreign subsidies and also to increase his own revenues from

domain. Hence a refusal to share political responsibility with the Estates

went hand in hand with a chronic lack of financial support from his wealthy

subjects. In this way despotism proved to be a capricious, weak and

economically dangerous form of government.^
The rulers kept a close eye on Estates' finance committees. T.hilst the

committee system a3 resorted to whenever rulers and Estates were deadlocked,

few of these committees were irue fro... the ruler's supervision. If a

committee proveu intractable the ruler could starve it of business by talcing

his demands elsewhere. It was this that Duke Friedrich Ulrich promised not

to do in ... Landtansabschied of 1628. An Absci.ied of I636 established a

large committee with 17 members of clergy, nobles and towns. Yet even here

the ruler could div V and rule, for the largest towns of Hanover, GSttingen,

Hameln and ITortheim refused to join the committee. By 1630 already Duke

George was able to 1 ad hoc committees of friendly members of the Estates

to decide matters of taxation in his favour. Thereupon until I64I the

Estates were, however, able to close their ranks, although this was unusual.

A serious crisis developed in I65O-I, when the Estates fought the cost3

of the army, for they expected that the peace made in 1648 would be followed

by general disarmament. Instead the ruler increased his army. Estates'

committees refused to grant supply and a Landtare, called also a plenum der

Landschaft. only granted sufficient money to pay for the amy for a few

months at it3 full strength. The Privy Council then enter 1 the fray and
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demanded that the Estates show obedience to the ruler. This was a naked,

authoritr rian argument under the circumstances, and it was "riven in er>ly

not to the full Landtag but to a group of the Estates, whom the ruler had

chosen especially for their wiy.i igness to please him.°
The weakness of privy council and chancellery is here shown, for if

they had been able to produce a good policy argument against the nlea of

the Estates for disarmament, it is unlikely that they would h ye needed to

tell the Estates what mere subordinates the Estates were. The ruler it

seems wanted his army and he was prepared to destroy his relations with th<

Estates to get it. How much was thi3 his own personal wish? Was it not

rather the policy of t e privy council and chancellery to encourage the

exclusion of the Estates from politics in order to increase their own

power? Hence in the Estates' eyes councillors may have easily became evil
councillors, but further than demanding that government officials be

natives of the territory it is unlikely that any of the Estates ever went.
To demand the dismissal ol an oificial was alter all to oppose the
prerogative of the ruler who had appointed that

official.. The Estates seem to have attempted no political trials, and

infringement of the ruler's prerogative was a matter of treason, which the

ruler dealt with by let re d.e chachet.

The Estates we.e not preparer to leave it at that however. They

assembled on their own initiative and produce a memorandum which was

handed to the ruler, reaffirming their righ s in taxation. They stressed

especially their right to collect their own taxes. They .alked abotxt theii
r

i .a collectandi rather than about their more dubious ri hts to rant taxes,

They affirmed that .just as the Emperor could not levy arbitrary taxes oni e

Imperial Estates, so t-e Imperial Estates of which t eir ruler was a member
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could not levy arbitrary taxes on them, the territorial Estates.^
The ruler was impressed and he received the Deputies in person. The

Chancellor, however, repudiated the alleged similarity between the ruler's

position at Imperial or federal level and the territorial Estates' position at

territorial, state level, as implied in the memorandum. The Chancellor knew

that the Duke in fact exercised correspondingly greater power in hi3 territory

than did the Emperor in the Empire. Yet the outcome of this conflict over

supply was that the ruler did not call another Landtag until I656. Between

I65I-6 he continued to r. th- 'se his officials to deal with finance through

ad hoc committees of the Estates.

The plea of the Estates to have a landtag in 1657 v''^s countered by

officials who pleaded absence of the ruler from the territory together with

necessity of dealing swiftly with a dangerous foreign situation as excuse for

asking for taxes from another ad hoc committee. To both these excuses the

Estates could hardly object without violating the ruler's prerogative.

In 1653 the officials establishes a standing committee of the Estates

rather as the Land! ~ chied of I63O had decreed. The ruler had the right

to confirm all committee members which the Estate^ elected, and the officials

used this to assert themselves over the Estates by refusing to accept the

Estates' own first choice of candidates. Btanding committees had in the

past failed to be browbeaten into giving the rulers' officials the money which

they wanted. In I658 the committee also refused to make a grant without

reference to a full Landtag. On this point the officials had to accept a

defeat but they still demanded full powers for the committee in case of

serious emergency.
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Once the Estates agreed to this their ; ov/er would be over, for only the

ruler and his officials decided matters of policy and c;;:org...;w;y. It was an

easy matter to declare a state of emergency whenever money v/t. needed from the

territory. In the ensuing conflict in I65Q it is interesting to note that

the .'.states did not counter officials' demands for emergency powers by an

attach on "evil" councillors or on "upstarts and foreigners" estranging the

ruler from his Estates.

In practice the 1658 standing coir; ittee took over the real business of

the Landtag, which retain,.'' all its powers in theory alone. The standing

committee contained the smaller finance committee of the estates, the

~>chatsco'-.lc. :ium. reinforced by thirteen other clergy, nobles and burghers.

The ruler chose them from a, ong the members of the estates and he made

alterations as he pleased. from now on the officials only called Landtage

in order i,o formally endorse the arrangements made with this committee.

ban It -?e thus became
w d and formal occasions whilst the states were made

to conduct their politics in comrnitte s carefully supervised by the ruler

and his officials.

wen on the question of emergency powers the ,:t, tes gave way. It seems

that they gave their standing committee sufficient power s to grant money

without immediate reference to the assembly whenever the Luke and his privy

councillors decreed an emergency. The ruler and his officials retained the

sole prerogative right of saying when there was an emergency.

The Estates had also themselves made their position worse by often not

attending a Iandta '.hen it had been called, thereby saving the expenses they

would have incurred. Officials wore also swift to com..,man Landtage as too
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costly. The committee system saved money and this seemed to be an important

consideration to both ruler and Estates, although actual .-ably costs can

or.ly have been a tiny amount of the money that was involved in a normal tax-

grant. The Estates even agreed to assemble in the chancellery in Hanover.

The ruler no longer attended their meetings and he no longer signed their

agreements. From I65I the Estates were no longer presented with Abschiede.

instead the chancellery left the results of negotiations in their raw state

as scattered minutes. Should the -states prove intractable, they were

pushed into the corridor ... C the chancellery building, where crowds of

common folk, waiting to petition officials, often forced them into the public

square outside.

Even in the confirmation of their privileges the Estates had to witness
10

the ckict ry of the ruler. The next step the x-uler took was to prevent

all informal meetings of members of the Estates, in order not to be further

plagued with their petitions and complaints. The Estates replied by assem¬

bling on their own in Hanover in 1673, thus openly defying the ruler's order.

Freedo:. of assembly ffirmed by the -bschied of 1639 according to the

Estates. j.gain the privy council resorted to authoritarian methods. The

leaders of the -states, an Abbot, a -chatzrat. a mayor, a town Eyndicus and

the Landsyndicus were summoned to appear before the privy council. "In

order not to spoil the good relations between ruler and Estates", as they put

it, the privy councillors resolved that the Duke should allow this meeting of

the Estates, but that all future ones would be expressly illegal unless
11

previously consented so. Thereafter the Estates did not dare to assemble

again without permission. They appealed to the Emperor „ut reaffirmed their
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wish to obey the Duke. The finance committee thus asked and obtained

permission to meet in kay. 1675.

aulers had exchanged dependence upon the kstutes for dependence on their

own officials, who in turn still depended on the money which they could obtain

from Estates' committees in order to pursue any viable policies at all.

.-ulers called in experts trained in the lioman law to form their councils

of state. Although ruler and territorial nobility still met socially and

still cooperated in appointments to many of the offices of state, there was

no self-made, separate and distinct place for the -.states in this new bureau¬

cratic state, let alone for an independent nobility in politics. The kstates

did not become watch-dogs of the constitution, nor did they develop political

institutions which the ruler was forced to appeal to. Instead a bureaucratic

development took place as the rulers1 expert councillors r uslied the ^.states

into the background and formed executive institutions, which were also the

places where politics were decided without reference to the ..states or to

their assemblies.

admittedly the ..states were left their personal privileges in legal

protection and tax reduction or exemption for themselves, but if they wanted to

discharge any comparable duties, they could no longer do this through their

own traditional assemblies to which former rulers had called them. Instead

they had to go to court and get into the council of experts, or be satisfied

with a sinecure or carefully supervised local post which they had inherited,

air by marriage or otherwise purchased with favours, service or money from
12the rule: and his clique. A parliament could not exist here.
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The Estates of Srunswick-Jolfenbilttel, who came under the same Duke but

retained a distinct organisation from the ..states of Calenberg in 1534, reached

their period of ,greatest political influence in the loth century, when they

made a bid to extend their sole right to grant taxes to include also

allocation, collection and audit. The latter had always bean carried out by

the Dukes' officials.

In 1505 the Duke allowed his Estates to appoint a committee of six to

audit those ducal accounts which recorded the spending of a grant which the

Estates had made for liquidating ducal debts. loth century Dukes needed

the support of their Estates primarily to take >ver bad debts and to act as

security for new loans, rather than to grant money for intended policies.

By the I56Cs both Duke and Estates began to place much reliance on committees

of finance, composed of members of the Estates. These are to be distinguished

from the more traditional committees which generally stayed behind after a full

assembly of the Estates to deal with judicial business arising out of ; etitions

and complaints brought to the assembly and often directed against specific
1

ducal officials and their local practices. The large committee of the

■states took on ducal debts of 300,000 fl. in 1572, which it spread ou-> over

twelve yeax-s and raised in special taxation.

Finance committees could not, however, obtain full or even regular

scrutiny of ducal accounts. Having little ilea of the actual items which made

up ducal expenditure, they could hardly expect to control it. Yet control is

what they seemed to desire perhaps even more than the right to make grants

in assembly, for extraordinary taxation was becoming .ore and more frequent.

The Dukes saw to it that not only the unprivileged but also the Estates should
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contribute, in the proportions of one-half the towns and approximately one-

quarter each the prelates and nobility.

Thus the Estates began to desire above all a permanent com: .ittoe of

finance which could tell them more precisely where all their money went to.

special committees of audit were convened in the loth centur:, but by skilful

management in the early and late 1530's and again in the early 1590's the

Dukes were well off enough not to require grants from their Estates, and they

refused to show accounts to the Estates even for long previous grants which

had been made. Yet in I5Q6 Duke Julius had conceded that a committee of

audit should meet, but even as late as 1597 the states were still asking

to be allowed to audit the accounts of a grant of 300,000 firs, which they
2

had made in assembly in 1530.

The treasury into which the Estates paid their grants was in the ducal

town of residence, ..olfenbttttel, a town which never gained even the right to

send a councillor to the assemblies. Ey 1597 the time was ripe for a new

arrangement to settle the claims of the Estates to allocation, collection

and above all audit of taxes which they granted in assembly, f.s no assembly

ever seemed to totally starve its Juke of : oney, and as no Duke ever seemed

to refuse to take a grant,^ however inadequate it may have been, the fight

for rights over extraordinary taxes between Duke and ...states centred not on

political and constitutional issues involving the granting and further demanding

of money, so much as on those aspects of assessment, collection and accounting

of tux grants which were purely executive matters.

As grants were usually made to pay off debts, there was also no need for

conflict over allocation policies between Duke and .states, other than at the
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lucrative, executive level.r It was for this reason that Cuke and .states

agreed to set up a treasury council or -»ch: tzrat when they assembled in

ochbnin'-en in 1590, for in the previous year the ..states had pressed home

their demands with a gift of 200,000 fl.^
The treasury council consisted of seven members of the estates end two

ducal officials, elected to servo for life. The council controlled all aspects

of extraordinary taxation after the estates had granted it. The treasury

moved from the ducal stronghold of .olfenbiittel into the estates' stronghold

of Brunswick Town, where it was kept in the College of Jt. Blaise, whose Dean

was the leading spokesman of the estates at the assembly. The treasury council

received its own seal from the Duke, a sign of administrative responsibility

v;hich the estates themselves never possessed. Yet all decisions taken by

the treasury council had to have the approval of the Cuke.

Bo the Duke retained control over taxation without taking on the executive

duties which had been the responsibility of his predecessors, for the estates

had been manoeuvred first through ad hoc finance committees and then throu h

the treasury council into talcing on this executive responsibility. The

estates had thereby lost their political freedom to judge ducal financial

policy as intere.ted outsiders. In 1590 the estates had accepted a place

in the executive under the hulce. In return for the profits to be made out

of a place in the executive, in return for staffing the le. ding finance depart¬

ment in the Duchy, the estates left the Duke with all the political power

and in absolute control over financial policy. His was now to decree, and

theirs was to do and to obey. This arrangement lasted until 1007.^
In this victory over the estates the Dukes were aided by a complete lack
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of defined political aims and institutions, and by a lack of precise political

language on the part of the three Estates of prelates, knights and towns in

Brunswick-",.olfenbiittel. Their Lanlta :o -act neither regularly, nor without
7

ducal permission, nor in a fixed place. It was not more than an important

gathering without formal powers as an institution. Conclus,s were not drawn

up in the name of the assembly, but remained in the name of the -.states or

of the Duke and dstates. Outside the assembly all other business not pertain¬

ing solely to the Duke and his officials was conducted in the name of the

country or Landsckaft. and not in the name solely of the . istates or Landstdnde

as might have been expected, unless it had specifically to do with one of

their privileges or duties.

The treasury council of 1598 v;as to act in the name of "the whole common

country", according to the ducal order which established it, and each and every

member of the kstate; was to grant this power to the treasury council.° The

Duke was thereby avoiding any reference to the kstates and assemblies, which

could in any way have been interpreted as implying that they were the 'country*

or that they did represent the whole land. There was no dualism of political

power bet een Duke and Dstatcs which the Duke could not emphatically deny,

and if he ever needed to do this, then it seems likely that the ambiguous ter.

Laudschaft which he used, would give him the loophole through which he could

slip, if the Estates demanded constitutional power from him.

Thus the Duke seems to have been prepared to let the -states speak for the

whole country when it suited him, such as for the purposes of raising money,

but he was careful to keep a distinction between the country with its common

needs for welfare on the one hand, and the kstates and their privileges on the
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other hand. Yet the estates did make themselves indispensible to their

, v/hich meant that although no assemblies were called between 1682-1763"^
the Estates were assured of survival if only in the guise of life-members of

the treasury council in government and politics.

"They had become subservient to the prince, and he saw no reason why he should

abolish them altogether, as they performed useful services as collectors of
11

taxes, in billeting and recruiting and in the sphere of local government."
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A snail territory like the County of Achaumburg could only maintain its

i.AIep -udence if it continued to fulfil two basic needs even before the fortunes

of politics and warfare were entered into. The dynasty which ruled should

continue to produce male heirs, and the territory should remain financially

solvent. In both these fields Jchaunburg produced strikin ; '' not altogether
1

satisfactory results in the loth and 17th centuries.

In the dynastic field the main line of Holstein-Achaumburg made important

marriage alliances with daughters of Guelph juices, Hessian Landgraves and

Idppian Counts, A en the line died out, the two junior lines that succeeded

each other contracted marriages with i Guelph Duchess and a Li. pian Countess.

In I64O the dynasty died out in all its male linos. The Inheritance was then

claimed through three Achaumburg widows, Hedwig of Hcssc-ilassel, Katharina
2

Sophia of r.nswick-Luneburg -Earburg, and Elizabeth of Lip e. Hesse also

claimed escheat of the whole County by virtue of tho Landgraves' lordship

over the deceased Counts of Jchaumburg. To this were added claims by the

Bishopric of Ainden to ecclesiastical lends .in Jchaumburg. In 1-547 oil the

claimants except kindon got a share of -chaumburg in a partition treaty which
3

was ratified in the -oace of .estphalia a year later.

The Guelphs took Bchaumburg lands near* their own territory and incorporated

them into their new state ruled from Hanover. Ilesse shared out the rest with

a new dynasty of AcLaumburg-Lippe, for which the Counts of Jchaxrniburg-Lippe

did homage to the Landgraves in Aassel, At . .inteln town Ilesse set up a

chancellory for its part of Jchaumburg, which saved Heosen-Jchau0ourg from full

incorporation into Hcsce-Hassol until the ljth century. The arrangement

here was perhaps legally comparable to Jtuart rule over Acotland and Angland
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before tlie Union. Until 1668 Cchaumburg-Lippe and Hesse-dchaunburg still

6 .'ii:tlw administered many revenues and jurisdictions. The Jstatcs of

dchaumburg still existed as a united body. Duties such as the upkeep of the

University at Hinteln were still shared until 1660. In that year both

sides seem to have split on the recommendation of the Count of dchaumburg-Lippe

and the Hesse-dchaumburg Estates. The ancient County of chaumburg had then

ceased to exist. Its position of territorial independence was now taken by

one-third of its original size, the new County of dchaunburg-hi e with its
4

tiny capital at Biickeburg. T

dchaumburg-Lippe then be^an to f ar domination by Hasse-Haosel.

Cooperation between the two territories gave . ay to obstru :tion and distrust.

During the Imperial wars against Louis XIV, Hesse demanded the right as

feudal overlord to protect dchaumburj-Lippe and to provide her Imperial and

Circle military quota, but Count Friedrich Christian (b. 1655» d. 1728) was

skilful enough to buy military support from Ilanover from 1633 onwards in short-

term agreements that cost I im about 300 tlrs, a month. These remarkably cheap

arrangements freed dchaumburg from Imperial and Circle military taxes and also

fro:: the necessity of a standing army and police force at home. After personal

disagreements between Friedrich Christian and Elector Georg Ludwig of Hanover

in 1710 these military treaties lapsed. Friedrich Christian replaced then

with military treaties with the Catholic Bishops of r.Unster-iaderborn for

varying sums of 3 to 4»5C0 tlrs. a year between 1712-26. Hesse was success¬

fully given the cold shoulder when Lippe and 1 russian- ir.cn allowed safe-

conducts to troops moving between 1'aderborn and dchaumburg-Lippe. '..hen

Friedrich Christian died in 1728 Hesse immediately occupied ichaumburg-Lippe
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but the new Count soon broke free to pursue an independent policy, which if

■ ' h e from the influence of neighbouring powers, then at least it was free
5

from IIes3e.

The independence of the former County of Ochaumburg was thus to some

extent preserved, but it goes to show that if a small terr y was to survive

fully into the loth century, t- en it really needed a rulin ; dynasty of its own

which would not cease to produce normal male heirs. Yet it equally needed

the reasonable cooperation of these heirs not to dissipate the revenues of

the territory in e. 'ensive family partitions, law-suits and wars of inheritance.

Count Otto TV (b. 1517» d. 1576) had embarked upon an ambitious military

career in the 1560's and '70's on the side of Philip II of .g ain against the

rebellious butch. As a soldier of fortune Otto had, however, spent more

money than he received in subsidies from Cpain, He had to mortgage his own

lands and revenues. .t his death in 1576 the burden of debt on jchaumburg

was 150,000 tiro. Despite the efforts of Otto there was no primogeniture by

lav/ in the dynasty and conflict broke >nt a ong Otto's children over the

inheritance. Yet they seem to have realized that if they barrelled over

their inheritance at that tine, so much land would soon have been lost in

lieu of unpaid mortgages, that there would have been nothing left to inherit.

Instead the Jstates of Cchaumburg were allowed to sot up an ah .inistration to

save as much of the County from alienation as possible. Hine territorial

nobles, including a • .ongersent a family to feature often in ->chaunburg credit

operat.' s, then formed a regency council which did indeed save the territory

from oblivion.^
In 1582 Adolf XIV (b. 1547> d. l60l), an elder son of Otto IV, took over
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the administration from the Jstatcs. The ruling family nor; felt more certain

of ng able to pursue inheritance claims with a real chance of success.

Adolf's younger half-brother Arnct (b. Ip69, d. 1622) made a partition treaty

with Adolf in 1555, although Adolf's son (b. 1535, d. I60l) was alive at that

time to ensure the succession.

.Acnst had exceptional tal.m' s a financier. He began to reduce the

bchaumburg debt and by 1600 only 3G,GsO tlrs. remained of Otto's outstanding

150,000. In this the istates helped by taking on 40,000 tlrs. of the debt

in 1556. This men t, however, that three-quarters of the lebt was still

managed by Adolf and irnst from their own revenues, without h.olp from the

-.states. The listates seen to have played only a minor rSle in .irnst's world

of high finance. from 1601 to 1622 irnst wa3 sole ruler of ..ckaunburg and

he knew how to make tliat extra amount of money if he wanted to live above the
7

moans provided by his regular revenues.

there was a limit, which irnst soon reached, to the duties on trade and

monopolies on nece~ ary commodities lit ; it and cereals imposed upon his

subjects beyond which he could not go. The traditional extraordinary taxes

obtainable by grant of the -states were small. The single Tmmis katz. which

the Jstats .. were assembled to grant, brought in lb,000 tiro, each time in

the 16th century and about 14,000 tlrs. a time in the 17th century. if this

sum the istates of about 20 territorial nobles, six prelates and eleven towns

and markets only contributed one- puorter. Three-quarters came from subjects

directly under the jurisdiction of local comital officials. These subjects

were the mtsuntert. : on. so-called because the local cor.it: 1 administration
1!

was divided into small territorial units or . mter. which usually comprised
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several villages or a parish or two. This was a very com; on form of

1 al territorial organization in the early modern Umpire.

In Jchaumburg the moat lucrative part of the ' :.n sc." is v/as the cattle-

tax, which included a tax even on poultry. complementary source of income

for the Counts was a tax on the commercial production and . of b er and

spirits. By themselves none " these particular sources of revenue ran into

five figures. They wore puny amounts compared to the sums that frnst

handled.0
By 1600 frnst was building up a sun of capital with which to enter into

money-lending. He borrowed favourably from the Hendersons. He sold

unprofitable lands, unprofitable fixed rents and unenforc. Lie rights and

jurisdictions on a large scale to the highest bidder. To Hamburg lie sold

ancient ri hts for 32,000 Htlrs. To Id: pe ho sold farms and rents for

20,000 tlrs. rnst made money available at 5 and 6, per annum. lie lent

his brother-in-law, Count Jimon VI of Lip. e, a total 60,000 tlrs. of which

Lippe still owed 50,0i0 when frnst 1622. To another brother-in-law,

ndgrave I.aurice of Ilesuo-Hessel, he lent 10,000 tlrs. at 6, . To the

nephew of his half-brother Adolf's widow, ruling Duke Hriedrich Ulrich of

Brunswick holfenbllttel, he lent 100,000 Htlrs. at 6', in 1614. Alien

Hriedrich Ulrich had repaid this in 1617, irnst made available a further

200,000 Htlrs. within the space of a year. On this Irnst seems to have had a

regular 6f, for the rest of his life. At 12,000 Htlrs. this alone brought
9him in s much as a whole - u ';>■' ts every year.

Arnst was not one to have hidden his light under a bushel. He is

estimated to have spent a total of 300,000 tlrs. on building programmes and
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10
60,000 on hia co-art in a single year. . ith hie rare talent Tor literally

w -ling his money bacn, and also with the possibility that ho may have

believed in the Taster circulation of p_ocious metals than was customary at

that time, we may better understand the huge discrepancy between the suns of

money that brnst disposed of and the sums that his Jstatos .-a .e available to

him.

The crowning achievement of -Ernst's life was to obtain the title of

hcichsftlrst or ruling 1 rince of the brapire from bmporor d'erdinand II.

This loft -.rnat open to the accusation at that ti.e of being the first

protestant to openly betray militant calvinist policies against the Ilabsburgs.

..rnst's ..jfrat boldast had not openly suggested the possibility of a loan to

.erdinand's officials at the branhfurt Imperial ..lection of august 1619,

yet the title of Iluling Prince had been conferred by .erdinand II in September,

followed by a request to brnst for a loan of 100,000 fl. In fact .mat paid

7,300 fl. chancellery dues via Leipzig town council to i'erdinand for registra¬

tion of his new title in . etobor 16b-. -'Lis included a present of 1,000 fl.

for the good services of .-eichsvise-.-unsler von Ulm. In January 1621 -met

paid a farther 6,000 fl. for the good services of uc icl ishofrd s ras ident

von Iloliensollern through a ..alloon banker. finally ..rnst paid 17,710 fl.

to -''erdinand via an Jnglish herchani Adventurer in Hamburg. .rnst had more

than kept his word when in Ifarch 1620 he had offered to pay 15,000 lit Irs.

for the title, of which erdinand eventually received well over one-half,

officially boldest admitted that .-rnst had only paid Imperial Chancellery

dues of 6,000 fl. Humours that ..rnst had paid 100,000 fl. were not thereby
11

stilled, although we now know that -rnst paid much less for the title.
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.1 measure of the anger which t- is affair roused in protectant circles is

a. .swa. u</ the objection which bins Christian 17 of Denmark as ruler of Eolstoin

took to ^rnst's new title of Tbrst und -ir: f zu Eolstoin-Achaumburr. irnot

bought himself out of this by replerasing the title and paying Christian an

immediate compensation of $OtQ~Q tlrs, ir. the summer of 1621. drnot's

strength soens thus to have be-, i:. finance and not in dipl -macy and politics,

and his vanity was perhaps stronger than his devotion to the protest:.nt cause.

Yet he got what he wanted. he had also in April 1619 bo ight an Imperial

Charter for his new alvinist University at hInteln for .s little as 4CC htlrs.

from the hereditary Imperial Vicar, ebx-dorick V of the I alatir.ate, w: o by

custom ruled a section of the Umpire in the interregnum v.hi -h followed the
12

death of itperor i.uthias and before the election of Catholic erdinand.

All this wealth was lost in the ensuing war years, and in the inheritance

uncertainties of the following decades. The last two successors of Jrnst's
13

dynasty both saw the inside of Imperial army prisons. Yet there is no

clear view on the effect of the war ot. * . i eople of Jchaunburg.''^ The

middle ..eaer was a front between Test:kalian based Imperial." to, and the
15swedes and their Hessian and Hanoverian allies based on Lower-baxony.

This meant that there was considerable fighting and billeting in -chaumburg.

The burghers and town council of Idendorf in Jchaumbur •• ere in a

particularly vulnerable position between the armies of the h o sides, and one

of the great battles of the war . : .s fought outside their walls in 1633.

dot evei. in this year the town chamber pre-ontod very favourable accounts.

They show an income of 2,0C0 tire, and an expenditure of 1900 tlrs. The

excise on alcohol provided 900 tlrs. anl war costs to the town woe a mere
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700 tlrs. By 1639 the town chamber -..'as paying interest on a debt of

3,350 firs. The town council seencd to welone loans fro:. :irny officers,

to pay for war contributions, for it guv these officers an interest in

the protection of town pr .party. It was hoped that they would thus be

unwilling to let their soldiers plunder or otherwise dawag. - perty when

they were billeted in town, . - places that were plunder u were more likely

to be those localities that could not or would not pursue such sensible

policies. The soldier's economy and safety depended on the walled town

.t some time during the long and sporadic period of hostility. If burghers

knew how to deal with the soldier's needs, then they could survive occupation

with considerable success.

In 16J3 the amount of beer produced and sold by :ldondorf burghers had

a value of 11,500 tlrs. ..ages and prices did not rise, nor did 1 rtty crime,

and weights and measures were careful1; kept at full value. The recorded

increase of births over deaths in the town was 320 during 1600—23, with a

decrease of 290 during 1623-41, and 1. is..reuse again of 69 during I64I-8.

..oal losses of population seem to have been caused by planus in 1626 and 1636,

and by emigration of about one-quarter of the burghers of the town.

Immigrants . ere often penalised for not remaining by impositions on the

immovables that they had deserted. This shows that war devastation lias to

be examined with much cu^ Lion."'
'..hen Ochaumburg w ..s s. lit in 1660, Ilesse-dchaunburg was given a small

and secv.ingly politically insignificant ..states' representation along with a

ruling chancellery in kinteln. There was one representative of the Calvinist

clergy and two representatives each of nobility and towns. ..hatever the real
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political future which remained for the former Astates of bchauinburg, it now

lay with the five noble families and four towns and markets of Bchaumburg-

Lippe.^^
The ►Jchauxnbnrg-Lippe Estates made a stand against the misrule of Count

friedrich Christian by appeals to the . .oichshofrat in Vienna between 1702 and

1710, They obtained the sympathy of the Countess and of -lector Georg

Ludwig of Hanover, and helped to prevent the sale of the County to Hesse,

which friedrich Christian seems to have been planning in 1702. The .states

obtained a decision from the ■•■.elchshofrat ordering Friedrich Christian back

hone to Biickeburg from Venice in order to take over the government of the

County in person, and advising his to confirm the pr:i /lieges of the ability.

Friedrich Christian knew better than the listates how far to go with the lawyer-

politicians in Vienna. A brief return to Btlckeburg in 17O8 produced a short¬

lived reconciliation between ruler and Estates, and the privileges of the

nobility were at last confirmed. But by 1710 the Astatea were asking the

slchshofr: .t for protection against Friedrich Christian and his rapacious

officials by suggesting that Hanover be given control over the internal

affail's of bchaumburg'-Lippe. This was no solution for tlio Emperor, who

v.as as loth to give the Hanoverians control as ho had boon to let the Hessians

run the County. The right of Friedrich Christian to appoint his own

commission for dealing with his subjects' grievances was upheld.

iricdrich Christian had won. The leader of tie Estates fled to Hanover

and the records of the .states see/: to have come to an end in 1715. Ho records

soem to have survived of the actual terms of the Aeic. s:comer ;cricht agreement

which was reached in 1718 on the long-standing conflict between nobles and
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towns over contribution to defence coots. This case had been temporarily

suspended whilst they joined forces to fight fr.'.edxich Christian at the
10

^oichshofrat.

The .states of bchaunburg-Lippe had made a dramatic appeal at Imperial

level a ainst the tyranny of their ruler and his officials which had failed

through lack of support fro:.. Vienna, thus causing the political eclipse of the

hstates. Yet how far could Yriedrich Christian afford to play the profligate

in Vienna, Paris and Venice on resources that were less than half of krnst's

meagre revenues from his subjects, and without iirnst*s banking skill?

kriedrich Christian cut the cost of government by understaffing the

administration to the point of real negligence, whilst at the same time over-

19
exploiting his revenues. In the last few years of his life he was forced

to live on credit raised at times on personal and household effects like

jewellery and furniture, as there was no more oney tj be found in the County.

The financial situation had, however, been a sound one under kriedrich

Christian's father.

Count Philip, the youngest son of binon VI of Lippe and first ruler

of bchaunburg-Lippe fro:.. I646 to 1631, had just been able to support an

administration and a very modest and obscure court without running into
21

financial difficulties. In 1646 the Chamber took in 10,COG tlrs. Three

years later this had doubled, and by 1673 takings were 26,000 tlrs. Philip

was also ..romis d 2,000 tlrs.a year as inheritance compensation from Lip; e,

and by 16jl Lippe had debts of 21,000 tlrs. with hi*::. '..hen kriedrich

Christian took over he was assured by the Chamber that he could well afford

to live according to his status as a small territorial ruler but without
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luxury. This was hardly likely to appeal to the young Count, when he had

already spent a decade visiting Paris, Versailles, Vienna and Italy. It soon

became clear that he was not content to remain at hiickeburg as his f ther had

done. He was not interested in ruling the County. He would much rather

spend as much time and money as possible at the courts of his better endowed
22

social equals in the south.

Hriedrich Christian knew how to make the most of is position. To

secure his inheritance in the family an order for primogeniture in bchaumburg-

Lirpe was bought from Hnperor Leopold, and his Heichshofrat in 1607 confirmed

this. H mental! - unstable younger brother was left to run the village-sized
23enclave of liverJissen in Lippe undo Hriedrich Chris ian's wardship.

Chamber revenue fell to 24,000 tlrs. in 1634-5, increased to 34,000 tlrs.

in 1700-1, and made an artificial 84,000 tlrs. in 1716-17. This latter figure

included loans of 30,000 tlrs. In the financial year of 1716-17 'riedrich

Christian spent almost 30,000 tlrs. on travelling and on his court, excluding

any expenses of his wife and children who had fled to Linden, Hanover and on

to -.ngland. It also excluded the costs for running the administration.

further 20,000 tlrs. was paid us interest on outstanding debts. Compared

with all this the total wage-bill of his officials was a mere 5,500 tlrs.

This was even cut down to 3,600 tlrs. in 1722-23. The Count's pocket-money

by itself cane to 3,200 tlrs. in 1716-17. Taxes remitted to the -.states

in prevm mm, years in lieu of regular interest were demanded in full in 1695,
2A

out of the 47,150 tlrs. the Count got barely 13,000. r The .Jstates continued

to pay interest on the remaining capital. In this way the Jstates very

modestly did prevent Priedrich Christian from dissipating all his assets.
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I'riodrich Christian dealt v;ith money-lenders in Mckeburg, Hanover,
25

Augsburg and Vienna who served him well enough l3 long as lie had real assets.

It is a reflection on the development of the territories into states that the

indebtedness of bchaumburg-Lippe in the early 13th century did not threaten

its further existence as an independent unit in the same way that the debts

of Otto IV had threatened to dismember Cchaumburg in the loth century.

Jchaumburg-Lippe was treated as a state, despite the lack of responsibility

s own to it by its ruler, Friedrich Christian. His insolvency stopped well

short of the disintegration of his County, although it did not prevent the

political failure of the estates when they tried to put an end to his

mismanagement.
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Inhere ceeias to have been a lower limit below which the constitutional

development of a territory was an illusion or even a nightmare. The 14th

century County of the dmpire .ietberg is perhaps an example of this. I.uled

by twelve generations of the dynasty of Arnsberg it then passed on in the

I56Cs through feral inheritance to the Counts of Cast Trisia. After five

generations it again passed on through female inheritance to the Austrian

Counts of aunitz. Its history illustrates the value of .;.,lcl sun: .it to lb;..: A :c It,

of nobility with regal status. Its size is only that of any other gentry

property with its tenants, farms and rents so com on all over early modern

-urope. Yet its owners had self-government, and like all rulin; princes of

the Apire their own private family lav;. fathers's history is thus primarily
1

one of fa. ily history.

There was no primogeniture. Property was managed between brothers and

sisters, between the in-laws, by a tribal pattern of kinship and marriage based
2

on the profits of landlor ism. Large sums of money were lent on expectancy

of inheritance, like the projected 3C0,0GC Iltlrs. lent to the House of Aast

Arisia, which the Houses of Liechtenstein and Ilaunitz regulated fro;.: Vienna

in 1726.3
'..estphalia had few splinter territories compared for exai. le with the

Ahineland, Franconia and Jwabia. Aiotbcrg was a poverty-stricken bac-''-water,

a bur- len to any family that had nothing else to live on, should such a family

also have the ambitions that generally went with regal s.atus. The Aaunitz

family clung to their Aietberg inheritance and remained in Vienna, living off

their far more extensive Austrian lands and playing their role at the Imperial

court. Aietberg gave them the highest status that they could wish for, their
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Austrian lands gave then their wealth.

Built up by a vigorous family in the 13th century, hietberg retained its

territorial boundaries and independence until the end of the Empire. In

1377 the ruler turned it into a free County of the -Impire. .. descendant

in 1456 became a vassal of Hesse in return for 600 fl.^ -xcept for the

period after the defeat of the Cmalhaldic League, .ietf ::j remained a Hessian

fief for the next 330 years. Yet this in no vay changed its rights as an

independent county under the Imperial constitution. On y inter-territorial

politics were somewhat hampered by the periodic need to seel: homage from the

court in Hassel. On the death of Johann II without male heirs in 1562,

Philip of Hesse with the approval of 1'erdinand I occupied the County. Three

years later the daughters were allowed to inherit on payment of 12,000 fl. to

Kassel. Another enfeoffment in I645 cost 16,0CC Htlis. It was thus

probably more lucrative for Hesse to have an independent ruler for a vassal

than one who was just a territorial noble, who would have exploited his positioi

within the Estates to ;ain general tax-ox a: .ption.

There w re very good reasons for the expenses which the ruling families

in -liethere were prepared to shoulder. They were interest 1 in obtaining,

extending or just preserving repel status, whilst in fact onlf practising
5

very modest estate management. To the family haunitz it meant the acquisi¬

tion of a cheap regal status, including membership of the 1.est.;lialian Circle

and of the "westphalian College of Counts with a voice in the Imperial asse.-siy

in Aogonsburg. It also indirectly gave the H.ebsburgs-;window onto a part of

Horthwest Germany that was dominated by Brandenburg-Irussia, Hanover and Hesse.

••ith a compact estate of 32 fiefs, one town and a strong fortress, as well

as their own 3crfs, extending even into the neighbouring Oon. oriicl: enclave of
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Reckeriberg, the rulera of .ictberg were undisputed masters in this small part

of the Jap ire. Thus no family would part with such a convenient passport

into the best circles, and Rietborg on the failure of its dynasties did not

cease to find new families to pay the expense of continued independence,

heedless to say the Rietberg administration was at one notorious point at

least a real scandal.^
The rulers of the horavian House of Kaunitz from 1699-1215 governed

T'ietberg from Vienna on the strength of weekly reports sent to them by tliree

officials stationed in the County. ho subject had direct access to the ruler.

.'.11 complaints had to come by post via the officials. Those officials had no

vice-regal powers, everything which was : immediately suppressed was referred

bach to fienna. It was thus possibly best for the subjects if the officials

fell out with each other and sent complaining letters about each other's

incompetence to Kaunitz. Only this way could abuses come to light.

The militia was run by a garrison officer. He.had presumably bought his

office, and he used his 70 men (the .ietberg Imperial Circle contingent after

the increased quotas of the 1680's and '90's) as his own menials to fetch and

carry for his family and to run his farms. lie had no love for the official

running the general administration. It was the bad fortune ? these officials

to have captured four bandits, two highwaymen and their women in 173C. The men

were offered to various rulers with large armies and fleets. Kaunitz presumably

did not - ",t the expense of a trial and execution, for his administration was

hardly equipped with the neces ary legal apparatus for that. One man was

accepted into the Prussian army. The other was put under sentence of death.

The garrison officer w.s to guard him.
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Both men seemed to have liked each other and the prisoner led a very

satisfying and free existence. He escaped frcm confinement, but being a

native he only went to his village and not over the frontiers which were every¬

where within such easy walking distance. Finally ho was sent to a mock

execution, like the hero in iPLeist's "Prinz Friedrich von Ilonburg". The

Rietberg prisoner's attitude was blasphemous and possibly obscene, hardly the

response that -ierenissiaus Caunitz had hoped for. Finally the prisoner was

accepted into a Prussian labour camp. The ruler continued to pay 220 tlrs.
7

a month for the kietbery army. The garrison officer retained his post.
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'..hat happened to territories that lost their indigenous ruling dynasties,

and were ruled thereafter by strangers or absentees? Scotland lost its

rulers to London in the 17th century. Lcotland did not thereby become an

Bnglish province. Yet it was in part the fear that the protectant ->tuart-

Ilanoverian success! n should fail which helped to bring about the Union of

17'-7. ■- "country" was called into being to help bind together the two king¬

doms of Scotland and England. The patriotic myth of worth and Louth

Britain was created.

The County of havensberg was ruled by a foreign dynasty already in the

15tli century. It did not thereby cease to exist as a separate territory.

It survived four successive dynasties, t of Jtilich, Cleves, . falz-L'euburg

and Brandenburg. It was not until the first years of the 10th century that

havensberg was also subjected to a union. The County became a part of the new

kingdom of Irussia, the vehicle of Ilohenzollern dynasticism. This kingdom

had nothing to do with the organization of the former Duchy of -,ast Prussia,

which had been a fief of the iolish crown from the 15th to mid-17th century,

and which the h'ohenaollorns had first inherited and then destroyed in the

I65Cs and 'oO's.

In 1723 davensberg was put'under a provincial government esponsible for

war and finance at - inden,;along with the former Bishopric of linden,and the

Counties of Tecklenburg and Lingen by decree of Frederick l.illiam I. The

-.avonsbc-
, nobility were bribed into accepting this in return for a privileged

position in the army and civil service of the new Prussia along with the noble

..states of the other Ilohenzollern territories. liavensberg had been a classic

example of local noble domination which was almost totally unchecked in practice
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because of the lack of a competent central government within the County itself.

It eventually became just another part of the ..russian province of ..estphalia.

Territories, Kingdoms and states still came under the archaic rules of

dynastic inheritance in early 13th century Burope, as shown by the wars for

succession to Cpanish Habsburg Carlos II. Although the concepts of "Britain"

and "Prussia" we e both created within a decade of each, other in order to

incorporate ancient, independent units of government into a larger whole, the

similarity stops here. For there was a xeat differ nee as to who was in

control at Westminster, and who was in control of power in Berlin. In

Britain the nobility and burghers were the ruler's equals in politics. In

Prussia they were the ruler's underlings.

Havensberg was an outlying part of Jillich-Berg-Cleves-hark in the 16th

century. The ducal central government at Cuss nldorf appointed local officials

who ruled with the help of the territorial nobilit" and town council of

Bielefeld. Havensberg was an enclave, stretching to the banks of the middle

Vi'eaer, a long way from the Hhine. It \w s thus never an integral part of the

Jill ich-Berg-Clevee-'ark complex on the lower "line, but it haw the samemlers,

the sane political and economic problems in government and ; similar fate after
2

1609, when the Cloves dynasty died oat.

. hen the Ilohenzollerns obtained the Bishopric of kinder. as a secularized

principality in part compensation for the ommeranian inlieritancc which had gone

largely to Cweden at the Peace of I648, it was natural that they should attempt

to unite Havensberg with I inden to form a sola1 block of land on the middle

i.eser and to lay the foundation s of a land-bridge between Berlin and the new

possessions on the idiine. Kinden and Havensberg wore gut under one 0tatthaiter.
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or Viceroy, rather as Cleves and hark -..ere also grouped together. Yot there

van no tradition of cooperation or real exchange of ideaa, not even in tariff

or trade policy between secular h .vensbcrg and ecclesiastical I inden. It took

three generations of Kohenzollcrn rule for an amalgematiOn to finally succeed

in 1710-23. Even then liavensberg subjects retained the right to appeal

directly to the Privy Council in Berlin over the head. the councillors

running the Eric 3- und Domftnenlrasmcr in I inden.^
havensberg developed its own distinct system of government, .eapite the

interminable rule of absentees. On a cession, the absentees ordered Tchentage

to : o.emble in orler to receive homage fro... le ding territorial vassals, the

land-owning nobles and burghers. Duch a gathering was held in 1511 on the

accession of Duke Johann of Cleve3. Lcsenuj.i..^ of all the noble3 and of the

towns of Bielefeld and Ilerford were only called in emergency situations involv¬

ing threats of war. invasion o. insolvency. .uch a gathering was the Landtag

of Jollenbeck in 1535» which w s convoked to discuss administrative reforms,

to bring venal hint officials to trial and to combat the . ".baptists. On most

ether occas ns the ruler'3 officials, the ... sten and ~'.t .an. negotiated

with a committee of the Estates, either in Bielef Id or in an imposing castle

on the dparenberg, overlooking the town.^
In 1470 the Estates formed a tribunal for keeping the peace and for

minimizing the tlareat to life and property entailed in the spate; of Bolide.

or the execution of justice which the allegedly injured party set about

obtaining for himself by a su e.ary declaration or ohde..^eJ backed up by force

of arms. The tribunal called to prevent this primitive judgement by battle

and feud contained six Lavensberg nobles, the mayor of Bielefeld as spokesman
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for the burghers, and the Landfrost as the ruler's Lord Lieutenant of the

County. As late as 1535 the decisions of this tribunal wore being sought

by noble plaintiffs as an alternative to i'ehde and self-help by force of arms.

Equally, a deptuation of six nobles and the councils of Bielefeld Old and

Rev/ towns in 1496 added their seals to the Jiilich-Clevos dynasticunion.

Documents appointing Ant officials survive from 1493. '-lie first written
5

instructions to Ant officials date from 1535. This shows that n independent

growth of politics and administration in Aavensberg wa3 not only possible but

that it w s in sone ways also facilitated rather than hindered by the absence

of a native court and ruling family,

A syste:. of taxation and territorial finance was also worked out by

close cooperation between rulers, officials and the Estates. A standard tax,

the Bade, was levied on the ruler's own tenants and serfs directly by .bnt

officials. The Estates had originally no say in t! is. Yet by the middle of

the 14th century these revenues were no longer sufficient to cover the :;ap

between income and expenditure. A policy of Yemfdndu"^, or short, medium

and long-term alienation of lands, offices, rights, jurisdictions and domain

revenues was resorted to by the rulers in order to remain solvent. These

alienations wore mainly to territorial nobles and burghers. The first whole

Itavennberg Amt was alienated already in 1319. Only once was a whole .'jat

alienated to a foreigner, to the Cowntcof Tecklenburg in 1375. Apart from this,

the Aavensberg -states seen to have had a • :onopoly on taking up alienations.
II

This gave thorn such a tight hold over the Antor. ruler's revenues and officials'

appointments that they had generally no need to insist upon an Indhwinatsrecht.

or the appointment of only nativ-s to offices, as was common in most other
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territories

Alienation was lucrative for the creditor. In return for lending the

ruler a lump sum of money at either 5 or 6/ interest per annum, the creditor

obtained land or jurisdictions which he could exploit for his own profit

until the ruler had repaid him in full. The interest rate was fixed so as to

avoid breaking the canon law of usury which Lutherans applied as much as did

Catholics. 5. v;2-S regarded as fair compensation, 6, was tolerated. To maize

lending to the ruler at all attractive, alienations had to be a Jed. This shows

how bad the credit generally was of late-medieval territorial rulers. But

under the system of alienation the ruler got his money, the creditor a high

return on his capital outlay and the law of usury was circumvented. Repayment

of capital was thus not an essential matter, and a bloated creditor, who was

perhaps also a member of the Bstates, could well afford to take on these

ruler's debts after a number of years of very high returns and thus keep the

whole system going.

The administration of law and order suffer .1 badly under this system of

large-scale alienation, for the creditors were naturally into: 'ted primarily

in profit and not in guaranteeing justice and equity for their temporary
II

subjects and neighbours in the inter. The rulers themselves had alien ted

any right to interfere as long as the capital sum was not repaid. To this
II

also came unpaid inter st which also prevented the redeeming of Amter. Thus

rulers lost control especially over their own local officials and generally
7

over the internal territorial affairs.' It fs natural that the .states of

liavensberg, as the rulers' wealthiest subjects, should have been extremely

willing to become the rulers' creditors under these conditions.

The system of alienation could not, ; owever, guarantee that rulers
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ruler remained financially weak, opcr. tins fro;.- one expediency to the next,

and generally dreading to meet the treasury bills that fell due for payment at

every "master and Michaelmas. A system of emergency taxation was developed

to prevent total bankruptcy at least, and this the states ..arccalled upon to

help to organise. The instates in turn agreed that t. so levied on their

ov.n tenants, who were traditionally free fro.. lode, which only rulers' tenant..;

had j aid.

The Aavensberg estates made these emergency grants very infrequently

at first, but from the 16th century onwards they incre .sod in frequency until

they became annual or biannual levies. Grants were voluntary and always

accompanied by a guarantee from the rulers no, .... to levy them again. In fact

these grants were needed increasingly to keep the rul rs from bankruptcy.

As the .states .e_c among the rulers' chief creditors, it would have been

disastrous for them to let the rulers go banlarupt. For this they had too

high a stake in their rulers' debts. It is in this 11," '' that the recurrent

onomenon cterritorial Jstates talcing on . alers' debts car erhaps be

ui.lerstood. This also enabled the :.st tea to ;et their >x:n tenants to help

to pay for the rulers' expenditure, over and above the sta.ndr.rd rents and

services which these tenants continued to render. This applied also to

Imperial taxation which rulers could not afford to pay without reimbursement

from their territorial subjects.

The Istatcs granted taxes in 135$ and 1497 to redeem alienations. These

grants came presumably from the .states' own tenants and went into the pockets

of those members of the Jstates among others who '..ere the most pressing creditor
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as holders of the alienations in question. In 1489 and 1522 grants were made

in order to pay off debts incurred in ducal military and diplo: atic embassies

at the Habsburg court. The 1526 tax paid for narri: -es in the lucal family.

The 1533 grant was to pay dhe County's quota of the Imperial war effort against

the Turks. The 1535 "tax was used to pay for the su pression of the Ldinster

anabaptists which had been granted t Imperial assembly and was a Circle tax

9
contribution.

Tax gr. nts now became so frequent that the estates began to seek power

over its collection, its audit and thus some degree of control, in order that

money should only be spent on that for which it had been ranted. The

estates thereby came into conflict with the prerogative powers of the rulers.

The rSlo of the Estates as creditors changed to one of political engagement,

the more frequent demands for further grants became. engagement of tnis sort

brought its own responsibilities, above all it increased a desire among the

members of the '.states to secure an economical administration which would,

howover, also bo strong enough to secure the capital -hie', they had invested

with the rulers. ' public sector of finance was thus emorgii. as a bone

of contention between rulers with their councill rs and secretaries on the one

hand and the Estates on the other. The question rose in the 16th and 17th

centuries of how best to incorporate this into an older str eturc of politics.

This question was an essential ingredient in the contenpor ry yearning for

bio r.te .. olicoy. The government was roor. ranized and enlarged. ilavensberg

began to develop into c state.

roll-tax re -inters survive fror: 1533 as lists of those eligible for holy

communion, indicating the executive part played by village priests in local
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government. Liats of tenant-farmers, assessed for land-tax date fro;.. 1537>

and the records of cattle-taxes go back to 1535. ln 1574 "the -.states

Granted 17,000 fl. to pay off rulers' debts in return for a say in its

allocation, although this concession was not to be taken as a precedent. The

ruler made it once only. This shows that the ruler was as cautious with his

concessions as the Jstates were with their grants. Both sides feared a

10
loss of power through the establishment of new laws and customs oy precedent.

In 1535 "the ruler opened a law-suit against his own .'avensberg officials.

It involved the in t:. .tinner Mining and Jchaclc. Mining was accused of using

public services for private purposes, of settling his own serfs on the ruler's

land, omitting to collect dues for forage in the ruler's woods, of exchanging

serfs without consent and molesting the poor. Jchack was said to have sold

wood from the ruler's forest for his own profit, to have manufactured line in

the ruler's kilns that w s not accounted for, to have expropriated death and

inheritance duties, demanded illegal services, to have been excessively hard

on debtors, and protected refugees and even taken outlaws into service against

the decrees of the rulers. Both officials were dismissed, and Mining's wealth

was impounded. Neither seem, however, to have been further punished. They
11

were apparently not subjected to i prisonrnent or physical violence,

seemingly a sheriff of Nottingham atmosphere prevailed.

This case opened a twenty-year period of reform, during which new-

registers were drawn up of the distribution of wealth among the tenantry upon

which future taxes could bo more equitably assessed. Hew 'government posts

were created. Ant finances were put under newly installed ..entmeister and

overall control was given to a new ''.■and.-chrcibcr. There opened a new era of
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government by Ordnurmt. by docroo of the ruler, haphazardly with or without

prior consultation with the instates in full assembly or select committee.
It

- new Urbar. a survey of the property held in the mtor as a whole by tax-

paying peasants and labourers, was undo: taken in 1550-56, largely under the

auspices of new officials with the cooperation of members of the estates and
12

the clergy.

In contrast with the rest of the population, rulers and .^states had one

.jroa.. common interest in that they were landlords. This bound them together

and separated them from the rest. It Iso made the struggle of the wealthier

burghers to enter the ranks of the nobility look like an irrelevancy, a luxury
13

wit! which they and their families could amuse themselves. kulers and

-.states cooperated increasingly in regulating the affairs of their tenants,

serfs and servants to their own mutual advantage by compromising over the

conflicting need3 of private landlords and the tax-demands of the rulers.

Decrees were issued with monotonous regularity fro.. mid-l6th century until

the llapoleonic era, which theoretically at least forb- do tenants fro:., le .ding

a private, enterprising life of their own. The duties of tenants and serfs

were precisely defined. Their lives came under strict supervision in the

spiritual sphere by the rrotestant clergy and for the rest by the landlords'

and rulers' officials. This view of the world is well expressed in a

preamble to the Landi olizeiordnung for havensberg, decreed by -lector

Frederick 'William i: 1637.

"After we have heard that our subjects in the countryside of our County

of kavensberg h. ve been spending considerable and exc ssivc amounts on food

and drink at funerals, eddings and baptisms, and overwore also on heavy
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drinking and harmful gatherings ouch as for the filling of wedding-carts

with gifts, entertainments and eating out at inns and suchlike, whereby our

subjects Lave become not only impecunious and short of everything but that

also considerable excesses in behaviour have been caused, but that such

insolence and wastefulness is totally against our previous decrees and

completely unsuitable to the present serious times, through which the Lord God

i3 likely only to be provoked to greater anger and punishments against the

Country, so we have decreed this new iolice Order in additiot to. previous

decre s in order that our subjects shall not be allowed to render themselves

incurable of paying the common taxes of the land

(This order aimed at making tenants, serfs and servants lead a frugal

and thrifty existence. They were the chief tax payers in the Kohenzollern

territories. On their rent3 ruler, official and noble alike had to a large

extent to depend. Their labour and produce guaranteed the system. The less

the peasants and labourers consumed the more they could render in rents

15and services. That peasants retorted to this by irresponsible management

is only to have been expected. .. ; ey :r of Jtukenbrock on the iaderborn-

vvensberg frontier Tr. 11 his holdings into considerable debt in the later 13th

century in order to give oney, and a chance to buy a way to a better existence

with it, to his brothers, sisters and children. He paid 400 tlrs. to his son

16
to study at university for a period of eleven years. This farmer was

naturally more int.re ted in providing for his family than in the future of his

tenancy, which he could never hope to own or regard as his property, although,

it is true, his children could probably inherit it under the same conditions

of tenancy. It was the inevitable result of serf and tenant farming that it
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did not foster enough interest in the economic well-being of the farm itself.

Thus, in a way, repeated decrees forbidding the lending of money to peasants

were necessary, but this was only the thin end of the wedge. An early example

is the Order of Duke ..illiam of I56O, following a deer e of ruler and Astates

of l.avensberg which was worked out at an assembly of the previous year and

read out in all the parish churches of the County.

" illiam Duke of J&lich, Uloves and Berg, Count of the hark and

Aavensberg, Lord of Aavenstein etc.

Dear Counc.llor end loyal followers, as we have previously agreed with the

nobility of our County of Ravensberg and those who have inheritable lands and

serfs on them, that a serf shall not have the power, ithout our or the land¬

lord's prior knowledge and permission, to contract any debts on the lands

(which he rents and farms), nor to burden these lands, but if anyone should try

to raise,money, then he should not pledge the tenancy which he has inherited

and which belongs to the landlord, but only the moveable property which he

owns himself, so be have noticed that : any people take up money against the

above rules and burden their holding, to a disastrous extent. The result

is also that the creditors can not be paid, that the debtors can not render

to us and their other landlords the just rents and services which they owe,

and that a considerable number of themr ;sist with force the measures which by

noble and ancient custom their landlords take against them. In order that

such ruin of the land be in future avoided, and that the necessary measures

against resist- nee by force can be taken, we command that the existing rules

and regulations be strictly kept, as has also been decreed to be read in public

in all churches...with the addition that, if anyone do anything to the contrary,
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17
he be deprived of the money he has raised."

the collection of laws and decrees that I'.ylius published between 1737-35

gives an impression of how peasants and labourers were dragooned by their

landlords and masters in a truly merchantilist way. How far these regulations

were effective, is of course a moot point, but it seems likely that the

peasant had to develop a natural cunning not to fall foul of a large number

of "do-s and don't-s". kylius' documents thus illustrate social mores
13

rather than actual facts.

In his second Hepertorium kylius, under the heading of "pcasant",

started with a long list of what was forbidden to the peasant by decree.

In contrast, under the heading of "Jstates" a long list Of privileges were

given. ilach reference denoted a legal right or legal duty, which was then
19

printed in the main parts of the coryus.

The peasant was forbidden to have more than three god-parents; he was

not allowed to carry arms; not allowed to go hunting; to carry a weapon;

fell young trees; import bad corn; carry on trade or commerce; exercise

the rights of a burn er; export cereals; buy cereals; trade in wool or

cattle; he was not allowed to take on living-in servants without consent of

the lord's officials; not allowed to drive his carts recklessly in town;

not allowed to sell spirits; to brew beer; take lodgers; buy beer from

other territories; and if he had an only son, then this boy could not become

a craftsman, should he or his father so desire, without the consent of their

lord.

It was the duty of peasants to do all their buying and selling in market
towns; to pay their rents; to plough fixed quotas of land per day; and to
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report all bog.;ing Jews to the local authorities. . here there was an over¬

abundance of children, each far; was to accomodate two families. The farmer

who ran into hopeless debt should, however, be allowed a minimum to keep body

and soul together. feasants were to renew their tenancies at appropriate

local offices or chancelleries. Yet it was forbidden to swindle peasants

on market-days. ..hen peasants ran away, special rules were to be followed for

dealing with the culprits. Any peasant or cottar who was one year or more

in arrears with his rents and services had legally forfeited his tenancy,

ho new tenants wore to be taken on without credentials. The problem was

discussed whether a peasant could issue a .alid bill of exchu. .. feasants

were forbidden to reside in towns without consent of their landlords. Jules

by which tenants were protected were followed by regulations under which they

could be sold up. Those who started law-suits a ;ainst their landlords without

good reason for doing so were to be imprisoned, and no litigant was to obtain

legal protection until the defence plea of his landlord had first been heard,

feasants were, however, free fro::, military service. Those who did bodily

damage to them civ s were not punishable. . ch peasant should ;ive local

officials twelve sy.-rrow-licads annually. peasant who was sentenced to

.rison had to serve his time and w. .3 not allowed to buy himself free.

Jolliers were, however, forbidle, to harass peasants. Landlords had first

option on the labour services of their peasants' children.

in return, peasants weie .-emitted under certain conditions to move to

other villa pes and towns. They could keep a certain number of sheep and goats,

and export limited amounts of their own cereals. They were directed to sell
their wool at certain places, and only to brew their own beer on certain feast-
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days. They could do their ovm building, decorating and weaving but only to
20

cover their own personal and family needs.

these decrees applied to individual Hohenzollern territories and Lylius

grouped then all together. Thus they did not necessarily all apply in

Kavensberg. It would need quite a stretch of the imagination to think that

they were all in fact enforceable. Although these decrees were to some

extent the distant forerunners of modern bye-laws, they made as yet no distinc¬

tion between the private lives of peasants and their civic duties. Only the

members of the states, the nobility, wealthier burghers and their equals,

the clergy, academics and higher officials were privileged to lead unmolested,
21

private lives.

The .states were protected at law and exempt from local, -mt jurisdiction.

They had access to special privileges when they fought law-suits against the

ruler's officials. Their pleas were to be heard, and their rights, privileges,

liberties, competences and properties were to be confirmed. They retained

hunting rights, and the right to present to livings and ecclesiastical fiefs.

They were to be provided with food and fodder at territorial assemblies.

They were to be cited tr assemblies where they wore provided with ..everwe

which acknowledged in writing the conditions under which they had made grants

to their rulers, and ..bschie -o which were written, formal accounts of what the

rulers and officials had proposed and what was finally agreed between them

and the Estates at the end of an assembly. In return, pledges by the

.states to take over rulers' debts wore to be carefully preserved until the

debts had been duly liquidated, and then the pledges could be returned to the

-states. If the .stmt ,s had to make payment out of their own incomes, then
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they could recoup themselves by increasing their tenants' rents. bone .states

had the right to export cereals and import salt without paying customs duty.

Territorial Jstutea formed co. nittees and handed in petitions, complaints

and memoranda at the rulers' chancellery. They had to pay an emergency

subsidy out of their own private incomes when really necessary. They were

to be left in peace to exercise their own jurisdiction over their serfs, but

in cases of injustice their decisions could be annulled. The ruler promised

not to make important decisions without seeking their prior advice. estates

were to he consulted ovor .a:., tion. They owed tax on each horse with which

they were duty bound to do military service. They should pay a roof-tax

and a beer-tax in order to obtain tax exemption from everything else. They

negotiated for fiefs and economic concessions with the rulers. In return

they 'acted as ftix pen. or underwriters of his debts, and ru de their own credit
22

available to him and his officials.

It is in the light of a social background such as this that disagreements

between rulers and -states can perhaps lest be understood. for these were

largely internal conflicts within a privite.ged sector of society over divisions

of political powc-r and responsibility, which rulers and their officials refused,

to a greater or lesser extent, to share with the nobility and burghers by

insisting on a prerogative right to rule and take decisions all by themselves,

or literally "by the grace of God alone". The relations of lector Frederick

filliam with the favensberg noble fstate are an example of this inside contest

for political power, .essentially each side needed the support of the other

to keep the system going. The ruler needed the financial expertise of the

estates to remain solvent. The estates needed the executive power of the
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ruler to guarantee their own social and economic ascendancy at parochial level.

This did not deter elector Frederick William from blowing hot and cold in

bis policy towards the Ravensberg Estates.^
Already by the later loth century kavensberg was run largely by its local

nobility, an oligarchy of about twenty-five families with v! on absentee

rulers wore prepared to negotiate in assembly and committee over the running of

internal affairs. This was a very small part of the total number of noble

families involved in one way and another with huvensberg. The ..eccss of

ftisscldorf in iCCy confirmed the privileges of the nobility, which included

recognition of their Lutheran religion, their right to grant taxes, personal

tax freedom and freedom fro:., imprisonment. Yet an indicatio of Hohenzollern

power to come was a conflict over a^.j ointment of a . ent: -ist-r. or local

treasury official, in 1615, when the Brandenburg Viceroy on the Rhine declared

that the privileges of the liavensbcrg nobility should be accepted and understood
24

era:: rar.o sal is. However, it was not until the later 1640's, when .lector

Frederick William had become more car Lain that the Ilavensberg inheritance

was to be his alone, that he could dismiss all fears of losing the support of

the lavonsberg nobility to his main rivals, the Catholic . falz-Leuburgers who

were now coming to diisseldorf.

V.'ith the consent of tie ncbilioy, .lector ihrederick Ail: iam opened a

chancellery for Havensberg at Bielefeld in 1647, staffed by two non-noble

lawyers and two native nobles as councillors. Its cost was to be 3,25C tlrs.

yearly, and the ..states . ere to pay th.is sum annually. ages were good and

even the chancellory scribe w..s promised 100 tlrs. This itself was as much

as each of the six members of the standing committee of the nobility roceivod.
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The chancellery coon began to interfere with the power of the nobility in

local affairs. The non-noble experts especially gave offence. The nobility

offer d the Jlector and certain of his privy councillors bribes of 16,000 tlrs.

if they would silence the chancellery but to no immediate avail. One of the

chancellery experts, Or. ochlipstein, had previously been the legal adviser

of the Havensberg nobility and one of the'noble councillors was from the

leading noble family of Ledebur. This is an indication that the .Hector

was supporting an ambitious faction within local haven3berg politico when he

set up the chancellery, a case of the policy of divide and rule so often

favoured by despots.

. or 1651-2 the nobility granted 24,000 t? .. in return for redress of

certain grievances, and for ge/tting the elector to pay the coot of the chancel¬

lery out of domain revenue for one year. This sun was probably a bribe to get

rid of the chancellery for it w 0 large enough to cover its coot not only for

one, but for seven years. The Hector badly needed local money to finance

his garrisons at Jielefeld, Linden and Lippstadt, and to pay for the recent

violent subjection of Ilerford town to Hohenzollern rule. Yet what finally

seamed to make the Lien uor ...ove in the chancellery affair was the threat of

the kavensberg nobility to unite with the Lstatos of Lark and leves in

February I652. The chancellery was abolirhed in the next year and the

liavensberg nobility dropped their union plans. The nobility regained control

over local affairs until their final eclipse as an independent factor in home

affairs in 1719-23.'"''

In 1714 King Frederick William I started to amalgamate Linden, Kavensberg,

Tecklenburg and Lingen. Luvensberg was now finally considered to be too small
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an economic u it to be run separately. l'he -vensberg nobles and towns made

a final remonstrance at an assembly in April 1719 which they asp rently did

not dare fco .'end on to the King. Especially Herford and Bielefeld were

jealous of the economic advantage Minden town would now h ve over them in

becoming the -eat of a new multi-territorial administration, 'he vensberg

treasury or Amtskammer was dissolved and its councillors sent to fineen.

A new provincial government be an work there in 1725. It had taken the

Prussian King nine years to get what he wanted, a more centralised

administration at least in his domains, in taxation and support of the

military machine, and to some extent a simplification of the legal system

and tariff systems. Alongside the CIeves-Mark complex the ucleu3 of

Prussian We1 tohalia had been created. Although the liberties of the

Ravensberg Estates remained untouched, the County ceased to be an

autonomous state and its nobility ceased to run its af airs through

institutions, committees and other local arrangements of their own creation.

>6
The nobility had ceased to play an independent role in ter itorial politics.

Truly, some oolitics at communal or Dauerschaft level continued free

from bureaucratic interference in Ravensberg, but this may have been due only

to the fact that the Hohensollerns were not in control of a sufficiently

specialized, compiler ted and ex; naive civil service to have achieved such

thorough supervision. Ho ever, self-determined government had cea ■ at

27territorial level in Ravensberg. If the territorial nobility took part in

Revensberg politics, it was from now on as Hoheuzollern officials or

representatives. It was, aa non-n ble, Prussian assistant councillor who

had been active in neighbouring Tecklenburg nakedly nut it, one year before
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the outbreak of the French Revolution:

"I have told this story not intentionally as if the Rotates still now

had as much say as in the days of the ruling Counts, for heroin the German

territories are generally rather alike, if one excepts the bishopries,

or today such an aristocra ic constitution just could not manage to exist,

and if it did, it would do the fstates no service, for they now live much more

quietly (ruhig) than in the days of the Counts, when there w s always a

shortage of money. For the Rotates have preserved their privileges, preroga¬

tives and exemptions, at least the significant (sic) parts of then. Only

(sic) in the legislative and executive power do they no long r share. Other

bodies of state have developed and are running the state in different way.

thus I find it absur' v/hi n subjects uphold privileges and rights which they
had a hundred or a thousand years ago, and which they 23
mostly usurped, for the conditions of those days no longer prevail today."

The irony of the situation is clear. In Ravensborg just as in

Feclclenburg the Estates of the nobility especially continued as a privileged

body in the later 17th and 13th centuries, but politics were conducted some¬

where else. Although nothing was abolished, there was also no self-
29deteri mod political development.
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In the backwoods of .estphalia, astride the hill-forests "

the road from latinster to Osnabrlick one nay perhaps be surprised to find a

tradition of coo; eraticn between ruler and Estates in a very small County

of its ov/n.

The medieval dynasty of Tecklenburg had steadily built up a territory

for itself but had not been able to keep control of more than some scattered

pieces after the private ware of the 15th and early 16th centuries, in which

the Tecklenhurgers had notoriously taken part. '..hen this dynasty died out in

the male line in the loth century, there was a scramble for the remaining

scattered pieces, for Teckleriburg, Linyen and iiheda. The inheritance went

to Bentheim and Nassau-Orange, which brought involvement with bpanish troops

who accordingly occupied Lingen in the 1560's as part of an effort to encircle

and crush the Nassau-Orange led revolt of the Netherlands, Tecklenburg

subjects were faced with several foreign rulers, endlessly fighting for their

inheritance in and out of the Imperial courts, before finally being sold out

to the new Prussia of Frederick ..illiam I and suffering the same fate as the

County of Navensberg.

In the middle of the 16th century Tecklenburg loft minutes of discussions

held between rulers and tates. It is a reflection on the area's backward¬

ness that no towns were politically active as fstates. Tecklenburg and

Longerich towns were not called to territorial assemblies and they seem to

have had no autonomous town councils. Tecklenburg town is a collection of

ho:sec cascading down an imposing hill upon which the ruler's castle stood.

It had a town judge who was the ruler's official and who also gave account at

£pe stage to the Estates on the spending of a.grant. but who then were the
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'.stated?

They were the heads of nine families of Bur'manner, or castellans, who

owed their positions to hereditary military service to the rulers. This seems

to have been a feasible arrangement in the 14th century but must be regarded

as archaic in mid-loth century. llore surprising is that these castellans were

capable of making Remarkable political deals with their rulers whilst still

keeping the old feudal ties alive. These deals were partly religious and

judicial in content but overwhelmingly they dealt with finance and the profits
1

to be made out of an agricultural economy.

In 1562 the Regent, Countess Anna, confirmed the privileges of the

castellans and for the first time seems to have rrovidcl them with a constitu¬

tional document. Anna promised to su ; ort the castellans in any private

wars which they might get involved in with outsiders and to ;ive them refuge

in her castles. This, it must be remembered, occurred seven years after the

crucial . cichscxelxitionsordnung. and two generations after the first crucial

Landfrieden were published at Imperial level expressly forbidding private war.

Tenants and servants of the castellans w .re not to be tared in any way by

the rulers without consent of the castellans. Robles were to be allowed to

let their pigs fatten on any common-land that they pleased . If differences

erose between a castellan and the ruler or among the castellans themselves,

then the ruler with all the castellans together was to meet to decide the

issue. The ruler promised not to appoint outsiders as Jrosten or imtleute.

but instead was always to appoint Tecklenburg nobles where available.

(The castellanswere of course themselves the nobles referred to.) The last

words are perhaps a typical ruler's let out clause for it can not have been
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very feasible or practical to try to bu.ld up a territory into a state on

the services of nine families only. Yet this concession showed that at

least the nine families concerned wished for this to be tried.

Tecklenburg was not to be alienate 1, mortgaged or sold without consent

of the castellans. Only they were to make ener en.cy tax grants as a yroup

together, and to have an equal share with the rulers in collecting any such

.ran' from the County's tenants, serfs and labourers.

. contract of Co; nt Arnold of Bcntheim-Tecklenburg with the castellans

in 15OO restricted the nu;;ber of cartage ana labour services which Arnold

could annually still demand fro;.; the cast.,Hans' tenants as general overlord.

Count borwien of Bent! lin-Tecklenburg sens not to h vc been able to

intimidate the castellans. lie could not get them to .want him money unless

they could have full control over its expenditure. .n assembly at

Lengerich in 1559 never got beyond discussion of the castellans' grievances,

expressed as a remarkable financial proposal to Aberwien.

The castellans demanded that the treasure which Count Conrad of Tecklen-

burg had hoardc1 Tccklenburg castle be restored; that 4>0C'.. fl. lent to

the Count of I'ansfeld be ...sad to pay uo; ry arrears demanded by the Count of

doll, , which ran at 5>0 fl. and wore to lo^.d to a .-eicl:,rmer crlcht

law-suit which was paid to keep pending for a century; that the 1557 tax grant

levies be reimbursed because thoy w re spent on that for which they had not

been granted. The castellans then proposed that Thereion . lienate the whole

County to them for five years against a fixed annual rent of 2,000 fl.

For this they would grant five years of taxes to be paid by the peasants,

servants and labourers. The castellans, owever, wanted ore control over
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tax-collection and also demanded that the County Treasurer swear an oath

of loyalty to them as well as to the ruler. If hberwien demanded higher tax

payments thaw actually allowed in the granted quotas, then the castellans

dei.ianded power to cut these bach. Finally in any financial agreements

with their Benthein rulers the castellans insisted that the Counts of

Oldenburg and ..aldeck act as guarantors.

Four montns later hberwien gave his reply to the castellans' package

deal. Count ;orrad had made over in writing "many" thousands of Gulden

to his son-in-law hberwien, who had spent 3,000 fl. alone on just one

military campaign. The right to demand- repayment of the 3 insfeld debt

was not his and so holms could not be satisfi l . this source in the

foreseeable future. The judge of hecklenburg town had given an account of

what the latest tax grant had been spent on and Jitrgen Harde, along with the

LedebUTSj the leader of the castellan opposition, was fully aware of this.

The castellans had greatly overestimated the value of Tecklenburg revenues

to the rulers, and hberwien had thus to decline their bid to take over because

the: : would not be enough left over to pay the debts if t3ey „ id him, and also

prernmobly wished to recoup themselves. He was, however, delighted to accept

their five-year tax grant, but would not bargain away the count,, in order to

;et it. He also refused the unprecedented demand that the ruler get other

rulers to .guarantee loans which he got from his own Istute ;. buch a

diabolical twist was allow d to the 'at tes of Teckleriburg, nine castellans.

■ hat then could the hstates of Germany's big er territories have proposed

during this century of their greatest extension of power.

finally, the castellans made another bid in 1559 and offered to take on
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8,000 n, of berwien's debts if the Counts of Oldenburg and .ldeck would act

as guarantors ana if one-half of the Lordship of iiheda v/as alienated to then,

-Jberwien refused. negotiations between ruler and Estates had broken down.

..'or two ..ore years bornion askol in vain for financial support. 'hen he

died in I56I and his widow took over. Countess Anna immediately called the

castellans together and asked for a Circle tax. It was refused. Two months

later it was granted, ..hat caused the volto-faceV

. Iready in the autumn of I56I -Anna had sot up her own armed band by

borrowing 3»CC0 fl. It was ostensibly her ' estphalian Cir lo contingent.

It seems much more likely, though, that he used it to inti .idato her

Tecklcriburg castellans, Anna's Ilegcnoy lasts- * 1561 t 1579. Of the

fifteen assemblies reported in this period, eleven granted sabst; ntial taxes.

There were six territorial grants, to pay off lebts, to pay for the suitable

upkeep of the ruling family and to fight inherit nco disputes in the Imperial

courts, There were five grants of a fOdera." , Imperi-1 nature to pay for the

upLee:, of the AAciclisIram.icr -ericlit and to pay taxes ori Inally granted at

Imperial an. "irele ssenblies by t -* rulers themselves.

Those who seem, to lave paid u; wore the te nant-fa .-mors, .servants and

.agricultural labourers, t.a .ants and employees of both rulers and castellans.

Taxes were on types of farms, classified according to the amount of labour-

service o».ed from them, nd also on wage-earners as poll-taxes, and on the

he. d of cattle each peasant owned. Iven the castellans over-estimated the

wealth of this tax-source and by 1j20 there were nearly 17,CK . tlrs. of tux-

arrears , Jven so the position during this period in Tecklenburg is clear.

The ruler's leading social position s feudal overlord was one thing, but his
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econoiaic situation shov.cd iuito another icture in all its naked truth.

Basically everything depended on the Estates. The ruler was only ; rimus

inter pares, and even this seemingly only on the strength that at one time

at le st he had had more serfs and tenant-farms than anyone else in the

4 2co inty.

It has been shown that the small territories dealt with here have all at

some point in the early modern period possessed an identity of their own.

.e h vc seen how internal af 'airs were being worked out in thirteen territories

in the Ligpe region. The differences between constitutional practices,

between ecclesiastical and secular powers, episcopal and mon- stic, princely

and coinital forms of government do not outweigh the similarities of territorial

politics. Jach territorial society v; s essentially composed of the same socia

groups and was facing the same problem, of mow to finance its own Court,

administration and defence to the continued advantage of the legally privileged

orders, the territorial nobles and bur hers. In so. - territories the hstates

retained wore control than in others, but es .ontially rulers, states and

peasantries liu . to cooperate within each territory to retain local independence

These snail units were capable of an autonomy of their own which was

basically uneventful and orthodox if not always socially stultifying. But

within what kind of a framework did this separate territorial existence take

place. hat prevented early modern Germany from falling in like a house of

cards; Joes the answer still lie with the great power of a few large dynasties

and territories, or can one .,c more that is of value in ties b tween more of

the small territories and the federal ..nrircY For why otherwise did the large

territories not swallow up their small neighbours without further ado?
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In terms of military organization, taxation, and justice v/h. : v. s the relation¬

ship. between small territory and the Imperial whole? a it at all distinc¬

tive, or did the large territory at least predominate over the snail

territory as v eil as over the ipire as a vphole?

he have outlined the vigour and diversity as well s some of the

absurdities of internal territorial affairs in the Lippe region. ven if

they ere unprogressive, local people were overvdielmin ;ly in control of

their own affairs. Y.'c now turn to a detailed study of Li a itself and of

~i pe's own role within its region jits Circle and the Umpire. for by

studying this in depth wo cove to the vexed problem of ho "weak" the early

modern German Umpire really was and most impor ' • 1 at co: tribution did the

German small states in their own right make to the German tr; dition of

federalism?
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..ill it ever "be possible to understand the early odern ia ire piece by

piece, territory by territory? A recent survey in Jnglish jives seven

lectors, eighty ruling Princes, 150 ruling Counts and Lords, about tv;o thousau
1

Imperial Knights and sixty-six Imperial free towns. Phis makes a total of

2,303 territories and jurisdictions. The history oi' Germany as a whole

becomes an impossible task, so make thin ;a worse, the particular federal

structure of politics prevents a useful division into central and regional

affairs. German history is thus at one and the some time rather similar to

what would be a history of ..ostminster combined with a victoria history of all

the counties of Jngland, . luo, where appropriate, the rest of the British Isles

right down to the Isle of Kan, the Channel Islands and Lundy. Bquivalently it

is as if Jngland had continued under the heptarchy and never experienced the

unifying Banes and ITonaans.

If .arly Kodern Germany had had a stronger central government, then the

history of the County of Li pe would in a way perhaps be similar to the history

of a small English county. s it is, no simplifications can be made, and

German history has to be recognised for what it is, a vigorous entanglement

of component parts. -his needs unravelling. Before that has been done, no

history of Germany can do justice to the course of events. Condemnations of

the -.arly Lodern umpire do not clarify, just as the concept of the "sick man
a

of uropc" does not enlighten the .listern .uestion or furkish History.

German history is thus at the o, tset a mass of uncertain statistics and an

endless search into historical atlases,

.According to rather liberal estimates for the first decs.de of the

eighteenth century, the empire, including Bohemia and the Bpanish Netherlands,
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had a population of something under twenty-eight millions. Of this sixty-

five ecclesiastical territories covered 14/ of the land and had 12, of the

population. About forty-five dynastic principalities covered 302 of the total

area with 80; of the total population. Approximately sixty dynastic

Co- nties and Lordships shared 3 of the land-area and 3p, of the whole

population. This left about sixty Imperial towns with 1, of the land but

3 , of the population. The Imp ;rial -iiights finally managed to control

2. of the land but only l/e of the : opulc tion of the mnpire.

Thus ecclesiastical territories 2. d 3b million subjects, liuling Irincos

22" millions, Counts and Imperial towns one million each, and the I2nights

2 ■:d:2 million.^
The territories of I.orthwest Ger: :..n; which h ve here been dealt with

above, covered T/ of the land and G, of the population of the whole unpire.

This worked o t at under two . .illion ,-eoplo in 1700. If this Lippe made up

between 2 to 3, of the regional whole in both land area and population.

This w 3 only one-fivehunIredth of the Imperial whole. ~ven this figure

is 2 h, f0; .'•* - •' -ns the population of Lipjpe at 50,000 at the beginning of

the eighteenth century.

Til fo covered a com. . m. area of 1200 square kilometres, not including

four encl- ves in the near south and west. .. thirty-mile journey or a day's

si- 1y riding would on the whole suffice to traverse the Co, nty of Lippe.

The total population, according to another estirn to, was about 35*000 in

1590, rising to over 40,000 before 1620. It may ha. e bee. down to 30,000 in

the I64C' : and back at 35*000 by 1700, third of the population lived in

the villages of the flat north-west. moderate numbers lived in the central
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hill country, which was . ore easily fortifiable and thus incl; led the main town

The Osning forest and the candy wastes of the Senne, running into the County

of . venaborg,wor barely habitable. Its fane lay in the rearing of a very

fine strain of horses.^
Between one-sixth and one-fifth of the population lived in the towns.

They were said to have suffered especially during the later 1620's, *30'o

and ' O's uS o result of being just within the Imperialists' zone of occupa¬

tion, where they faced the Swedish front across the middle eser at ' inden

.nd L'aneln.^ five walled towns, Li;; stndt, Lemgo, horn, 1amberg and Betmold

were founded by the Lords of Lippe in the late 12th and earlice 13th centuries

To the: was added Uffeln, grown rid: on its salt in .istry i the 15th century.

The oldest was Lippstadt, an enclave since the lfth century. It was

partitioned as a result of inter-territorial warfare in the 15th century

5between ip e and ark. Only Lcmgo gained full local autonomy. Yet an

integral part of Lirwe politics was a civic traditie; nd I.er.:jo was even stron

enough, at the beginning of the 17th century to rebel against the introduction

of Calvinism ithlr its walls by Count Simon VI,

igpe had slowly but surely gone over to Lutheranisn after the death

in 1536 of Simon V, the lest ruler to cling to the old faith. The religious

change had occurred under the general direction of Ihilip of f os c, as Lippe'a

overlord and protector. Just like Hesse, so too Lippe survived the Catholic

despotism of Charles V. The Lutheran victory in Lippe was s ;aled by a

birchenordnung. or decreed church-system, produced with the help of the Estate

during the He.paney of Simon VI in 1571. This date has also '.men generally

regarded as marking the beginning of .government by _reclamation and decree
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7
in the County.

Between 1603-9 Lippe went Calvinist, not because Jiuon VI, a Councillor

and servant of Kudolf II, was an rdent admirer of the Heidelberg Court and

its political extremism, but because iir.on seemed to h vo been genuinely

convinced of the rightness of Calvinist doctrine. He v , hoeever, not

strong enough to convert Lemgo, which succc .sfully resisted by force of arms

until Jimon's '.uccessor admitted the failure of his father's policies by

nahin: an uneasy peace in 1617. t a period when Calvinist and Jesuit

extremists were taking over federal politics, Li: pe could still stage a

Calvinist-Lutheran civil war of its own, in which 'the traditio list burghers

won a.r.d their innov ting rulers went empty handed.

This burgher victory was, however, at a price. ago remained Lutheran

with its own church and school government, but it lost the seat of the

comital administration of justice to )eti old. Lemjo in the loth century was

the capital of hippo, especially whilst .Jiron VI ma-.--, drake castle, just

outside its walls, his . ;ain residence." In the 17th century the Counts

moved into their c ~ tie within letmold to m, which fro:., now on expanded at

the e pense of Lemgo. In this Lemgo paid 3. _ vily for asserting its

religious freedom against the Counts. Yet having forfeited the economic

advantc e of being the se: t of court and administ: ation to )etnold, Lemgo was

free to play an independent role in states' politics, and it remained the
g

centre of the County's overall trade and finance.

There were only two states in politico, those of the local nobility

and of the six towns. There was no Estate of the Clergy. Intil the

ofomation Lippe was not an ecclesiastical unit of its own. Before the
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I53C o the old faith ran an Archdeaconry in Lemgo which came under the Bishops

of ladcrborn. This only covered a part of the County, where also the

ecclesiastical rulers of l inden, Osnabrilck, - tinster, Corvey and Herford had

rights, lands, tithes and jurisdictions.

There were native abbeys and nunneries, which came partly or wholly

under the rulers of Lippe at i'alkenhagen, Cappel, Blomberg, kdllenbeck,
10

i.arienfeld among others, as well as in Lemgo and Detmold. Host of these

survived the deformation, continuing to exist as endowments especially for

unmarried daughters of the ruling dynasty, territorial nobility and wealthier

burgher families. Ouch an establishment was the convent of At. I ary in

Lemgo, which was founded in the 13th century for Lippe's 'higher daughters *

and survived the doctrinal changes and secularizations of both Lutherans and
11

Calvinists. A similar establishment was Convent Cappel, situated in

an enclave near Lippstadt. At 'alkenhagen the Jesuits established themselves

during the Catholic ascendency in the mpire in 1626, a fact that led to liti¬

gation between Lippe and laderborn in the Imperial courts and at the irotestant

section of the Imperial Assembly until the expulsion of the Jesuits in the

1770's.

The religious foundation in Blomberg town did not survive the deformation

in Lip; e. Its religious trade was based on pilgrimage and healing rather

than on the provision for the genteel, which is whuif the other foundations

specialized in. Come of its land went to the territorial nobility and

other ecclesiastical fiefs and lands were exchanged or purchased by the

rulers as part of the perpetual trading in feudal and allodial property which
12

was a general feature of medieval and early : odern times.
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In 1542 the nobles' and burghers' deputies, together with the .egency

Councillors of Bernhard VIII me« representatives of the clergy to discuss ways

13
and means of protecting religious houses which clung to the old faith.

There were other exceptions during these troubled times when clergy joined

the councillors and Astates in assembly to discuss the state of religion,

but they seem to have soon disappeared from the rotates' assemblies and

committees. ..hen the special case of religion came up, then the clergy were

naturally on call as experts, but wider political powers they did not have.

One of the earliest li3ts of those present at a territorial assembly

from 1533 includes the Lutheran pastors of Horn and etnold, although the

letter's name was erased from the minutes. This assembly discussed

specifically religious affairs, but the Lutheran towns of Lippstadt, Lerngo

and Jaltzuffeln stayed away from it. The pastors of Horn and Jetmold were

cited to give an account of themselves nd their new faith. /. particularly

large number of nineteen nobles appeared, along with the town councils of

Horn, Blomberg and Retinoid. As late as 1533 Lutheranism had still not got

a full hold on the County, as Lippe balanced between Reformation Hesse and

traditionalist Jiilich, iaderborn and Cologne. Yet the future lay with the

new faith as it obtained increasing support from ihilip of Hesse, at whose

court in Hassel young Count Bernhard /III was .getting an otherwise traditional,
15chivalrous upbringing in the 1543*3.

Through this Lippe came under the interdict of Charles 7 and had to

pay 'compensation' for supporting lies .e after the Habsburg victory over the
16

Jmal'nldic League in 1547. It was of little avail that ruler and -states

pleaded their loyalty to the Amperor. They had rendered military service
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to their Hessian overlord as early as 1542 and even after the declaration

of treason in 1546 > although with barely a score of knights, instead of the
17

fifty that mhilip had demanded. Yet Lippe had also sent a contingent

to the Turkish wars in 1543 and had raised the appropriate Imperial taxes
10

to pay for wages and equipment. It helped little, however, that the

Regency Councillors and deputies of the Ustatcs had su ported both sides:

they could not preserve neutrality. They were forced to contribute first to

the lie..dans and then to the liabsburgs, according to the fortunes of war

and federal politics.

An example of how financial policy drew Lippc into the web of politics

spun by the big territories is shown also in 1542, when the Duke of Jiilich-

Cleves was attacked by the llabsburgs in a war over possession of Gelderland.

The Duke, as a creditor and holder of alienated Lippe lands, sent one of

his ID vensberg nobles with powers to demand financial aid from the Regency

Councillors in Retinoid. The estates' deputies wore consulted. They wanted

the Counts of Iloya and kansfeld, the former as Regent, the latter as a

kinsman, to agree to help, by paying their own debts to Lippe. The County

would then be able to redeem its alienations, notably .nger and Lippstadt,

from Jiilich-Cleves, whilst the latter so badly needed money, and whilst the

terms wore thus very favourable. There was, however, a real fear of act:..ng

too openly in case this should further displease the Draperor.

In the outcome, Iloya and Uansfeld delayed and "ailed to pay up. Yet

lo. ding territorial nobles in Lip.e invested 3,000 fl. of their own with

Jtllich-Cleves, and the mayors of Lengo and Blomberg also pledged sums of money,

which they were wise enough to leave unspecified in the minutes which the
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ilegency Councillors took. The chance of a favourable investment was thus
19

too good to miss, even at the risk of offending the Ilabsburgs.

Jiilich-Cleves asked Lippstadt to pay an emergency tax along with the

other towns in the County of I '.ark. This led to complaints before the kegency

Councillors and -.states in Detmold, yet the town had to pay up. It hoped

to raise J00 tlrs. or 65O fl. by selling winter cereals at a price that was

exactly twice that of an official corn-rent paid into the County of Lavensberg
20

by Lippe one month later.

,.hat numbers and what sort of people ran Lippe's affairs? An unofficial

source may serve here as a useful introduction.

Calvinist clergyman, Jacob Jartorius, was active up to 1608 in Lippe

and he published a list of '•praiseworthy nobles, officials and towns1' which

he had noted whilst in office in Lippe. His list contains twenty noblemen,

of whom seven were Preston and two were leading courtiers, one as liofrichtor

and the other as handdrost. The rest lived on their lands. Thus nearly

half of the nobles that oartorius mentioned were also ruler's officials.

There then followed nineteen Amtettnner, of whom sever:! w re members

of well-established Lippe burgher families. One was Obcrantnann. and another

concurrently held the posts of judge and scribe in Blomberg town. The
tt

official heads of Vogteion. units of local government below that of the Amter.

were also being given the title of -mti-kinncr.

There were no privy councillors or university trained lawyers in the list

and .jartoriuo did not remember anyone beyond one confidential treasury scribe.

I.otably ho also scorned his colleagues for there were no ministers or pastors

in his list. Jartorius had lost his job because of conflict with his
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colleagues. Among the towns, Horn v;ac omitted but five market towns were

added, These were the -lccken who paid taxes along with the nobility, as

distinct from the proper towns with their burghers and the villages with
21

their peasants,

The twin pillars of Lippe society were its two Dstates. But there still

existed a feudal structure containing both nobles and burghers which was in

the hands of the ruling dynasty. The resilience of this way of life

provided the sheet-anchor to early modern just as much as to medieval tines.

In the 16th and 17th centuries, there were anything up to sixty

noble or equally tax-privileged establishments in Lippe. About thirty

of these were run by families that resided permanently in the County.

good attendance of nobles at an assembly was twenty. A comital administration
22

could find suitable office for abo;t ten of these.

Up to the 16th century most noble families preferred to live in the towns.

3etween 12C0 and 1500 some ninety feudatories lived in town houses, as against

only 21 in castles and towers that were scattered over '.he County. This

speaks against a military background for the majority of Lippe'a feudatories

and later nobles. During the loth century many noble families moved onto

their lands where they built thorn-elves fortifiable mansions. They took

to farming, got rid of their larger tenants and made .good their claims to

tax-exemption and evasion in the face of new comital and federal demands for

23
money. The wealthiest kept on their town houses, but there was a steady

shrinkage as town councils became less generous to exempted nobles within

their walls. Only Lem.go kept its grandest families, enriched by a successful

patriciate of its own.
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There were 24 noble fiefs in Lippe, of which twelve wore held solely of

the ruling dynasty. there were thus far- fewer fiefs than tax-exempted

establishments. The latter included ecclesiastical and strictly non-noble

holdings as well as lands held by outsiders enly indirectly under the

jurisdiction of the Lippe rulers. Between the lbth and 13th centuries only

five fiefs escheated through the failure of heirs, and a further eight were

sold to the rulers. This meant that there was usually one marketable fief

per generation. The top rung of Lippe landed society was static and stable.

Despite the coming and ;oing of families, a hard core of Kerssenbrock,

Donop, i riesenhaucen, bcterde, Drote remained as formers and rentiers, and

they moved in and out of office under the early odern rulers. New families

arrived or obtained ennoblement like L'aomerstein, i iderit, IIofta:.nn, Ilofmeister,

Ileyderstedt, Dchmericmen, and Kbtzenberg through government and court service.

Lulf and '."ilndhhausen came and went through money-lending against feudal land

security. Old families died out or moved their main seats into other

territories, as did Lend, Lengerson, .estrhal, Borch and Jchwartz.^''
Bet, eon 1200 and 1800 some 300 noble families passed through the books

of the Li e rulers. Although this represented a fairly high turnover

of families dying out or moving on, the number of fiefs that they vacated

was very much more restricted. Home and title often obscured material

difference.., and the real problem is to discern the differences of wealth
25and circumstance behind the uniformity of title and gentility. J

At the top of Lippe's modest noble pyramid were those who held fiefs

against knights' service. In 1532 thirty knights with their esquires

participated in the siege of Lutheran Lippstadt. Deven years later forty
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knights rode out to help the Count of Iloya. Regular service was also seen

under Philip of Hesse up to 1547, and thereafter under the Guelphs and Maurice

of daxony before the v.alls of Magdeburg old town, as directed by Habsburg

Commissar Cchwendi in the early 1550'°. At a grand occasion in 1550

nineteen nobles who owed knights' service appeared with 31 horsemen in full

military array, to give company to the lector of Cologne, who was also an

official Regent and kinsman of the Lippe dynasty.^
Above all Lippe society was unremarkable here, except in one point:

it was remarkably archaic. As late as mid-l6th century the feudal levy

was the essential feature of her war-effort in the general contest unleashed

by the megalomania of Charles V. It was also on the strength of the nobles'
feudal military effort that they obtained general
tax-eva3ion at the expense of the towns and countryside after the 155C's,

thereby causing a split in the political cooperation of the aA . tea which
27lasted into the nineteenth century.

Lehcnta ~e or feudal assemblies ore an important part of 15th and 16th

century Lippe society. They were quite distinct from the Lunula ;c or

..states' soemblies that began to be called fron the early 16th century onwards,

To all intents and purposes the sax.ie people attended LchorR a :c and bandta ~e

but in different capacities. whereas the latter flourished, the former did

not survive beyond the loth century. In the 17th and 13th centuries vua als

made their own piecemeal arrangements with each new ruler and his chancellor.

An attempt in the 1730's by Regent Rowager ilhelmine to revive the Lehentaye

was an expedient to raise money. Her demand to the nobles to send in the

original feudal contracts for renewal sounds naive indeed in an age when the

legal system had long ago supported feudal property as the possessor's real
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, , 23estate.

Rulers found increasing difficulty in preserving their feudal rights.

The military effort in nid-l6th century has. been bought by allowing extensive

tax-evasion to their vassals. In a Council so ting of beptember 1625 it was

agreed to hire mercenaries to defend the County against marauders. The

nobles' feudal levy was no longer the reality it had still been in the
29

previous civil war under Charles V.

The feudal assembly as an institution .lid not go out with a whimper.

It ...et for the last time in full pomp and circumstance to install birnon VI

in 1575. 1" July Jiraon held an estates' assembly where he outlined his

plans of reform in church, police, law and federal I ration. he then went

on procession through his towns and villages and finally held a carefully
30

prepared feudal assembly on ...epteaber 15th.
51

uxty-three feudal contracts were confirmed by the chancel!ery.

Of theso only about twenty were granted to burghers and non-nobles. The

nobility still seemed to have the upper hand, only their real j. osition in

this property market was loss favourable due to sub-infeudation to their

own non-noble financiers and creditors. There was thus a considerable

discrepancy between the number of formal fiefs and the ctual number of

holdings.

von so, bimon VI tried to make something more out of his feudal assembly

than just a grand occasion at which holdin s were inventorized. To him

the affair was an exchange of privileges whereby both sides should show the

material confidence in each other that would ee the basis of political coopera¬

tion during the coming reign. dir.-on thus called a feudal court together
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whilst his vassals were all suitably assembled. A detailed report of the

proceedings has survived.

The feudal court was held exclusively among the vassals themselves.

They chose their own Judge and .'.ssessors, who were duly approved by binon

himself. At the Court meeting that followed, bimon sat in silence, whilst

the elected Judge sat next to him and conducted affairs. Pules of order and

peace in Court were issued and agreed to by those present. As his Procurator

Simon was allowed to have the becret: ry of Lerago town to safeguard his

inters., ts in the Court. The vassals then in turn put their grievances in

question form. Fourteen questions were . ut. The vassals wanted t know

what punishments the„ or their colic- juos would be open to if they did not

renew tt~ir fiofs,which was above all a question of saving fees. Under what

procedure would they be pro- cutodP How long was the ruler intending to

withhold enfeoffment of heirs? .hat rule of inheritance did bimon ii/' ond

to follow in cases of family dispute? ..ould bimon hold to the practice of

giving "a year and a day" to the vassal before starting any proceedings?

Under what conditi no would bimon give out any fiefs again that fell into

his hands?

bimon then got vassals, who were as likely as not to have been briefed

before the meeting, to ask questions that would give him, as overlord, the

chance to restrict if at all possible the rig] ts of the vassals. jo Hermann

bchilder .sked for the conditions if any under which vassal-, could burden,

alienate or diminish their fiefs without consent of the lord. T. is was

an identical point to one around which peasant-landlord rel: tions revolved,

and a question that has c' raged very little in its importance to landlordism
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in any age, Lemgo burgher and vassal, Dietrich Cothinan, then asked how a

vassal would lose his fief if he served with his lord's enemies? AI30

what should a vassal do if he has more than one lord, and the lords are

fighting each other? Vassal Bernd von der Lippe then asked the vital

question, which court of appeal would stand above this feudal court? V.hat

appeals would be valid?

The last question was turned against oimon. The Reichskammergericht

remained the only valid court of appeal in default of a Lippe Kofgeri cht.

By the 1590'3 dimon had, however, remedied this defect. From then on the

nobility came under internal jurisdiction for the first time. The new post

of Court Judge became a sought after office among the nobles.

dimon conceded that fiefs were divisible. He promised magnanimously

not to prosecute any late-comers seeking renewals and to seek his rights

against any vassal only in a court of the vassal's peers. All that Simon

obtained in return was that the jurisdiction of a feudal court of peers was

to be binding and that fief3 were inalienable in the first instance.

35
Thereafter the vassals took their oaths of loyalty.

dimon had indeed achieved very little in this traditional way, but it is

significant that at least an attempt had been made. If there was a policy

towards vassals at all in the later loth and 17th centuries, then it came out

in the system of assessment for the voluntary tax grants that the nobility

made. If the ruler encouraged the assimilation of fiefs by outsiders, then

he could tax them on their produce much more readily than if they were

vociferous natives in the assembly. But then if fiefs wore in the hands of

natives, he could expect to be their patron and receive their credit. At
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all events Simon and his successors steered a halfway course in thi3, in an

attempt to gain through both policies.

The book of Lippe vassals concluded with a fragment from 1632-5, when

Count Simon Ludwig's officials made a last attempt to make an inventory of

fiefs and their holders. llobles and burghers were now segregated. Twenty-

three nobles and only three burghers were listed. The "out" faction of

Donop and Grote refused to participate in a scheme uhat the "in" leader,

Landdrost Johann v.d. Borch, was first to support.From then on the

nobility formed their own curia with responsibility for running the

appropriate law suits and collecting the voluntary tax-grants that from time
37

to tine occurred. bhiilst the duties disappeared, feudal privilege

remained for another 150 years.

Over the burghers the rulers had no direct control. Burgher status

was like any other title a commodity to be purchased or inherited. The loan

of a sum of money against an annual rent would often facilitate such a

process. The successful financier always had a chance to buy his way into

the inner circle of town council families. From there he had the chance to

represent his town at the assembly, to handle financial and judicial business,

and to commend himself tohis ruler. Thus the family of Tilhen rose from

the Lemgo town treasury to prominence in the chancellery and as pensionaries

of the ruler between 1556 and I65C. The patrician family of Viippermann
•)Q

likev;ise entered rulers' service but did not become nobles.

As within the nobility, so within the burgher group the main difference

was one of quality. Lemgo burghers included the chief financiers of Lippe.

..hen the first bankruptcies came in the 1530's the craftsmen began to see their
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chance of a change in town leadership. The hopeless indebtedness of Lemgo

during the transition between the debased Lark-Schilling currency to the hard

Taler-Groschen system came in the first two decades of the seventeenth century.

The town financed its own rebellion and when that was concluded, it had to

face twenty years of Imperialist troop occupation. But already by the

lo90's the surpluses upon which a sound economy and civic tradition had been

based in the 16th century had been displaced by one of annual borrowing

to cover depressing deficits. The real problem was that after the mid-1620's
39

credit was also hard to come by.

By sporadic exploitation of the Lutheran mob against Calvinist rulers

the common burghers had at times in the early 17th century been able to get

the upper hand against the old town council families. Yet by far more skil¬

ful exploitation of superstition, a faction of the old oligarchy had always

managed to get back into the saddle. Its opponents were hunted down as

witches. The mob was enlisted and then cowed. The reign of terror

extended to all layers of town society. It financed itself as ruler and

town council shared the property of those that were condemned. The name

of Lemgo became a synonym for witch-hunting and torture in the 17th century.^
This served its purpose. The burgher oligarchy regained control and

the town retained local autonomy. Despite its heavy indebtedness, the

economic position improved in the early 18th century. Yet burgher bankrupt¬

cies continued at an average of one every two years all through the 17th and

18th centuries. Even 30 nobles and rulers continued to build in the town,
and to do their trading and financing through the town.41
The big difference was that trade became local, as long distance Ilansa contacts

folded up.
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Hone of the other towns had ouch wealthy or independent burghers as

42
Lemgo, The next richest in the 16th century was baltzuffeln. Here

the salt masters certainly made enough to buy up surrounding land and to

build substantially, but not in stone. The rulers retained control over the

salt industry and farmed it so heavily that it became unprofitable during

the 17th century.

Through their ov;n town judges who were very much ex officio members of

the town councils the rulers kept a strict eye on town council affairs in

Blomberg, Horn and Detmold. The burghers in these towns were overwhelmingly

craftsmen or small tradesmen and shop-keepers. Each town wqs also the centre

of a rural district, with a castle within its walls where the ruler's

.'■ratnann presided. The only thing that these small towns had in common with

Lemgo was that they also sent their mayors to the assembly. Thus, although

rulers' control was indirect, they had enough key appointments to local

office to bring pressure to bear on all burghers except the rentiers of

Lemgo. Pressure meant above all consent to taxation.

The last group with a degree of independence in the forr of tax-freedom

and freedom of movement were the officials. Until the 17th century these

were chosen chiefly from the -.states. Although salaries were small,
41

inherited wealth was often even smaller. Lobles and burghers with only

a name and some talent were keen to become councillors, secretaries, treasurers

local lieutenants (Drosten) or administrators (. .mtmdnncr). Equally men

without a name but with money to invest were attracted into office as

AA
security for their loans or in lieu of rents.

The big expansion came first of all in the ruler's household. In mid-
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16th century Bernhard VIII built and expanded. His son, Simon VI,

continued the grand style of living. Several castles had permanent staffs

for the ruling family. Simon had his chamberlains, flunkeys, musicians,

dwarfs and jesters like his better endowed equals. ..hen insolvency came at

the end of his reign in 1610, his eldest son had to deal with the problem of

financing a staff of over 200 on a residual income of well under 10,000 tlrs.

a year. By skilful management among the sons of Jimon VI, household costs

were reduced. Household numbers shrank during the regencies in the war

period, especially in the later lo40's. They then stayed at well under 100
45

for the rest of the century.

As the household stabilized in numbers, so the administrative side of

the comital establishment continued to grow. Already under Jimon VI office

in the administration became more important than office in the household.

Increasing judicial and financial business meant that aspirants had to go

into training in the law faculties of neighbouring universities and academies^
The Latin school of Lemgo flourished and vicariates under elder kinsmen were

eagerly sought wherever a saving on new investment in offioe could be made,

qualification was the least difficult task to accomplish. It was much

harder to find a place.

In texw.~ of the early modern concept of society those who owned land and

houses and had capital invested with rulers' and towns' treasuries were the

only peo;le with a claim to participate in politics and administration.

They were the only ones with a recognized stake in the County. Everything

and everyone was weighed in terms of "quality", of status. Yet the whole

system depended on an agricultural economy, and on the small-scale marketing
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and craftsmanship that went with it. The peasant machine kept everyone

going.

In Lippe the peasant was a tenant-farmer. He was either a serf or a

freeman, but that did not alter the fact that he was a tenant. Prom the

16th century onwards many serf3 bought manumissions and in the war years

in the 1630's and '40's these were a firm item of treasury income.^ Above

all manumission meant freedom of movement, as often as not from one tenant farm

into another. In a society thus based on property and long-term investment,

labour was cheap. The man on a wage was no match against the man on a fixed

income. The family that toiled was no match against the family with a stake

in the land. The question of the distribution of property was all important,

and wherever there were gross distortions, there a wasteful system of

tenancy set in.

In the early 17th century new inventories of tenants, farms and the
A ft

services due from them were drawn up. These were the ^albiichcr. By

this time there were about 5500 farms in the County, which were divided into

seven classes, according to age of settlement, size and quality of land.

..ell over a half of all farms carried serfdom with them, and less than 10,

of these serf-run farms were owned by others than members of the ruling

dynasty in Lippe. Under one-third of all farms were run by free tenants.

Lippe peasant society was thus basically static. Jorfdom meant that each

family was tied down to a specific farm for generation after generation.

The most important fact of all was that 70/ of all tenant farms were rented

directly from the ruling dynasty. The estates, the church, those with

exemptions of one form or another and landowners living outside the County
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49
itself shared ownership of the remaining 30; .

The peasantry had found a place in the records that survive because

its lords and administrators kept record of rents and taxes, with a view

to conserving property or increasing burdens. Thus in the second decade

of the 17th century an attempt was made to keep registers of every tenant

and every serf that came under the jurisdiction of the ruler's rural districts,
II

in the Baucrschaften of the Vogtelen and later. Between 1614-20 the peasants

of 100 districts were recorded. learly 3000 tenant-farmers had thsir cattle

counted, their harvest assessed. Their rents in kind aui in money, their

labour services, their extraordinary tax quotas, debts and mortgages
50

were recorded. Lists of serfs and freemen were drawn up. An attempt

51
was made to keep track of serfs that moved away.

The early modern Lippe peasant was caught up in a strict administration

that supervised his life. There was no record of dissent. Ho Lippe peasant

rebelled, no-one took part in the great movements that affected southern
52

Germany or Austria. The lone voice of serf Knickhencker survives among

the documents. In 1593 be humbly appealed straight to Count Gimon for tax

reduction, claiming that he was only a labourer, heI] ing his father to clean

the dikes and fishponds, and that the Estates' tax-commissioners had assessed
53him as if he re already a full serf-tenant farmer. That a serf could

presume to appeal straight to his ruler may have been the safety valve to

peasant g icvance which was not possible in less homely and primitive

administrations;

One of the real problems that 17th century governments in Lippe tried

to face was how best to tax labourers and servants. Poll-tax came in and
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employers were ordered to count heads. To make this attractive, decrees

were published fixing wag. s at a level favourable to the employers. In

the appropriate attempts to draw up registers, the common folk below the

burghers and tenant farmers for the first time entered into recorded history.

At the same time they were getting into the parish registers. The government

began to see that all people who were not actually paupers were worth

taxing, and they thus had to be kept track of.

To the farm labourers of Lippe the peasant was an enviable man.

If the peasant was not the labourers employer, then he was at least a person

with responsibility, a manager. To the servants and artisans of the t ns

a burgher was also a grand person. He had bought town jurisdiction, he was

in business. In I656 the judge of Horn town sent a list to the chancellery

of common people who had refused to be classified as servants, or to have

their children classified as such. They opposed the new rules of wage

maximum and taxation of wages which ruler and ...states had decreed in the

previous year. The judge outlined the unrest that this new tax-law had

caused. He then briefly noted what each common person had actually been

saying to him in order to avoid classification. All those that could

stated that they would withdraw themselves or their children from service.

host invented a reason for keeping "indoors". This is one of the rare

occasions that the basic stratum of society made its voice heard, and it

spoke vi: truculence. The element of some form of strike activity should

54
not be discounted here.

The problem was solved two years later, at least for the time being, by

increasing servants' wages by up to 50/' iR a nev< taxation decree. Thus, in
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fact, the increase in taxation was born by the employer r ther than the

employee, which after all made economic sense: for otherwise it was of

little use to tax those that lived from hand to mouth. In 1655 servants'

range of pay was 2 to 3 tlrs. a year plus livery. In 1658 it was 3 to 11
55

tlrs. a year plu3 livery.

In salaries alone leading members of the government were getting

between twenty and forty times as much as labourers and servants. A

middling nobleman, who was assessed slightly above the average whenever the

nobility granted a don yatuit. was worth 400 tlrs. a year just before he

was sold up for insolvency. lie had been drawing up to 1200 tlrs. a year out

of hi3 estate and his creditors would no longer stand for it. Finally

the Estates expected the rule r "to live of his own" oil a gross domain
56

income of 42,000 tlrs.a year, with these relationships Lippe society

ground its full circle in the middle of the 17th century. How could sue

a rigid small economy retain independence within the federal system?
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"Die Land-Stftndische Verfassung in der graffschafft Lippe ist ohnstrittig

von solchem hohen alter, dass nan den eigentlichen originera, weder in

gewissen Verbindunge" and Statuten, noch in der vrurcklichen austlbung

der lavon abhanden Rechten, nicht ausfiindig zumachen vembgend.

^0 viel ist gewiss, dass Ritterschafft und Stfidte bereits in dem XIII

Jahrhundert durch die verwaltung des Regiments in derselben mit

einander Verbunden gewessen...."

(Archivarius Knoch, 1775» Staatsarchiv jetmold, Xepertorium L 11.)
'3b der Zeit vora 15. bi3 17 Jh. entisteht der eigentliche bffentliche

Xredit. Num erden die bisherigen Ftlrsten = und Ztildteanleihen

Stfindeschulden."

A. llanos, Staatsbanierotte , Berlin, 1918, P. 21.

In Lippe a modest estate management developed into a state. The 15th

century is a record of deeds, debts, land and t.registers. The 16th

century provides government and Estates' assemblies. The towns retain their

collective economic power: the nobility are the new success story and the

ruling dynasty goes from strength to strength. The 17th century consolidates

rulers, officials and nobles: the towns ore entrenched, The County of Lippe

becomes a fatherland to rul.rs and ruled, wealthy and poor. One-fivehundredth

part of the ire becomes a territory. The economic system, that no one at

the time seemed to have had a good word for, makes this possible.

\<hat do the records tell us about this sytem?

By the 13th and 14th centuries the Lords of Lippo have entered the light

of history and the records show an exchange of rents and duties, privileges

and personal rights between rulers, knights, burghers and serfs. Rulers
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live on direct profits from domain and jurisdiction. Extraordinary taxation

is just for rare emergencies only. The ruler i3 still exclusively a landlord

or an overlord: he is not the embodiment of a government living from one

ever more frequent tax grant to the next. Those who are in a subordinate

but contractual relationship to him are still likely to bargain piecemeal

for their own status and economy. He doe3 the same to them as they do

to their tenants. To consider himself a somebody, a man needs property

and investments: to be accepted as a nan of note he needs a pedigree as well,

bocial and economic life was still near the farm-yard.

By the lq.O's the pace of life was speeding up even in Lippe. There

was more exchange and it brought more diversity and uncertainty, more venture -

sameness and unpleasantness. Annuities and alienations,.began to determine

mens' relations with each other. High finance as yet remained outside the

sphere of "right": it was still a matter" of honour or slander, self-help

and private war. The law had 3till to evolve to contain but not destroy

or markedly hinder capitalism in the interests of public peace and security.

Rulers' debts are scattered piecemeal through the 15th century records.

They give very little of a constructive pattern. In fifteen debt contracts

between 1410-99 "the Lords of Lippe as debtors were given no special treatment

as high nobles or territorial rulers. Of the 10,000 fl. involved in these

contracts, over 60, was borrowed from the rulers' own entourage, the

1-inistorialen or Burraitoner. soon to be emerging as families of the noble

knights of Lippe, the early modern local nobility. The purpose of the docu¬

ments was above all to get an admission in writing of a money lending

transaction. Four of the fifteen contracts were, on the face of it, direct
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alienations, mortgages of two degrees of unfavourableness to the debtor-

owner .

Firstly for as long as the loan or any part of it plus acceptable interest

of damages was outstanding, the creditor had the use and profit of specific

property that the uebtor had alienated to the creditor for this purpose.

Redemption was then fixed for specific times - thus fasterin one year, or

L-icliaelmas in twelve years, all dates notifiable six months in advance.

Investments on these terms were naturally eagerly sought and Lippe noble

families especially benefited by this form of extreme alienation, combining

it with feudal tenure and high office.

The second degree of alienation was also profitable but the creditor

received a fixed rent or annuity out of the debtor's income and property.

As such it was an assurance: it secured the value of specific property in the

event of it being lost by the del tor-owner. Only if the rent was in

default could the creditor distrain on this piece of property especially

designated for that purpose in the contract. There were infinite varieties

of this, depending on the reliability of the prospective borrower as a credit

risk. Towns did better than rulers and high nobles: Lemgo better than its

Lord of Lippe in this early period.

These fifteen samples show that in the 15th century in Lippe capitalists

were often the future native nobility. It was their business skill in their

rulers' affairs that helped them to establish themselves s the leading

Estate. They did not get rich as his fighters or castellans, but as his

creditors, and dealings were not in chivalry, armour and steel but in pigs,

oats and Gold-ulden. Rulers were made or broken on their policies of
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2
alienation.

.".3 Chancellery and CL jnber did not emerge as government in Lippe until

the later 16th century, the beginnings oi rulers' firm nee have to be salvaged

from what remains from coffers from rulers' private apartments. A colleague

of Archivarius Knoch put these remnants in alphabetical order in 1735» scat¬

tering and burying the old among some of the newer financial records."^
A number of paper drafts when parchments were drawn up regulating rulers'

alienations and sales of rents against borrowed capital, and also some

debts that remained on paper have survived.^ Hare a third system of finance

can also be seen at work. The borrower put up guarantors, usually from his

noble and official entourage as well as from his town councillors to secure

his c_ lit. The first and third systems of finance, namely ."erpfdndung

and Stir .schcft caused trouble and were as likely as not to have been a basic

cause of .'ehde. private war by ancient x'ight o.i- elf-help in the 15th and

earlier loth centuries. Thereafter the development of Imperial and territorial

legislation provided more effective alternativesin civil courts, in Hammer -

und Ilofgerichte.

In Lippe the emergence of a territorial assembly is a relatively late

phenomenon. It was there by the 1530's, but earlier references to ruler-

listates bargu_ning are extremely rare. However, the names of later 15th

and earlier loth century guarantors, or Bttr.men. to rulers' debts generally

coincide ith those that appear in the earliest territorial assembly and
5

Ilegency council lists from the later 1530's.

Thus at an assembly in 1533 eighteen nobles appeared, all members of

families that had been lending or guaranteeing rulers' debts since the 1450'a.
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They were currently helping to finance dead Aimon V's debts, thus keeping

the Regency administration going, and the County autonomous.J They prevented

any loss of land or jurisdiction. It v.'a3 the remarkable cooperation of a

clique of noble and burgher families in politics and finance, as Regency
It

councillors, local satraps (frosten in the emerging Amier. , and chief money

raisers in town and country that kept Lippe together for the ruling dynasty
•7

in the first half of the 16th century.

The sums that local nobles and patricians lent or secured for their

rulers explain why these notables could consolidate their position institution¬

ally in Lippe society and politics as the two Estates of nobles and towns

in the early 16th century. They acted as controllers of the economy, in

land, agriculture and towns' treasuries. Favourable -.aires and offices

made it permanently worthwhile for them to continue to support the ruling

dynasty.

by the 16th century the best thing to achieve was still a fief, and a

country seat nov; bee a greater priority than a town mansion. Office as

satrap or councillor better secured the holding and the so ial preeminence of

the family that went with it. ^peculation in alienations and land-tenures

offset the hazardous duty of guaranteeing rulers' debts. In the last resort

the families that exploited a ruler's wealth knew that they had to guarantee

his debts or risk losing what they had gained from the domain, Ruler-Estates

relations were determined by a complex of credits and debts, where the spectre

of bankruptcy, disintegration and take-over by another territory was only

staved off by the realization to local creditor and debtor alike, that the

existing system was the most mutually advantageous to both sides. At all
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costs, therefore, it had to be kept on. If this war then only
biological failure within th: ruling ynanty ould upset territorial autonomy.

At all events the claim to participate in territorial politics and society

depended on how much was invested in the government that could keep the ruling

dynasty going. The sources of gain were extre ely limited in Lippe's
»

primit ve t ricultural economy. Economic ambitions had thus to be satisfied

by cruder exploitation, violence and deprivation of others than is more

apparent with systems operating nowadays that produce more, consume more and

waste more.

At the beginning of the 16th century the Lippe rulers were probably worth

well under 10,000 fl. a year.'"1 Money cams from a complex of sour es, but not

appreciably from extraordinary taxation. Domain administration was the most

importan' sector of the Lippe economy. It was badly eroded by alienations of
it

whole Amter a mi jurisdictions, a policy that reached a cris s level under

Bernhard VIII.

In the 1550's the Lippe Estates realized that alienations could only

benefit a few individual members at the expense of County society as a whole

and accordingly the all helped to buy out the Wends and increase domain

revenue by redeeming the second largest Amt of Varenholz. Alienation increased

extraordinary taxation for the whole body of members and the tenantry. However,

each new financial ethod created a balance between the vested interests of the

old and the advantages of try 11 ; the new. If the ruler could live fully on

his domain revenue, then the Estates could be dispensed with in politics. If

alienations wore eliminated or not replaced by equally lucrative tax and rent

farms and anticipations, then members of the Estates would no longer be able to

fi ance rulers" debts.
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Thus rulers might look for su. port elsewhere, especially outside the County.

This would destroy the social preeminence of the Estates notably at court and

in office, and would moan that they lost the benefits of patronage. To keep

the economic status quo demanded a balance between old abuses and new

9
expedients.

alienation was the counter-part of investment in government as much as

extraordinary taxation the ancestor of regular taxation. P.ulers and

officials were the precursors of ministries and government departments, the

Estates of private enterprise and big business. All combined to run

their territory.

The money that Lippe rulers borrowed in theearlier 16th century tided

them over the transition between living totally on domain r..venue and being

supported by Estates' turn grants. Yet nothing substituted for a large

domain income all through the early modern period, however eroded finances were

by alienations and anticipations. The property situation demonstrated this.

67/ of all tenant farms were domain. On total income from serfs the rulers

claimed 55/ > on rents 47/ » on tithes 34, of the territorial whole. Domain

holdings even tended to increase at the expense of no les, burghers, free

peasants and "foreign" land owners, according to statistics from the land
10

registers of ihe 15th to 13th centuries.

The rulers' economy was thus basically sound and it was this fact that

may have ameliorated rulers-Estates relations, for de pite recurrent conflicts

over taxation and court expenditure, money from domain still outweighed money

11
from ..states' grants when it cane to the day to day financing of the territory.

Between 1512-70 thrity-five contracts were examined, involving the rulers
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in borrowing, guaranteeing or actually lending anything up to 7 00 fl. a tine.

Of 33,320 fl. and tire, borrowed, 32,000 was secured by members of the

territorial nobility. Of this the rulers immediately repaid 2000 fl. and

lent out a further 6200 fl., the latter a bad debt, as it turned out, to the

Guelphs. A further 7000 fl. were guaranteed to near bankrupt Count Gebhard

of Annsfeld, possibly as part of a marriage agreement that saved the direct
12

line of succession in Lippe. This money v?as also lost.

Thus the Lippe nobility bore the brunt of rulers* finance and it was

they, who from the contracts examined had to put up with the loss of over

one-third of what they had lent to the dynasty. Their preeminence ir Lippe

politics and society was being paid for. That debts were, however,

liquidated is s own by the cancellation of seals and cross-cutting of parch¬

ment in the contracts era...fried.

The worst upheavals were caused by the really large money contracts of

the earlier 16th century. They were not based on property as security

but merely on the good faith, the "noble honour", of guarantors. At a time

when a whole -bat was worth a mere 500 fl. against alienati >n, 3uraa up to
1'

70CC fl. were being secured by rulers and their entourages on good faith alone."

This involved high and low nobles, patricians and burghers in a common

activity that of necessity gave them a sense of unity as rulers, officials and

Latatos, especially when money was borrowed from outside Lippe. It made the

idea o~ c .flict in territorial politics between rulers and Astates an

artificiality. It rather created local and native ties as rulers and Astates

cooperated to perpetuate a common interest in a given area of land and

jurisdiction. The idea of Lippe us a territory sprang fro:., the achievement
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of rulers and Estates in keeping their economic independence.

In Lippe rulers and officials governed with the approval of local

nobles and town councils at all tines. That conflicts that thexe were,

occurred as internal squabbles between rulers, officials and Estates.

They led to no lasting breach. There was no absolutism, because the

Estates provided enough finance to keep the territory solvent. Yet there

was no official fear of an economic take-over by the Estates, because domain

revenue still provided at all tines the bulk of the money and provisions

on which the state was run. Lippe could not afford absolutism because it

needed Estate, ' consultations to help solve recurrent economic threats to

independence from the 1530'o onwards."^ The privileges of the Estates were

not feared by rulers and officials, because the domain \ at all times in

such a good shape as to make meaningless the spectre of an -.states' take¬

over in politics. Instead throats came in the 17th and 18th centuries

from the Imperial military situation and from apanage demands within a quarrel¬

some ruling dynasty, ' ioh tended to guarantee the indispensibility of the

Estates.

The further credit operations of ageing Bernhard VII and Eimon V that

survive, show sales of rents in kind (cereals) and even rents repayable in

"soft" currency (lu&rk/Schillinge). Interest could be as low as , but even

15
quite small loans demanded a considerable number of guarantors. The range

of money-lending varied from the safe to the disreputable. 3.;otives were thus

more complex than the purely economic sphere would warrant. A corn rent

or low interest was attractive to nobles and burghers coming into rulers'

service or already committed there. The security, let alone perquisites
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of office would offer their own compensation. Alternatively an unfavourable

investment may have been necessary to protect local interests from outsiders

willing to buy their way into County society, like the Lliinchhausens (who

succeeded), and the Llinings (who failed), or to consolidate the power of

magnates, like Llenge sen and Lend, who financed Lippe during the Regency

of Bernhard VIII.16
On the other hand, outrageous interest or cheap alienations did provide

a high return on capital, that because of the bad credit of the borrower was

unlikely to be repaid. In that case the creditor had to make good the loss

of his capital by a sufficiently high annual return whilst he still held

the alienation. This was anything but good estate management and did nothing

to husband resources.

Under Gimon V Lippe was pressurized as a creditor by the bad debts of

the Guelphs. The Guelph bankruptcy of 1533 left neighbouring Hoya so

17
weakened that it was only a matter of time before that County followed suit.

Between 1510-20 the rulers and kinsfolk of Bchaumburg, Lippe, Eoya and

Diepholz were complaining to the Guelphs of LUneburg and Hildesheim about

economic sanctions and alienations not honoured. It was the rise of Hesse

and the equilibrium held by Jhlich and its inheritors that prevented any one

large neighbour from monopolizing the finances of any small County that

lay in it3 path. There was no repetition of the way that the Guelphs had
16tried to take over the middle Y.eser region in the beginning of the 16th century.

It v/as the dangerous investment policy of Ciraon V that threatened Lippe

with disintegration as much in the 1530's as had the failure of the dynasty

to produce an heir in the 1510's. The latter was rectified by a second
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marriage, but the former was only fought off by an Estates' Regency government

that spared neither relative, friend nor foe in its fight to regain solvency.

The methods employed against defaulting debtors and guarantors were

those of slander and libel. These were publicity campaigns that sought to

drag those of status and honour into the mud in the crudest terms possible

by means of obscenely illustrated verse and prose. The idea was to ruin the

reputation and hence the further credit of reputable "gentlefolk". As such

it was a form of self-help like Ac:de and it took the most part of the 16th

century before Imperial legislation and territorial and Imperial court

procedures had evolved sufficiently to provide an effective misdemeanour

of bankruptcy as an alternative to these libels, ^chandbriefe und Jchm&hungen.

Thus unrecognized, repudiated and unpaid debt led to libel and from

there to private war among ReichsstUnde and Landstdnde before the law of

contract had caught up with advancing capital finance in the 15th and 16th

centuries. Buch a case had early been the Fehde between Ludwig of Bavaria

and Friedrich, Burggraf of lUirnberg over 23,000 fl. lent to Emperor Bigismund

for which Friedrich had acted as guarantor. The Reichsabschiede of 1530

and 1540 offered debtors 3ome protection by forbidding pictorial libels,

gemalte Beschimpfun.ven yet the idea of Bchirapf und Beleidigung still predominate:

in the German language, crudely used to destroy "face" and dignity. The 1532

Imperial decree of lav/ court procedure ordered corporal punishment for detected

anonymous libels (§ 110). Finally the Reichspolizeiordnung of 1577 forbade
19all libels whether signed or anonymous, printed, written, drawn or painted.

The Lippe cases of libel came mainly as a result of Bimon V's financial

operations, showing what a close connection there was between the world of
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usury and libel in the early 16th century, which could frighten the more

sensitive and soft-headed nobles and burghers (those who feared to lose the

honour and status they were born with) out of the world of finance. The

libels surviving in ^taatsarchiv Detmold include farm-yard perversions which

the noble, burgher or otherwise respectable and Christian defaulter is depicted

and named as committing. It is implied that his seal on the dishonoured debt

contract is not worth its wax but that a more suitable material would have

been dung. The defaulter is then shown as a common criminal on the rack,
20

in the stocks or hanging from a gibbet.

Libel was thus a highly developed and destructive weapon in society

and economics especially in V.estphalia and Lower Saxony around 1500. It is

significant that the hey-day of libel still coincided with that of Fehde

and Feme. collusive law courts and procedures. It came at a time when local

nobilities were the chief financiers of territories, and the ease with which

it attacked a family'3 honour and status made nobles seek protection of office

and service with rulers, or even to give up high finance for f.ar of losing

the social preeminence that normally made life so easy and credit operations so

21
gentlemanly. ..hich noble or burgher would dare to sacrifice his birthright

or worse still, that of his children, to dabble in high finance and money-

lending when the penalies of failure were so severe? The children of Mayor

Cruwel in Lemgo were sold up: economically destroyed, they were then socially

stamped out. They disappeared into poverty. At the other end of the scale

the territorial rulers of liansfeld lost their territory in the 16th century

to pay their debts. Although they retained their social status, this was

because of their success as adventurers on the battlefield and in the marriage
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22
market.

Before debt guarantee could lead to libel, certain conditions had to be

previously satisfied. When the lector defaulted, the creditor cited the

Guarantors to a pre-specified tovm or inn to reside there at the debtor's

expense until he had paid up. The Guarantor became a hostage. By the 16th

century this had become a formality and guarantors sent their servants

or hired hostages and horses to the appropriate places and to stay there till

the debts had been paid. (oyster of Eiriieger;) The hostage system helped

neither debtor nor creditor to pay or recover money more quickly. It merely

added extra expense which the debtor could not pay, only making his
23

indebtedness more hopeless.

After hostages had been tried, another way was to notify the surrounding

territories and courts of the ignobility of the debtor in question, thereby

doing neighbouring authorities a service, but in effect making it even more

difficult for the debtor to raise the money to repay his tormentor. Lippe

sent ouch circulars in despair over the Eansfeld debt.^ It had still to be

realized that in any transaction the creditor had to preserve hi3 debtor's

business reputation rather than to rigidly insist on his "pound of flesh"

if he wanted to see his money again. Equally, crude libels were not effective

In Lippe they seemed to have acted as a popular amusement for the crowd that

3aw these lampoons and drawings in public places, rather than as an inducement

for debtors to pay. Libel -hus led to a rupture of business confidence and

set creditor and debtor at each other's throats when they 3hould have continued
25

to negotiate with one another.

Just as c?editors used the w apon of libel, so debtors used the accusation
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of usury. Both led to a crisis in business confidence, and as financiers,

rulers, nobles and burghers were both debtors and creditors, it affected one

and all unfavourably. The Guelph insolvency and usury accusations of 1533

forshadowed the Imperial decree of outlawry on Jobst of Iloya for failure to

pay debts. It gave the Lippe Regency trouble among other things, a3 Iloya's
26

guarantors, on which they themselves defaulted. At a territorial assembly

in Cappel in 1547 this problem came up.

"Our gracious Lord of Lippe 1: s pledged himself on behalf of the Count

of Koya against Hoya's creditors in front of the common country. One of these

debts runs to 50,000 fl. It has been notified for redemption by the creditor,

who nas declared his hostility towards all the Lippe (Regency) representatives.

Accordingly the common country ha3 been informed because no compensation is

forthcoming from Hoy?..

"They conclude that they know not how to counsel my gracious Lord of

Lippe. His Grace has not the fortune with which to pay such debt ei her

totally or in part, wherefore they are also inclined to do nothing, other than

that one enquires of Hoya, notably on the opening of Count Erich's will, that

the debt be secured by a sufficient alienation to Lirjpe, sue! as (inter)

Etoltenau and Etegerbach. What has then to be repaid if Etoltenau and
27

Ctegerbach are not alienate1, that will have to be further debated."

Ten years previ by the Lippians had not spared their young ruler's
28

grandfather, nor his guarantors in Thilringia. In a printed circular they

made known that they had had to advance "JOGQ fl. interest and compensation

to creditor Albrecht v. LRinchhausen because of Count Gebhard of Eansfeld's

failure to pay a,id hold his promise. His Thtlringian guarantors had then
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failed to compensate the Lippians, thereby forgetting their knightly and noble
29

gcod status with their fraudulent seals and churl is 1 behaviour. 1-oney came

before family charity. The Regency Councillors in Lippe knew that the dynasty

could not afford to lend money to bankrupt relatives. It rankled here was

that the kansfeld creditor was a member of a neighbouring noble family only

recently established in Lippe, who could thus further consolidate his holdings

in the County.

The territorial assembly in Lippe continued to hear about libels arising

31
out of their ruler's debts, credits and guarantees. Here ruler and Estates

were united in preserving Lippian business confidence. The problem was how

to dissociate from kinsfolk in neighbouring or like Counties. Thus during

the 1530's Lippe had to break free from insolvent I.Iansfeld, in the 1540's from

insolvent Hoya and in the 155L '3 from Echauiaburg, temporarily in difficulty.

However, Cchaumburg was to experience the rule of a financial genius which

enabled relative Jimon VI of Lippe to plunge his County further into debt than

ever before in the early 17th century. To a large extent, therefore, the

Counties associated with Lippe in the 16th century found mutual support,

cement3i ky dynastic ties of kinship and marriage. Yet survival was not

thereby guaranteed. In kansfeld and Hoya the dynasties survived but their

territories were sold up. In Schaumburg the dynasty failed and a County

which was far richer than Lippe was partitioned.

i'inance thus brought rulers and Estates ogether to preserve territorial

independence, for economics did not favour merchantilism in splinter

territories, that had to cover i. creasing administrative, military and legal

costs at federal, circle and local level. In 154^ Councillors and ^states
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of Lippe in their role as landlords discussed ways to fix the wage and keep

of labourers and living-in servants which in the absence of rules of contract

legally binding at territorial level increased the burden for landlords in the

number of mouths they had to feed. They thu3 clamoured for limited responsi-
2

bility towards the poor."' The same plea was made in tl 157P s and it
33

found expression in the work and wage structure of 1620. Prom now on Lippe

landlords could not only insist that only those who offered to work could

feed and shelter, but that only those for whom there actually was sufficient

work could lay claim to the right to keep body and soul together. Without such

drac. ic methods and diminished responsibilities Lippe could not have developed

into an independent \erritory with an autonomous economy, paying ut of

domain, rents, and extraordinary taxation the increasing costs of government,

court and dynasty, the Imperial military, litigations of the propertied and

the increasing burden of territorial debt.

Lippe politics thus became a battle of nerve3 between creditors and

debtors. The extreme luxury of conflict between rulers, officials and

.^states over principles, liberties, rights and policies that were not wholly

moneg mutters did not come into Lippe affairs. Hence the difficulty, despite

substantial records of territorial assemblies, ruler'3 council meetings and

committee reports of describing the constitution of Lippe. Here there was no

dualism or dichotomy of j. /eminent between rulers and Estates in the 16th

century which by the 13th century could have led up to the defeat of the

latter by absolutist rulers and their privy councillors. Just as the split

between Lutherans, Calvini3ts and Catholics h rdly altered the structure of

early modern society as a whole, so squabbles between rulers and estates were
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internal matters of finance anJ office that left status and society fundamentall;

the same. As always there were scapegoats. In religion it was the

sectarians, in finance the Jew3, in society the new rich.

The misdemeanour of bankruptcy became established in Tippe from the

15.9^'s as a regular court procedure, overshadowed by the TJX!- as a court of
3A

appeal for nobles and burghers. Even so, as late as 1593 > the von Jaldern

brothers circulated to surrounding territorial courts a printed denial

of lampoons recited behind their backs. A servant of the Hllnchhausens had

sung them a defamatory song, claiming to have heard it from a nobleman whose

name he refused to disclose. The Jalderns threatened to litigate in the

Imperial courts if the territorial authorities refused to help put an end

to such embarrassments. To their aid they called the Imperial constitutions

(laws), especially the police decrees and procedures. They condemned all

slanderersand prepared to litigate to defend their honour and good name.^
Yihy all this bother? Jaldern and 1'tincfihausen had both been Lippe financier

f. milies earlier in the century. Their obsession with honou i inexplicable

without reference to the business confidence it had to inspire. If the

Sal-1. rotected their name, then they protected their credit. Hence their

threat to litigate against all and sundry. At least the Jalderns no longer

took up arms immediately, for there were now sufficient laws for them to
17

resort to first.

It was inevitable that protection of . btors should have been desired

over and above satisfaction of the creditor when chief debtors in the 16th

century were the rulers in the Impire and territories. That these politieians

wanted was, however, contradictory: continued credit (hence creditor protection
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from usury laws) and limited liability for themselves a3 the chief debtors

(hence debtor protection from libel or violence). The solution was found by

increased civil legislation and judicial administration in Umpire and territory.

The way was opened for the move from Fehde and libel to forms of law, like

banlxuptcy (l.onkurs). and actions, like distraint (kxela '..'-n). From the

later 16th century the law had ar. interest in controlling individual debt

for public security. As such law was in the hand3 of territorial authorities,

it further guaranteed the existence of territorial units. Law as well a3

finance now operated more and more at this level. At lower levels of

administration territorial authorities condescended, at levels above they

gave their consent. Territories became indispensiblo to law an order,

economy and finance. And this goes to explain why a County like Lippe could

develop into a stat rithin the federal iinpire, an absurdity in another day

and age."^
In the notifications for debt redemption by creditors of the Regency

19
of young dimon VI of Lippe notice was given biannually. Thus the

Councillors in Retinoid were faced with recurrent financial crises at .Caster

and " '.id iclmas when payments fell due. Out of nine notifications in November

1566, two came from Lippe nobles, one from a Lippe burgher and one from a

Lippe official. Two more came fro: neighbouring Bielefeld. For Faster I567

seven credit&^s presentcl themselves, of which only two were outsiders.

At Faster 1568 there were five creditors with again two from outside Lippe.

Reminds continued annually with the Lippe nobility in the lead as creditors

of the ruling dynasty, followed by the town councils of Lemgo and Lippstadt

and individual jurghers. duns varied from the 200 fl. credit of Bielefeld
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burgher Pott (1566), 1000 fl. from local noble bestphal (1371)» 9000 fl.
. 40

from local noble Eaxthausen (1576/.

Each demand by creditors had to be approved by the Regent, Count Hermann

Simon in Pyrmont, before it could go tlirough the treasury in Detmold. The

Councillors in Detmold kept a record of their transactionj. As their ruler

was a minor, they were preparing for audit when the time came to hand over to
A "1

him. r Just as the previous Regency of Bernhard VIII had led to the recording

of territorial assemblies and committee meetings for the first time, so the

Regency of Simon VI led to an attempt to record the dynasty's debt liabilities.

Simon VI further encouraged this development. By the 1590's the first

ireasury accounts were being produced under the control of a Hess, an Calvinist

accountant with the first elegantly rather than honestly balanced account of

Lichaelmas 1594

liotification3 for debt redemption again survive for the ruling dynasty

between 1588-1615.^ Until 1609 Simon VI managed to find sufficient credit

in Lippe and the immediate vicinity, notably Linden, Ravensberg and Schaumburg,

lie first relied on Lippe nobles and Lippe town councils to provide the bulk

of his credit. As his territorial Estates, Lippe nobles and towns had,

however, to continue to guarantee his debts from outsiders, for their own

resources were insufficient to finance -jimon's demands by themselves. Between

1599-1612 the territorial Estate:. of Lippe pledged themselves for 215,000 tlrs.

of ruler'3 borrowing.^ Simon VI was now having to borrow up to 30,000 tlrs.
45

a time, a sum as large as his regular annual income. At this rate no members

of the Lippe Estates could retain the hold that their predecessors had had over

rulers' finance. Of territorial nobles the bestphals in neighbouring Paderborn
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could alone still compote, and they provided credit of 20 to 35fOOO tlrs.

Ho Lippe nobles or town councils came near to such a figure. Treasury

official Hesberg provided something under 5000 tlrs. and the ..ulff3, an outside

family, could buy their way into the Lippe nobility with loans of 25,000 tlrs.

for which they purchased a fief.

By 1608-9 the Estates of Lippe were as hard pressed as their ruler to

find further credit. Those who called the tune were now a scattering of

foreign territorial rulers, noble , chapters and burghers, notably Count Ernst

of ochaumbuxg (50,000 tlrs.), Count Anton Gtinther of Oldenburg (15,000 tlrs.),
various ecclesiastics, nobles and burghers in Linden and Hildesheim and

the iiansa town of L -beck (22,000 tlrs.).
..hen the crash came finally at Easter 1610, it showed that the -.states

had failed along wit1 their ruler.''°a Outstanding debt repayments in that

year were over 130,000 tlrs. to seventeen main creditors. Only six of these

were Lippianc. Including the ..estphals, money owing for immediate repayment

by the treasury in that year to Lippians themselves was as little as one-third

of the total needed. At this rate the County was being bought up by outsiders,

noteMy iinon VI's kinsman Erich of Echaumburg, whose demands on his father-in-

law's treasury in Detmold in 1610 were greater than that of the Lippian
A H

investors part together.

The tret, ury c .. .t for 1610 showed an Estates' tax grant of nearly

21,000 tlrs. paid above all by the tenantry, but this was offset by newly

borrowed capital of over 30,000 tlrs. .'.gainst this the treasurer could only

find another 20 0 tiro, from regular revenues to plough into debt reduction.

The v.hol o nearly 61,000 tlrs. was used to pay interest and repay capital,
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48
Interest payment alone took over 40', of this sum.

Jven so the estates of Lippe nade sura in the.r extraordinary tax grant

of 1610 that native creditors were satisfied first. Thereby ruler and

-.states conserved the specie circulating in the County for ..s long as possible.

Svei this skilful operation to save the pockets of Lippian erelitors and give

tax-payers the chance to pa^ once again before satisfying any outsiders,

produced a deficit of 25, , despite the comparative modesty of the sum

involved.

This in turn led to a panic among leading Lippian fi. nciers and by
50

faster 1611 ..estphal and liiinchhausen alone wanted back nearly 20,000 tiro.

As County society no longer had confidence in its own treasury, it was folly

to expect outsiders to continue as, let alone become, Lippian investors.

by I6I4 Lippian insolvency had turned into a federal natter. fmperor

Matthias consented to a commission under Count Christian of vYaldeck and

Cologne town to examine the debts of Cimon VI, notably for arrears from his

Aestphalian Circle leadership. The 1599 Circle expedition still left Lippe

liable for over 40,000 fl. Lippe was suspected of appropriating Circle funds

in essence of coherent accounts for Circle arrears from member territories.

Imperial debt demands were repeated by Ferdinand II in April 1623. by

L'ovember 1635 Lippe was still trying to clear herself by claiming non-payment

of Circle taxes from various territories affected by the earlier -ipanish-Dutch

war with Liege leading at over 30,000 fl. in arrears. The County accepted

no responsibility. Finally in I64I Ferdinand Iirdropped these demands in

51
return for Lippian support for 'lis peace plans at Aegensburg.

The willingness of dimon 71 to play a part in federal politics showed that
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■unless finance and administration were drastically improved at all levels,

lis children and his subjects would be the losers throat the financial

burdens that such grand ambitions imposed on their County. Successor Simon

VII improved the financial situation by withdrawing federal support with the

wholehearted approval of the Estates, and the immediate political situation

allowed him to do this. The coming of wax to Lippe in 1623 was to impose

52
its own special conditions.

In 1593 the treasury (hammer) started to pull in and supervise as much

52°
income and expenditure from the localities as possible. by 1597

it had succeeded in gaining virtual control of all oimon VI's revenues and

finance. Turnover increased from under 65OO tlrs. in 1593-4 to over 34»000

tlrs. in 1597. muring 1610-22 it functioned as the main department tlirough

which bimon VII managed to control his father's debts and ward off Imperial

and Circle demands left over from the 1590's when bimon VI had played his

53
grandest role in federal affairs. Under the supervision of the Busch

family the treasury also managed to manipulate Lippe through 1 o I64O'3 so

1660*s, as well a3 to collect Estates' grants successfully. This good

management still saw Lippe safely through to the l670's. Prom then on the

treasury went into eclipse as it lost control over comital finance through

lack of direction from the ruler himself until the partial recovery of 1709

and the total recovery after 1750 .

under Count bimon Henrich officials ■ ont back to accounting^if at all,

at locallevel only. From this period (1675-02, 1688-1708) no treasury

accounts are available, and although these could have been lost, the sheer

bulk and incoherence of financial records that do survive from this period,
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when compared with what had gone before and what was to come after, shows

that there was a genuine lack of direction which allowed local and central

officials to do as they pleased in the absence of audit. The period is

characterized by the rise and methods of the former Vogt of Schotmar,

54
Christoff Leineweber.

As the financial records of 1680-1750 give an insight into administra¬

tive muddle it is easy but false to assume rom them that there was overall

economic chaos in the County. The use of these fragmentary financial

records to c ndemn the whole Lipoe economy around 1700 is an unwarranted

55
interpretation of the archive materials that remain in Detmold. Although

Lippe was once again on the brink of bankruptcy in the 1730's with a very

real Imperial commission of enquiry only headed off by an injection of a

100,000 tlrs. loan from Hanover against the alienation of Amt Sternberg,

this situation was due to short-term conflicts between rulers, officials

and Estates, 7/hich withdrew the sunport of the latter from financing the

County and drove the former to expensive credit and financial dishonesty.56
The sums that the Hoffaktoren or Court financiers handled were insignificant

when compared to the whole of County finance, but sufficiently concentrated

57
at Court to arouse prejudice. As Simon VII and the Busch family had

shown, the economy of Lippe was basically sufficient for running an

independent territorial administration, whenever it was well directed by

officials who had the confidence of the Estates in their economic policies.

And this Simon August's of icials were to show once again after 1750 just

as had the Regency Councillors of Bernhard VIII after 1536.

One of the basic features of the early modern Lippe economy was the
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large part still played by fixed rents, and salaries paid in kind to
c o

landlord and official.1 ' As the grandest landlords of them all t!>e rulers

were able to keep ooen ho me at their Castle in Detmold, The dining

registers from Court and Castle kitchens have survived to give a picture

of the Lippe establishment at work. For a twelve month period in 1570-1

over 50,000 guests from neighbouring rulers right down to beggars were

o fered hospitality at Court. They accounted for over 12,000 loaves from

the comital ovens. In the following twelve months ovec 25»000 received

hospitality and the number of main meals served between Easter and MichaelmE

1574 was well over 28,000, One may assume, therefore, that the Detmold

Court comprised between 75 and 150 persons in any one day in the eax-ly

157 !'s, and this at a t me of Regency government when the ruler being still

59
a minor had;, as yet no wife and family of his own.

By 1617 Simon VII had reduced Detmold castle hospitality but it was

still lavish when it is considered that he probably had only about 30,000

subjects. The Court kitchen still fed between 90 and 135 regularly every

day. This included the actual members of the ruling family. i'he extra¬

ordinary food bill had, however, been cut to include between 5 and 50 meals

a day. It had been over 150 a day in 1570 and may well reflect the

diminished responsibility felt for the poor by Calvinist landlords like the

Lip-dan Counts. The third group to be fed at Court were the household

staff, lower officials and se -vents, who took between 20 and 40 meals a day.

Even so, at times of festivity over 1200 meals were prepared at Detmold

castle in one day alone.

By 1645 Detmold castle food bills were reckoned at a unit cost of 6 to
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8 Groschen, according to meals with or without soup. Between May and

Michaelmas of that year the kitchen only claimed 2J0 tlrs. expenditure

on 1400 meals, a drastic reduction by the standards prevailing under

Simon VII. Detmold was momentarily deserted by its dynasty as the

Regency dispute of 1636 between Dowager Catharina and Count Johann Bernhard

reached its last, disreputable phase with the wilful neglect of young

Simon Ludwig.From Michaelmas 1647 to Michaelmas I648 etmold castle

still only served 12,000 meals but at a cost of nearly 2500 tlrs., showing

that altliough numbers receiving hospitality had been reduced by over 75%
since 1570? the simplicity of bread had given way to the sophistication of

courses even intro uced by soup. This was in modest keeping with the

fashion of the day which catered foe really spectacular gluttony that

mollified allied Swedish and Imperial military organizers in the peace
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dinners of 1640-^. By the 1640's a free meal had become a lavish treat

for the important few. For two generations now the beggar was no longer
6 2

welcome at the ruler's kitchen.

Turning now from rulers' hospitality to the investment that made it,

among other things, possible, the pension lists from the earliest tr asury

accounts of 1593-4 have been examined with the help of a biographical

register of Lipne! early modern officials, nobles and substantial
f 7

burghers.c The debt charge at ichaelmas 1593 "'as just over 1500 tlrs.

to 40 creditors, and at Easter 1594 3700 tlrs. to 70 creditors, implying

a capital debt liability of something over 100,000 tlrs. Each investor

averaged an income of slightly under 50 tlrs. and there were about 100

of them. Such a sum was hardly enough for anyone of status to live on,
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except for perhaps a clergyman. It indicates that investment with rulers

provided a supplementary income for most of those who indulged in it.

This showed a lasting feature of Lippe rulers' finance, namely that support

came from many small investors rather than a powerful an< threatening few.

Only a tycoon like Count Erich of >chaumburg temporarily upset this state

of affairs.^ The other point was that wealthy Lippians numerically

dominated the pension lists, a natural sign of native support for the

County. It is this level of native investment, indicated by the pension

payments of the treasury, that -eally speaks for the overall support of

the propertied for their rulers in early modern Lippe. It showed that

although nobles and burghers might squabble in territorial assemblies and

on com itt( s among themselves and with rulers' officials, they remained

committed to their rulers' administration to ensure that the pensions on

their family investments were paid.
6b

How much treasury expenditure was repayment of borrov?ed capi al?

In the crisis year 1610 it was just over 501 of the total income that the

treasury had received. Yet 65/> of this total income of nearly 61,000 tlrs.

was newly borrowed capital. This was the outcome of having repaid no

capital debt at all through the treasury since accounts began in 1593*

It was only in 1617 that newly borrowed capital fell below the level of

repaid capital debt. In that year total income was 41»000 tlrs,, 25$

of it newly borrowed capital. Against this capital debt repayment ran

at 6OV; of total income. By now Simon VII was using the treasury almost

exclusively to repay debt and interest, or pensions as interest on invest¬

ments were called.
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Between 1617-22 Simon VII's treasury handled an income of 454,000 tlrs.

Again 25% of this was newly borrowed. 56,000 tlra, came from Estates'

tax grants and it shows bow much more essential were do iin and regular

revenues than Estates' tax grants. In this six year period just before

Lione was first occupied by Tilly's troops, treasury income From domain

and regular revenues amounted to over 60% of the total. By contrast

income From Estates' tax gr nts accounted for only 8% of the whole. In

none of the accounts From 1617-22 was there an overall deficit. With

40% of his tot-il tr asury inco- e Simon VII repaid canital debts. 40% also

went to pay interest, the so-called pensions. Thus between 1617-22

interest or pension payments ran at over 28,000 tlrs. a year, indicating

that Simon VII honoured capital debts of nearly 600,000 tlrs.

By comparison, in the First years of peace, 1648-52, the treasury

accounted for an income of 115,000 tlrs. of which only 6% was newly

borrowed money. Estates' tax grants now made up nearly 25% of the total

treasury income. Under 15% was repaid capital debt, but 30% wa? paid as

interest. Again there were handsome surpluses (15%, left as working

capital in the treasury. Betvreen 1648-52 interest payments were a mere

5500 tlrs. a year, showing that Lippe honoured capital debts of 110,000 tlrs

one-sixth of the '622- pre-war total. In the six-year period 1652-7

Lippe honoured 300,000 tlrs. of debt. In 1670-4 the last five year period

before cl aos set in at the treasury, Lippe honoured 180,000 tlrs. of debt.

Yet this reduction in inte -est payments was due to the repayment of

over 300,000 tlrs. capital debt between 1648-7A , whilst only 70,000 tlrs.

of new debt was contracted. This was achieved by o taining Estates' tax
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grants averaging ell over 15,' year (net to the treasury). 'is

was 53' of total tre-sur i co ie for the period. Once ore it shows how

the bul of rulers' rev sue co itinued o come fro 1 owai ant re ular

sources. Istates r its ha; just increased to cut down ti e nevious

impossibly i h level of their bo ro i . 'he :or years 1623-48 had

indeed raised states' tar rants so that they no longer supplied a mere

8'•> but instead up to 33 of treasury income. 1'his rise emonstrated

th t the states were in eneral agreement with rulers' ec omic policies

after 1648, but as such it was still a small contribution and it did not

give the states of Lipoe much leverage against their rulers sad coun¬

cillors in any olicy disputes that arose nor did it -ive the "states

the ri-ht to the nost say in finance administra4 >n as a hole.

Basically 17th cent ry L; e mlers still actually did live "of their

own". here individual members of the Estate: as "ell as r. i.1 ul

rulers' officials could exercise ovrer was as i> dividual investors and

pension- ries of the rulers. fheir >iec neal role here -ret - ore signifi-
*

cant than en bloc in states' assemblies or coi itteos. 'he states'

threat to withhold tax trats was far less i ister to rulers and

councillors than conspiracies among individual raemb rs to wi thhold -'urthe:

credit or insist on capital repayment. Ind the wo things went

hand in hand, Estates' grants were s eci ically made to repay "ulers'

debts 0-.: otandinw inter d or nensions: this a v;h t rati eant by

."'states "t :in over" rulers' ebts.

'or 1648-74 tre sury income in Lipne -as just short of 1,2 ,000

tlrs. ■ r s this the states of -"in e granted over 400, JO tlrs. in
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taxes r>aid to the tre nur.y. In the • ane period the treasury re"'

r ver 300,000 tlrs. of capital debt and 270,000 tlrs. in iensions. Phis

meant that for t> 'oe decades after the - r Li a co t' nied to honour an

avera e 2 , 0 tlrs. of debt. Th 3 was a very r asonable sum indeed

and shows ho little the war had conti iued to a ect rulers' inances

in the ye rs that immediately followed I648.

Debt reduction n the lines that h d been worked out under Simon VII

was thus continued a ter the break of the war years 1623-48 with the

intensi ied participation of the Estates. hat had been an honou ed

treasury debt o 6 10, 00 tlrs. in 1622 h-d thus been reduced to under

2 0,000 tl:s. by 1674- Phis process the war period merely seemed to

hold uo. 'he overall position was not worsened by the w r year', nor

did the Linpe treasury afte 1648 have to change its financial policy

because of the ■ r years. The system of bo rowing and lendin that the

Estates ran for the benefit of t eir rulors to heln ends meet -here

domain and regular income was too shor• to cover expenditure, was inter¬

rupted by the ye rs of troop occupation, only to be taken up again

exactly where it had been broken of .

In Liore estates' gran s were ot u ec to pay for the every-day

unction of ;over: nent or Court. They were not i tended or this, for

which urposes regular re enues above all 'rom the rule's' domain
66

tenantry in the .niter were sufficient. Estates' tax grants ere for

unexpected costs such as dyna tic lestivities and te ritorial, Circle

and Imperial military and defence and of course treasury debt funding and

reduction. : turally one rule or teyent lan ;ea i; -daily be or
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than another, and this decided v/hether the Estates would have to gra

mo-e or less taxes, depending o. the level of debt that the inventors

■ ould tolerate.

By 1610 this level had clearly risen too hieh as annual revenues

could no Ion or cover all Simon VI's com dtnen s. By 1617 Simon VII

had pinned the debt down to something over 60 >, )00 tlrs. and it was now

just a ouestion of time as to how much the states would increase their

tax grants to reduce or fund the debt, depending on how seriously they

thought that the tensions of individual members were being threatened

through lac of treasury revenue.

..hen ^illy occupied Lippe in 1623 this .utual system just faeose.

When it was taken up again after I64S the way that the estates helped to

reduce total treasury debt liability by two-th rds i under thirty years

shows that they considered debt reduction essential to reduce previous

high level of interest and pensio payment. Thus 'ith their tax grants

they accelerated the policy of Bimon VII, so rudely interrupted by the

troops in 1623. s f r as Liope finance was concerned, the war period

was just a moratorium on debt, a nuisance that only accelerated a return
' '

-■'**

to the policy of Bimon VII after it was all over. As for the myth of

huge new debts supposedly incurred during the ar years, of this t^ere is
C '7

no sign in Lippe. lor the County could find no new investors as

substantial as those be ore 1623 and a ter I648. The problem was how

to honour the backl sh of unpaid interest on old debt con'racted before

1623, and this the e :tphalian eace and Imperial assemblies of 1654

and 1663 took care of by reducing the liabilities of e ritorial treasu-
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ries in Imperial decrees consented to by territorial rulers and their

delegates.

ifter 1674 the economic situation deteriorated under the incapable

Count Simon enrich. L'hJs increased the bargaining nositio - the

Estates and by 1685 they had achieved w■. t seemed on the face of it a

victory over the ruler's tre. iry. 'he Estates recognized a duty to

take over rulers' debts and to fund them or repay them out of taxes that

they themselves granted. This operation would be taken o-t of the hands

of the treasury and placed in the hands of a e debt reducin authority,

the Landkasse, whose competence and membershi was not, h wever, fully

clarified until the 174 !'s. There were good reasons I'or this. torn

1685 on ards there w s a enuine conflict of inter at between treasury

officials and hence local, \mt officials who recounted to the treasury)

and the Estates. The fight for control of the new Landkasse developed

with both sides claiming to omin t ; it. Thus if the treasury .-rained

control the Estates would be less willing to grant taxes or nrovide

investments. If the states gained control the treasury would try to

saddle the Landkasse with as much debt as possible, and to use the
69

treasury solvency that was thereby gained to run into debt once more.

The division of power between treasury sad Landkasse. 1685-1744»

was enough in itself to drive rulers' finances out of order, -'or this

s stem cr ood two mutually hostile bodies. The .aminer with responsibi¬

lity .'or regul r revenues and the running of the administration, and with

the power to make new debts pished all responsibility for repayment onto

the Lanic see. The Lanckasse was a sured of Estates' tax grants which
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previously had one to the Kara ier, but it exercised no control over the

rate of nor ho rowin , just being held responsible for fundi'- and repay-
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ing such new debt whenever the ammer had over-borrowed. Fence the

unwillingness cr the Estates to make the L andk asse work, for the Kammer

cou'lci uj a the Landkasse orlrni to w ■ v\ I ch

the Landkasse was bound to honour. The negotiations that led to the

establishment of a L ndkisse in the 1680's were thus disastrous, for

they sad led the Istates with financial burde s without air being able

to control the level of debt that the aminer could till contract. It

was thus only the ruler who could put his own house in order. Only he

could co trol the 1 , el of new warn ;er borrowing. Simon Au, :ust was the

first rul r capable of cutting his own standard of living, thus taking

the sting out of the well-meaning but irresponsible division of

financial powers'that had taken nlace in 1685.

!xn -I;- -, o she iandkaase actually 1 ul illeet ' i;s t«s o1 fund¬

ing and paying discarded treasury debts are hard to find be ore 1744 wher

71
regular accounts begin. In an undated pro osal of the l690's the

Lancik esse was a. signed debts oi circa 9000 tlrs. wit which to sati ;fy

86 creditors. It was advised not to try to oay out of this sum the

interest on 2k,000 tlrs, lent by Lanridrost onop, Simon enrich had

fallen o t with his chief official who had still combined territorial

noble t, bus and .states' assembly participation with hi h office under

72
the ruler i tie loth century tradition. ' In 16^7 the • i'.k sr;e

paid 15, Irs. of extraordinary treasury debts, including interest,

capital, promissary notes of the ruler, his wife and relatives, salaries,
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food and travelling exT>en--es, Ci -cle payments and Arnierte bribes.

This showed the Estates' fears about how the treasury would misuse the

Landkasse I" 1697 the money had been provided by an 'Estates' three

year "rant levied on the towns, which one of the Busch dynasty of Lippe

finance officials accounted for. Here Lemgo actually raid uo fully in

two years a sum of over 4000 tlrs., and all six towns provided the
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15,000 tl s. that the Landkasse spent.- \fter the Landkasse was

reorganized in 1712 it was iven a list of oensions for regular payment

which ran to 9» >00 tlrs. It was thus expected to take on rulers' debts

of 11)0,000 tlas.74 In the first systematic accounts from 1744 onwards
75

the Landkasse took in 24,000 tlrs. and spent nearly 15,000 tlrs.
It was now funding rulers' debts of 500,000 tlrs. (gross),
but at the same ti e building up a surnlus, indicating a more realistic

if)
tre sury policy tV at found mo e favour with the Estates. .'his figure

also comparer: realistically with the amount of debt that the Busch familj

had coped with from the tr- asury al ost one hundred years previously.

The ioneys variously accounted for in the Kammer-, Ants- and

Landkasjs.e. accounts between 1595-1744 that have here been examined do,

ho ever, provide no coverage of the actual unit3 of cur -ency used, other

than that these v:ere Talers or eichstalers, Hrosohen and ilferrrige.

Yet this was oney of account at Imp rial bullion irices with regional

and territorial variations which did eem to etain a reasonably constanl

value as a. whole between the second half of the 16th and the 18th

centuries. for the Li pe accounts as a v/hole reflect this. They show

no steady rise in the level of funded debt, although domain revenue

luctuated wildly and Estates' tax revenues rose steeply.
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In the early 17th century it seems that Li roe h d to cope ith a

level of rulers' iebt of well over half a million talers of Imo rial

account, id this level o; oebt as likely to hove been reached again

in the rlior 18th cent iry una r ^imon ilenrich dolf, after ing been

down to one-third of this in the early 1670*8. Thus rulersofficials

and members of the Estates of Lire id successfull / inance the County

despite administrative muddle and lack of direction from rulers who

were often as ot unsuitable as he ds of state. There o no long

terra crises in early modern Lip tie, who e society and eco omy were in
77

overall harmony. Excepting the war years between 1623-48, treasury

income ran at between 30 and 90.000 tlrs. a year and an tun! debt charges

at between 10 and 30,000 tlrs. This was burdenso e as such, for it

meant that approximately one-third of treasury inco e was nledged in

advance in an avera year. hut as much of this money went to members

of the states, o± icials and cour iors who had invest 1 ith the rulers

in return or nensions, jobs and status, it ' elped to stablize society

and mini' iz.e any real opt>o. ition that would h ve threatened not only the

dynasty and its admini tx-ation but also the states and all those who

had loney and office in the County.

In I698 a real crisis did occur as rule • and states clashed on

military ?f airs. After the peace of Lyswick the Lippe state naturally

expectec a reduction in Circle and Imperial military costs, and hence a

reduction in tax dema ds by the ruler to the states' assembly. Instead

the new rulor riedrich dolf had unde taken to raise a Li >e troop to

help garrison Colo/yie town in return for Habsburg supoort against the
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demands of the rnie be, Circle Directors Miinster and Brandenbur,-V e

t 'oops had scoured Lippe i equently in the name of Imp rial war efforts

in the previou rei ,n. On 5 A ril 16^8 the str es sent riedrich \dolf

a decisive "no" to his demands for incre sed taxation. He wished to

introduce a so-called lferren-Monat, an adaptation of previous monthly

levies on the tenantry, hacked up by dons .-rratuits rom nobles and towns

to satisfy the demands of the Armierte troops, to set up a new Lime

militia of his own in direct Imperial Habsburg s rvice. This may have

been con .rtible ith fho » li ic 1 situation in Europe on the eve of the

Spanish ar o -nocoraif i, but all that the Estates could see in 1698

was that after the recent e ce the ruler was demanding a higher I re1

of taxation than they had even allowed in the previous war years.

He was making non.:e e of the peace by a massive armaments oolicy instead

of allowing the County to recuperate. They wanted a genuine, cheap

peace policy. To them peace still meant no army taxes.

Since the inroads of the \rmierte, Eriedrich Adolf no longer thought

the same way. He expected Linpe to survive as an independent territory

in the Em- ire only if she f ulfilled her own military obligations, anc'! the

billets of nster and Brandenburg troops in Li que had shown him that the

County would never be able to fully control i s own affairs if it did not

also h'-ve its own federal military contingent. He was thus incensed

when his Estates, encouraged by his cousin, apanage Count Casimir of

Lipne-Brake, and the town councils, refused to make the money available.

'The Estates remonstrated,

"It is of course almost unnece-sary to obediently continue to no int
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out > -0 • •• r co the bi co . ui- of the 'etherla: bee e Your ''ract

yourself knows that without reminder from us. Thus the Rotates in no

refuse that assistance which is possible but only obediently
•7Q

win to o: it out that.«*» In the tortured language of Herman

baroque the recant ruler was being ta t a le 3on by his elder, self

an ointeo counsellors 03 n 11 a t bein ; iven a "no",

Phis he rel u- e to take for an • oswer. In his renly 'riedrich dolf

denied that the territorial assembly h d the right to interfere in

military policy, his was a orero -tive of Imperial and Circle

assemblies, 'he Lip e Estates' decision was prejudicial to -'riedrioh

Adolf's oners as a --ember of these Imperial and Circle a semblie., since

these a semblies had left him alone with t e ri; t to decide, •■'••ether

to provide a Lippian - il.it ry contingent or whether to pay subsidies.

The Lip o estates were sabotf gin his decision. 'his »oi t the nobilitj

h d grasped an ' th-T "ere now on his side, but the ap rage C01 -its

especially we a not happy to so their ruliri • el or cousin so nngibly
79

increase his power,

(.'here was no question here of Eriodrirh Adolf desirin : a stancing

army to suppress hi3 territorial assembly. In ebru r - I69B the last

demand for subsidy had come from Brandenburg or 1?,000 ties, of arrears

on pr vious war costs, threatening the County with distraint if it did

not nay. riehrich Adolf's armaments policy was thus realistic in th«

face o: co- Mnued t reats of payment or billet from armed eighbo irs and

unwanted rl ins. Whether peace or war, their demands wecontinuous.

Lin e thus needed a troop of her own with wv ich to win riabr-burg support
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and secure her constitutional lib.: ties as far as possible • ainst t

still re 1 oowe of nster and Hesse and the rising star of Guelrh and

Hohenzollern#

)n 26 April 1698 after eeks o -uitless talkin with territorial

assemblies Friedricb Adolf's chancellery ordered its local officials to

collect taxes ror Lippe's o. Imp rial and Circle troop contingent despite

the refusal of the Estates to make such a grant. The matter was nut

in the hands of Voigt Leineweber and the Amter tenantry were now assessed

by decree f the ruler, without the consent of the .states. This was

the naked truth despite the caution with which the chancellery worded its

illegal taxation decree.

"Because considerable difficulties have been encountered, the

territorial assembly has since had to be somewhat delayed and that is why

the tax assessment for this yeqr has already had to be colnyed -by four

months - but unavoidable necessity demands none the lem that an assessed

quantity of tax be -ais d." 'he taxes required for the year came to

no less than 42,000 tlrs. ^
By the next year Friedrich "dolf h d got his way. when the next

tax assessment was made in February 1699 if was based on an Estates'

82
committee grant of 25>920 tlrs. Phis the Chancellery stepped up

arbitrarily by JO'/i, by raising the basic tax assessment unit of one

TIerren- onat from 540 tl 's., as allowed by the Istat s, to 600 tlrs.

and the number of uni s to be levied in the year rom 48 to 57.^ 'wo

day: be ore this illegal increase the chancellery had .bean satisfied ith

an arbitr ry 1 ; increase in the Estates' grant and the money was to be
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used to pay inte ost on 14' ,0. tiro, debt, to 'el the regular account

12,000 tlrs., par t e ruler's mistress her pocket money and still -opay
'

raierte arrea n to Miinster of 4000 tlrs. The fu ther increase by

20' on this already ille--ally high tax assessment may account for the

>370 it that loc-1 officials and tax- firm rr» were ox eel e to take, for

the Estates —anted their t xes net, and the chancellery thus showed that

84
it was determined to get this sum in full.

'he treasury accounts show that '.stater; tax gjjawtrfe re still the

minor item of ruler's income as a whole in the 17th century, although

steadily growing from less than 10V; under oimon VII to about a third of

the whole by the early years of Simon Henrich's reign. t ti es

specific tax grants were higher than domain revenue for any one year,

but tax grants retrained sporadic until the Spanish ar of Succession
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which saw Linpe running its own standing ar ly for the .first time,

'/hat contribution then did the various orders of soci ty, nobles,

b r-hers and peasantry make to this steadily rising tax demand, and how

did each profit or lose by it?

It is s misconception to think that the nobility paid no taxes at

all, or that the burghers paid very great .mounts. Both said very

modest amoun s comp red to their actual wealth. But then they were a

minority of the families that com rised the whole of Linne ociety.

By how much could this snail number of households have increased tax

totals, had the paid realistic taxes? How much of the whole territorial

wealth did they alone consume? So e of the Estates' tax records have

survived, due i pert to th seal of one of the nobles' le al agents in
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the late 18th century, who desired to reorganize their ecords in order
06

to prevent the further loss of law-suits. These records can be

examined in relationship to the tax quotas levied on the lower orders of

society, t! tenantry, labourers and servants.

.'he e rlies t x- re. in Lio e dates from 1511. t is an agree¬

ment between rulers, nobles rid burghers to exchange a ca tie tax on

serfs fOi fixed labour services from tenants. The states thus exchanged

an extraordinary tax for rede ined services of 1? days a year "or free
o n

tenants and 8 for ser s. This benefited the regular inoot; ;s of all

landlords, and was intended to make the cattle tax unnec ry br increas¬

ing do iain revenue, a3 the ruler was the chief landlord. It wa chus

considered a bete ■ policy to rely on regular services than on taxation.

larly l6t century demands of the Emperors and 1 i e to pay for

federal admini tration and federal war, as well as of territorial rulers

to fund their di ets nd -secure their courts sent Lime Into the ranks

o territories with their own Estates' assemblies. In 1538 alone there

were seven full assemblies nd ten meetings of the large and small

88
committees of Regency with the .states of the County.' This was a

mere five years after the first records of Estates' par .Lcipation in

politics had begun to be ept, although consultations with bodies of

89
otables go back at least to the factum Inionis of the 1360's. 7 The

problem of how to :eep the 1 /nasty and County together was never a new

one. If the dynasty got into trouble, it ha tc. be helped back o to

its feet by its most notable subjects.

In the early 16th century new pressures of taxation c .solidated the
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orders of society in Lie e. Thus the towns accepted responsibility or

paying the Emperor's taxes in 'eturn for trading monopolies. hen these

were not enforced suf!iciently, the towns handed on half their tax

bur en to the peasantry wlo were evading the towns' : r :,s. .'hen the

aeichskammerger cht collapsed in the l6u 's the tow as l i themeelves

further ju: ;iried in their refusal to continue paying the bounty's

Zieler, payments which for a century and a half they alone in Liape had

made via their rulers. The federal campaign against the urks, which

saw Lip dan troops at the siege of Budapest in 1542-3> brought extra¬

ordinary taxes levied equally on nobles, towns and rulers' tenantry in

the rural districts. ith the cefeat of the imalkaldic League in 1547

Lippe also received her quota of fines imposed by Charles 's commissars.

It was now that the uobl s contracted out of compulsory taxation and

substituted a voluntary system of dons gratuits or themselves.

in the ederau civil war of 1547-53 some of the Lippe nobility,saw

active military service. It was realistic for them to claim tax-

e>:e nation in liou of mights' service. At a territorial as. ombly in

1551 BernhardVIII's Councillors asked for new feder 1 tax r; its in

response to demands from Charles V and Ferdinand I. In their replies

the nobility insisted on exemption for them ,elves, "like others of the

nobility in the surrounding principalities and territories who are not

burdened with such Imperial tax demands." The towns refused to recog-

89 ct
nize that the nobility had a right to exemption. The Councillors

supported the nobles and offered the towns greater economic control over

the countryside in eturn for a nuf'icient grai t to cover federal demands.
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The assembly broke up, with the towns insisting on tax tion of the

nobility at the sa rate o me third of the total as they themselves

were responsible for, as a condition of their own further ay tents,
90

to the disolaasure of the ruler.

The towns had made a blander by direct opposition, Under Bernhard

VII they h take i n tax bur-Jana in return for economic concessions.

Why should Bernh; rd VIII be tr ated less favourably by then? The answer

, . once in, ■: ice ; - prescriptive duty to always pay,

whilst a enopoly on commerce could always be withdrawn or naturally

undermi e . Even if it was not withdrawn but renewed, as • as the Lippe

towns' seventy year privilege on trade and manufactu e, it was as

difficult to enforce an economic conces ion as it was to get ricl of the

tax burden that was its gel ■ ro qii".

At the same ti ..e the rulers were claiming their own tax exemption,

but as domain rove one from the Arater was by far t> " lar - >st sir -le item

o ter itorial incorae, it was inevitable that the Estates should seek

to hand on tax burdens to the tenantry in the rulers' 'inter or rural

districts. This involved the rulers' officials who had ev ry concern to

keen extraordinary tax demands away from the tenantry, who e ability

to pay rents, services and mortgages would thereby be jeopardized. In

1553 Chancellor Bernhard v.d.Lippe replied to a question osed by the

neighbouring ruler, Count Otto o Johaumburg, on how Lippe was setting

about collecting the fines imposed by Brun -*ick and Brandenburg-

ranconian troops. In Lippe the ruler's subjects had taker on the whole

tax burfen and the ruler wont tax-free. This was a question of averting
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*v ;"i, or that n ' *oc ed , . 13 middle o- -c I©*"* 1 t ^""i e - "t 1 ' 1

tire- r- el • tc ©xr". >f em©■• -eney and >x~mordirv ry tnrrtf .

Chancellor lfl nhnrd ootlined tho Fran ^(nsntfl the Llprinnn ' nj* 0.

Without e -oe.iol f.uen the r- ler • • 1 relieve o* r *. 1 reo-porr ' jn

the rr-'t! er, "Is formation re-Chen 'ount Otto lust 1 c av" before

he • '

writ orj to himj

" 'ell-bom a -id noble Count, I h ve to ay received *• let er about

t e irun rick and other tax-demands. I do not c osine to withhold from

you that e c "■ . is h Ve not called fort any on - -cia! er r -©noits,

and towns have merely agreed to contribute a sum of money, each

no ordirv h' 3 oalt! . .'he elerg and com on '-on ehol ;e -r 11 elso

be taxed, e-oh ac »rdi:; •* to his > ealth and oircuraat noes, w-ich h-ve

eve vwh ■■ r. ••ncertni led by the local off-.' ci- n, The run will be

• _J ■ the

income n circumst noes of each. "his in now in progress. ho

(Iiippe) 1 loots h ve fchu: taken "OSpossibility or thr whole tnx burden,

'."hey h ve thereby exempted py gracious Lord of Lime. This your Grace

should ot rithhold rora your ( c* nuraburg) enbjeots thr 5 ve -,ot helped

Yet tho rural tenantry were no longer exclusively rose ved for

exploit br rul r ' of icials or onain revenue our jo 03, .'his

tho *ta 3 i- ot allow, 'rora the 155 !'s the nobility r.thhrew rom

granting their own quotas o .only, Vhey now ne oil to- voluntary

subsidies eorotly v,-ith th.ei.r rule re and gave the towns a penaient
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grievance. It enabled the towns to cut down their own quotas from the

tr: ditio >al one-thi .a as operated in the 1540's. The ritcr tenantry

had thus to pay more t an their traditional one-third. Thus although

nobles and towns 10 longer paid the lion's share of ex raordinary taxes

themselves, their right to continue to grant su-h taxes i is in practice

continued, and ' ith it they dissipated any popular sup ort in the terri¬

tory: they, if anyone, were now the unrepresentative f<w, nr mo e so

than the ruler or his domain officials.

It v;as now ti e for nobles and towns to make deals with rulers'

officials over quotas. 3y 1553 already local treasurer Cato received

22,500 fl. from the Amter tenantry as against a mere 64OO fl. fro the

nobles and towns in a grant that the nobles and tow is as territorial

Estates h d specifically made. The nnbles paid 7 > of the whole grant

and the towns ll',>. The Amter raised 75'r. t this stage the clergy

were still separately assessed and they paid another 7', of the whole,

'They v.ere later merged with the nobility. Of this Cato e berried as

much s the r/hole nobility paid. Further, the nobles and towns had paid

only .65'. of what they had them: elves originally promised. It seemed

that in objecting to the nobles' unrealistic tax-payments, the burghers

wer being hypocritical: no doubt from their ooint of view it as only

because the nobles paid so little that they did likewise. It was the

tenantry and labouring population that lost by it, for they h d to nay

92
more.

The tax granted in 1573 to pay the dowry of a Lippe Countess was

placed on the rural tenanby. Local officials were now operating as
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executive tax-collectors here 'ormerly they had been domain of icir n

or ent-collectors. ho Amtmeier, chief peasants, paid or tie-tax.

As they did not have suf icient cattle, their labourers rere also poll-

t xed in or .er not to prejudice the poorer householders and Vrraers,

Such taxes wer4 : iiscd in two instalments in the autumn and winter of

1574, Two nobles a u wo m; ors as members of the states supervised

tax collection for the Regency government of the aay. The money went

from the ;e in the Amtor to the \mtmcuuy in 'etmold, who accounted

93
to Regene, councillors and Estates for it. This hapnened in the

following fn>ri , 1 75- The money was the 1 ised not for the dowry but
94

to pay debts owing to the ; nc hausens, members of the local noi lity.

These ccounts give the receipts of eleven local of"icials who

provided 72 '' tlrs, with negligible arrears (less than 1''). .'his shows

95
up well against the arrears made by nobles an 1 towns in 1 53. Already

in the 1560's the istates had a reed to take on 17»0 : fl. of rulers'

debts wh ch s then imme iately passed on as a land id poll-tax on the

peasants ind labouretrs; wit'- local of'icials s executive tax-collectors

and an Estates' committee as controllers. 'he ctual money raised ms

over 20,000 tlrs. There was no mention of nrr ars and the instates ful¬

filled their obligations to the ruler, taking a 17 > profit from the

com .ion neonle in the process.^
The states were always keen to grant a tax provided that they did

not them elves have to pay it, and providing that they could help in

supervising it. Already in 1536 local magnate Simon de end rote to

Count Simon V agreeing to follow orders in his Amt at V ren olz and levy
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a land-tax on the tenantry. Si n V then gave permission for 7>0 fl.

to "be -ised to pay ohts owing to the Mvnchhausens in Minden, for which
97

Simon de end had also acted as surety.

The demand by Bernhard VIII for a 1$ capital tax to nay 'or the

Feh.de ith ietberg in 1557, which was granted at territorial assembly,

was a unique event in LippS* It showed how serious this local w

r ally had been, and the Estates were acting far more en rously than

they did in other erne: • onci s, by dig ;ing realistically i to their own

98
pockets, rather than lea ing all to another land-tax on the tenantry.

pre in eeping with Estates' methods • the tax- ar which a

leading Lippe noble and official bought in 1599 in return for the right

to exploit the source plus a return of 6 on his capital outlay. He

was allowed to take his profit notwithstanding toti mali Laesionis

usunrii contractus in an attempt to nullify Imperial le ;isl tion gain t

99
usury.

The Estates themselves were important as inanciero in the County

rather than as actual tax- ayers. Their power to grant taxes was used

to cooperate with rulers and officials at the expens of the common

people. ?hey funded and paid debts that th eatened dynast;/ r id territory

alice. vs such, nobles and town councillors were like ad hoc rulers'

of iclals them ;elves, taking their own work and profit "rom the inadequa¬

cies of comital fin .nee administration. This is shown in the following

cooy from Estates' assembly minutes.

"Consider the territorial assembly held at Barntrup^Thursday, 12th

July 1561, where nobles and towns i. "litter und Lnndtschw -:'t) granted a
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double whole land-tax to pay the federal tax and settle numerous other

demands and ,.cbts of one rule . The same has been borrowed because of

the speed with which the money is needed, and will be said back from the

tax and proceeds.

"Because of the inc -e se in government duties and because the debts

on the domain ain t If. a m; ior level, which it ,-eems t'e ruler lias

even cons - .-ably increased, the nobles and towns have suggested thai a

number o shorn hould be delegated to deal <ith this.

Item that the ruler nut his hou ekeeping in just order and thereby

rid him elf o.1 unnecessary expenditure.

Fourthly that the ruler incorporate Varenholz into his do Ln,"^^
Ihe nobility did, ho ever, pay dons grata tits to the rulers all

through the period For this the accounts as v;ell as scat ered receipts

to individual nobles for money paid into the easury or into their own

101
curia h ve survived. The Lippe nobility wer ot exemp ed ~rom

paying taxes o t of their own family incomes, Equally they paid their

quotas reasonably well. I 1555 they had 35 arr ars, he same as the

towns. In 1620-9 they had rrears of under 1 'k on an all-time high,

war-time aon tuit Oj 4000 tlrs. These ar ears were he subject of

threats of distraint by the chancellery which led to distortion of the

picture of the size of real arrears compared to the actual amount paid.

As the federal authorities, so also the territorial authorities demanded

100',j tax payment , 'pour encourage,' lea aucres1 . This distorted the

real pictu e s tax arrears are small when it is possible to check them

102
against the original quota and the actual nayment received.
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In I632 noble "riesenhen?- cid 52 tlrs. of taxes to the nobles'

own receiver, for wMch Secretary "-trop at the ITof^erloht i" ued n

receipt. This court exercised direct jurisdic ion o- - ue lobility
103

and also employed fiscal to lit.irate for tax r r . he lary

for a male •erv-nt at that time w s between 5 and 8 tlrs. year plus

livery, Frio e .h-iusen' s c ah payment w s thus ot ■ .try sum, but

it ir u 1 "rely that he oai.d so much every fear. 1632 was "her all

an "ctivs • ar year.

Et is cerhnus unfair to expect that had obles' dons • is been

re Li stic, then nobles would have contribute a very lor o ore cortion

of all t xps themselves. •'heir' mmb -rs were too sm 11 or to ;t, ot-

withstandinc their crobable wealt' relat:ve to the re t of the copula¬

tion L'he -amo eeras to be true of the bur i -s id o icials.

But this does not deny that the nobles eseci llv oaid unrealiatically

sm- 11 amounts of their inco'-e i voluntary tar es by 1 r erial income

105
tar e-lines (-: capital tax) o erative at that ti a.

in 1658 Count ' err;ann ciolf acknowledg e'! a tax- r; from is

s.

(3/0, the towns 3080 tlrs, (80 and the common people 32, H)0 tlrs, (O^')*
\

This was folio- ed by a monthly tax on the inter copulation with an

annual i ;crease there of 12 1 as o icials and finanei--rs took their

106
commission. it this r e neit! er nobles' or to ns' payments

we.r-• realistic, b t somet i.n t ey did at le st cay. It is si nificant

that the tov councils were i >rac Lee as access ul as the nobles when

it c- ie to ev dir. • r Li ' ic 1- ie its.
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Inn ?ost on" left no- on bhe tay'es hicb the Liope -tob'litj f

granted o t of tl ;i :• oc t b'etwe n 1647- 3. The' paid - total of

3 5 1 •-». in f 1 " yy years, o rtly to finance t'-oir own luria, nay
107

the • -- o n ' ci ind receiv< ■ , 3 run their or 1 soci o club. 'or

t e rest pr ents o e m de to t e rulers and festive occasions ere
1 (18

sub cribe to, irol " ■ ruler's visit to the Imp-rial as e l.v.

Also contribution was ma- e towards Lippe's federal and Armie.rte costs in

I663, 1673> l675> 1680, l687» 16 0. The later 17th century nobility

were thus nayin on avers ;e well under 600 tl s. a year in voluntary

taxes, just abo t the cost n eek's session of the territorial

assera'bl r o t1 at ti ;e. bis was 1 vernge of under 1 1 s, a year

per noble or exe- >te establishm nt. It meant an average annual i- come

tax of 1 to 3 nine an aver e lodest income of 5 0 tl s. a year

per noble family. 'hey were thus oaying ch rity to the Li <->e government

109
not reuli: tic taxes. he level of the 1542 Imperi; 1 tax side had

been 1 income tax. fobles were thus ev ding; realistic taxes and

pa iny voluntary sums that were a uarter of the size t thev -hould

h-ve id b;/ the stands Is of the time.

After 1350 nobles, exempted and towns together paid well under 20$

of nil taxes which they themselves h d grante . 'he 00m on eonle,

peas? utrv, labo re -s id se va fs *aid the overwhelming rest. They

were intieec ell over 73' of the pon >lation, but nobles, officials and

burghers were expected to earn stly more than peasants, let alone the

labourers and r-erv its the - < loyed. i'he states ere more important

• s i- 1 no-! e - lore ' a. c ncial of i ci - Is than • s actual tax-
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payers. -a n clique of tax-g anters the,y. ran just a1 )th r tax-system

co i r tie to the no. i>i /stem alongside, the local nnu central

o ; ici Is. he 1st tes er dependent on their rulers or f rther

'■ i icial com issions and could not become legislators o atch-dogs

o an7 collection of liberties, because they had iot themselves paid for

them. they ;ot c a com on eople to jay and these obtained no

privileges for their mone/. The ..states ^neither burghers nor nobles^
coul e ;er b ir at to -uler • power on ohese te us.

,..i e's ec nomie ori es ere ol a superficial or, i.f more prolonged

by ex te al , ti ms ; .c .. the I'hirt Ye r eriod, of a tempor¬

arily serious t e. lasically rulers1 na Estates• economy an< societji

er' ell-at unea, and this is why Lippe coulddevelop into a territo y

ith a: unwritten, uninterrupted constitution of rulers, ox icials and

Estates controlling a aocile tenantry. There are no r cords of peasant

r: volt in Li e and mob violence was only endemic i Le. o and p chaps

Li adt, not, bl in ,1c lnpu's. The religious rather Lhan economic

reason; .ve : or it in Le' ., anti-canal in the 153Q'.1 s, anti-Calvinist end

eutablisl . it in the one.in , 1 i,h century ana naniaulated through fear of

v/irdh-craft and the black artq all through that century, do not explain

the 'hole story. Yet Leu;, o rebellion only cm, crashed 11 the more

vivi ly /ith fche docility oi t e rest of town and a m ,ry in Lippe.

i .a a :iep nco t on t ability of its r lin, dynasty to control

luct . o s ii its r i tor ial. economy. ihe vnctc ,-s :e ,ency

a, . j ho ounty to, e t er alter ,he er th of i .on Bernhard

VIII seems no have been i. t.e enough to ve ain his le ency Councillors
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and their relatives ith whom he did not interfere. Simon VI was a

strong personal ruler who was at <> e and the same ti e an innovator and

a notorious spendthrift. He turner Lippe into an effective administra¬

tive unit. Simon VII saved the County from bankruptcy whilst at the

same time preventing the new administration from falling foul of partition

treaties within the ruling dynasty. Herman Adolf again supported

a sound economic policy after the war ye rs, whilst his successor Simon

Henrich, seems to have been the r al disaster of the Lippe dynasty.

Like Simon VI, Simon Henrich was a spendthrift, but unlike his ancestor,

he had no qualities of leadership or talent in administration. By the

1680's the tre ury system established unde • iraon I had disinte rated.

By the 1690's the cooperation of rulers and Estates set up in the last

years of Simon V ' s reign ha£ also bror.en down.

It was left to 'riedrich Adolf to attempt o aick tp the pieces

of constitutional practice evolved between 1530-1680 and destroyed by

his'father in the last decades of the 17th century. He did it, not by

placating the Estates with an inward-looking peace policy, but by enter¬

ing federal aflairs in the grand style of his ncestor Simon VI. His

pro-'absburg policy worked and rid Lippe of Armie 'te, Circle Directors'

control. Joseph I and Charles VI were better masters to Lippe rulers

than had been Rudolf II and /iatlhias. Yet although internal affairs

were suspended in the face of federal successes scored by both Friedrich

Adolf and Simon Henrich Adolf, the economic situation was not improved.

The arbitrary methods of Simon Henrich's days in Amt and ammer were only

sporadically overcom- . either he n w Landkasse nor the treasury
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(Kammer) were placed on a so nd fcotin during this tine. Central control

and audit was still the exception, id the disorganization and secrecy

that followed attracted the hostility of the ".states, who showed their

disapproval by increasing indifference to their ancestral responsibilities

as the chief politicians and financiers of the territory.

his then was the period of "absolutism" in Li.pe, a failure on

the part of rule s between 1680-1750 to convince the territorial states,

the moneyed and propertied subjects of Lipoe, of the if icient soundnes

o!' government and economy for them to wish to join in and invest in it

as fully as their ancestors had (tone. here was no question of the

Estates not pledging support when insolvency thre tened the independence

of the County, or when granting taxes and taking on of rulers' debts

could still provide a profitable rent or farm. But suspicious

"foreigners" and social inferiors were o Ion er kept out nor were they

readily or easily accepted into County society. There was no question

of sacrifici g the dynasty and hence the whole territory to bankruptcy,

disintegratio or oblivion. There was no question of exchanging the

Lippe dyn sty for some neighbouring, more substantially endowed ruler.

By 1700 no Li giian of note who stayed at home as likely to have wanted

to become a provincial subject of the Hohenzollerns, Guelnhs, Y/ittelS-

bachs or Hessians. To this extent Li pe rulers with bad eco omic

policies could find enough pa ;ive support from their important subjects

to keep the County independent. But support as e it to a b re minimum

leavin ooen the door to more disreputable officials and financiers whose

operations ere, however, insignificant in the overall long term
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financing of the lounty.

When after 1750 Count Simon August's officials produced a

realistic economic >olicy once more, then the Estates were prepared to

give up their o osition and socially merge ith offi ialdo n a

plethora of privile e, property and pro it. This was the beginning

of the d for the e rly modern constitution in Lippe, a generation, but

hardly more, be ore the fi al crash under lapoleon, Although Lippe

survived 18t• 3—15 vith ruling dynasty and frontiers at all times intact,

the real casualties of the sapoleonic upheaval were the territorial
I

Estates, who oner ;ed n the 1820•s and - iter 1 48 reconstituted and

enlarged by a peasant Estat , ot as a result of their own internal

reforming zeal, but by the will o arbitrary rulers and their lyth

century ministers. ith the destruction of the early modern Estates,

constitutions and unwritten customs of the Holy Roman Emoire, the

techniques of conserving liberty by rivile ed subjects for them elves,

had been destroyed in favour of ex ending the mere idea of liberty fr m

rulers to ruled, with only the rulers and their officials dictating the

110
terms.

Liupe developed not because of the lack of anything foreign to the

German federal system, such as centralization from one capital, but

because of the mount of expertise and stren :th in local, County society

which could provide the men and women capable of Understanding and

operating the Imp rial and territorial system. The Lippe archives

show that the ol.y Roman Em 'ire wonted at small territorial level,

guaranteeing a 1 rger number of liberties to a greater number of persons
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than possibly any other system in early modern Europe. In an age of

unquestioned inequality, before the birth of natural rights, the greater

the diffusion of power and scattering of individual liberties, then the

more the number of persons that could wield their own power and take

responsibilityfor their own af airs, however small a minority of the

whole oonulation they still undoubte ly were. The Imperial system

was no safeguard against petty tyranny but it did deny the rise to over¬

all power of rand absolutists, just as it allowed the flowering of

precocious socialism among its mor enlightened despots. The sporadic

delinquencies of the largest territories do not satisfactorily direct

attention away from the small states who were successfully working

within the Imperial federal constitution.
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"Der krig von aussen ist vns geferlich, dooh die Jnlendschen

simulteten gehen vohr."
-J

(Henrich Grote to Levin von Donop, 18 Nov 1635)
There was of course literally no Thirty Years' V'ar, and no disarming

simplification to German history in the first half of the 17th century

is possible. The Imperial constitution was not in abeyance, but between

1614 and 1645 no Impe -ial assembly and no acL hoc gathering of territories

was as fully representative as any during the previous or following years.

The federal system was run by factions that were mutually hostile and

excluded each other at the conference table. Federal bodies of arbitration

were captured as Ferdinand II, following in the footsteps of his ancestor

Charles V, abandoned the path of equity and justice to destroy a revolution¬

ary minority, abandoning himself and the majority o territories to the

consequences of war.

When Charles V broke the ;malkaldic League in 1547: Tie* enjoyed the

military services of Maurice of Saxony, who emerged with the electoral title

of his elder cousins as his reward. Maurice then rounded on the Emperor

and put an end to the civil war in 1552. .'hen erdinand II broke tie

Union in 1620, he enjoyed the military services of Maximilian of Bavaria

who also,emerged with the electoral title of his elder cousins as his reward

But Maximilian did not round on his cousin the Emoeror. and this civil war

became only a part of general European war. In 1547 the Fabsburg lands had

not been threatened by revolutionary Calvinists. In 1618-19 it 7/as no

longer only a question of teaching German Protestant militants a lesson,

a matter which the League could cope with, but of retrieving Bohemia for the
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Habsburgs. The jealousies of junior and senior branches of Wettin and

Wittelsbach were given full outlet by the events of 1547 and 1620. In

both cases the Habsburg supporter won. But in 1620 this wa not enough

to stop the war.

As federal concord cracked, small territories were buffeted this way

and that, as armies dictated their own terms from campaigning season to

billet. In 1547 Lippe was caught arming in support of the Hessians by

Copies V1 s forces and accordingly fined. To the end of that war the

County remained unwillingly Imperialist and more willingly neutral.

In 1618 the Co nty was neutral and it remained so. It orovided troops

for no one and thus hospitality to all who could command it. In 1623

the first Imperialist troop occupation took il^ce in Lippe. In the 1630's

the Swedes m minted raids into the County as it remained in he Imperialist

zone of influence and occupation. Only one garrison was stationed in the

County for any length of time - an Imperialist force in Lemgo. It did not

prevent the Cornital administr tion from paying monthly tribute to both

sides. After 1640 Lippe paid its share towards the demobilization of

both sides.

What was all the trouble? Did politicians lose their power to the

troops who then misbehaved and cauoed all the traditional horrors of war?

What happened on one of the fronts, the middle Weser front: what do the

records in Lippe, in back-woods eastern Westphalia say about the war years?

The Lipoe records become bulky in the 1630's. 'Day to day corres¬

ponds e survives between the local and central officials, Estates and

notables of court, town and country, concerned with borrowing, lending,
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supply and victualling. There are no horror stories in these papers,

despite day to day correspondence as ,he civil administration of tie

County continued in control under its own native rulers, officials and

notables.~

In some years there was a greater burst of activity than in others as

billetin ; and marauding increased or decreased according to policies and
3

tactics beyond the scope and control of Liape. Thus in ugust 1630

the Imperialists imposed curfew and censorship on 'rotestant Lippe. It

was decreed no -tan's business to speculate and pamphleteer on religion nor

by implication on Gustav Adolf's chances after the ecklenburg landings.

An inquisition was to enforce these views with exemplary punishments on

life and limb.: At the same time Lippe Regency councillors were coping

with the material threat of Ferdinand II's Edict of Restitution. Too

many Lippe rulers, nobles and burghers had committed themselves to non-

Catholic ways. Any religious threat implied a change in property and land-

own. -:;hip. Thus any conflict would involve far larger sec-tors of the

economy than those directly claimed by the Roman Church when it demanded

the restitution of church lands. In August, l6py Hofrichter v. Schwartz

advised Landdrost v.d. Bo ch to pay lip-service to the ' ;ict:

"I have received certain information from Linden that the Emperor's

Commissar, Hein, has arrived in person in Minden, and is especially ordered

to deal with the County of Lippe: namely to repossess the ecclesiastical

lands and properties sequestered after the Passau agreement (of 1552)? and

to reconve t people in the County of Lippe to Roman Catholicism or to the

Augsburg Confession and law, which later, thank God, we now also have the
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choice of - note well, all according to the choice and decision of the

Detmold government.

"This Commi sar was in County Schaumburg the last weeks, and he

demanded the restitution of all the ecclesiastical lands and property of

5
the University there. The Schaumburg councilors raise- considerable

objections upon which the Commissar soon went to His Excellency, Tilly.

Thus one fears he will ask for military reprisals.

11 ..He Emperor's Edict is ordered to be carried out in County Schaumburg.

I suggest that one do likewise here in Lippe. If the Commissar should come

and not find that this has been done, it is to be expected that the same

will happen here."

This subterfuge was accordingly carried out. 'he landing of Gustav

Adolf then altered the balance of nower, so that although regaining within

the Imperialist army ;;one, Lip e could take part in Saxony's peace conference

7
from 1631, notwithstanding the opposition of Ferdinand II.

Any ideological confl'ct was thus minimized as territorial governments

remained in control, profiting from the blunde s of their neighbours, as in

the case of the Lippians here learning from the ; chaumburgers' lack of

dup icity. s long as the territorial government kept a pace ahead of

the Imperial Commissar, then it stood a chance of protecting itself from

retaliation. Thus Detmold published the Edict of Restitution in early

I63O, keeping within the letter of Imperial law as Ferdinand II had made it,

yet by no means entering into the spirit of the thing. In playing success¬

fully for time, Lippe remained Calvinist, as an unarmed, if possible

"neutral" supporter or pas ive host to the Imperialist . As such the
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County may have fared better than if, by chance geography, it had been

within the Swedish zone, for the Reichskammergericht at least remained

open to Lippe dynasts and subjects who accordingly made increasing use

Q
of it from the 163: 's. In the Regency dispute of 1636-40, Swedish

supporter Count Johann Bernhard was ousted by Dowager Katarina who armed

herself with Reichskammergericht (and Emperor's) mandates and cultivated

9
the local Imperialist troops to carry her to power.

A confer nee and audit of March I63O shows how the territorial

government in Detmold remained in control, acting as the real channel

through which Tilly's officers' demands on the County populace had to go.

It shows the considerable power of the native and civilian Regency

councillors and Estates over their foreign, military guests. At Detmold

castle Tilly's General Commissars met and agreed with apanage Count Otto

of Lippe, Landdrost v.d. I0;t*ch for the government and the nobility and

three burghers for the towns. The minutes were taken by an army scribe?
Tribute paid to Tilly's personal establishment was audited and

passed. The County would continue to pay at Tilly's pleasure, but he

would b petitioned for exemption or at least reduction in payments to

alleviate the "extreme exhaustion of the poor subjects" of the County of

Lippe.

Count Otto of Lip >e-Rrake agreed to pay for the continued upkeep of

Tilly's adjutant and horse-troop in the County but only at the existing

rate and in return for protection from the claims of all other officers

and men.

Otto was buying protection from Tilly. Yet to do this Otto had
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pledged the support of the Estates and Regency government, and that he

did not fully have. The nobility objected outright, and the Regency

councillors in Retinoid insisted that they refer back to the official

Regent, the Count of aldeck. Otto was the dynasty's young uncle behind

the throne. The Estates refused to accept his decision. Yet the towns,

who really had most to lose if an agreement with Tilly over troop billets

was not immediately reached, agreed provisionally to Otto's undertaking,

and only formally reserved their rights and t1ose of the of icial Regent

in the matter. When dealing di ectly with troops it was best not to

refer back and procrastinate as could be one with a Turk tax or a ruler's

debt.

Otto and the towns further agreed to help bear the cost of all

future, unavoidable Imperialist troop movements through the County, on

the same basis as in the past, notably that Otto and the towns be reim¬

bursed for what they had given in food, money and money-equivalents, but

not for any other damages (i.e. war damage, "enemy" operations).

This clause indicates that some kind of troop occupation insurance

was in existence, whereby the army received tribute from its civilian

hosts, nd had to live on it through barter and trade, which enabled the

civilians to get their money back for the next round of tax payments to

the army. The troops in Lippe therefore negotiated peaceful methods:

in return for order and protection the civilians raid - in return for

money and accommodation the army bought, and did not plunder, what they

needed from tie civilians. Thus as long as the civilians produced enough

for their own and their military guests' needs, the system of tribute -
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barter - tribute could go on peacefully and indefinitely. Only there was

the problem of rival commanders and rival armies. In drawing up their

agreement with Lime in 1630, Tilly's Commissars refused to reimburse

for acts of war, accenting respo sibility only for their soldiers'

behaviour in the market-place.

The towns greed to continue to help support the cost of the troops,

but insisted on a cut of excess levies, insisting that quotas be kept.

The towns would pay for minor overnight stays of troops marching through

the County. They would not be able to deduct these costs from their

quotas tof tribute. Yet if half or a v/hole regiment demanded hospitality

then it must notify its hosts in advance and work out costs per head

before arriving.

Survival depended on planning the needs of troops as far as possible

in advance. Here the towns wished to pay incoming troops a fixed amount

of spanding-money. It was then up to the townsmen to get it back before;

the contingent moved on by charging the highest prices they could without

provoking the soldiers into rioting. This minimized the idea that the

soldier was entitled to something for nothing for lack of pay. The

town thus preserved civic orde and still had the chance of planning
11

its economy to cover the cost of troop incursions.

The towns refused to support a Lippian home guard as they already

had to deiend their own walls. Equally the home guard had not found

territorial assembly approval. what would in future be granted at

assembly, the towns would bind themselves to uphold, just as they agreed

to support the hue and cry. he e ency government in Detmold, however,
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remained com itted to a home guard.

Costs of distraint were to be shouldered evenly by all debtors

actually involves. Travelling expenses, messengers and miscellaneous

costs would be examined on their merits a ainst 'eceipts. Thereupon

the accounts were closed and signed by all parties. The haggling

continued, however, between Otto, the Regency government, the nobles and

the towns.

The payment of interest and pensions was to be open to further

discussion, with priority given according to the uses to which the

borrowed capital was nut. Yet the return of exnropriated money was to

follow according to due process of law. To decisions would be taken

whereby anyone was deprived of their just deserts, As regards the pay¬

ment of servants the towns agreed to pass the accounts rendered, with a

proviso that a further investigation be carried out. Otto then demanded

thai; Lippstadt pay its arrears. The Regency government 1 layed their

decision. Hot to lose what had already been gained, the matte ■ was

dropped from the agenda with a demand for further information.

Otto then insisted that tribute be levied uniformly in the whole

territory, and that subjects be relieved of one-sixth of their quotas,

which Otto would provide from subjects in his own apanage Brake. Thereby

Otto obtained his own 1 ax powers separate from the jurisdiction of the

Detmold Regency government. This was the beginning of that freak state

within a tiny state, the 17th century apanage of Brake within Lippe.

Otto's self-interest as a junior member of the dynasty dominates

this agreement. It was this and not the war activities of outsiders in
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Lirpe that really upset Lipne politics and. finance. ]?or once Otto had

been silenced, another Regency occurred within four years, and with it

came a new young uncle behind the throne of a minor^Count Johann Bernhard
of Lippe. /hereas Otto had been intent on immediate agreement with the

Imperialists, Johann Bernhard was much m re pro-Swedish. The Swedish

raids of I636 had put Otto in a near-suicidal frame of mind. Gone was

that enthusiasm for federal politics that had seen Otto in service under

1 2
tfansfeld in 1619 and making amends in Munich and Vienna in 1624-6.

But the Swedes loosened the Imperialist hold on the Comity until I64O

when Johann Bernhard and his brothers retired to await their return to

■power rom the comparative safety of Swedish Minden and Rinteln.

In the meantime faction fi ;hts went on among the Estates, who took

their cue from the dissentions among the ruling dynasty. With nobles

Schwartz and Borch as the "In" group, Donop and Grote had to bide their

ti e. In November 1635 Grote was deploring the number of yes-men in the

noble curia who passively made one don gratuit after another whilst nothin

1 3
ever got better and no real safety was -purchased. Yet two years

later as one of a group of Landrnto Grote was threatening his fellow

nobles with military reprisals if they did. not pay their overdue taxes

14
within eight days, It was easi r for Grote to be in opposition.

When to this home situation the Swedish raids of 1636 are added, then the

Lipne picture looks black indeed. But only for a very short time.

The horrors remained distant or controllable by astute territorial civil

government. With squabbles at home the situation temporarily got out

of hand. It was as Grote said in November 1635» "the war from outside
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1 5
is dangerous to us, yet the dissen ions at home take pr<cedence".

hat then of the financial situation acco di g to the ccounts and

bribes of Lip e autlorities in this period? i'hey show o e con sistent

point, everyo e claimed to be paying too much t emselves, whereas their

colleagues, neighbours rid equals were ot paying' enough. No one claimed

to have a penny and so there had to be dearth everywhere to prove this

claim. Yet large payments were made regularly and even 1 rger damages

were as equally regularly alleged. Persons operate within the letter

of the law and jealously denounced their neighbours, 'here was a lack

of consis ency ad even of detail and thus e 1 ck of truth in the outra e-

ous demands for dama es made by the tov/ns as each vied with the other to

obtain quota reduction before the next round of tax tion. Under such

conditions no 3traight-forward picture emerges from the Lippe records of

t e war and occupation years, unless the naive view is taken and every

time a general plea for exhaustion and dearth is made in ore.er to avoid

further taxes, it is believed at its face value and scribed to war

horrors on the lines of the simpleton's best-seller, "Sim licissimus".^
After 1638 Lemgo town, on the strength of having to support, the only

permanent garrison of foreign troops in the County, managed to obtain tax-

exemption from the monthly war-levies the Lip )e government had to send to

the Swedes and iperialists. bove all the Imperialist garrison in

Lemgo objected to the town being taxed by the Lipoe government to help pay

their enemies the Swedes in Minden. The rem ining towns objected to

having to take on Lemgo's quota of monthly war-tax. In the resulting

contest each town tried to prove that it was incapable of bearing any tax
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increase. Instead each town demas led reduction by showing how much

it had already been forced, to pay since the ooenin■: of hostilities.

Between 1640-42 the towns sent in their "accounts" to the Li ope

17
chancellery.

Between 1623-37 Lemgo claimed total war costs to its inhabitants

at just over 1 million tlrs. This included over JO,000 tlrs, weekly

war-taxes uo to 1632, presumably as a multiple of a much smaller fixed

sum of money circul ted between towns' tradesmen and soldiers in a

tribute-barter-tribute pattern that orevented soldie s from demanding

something for ..0thing, and regulated their a elites by ma ing them town-

council wage-earners.

The actual billeting costs of the Imperialists' garrison in Lemgo

was 1350 tlrs. a mouth. Betwe n July 1625 and '.eptember 1627 Lemgo

raid nearly 31»000 tlrs. of this. The town tius had arrears of only

20fi which it induced the surrounding villages as well as "nanage Brake

to pay. Prom the monthly rate here it is J'e sible to assume that r sum

of well under 2000 tlrs. in actual coin was su :f'icient to keep the troops

paid, provided the surly of ore ice was sufficient for the brughers to

recouo by the end of eve y month what they had raid the troons in tribute

1 7aat the beginning of that month. This would account for an inflated

reckoning as so of".en occurs in financial records from the war years.

The sane amount of specie seems to have circulated at a much faster rate

in orde ■ to • aant n barter economy to the conditio s of a consumer system

in war-time.

dp to I632 nearly half of Lemgo' s war claims were even in mu! tides
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of weekly war-tribute. Thereafter another 320,000 tlrs, was claimed as

property damage in the two Swedish raids on the town in l636-37» Yet no

compensation for deaths was ever claimed, though the accounts were

searched for such "human" items: damages were asked for thin s, not for

people. By l6"0 Lemgo had raised its claims to nearly 1,400,000 tlrs.,

and this even excluded alleged plunder of another million. A typically

dubious item shoved not war horrors, but merely how unrea Lstic the

town's attitude was to war, for -

" hat otherwise in this town with deterioration of he prisons,

towers and gate. , buildings, also burghers' houses and otherwise the

inhabitants with their fields and gardens, fruits, wit! harvesting of

burghe s'meadows and fields, restriction of burghers' livelihood through

perpetual watch-keeping, musteringjcost of repairs to buildings, decima¬
tion of the oa s and beech woods, have had to suffer in damage, also what

through nocturnal insolences between 1640-48 has been pressed out of the

poor burghers, as well as what both secretly and o>enly has been stolen

a id taken away, is almost impossible to as e s in money and can at the

1B
very least be reckoned at 60,000 tiis." Such an unrealistic attitude

to war-time has to be reckoned with in Lip e war "ac ounts". At this

rate Lemgo coul claim in all that she had average war costs of 30,000

tlrs. a year between 1622-50.^ Yet how credible is this?

In 1621 Lemgo had a civic debt of circa 100,000 tlrs. It thus

needec to raise 5000 tlrs. a year just to pay pensions in the period

20
immediately prior to the coming of foreign troops to the Go\mty.

After demobilization in the 1650's another survey of civic debt showed
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ci 'ca 140,000 tlrs. owing. This included. 85,000 tlrs. to non-Lippians.

To cover this the town needed at least 7000 tlrs. revenue a year. By

1655-9 there were about 150 main creditors who claimed an avera <:e 50 tlrs.
21

pension a ye r each. But although foreign investment was higher than

Lippian in the 16' ''s, total civic debt had only increased by 40,000 tlrs.

during the whole war period. This was just at a time when Lerago burghers

claimed nearly 1,400,000 tlrs. war damages. Did they have that much

property to damage in the first place? Why was bo -rowing on it only

140,000 tlrs. in that case? J-'he whole war period had increased Lemgo

indebtedness by mere two-fifths of its pre-war i ure. If there was

exhaustion of credit, then it set in very early in the war, with the war

years making little improvement but causing little deterioration as basi¬

cally already by 1620 Lemgo seemed to have reached her ontimum level of

debt, war or no war.

Lemgo's heaviest borrowing was between 1605-24, and her lowest period

of borrowing between 1625-27, I65I-8, 1651-4. Between 1605-24 civic

borrowing was c. 110,000 tlrs. Between 1625-54 it was c. 18,000 tlrs.

It was this that hit civic respectability hardest. Yet the bad debt

situation was not due to the war but cr-ated befo e the war. However

easy it was for town councils to lay the blame on war, town finance had

been ruined by inside dissentions within the town and County before the

foreign troops came to Lipoe and dried up the sources of credit. The

economic so abbles between to-n councils and town mob, the civil war

between Calvinist Counts and Lutheran Lemgoers in the first two decades

of the 17th century had had to be paid for by increased borrowing prior to
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the ar.

To make matte s worse, the occupying troops in Lemgo after 1625

were no great investors in town pensions and the slow recovery of credit

after I64G equally tended to give plausibility to the argument that some¬

how it was all due to the war. Between I648-6O Lemgo only bo -roved

c. 16,000 tlrs. However, this was at a time when new borrowing was
22

officially frowned upon, as deflation continued a3 econc c religion.

What then was town income? In the first full year of occupation,

1624-25, Lerago town c amber took in c. 25,000 tlrs. r -.pent c. 27,000
25

tlrs. ith minimum debt charge of 5000tlrs. set against this, town
24finance lo ked very realistic indeed. Yet the Imp rialist troops

billeted in the town officially took over 18,000 tlrs, of this, but spent

25
it weekly and monthly in the town again in order to live. In theory

the town council was left with 5000 tlrs. for day to day costs and for

rer ping or refunding capital debt. Under 20 of its an u 1 income the

town could spend on itself. Yet a real annual i icome of 25,000 tlrs.

is unbelievable when contrasted with the income of the peace years.

In 1622, just before the oocupatlo , town administrative costs had been

a mere 1440 tlrs. ~1' As late as 1599 the town chamber still accounted

in debased harks. In that year income had been c. 30,0>0 arks. This

included new borrowing of c. 15,000 harks and c. 10,000 ..arks paid by

nev; families for the legal right of becoming Lemgo burghers. Regular

taxation was therefore minimal in Lerago town before the troop billets

27altered the system and made this impossible after 1623.

From 1585 the Lemgo .ark ran at 18 to the Faler. Regular income was
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thus extremely low and even a possible 5000 tlrs. residual income from V e

war-billet year of 1624-25 shows a four-fold increase for the town

chamber on ore-war income. It shows equally that pre-war Lemgo income

was already hopelessly inadequate to cove ■ existing debts. Lemgo was

not doing too badly by the war. The huge war damage claims have to be

taken for what they were, attempts to get tax-relief. They were

dishonest, but in the case at least of Lemgo after 1638 reasonably

effective, as the town got exemption from County war taxation in general.

Lemgo now paid no taxes to the Regency government. This infuriated

Horn town, which accordingly in i/Iarch I64O made its own attempt at tax

reduction by claiming war-damages of 190,000 tlrs, for 1623-40. It

included property damaye of 16,000 tlrs. and an id< ing er"or of nearly

12,000 tlrs. for ood measure. ^he town's ambition seems to have been to

get to the 200,000 tlrs. damage mark. A second claim in January 1642

nearly two wa • y rs later eliminated the ad ing error and even so was

reduced to 175»000 tlrs. There is thus reason to believe that such

material was laughed at by the military and territorial authorities of

the day. Detmold torn claimed 21,* >0 tlrs. damages for 1633-40.2
Salzuffeln claimed nearly 270,000tlrs. for 1634-9. This spectacu¬
lar figure, that even outdid Lemgo, included alleged plunder to the value

28
of 185,000 tlrs. " ,,'ho could believe that?

Saltzuffeln claimed that by having permanent troops of occupation

Lemgo could make a rofit out of the trade they brough , which the other

towns coul I not do. Instead they had to pay marauders and troops spending

the night within their walls and then marching on with the townsmens' money

unspent within the walls. Saltnaffeln put it to the Li ope government,
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"...rT»om which we can sec how the poor small towns, and further

among them this tow of Saltzuffeln is mi ;htily irdaned, compared to

which Lemgo town is hardly af ected, for altbou h Lem o has for several

year- now had a regular garrison I oh Saltzuf sin never had), so not

only i3 a considerable sum contributed towards this ;nrrison, but the

Lemgo bur-hers also -e1 a ood livelihood out of it, as everything is

sold to the troons t the earest price. This is w!y - object to the

Lemgoers being allowed to have freedom from all tax-burdens, from the

(Swedish) contribution to incien, as well as from their nvn (Imperialists')
29

co tributio ''altzuf eln then claimed that with her own war

damages of 270,000 tlrs. in six years it was she who should undoubtedly

have tax-exemptions and that Gem o should oay in full.

Here was the truth of the matter. A war dame e claim was an

unscrupulous attempt to ret tr -r-- uation from the territorial

author ties irrespective of nei ;hbours' problems. It \ ot a credible

accou it of ac ual ;ar damage.

If the Lip e to ns h d ot fallen out with each other over Lemgo

e em tio s. this civic ap roach o r would not hnve come out. The

war years ave vigorous scope for local dishonesty, i- enterprise that

had no feelings, that failed to obey the moral principles underlying any

or animation of the market place. This indeed was the war "horror",

hut one of the conscience. It was not the mere brutality of camp life

that e raded other Courage, but the way that she put barter and the

market above everyt ing, including the life of her last son. The moral

of Grimmelshau en and of Brecht is one of warning ainst <ie gradation,
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as eaf- u' e rtrin's sac 'i ice of her own life to save yet another town

from secret night attack tries to show. It is not that of jobbing,

self-pityi other Coura e, who conforms ever to a way of life that

slowly strips her of all her humanity.

IxTje ienc.y oraoth rs ny true picture of war dan- e to property and

human life, pro ■■ert r was ma e much fuss of in the records, but loss of

life was ignored. To loss of life local and territorial government

papers of the eriod re' ai ndit' erent. They just pay lip-service "to

these clouded and troubled times". Fhey uncover no horrors of war at

this local level in this area. hat then of recent rithmetic on war-

20^
time population loss in Lippe?

,'hese estii at s were based on the counting of names in contemporary

tax and rent-re isters, stiffened by a multiple of so many per re ister

name, for each name is assumed to be a head of a household. • With the

esire to escape taxation as strong as it was in the to u: of I64O Lippe,

any totals of copulation ;leoned from tax and rent re isters becomes

highly suspect. The Lippe war evidence is far too ambiguous for any

credibility to be given to uhlmann's assertion that Liooe population

was down 35 roia 4^,220 to 26,000 between 1618 and l648.^y^ This view

does not detract at all from the groat value and importance of the

2 Q Q
demography that fuhlmann produced. Prom such study however, a

conclusion about lopulation loss can not be drawn. Yet one can not

assume that the-e were no war losses. The documents do not tell us

anything as fundamental as overall wartime population loss. In this case

any as essment of v/ar damage remains guesswork.
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nobleman Grote implied, wh List in political opposition in 1635>

internal dissentions came before the horrors of war in the County.

In fact by the 1640's the Li >pe a ency -overnraent had settled down to

raising ?e ular monthly taxes wh it then paid to the Imperialists in

Letn ;o, inside the County where the money could easily be recouped, and to

the '>wedes in .iindev^ where an increase in Li ?pe-Weser trade across the

army fronts had to bridge the monetary gap. Right at t 3 end in 1647

and 1649 both Swedes and Imperialists were receiving 4 to 5»000 tlrs. a

month each from Lippe. This implied an annual tax bill of c. 100,000

tlrs., but in reality a monthly turnover of about 10,000 tlrs. in coin,

s o ing the effluency with which the tribute-barter-tribute system worked?
finally the comital treasury accounts show that the ruling family

was also having to pay its sh. re of the war by 3uf ering a massive

decrease in rents and re.enues. it Easter and .ichaelmas 1627 treasury

.iiic me from t' e iter wa still 3.5,700 tlrs. ith this s . debt and

pension )ayments of 19,000 tlrs. were made. Total arrears were now

only 35,000 tlrs.

31
By 1632 Amter income was at an all-time low of 16,000 tlrs.

Pension arrears aloi.e ere 53»000 tlrs. in I63O. If the ruling dynasty

as the leading landlord in Lippe suffered loss of regular income, then

32
presumably all Lippe's landlords did so too. This would also help acoou

for dec ease in names on rent and tax registers as the war brought its own

temporary economic system to Lippe. To calculate population from these

registers would produce no total of Lippe inhabitants, but only a total

of those still caught up in the residual Amter finance system, not fully
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revived until some time after the troops had gone.

These factors then upset Lippe most. Its ruling groups found no

more credit to finance aire dy very serious pre-war debts. In the

tribute-barter-tribute system they had to accept decreases in rent as

the soldiers now needed what the tenantry produced. h t better than

to retaliate by blaming the war for everything and computing high losses

in the hope of reducing taxes or -voiding them altogether? Who in any

age can be expected to take a c .t in his standard of living? Thitty

Year ar Li -oe Landlords could ot be expected to do that without showing

serious unrest.

County government and society retaliated in the only possible way -

by claiming huge war damages. There is no reliable record of its

economy, merely evidence of tortuous expediency. What does emerge,

however, is that native, civilian authorities retained co trol of society,

ec nomics and nolitics in the t rritory, and cooperated with regular

occunation troops. fatives kept control of taxation. ilitary

distraint for taxes was not found: it was rare enough for collecting

35
serious arrears ', but more com on as a threat of Lione's own chancellery

34
and Kofgericht. This civilian control was the real achievement of

Liope, for despite internal rivalry, as Regency followed Regency, •

Lippian politicians survived with territorial power intact. There could

indeed have been maifcLal law and war horrors if the politicians had

blundered here. They did not, and Lippe's hard luck stories from t is

pe iod could not be substantiated from the financial records that were

examined.
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The Haisburg Imperial administration caught up with Lin e in the

15th century. Geographical re oteness, sraallness and lack of direct

feudal ties with the Emperors all helped Lippe to remain fede ally

undetecte . Although Lippe was assessed for pikes and lances in earlier

l^th century Imperial assembly lists, notably to help fight the u: sites,

she was not permanently caught up in demands from federal military,
1

judicial and financial registers until the reign of aximilian I.

t Christmas 1470 Emperor Frederick Ill's chancellery in Graz sent

a writ to the Lord of Liupe to co ie to an Imperial assembly in the follow¬

ing month of April at Regensburg. ''rederiuk promised to be there in

person. Together with the ope and the German princes, counts, lords

and towns the protection of the Christian faith a ;ainst the Turks was to

be the subject of di cussio . Lin e was exhorted to appear b cause of

a 'duty' to the Christian faith, and to the i'oman Emperor, and in

accordance with a provision from the previous assembly to continue

fede al iscussion of' the Turkish invasions. :o further threat, no

real compulsion was exercised. It is not known whet Bernhard YII
2

decided. . beginnin ; had been made but uipoe was n<5t ."orcfed at one go

into federal politics.

Three years later Frederick cited Bernhare to another Imperial

assembly. His chancellery was now operating from outside Vienna.

The tone of the writ was much harsher. Frederick deplored the fact that

the previous Regensburg assembly had been fruitless. A new assembly

was called to Augsburg to deal with the Turks. Bernhard was warned to

appear and give aid on pain of losing all grace and favour, his fiefs,
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privileges, freedoms, rights and jurisdictio s, which he was duty hound

to owe to the Holy Empire nd to the Emperor himself. This clause was

new and important. Despite the fact that Bernhard had no ties with t e

Habsburgs whatsoever, and no feudal tie with the office of Emperor, a

le al bond of sorts had been forged. Prom now on writs from Imperial

chancelleries to full assemblies demanded Lipae's participation in federal

af airs because of a general and unspecified duty tha the Lordship owed

to the concent of the Empire, to the Reich, as ell as to the person of

3
the Cmperor as head of this federal concept.

In 1474 Bernhard by an open Imperial order was warned not to give

aid to an outlaw. Frederick was trying to enforce his Imp rial land-

peace. Bandit von Hanstein had continued his feud with a town under the

jurisdiction of Archbishop Adolf of Mainz. As .Iainz was then in the

service of Are;erick, mana ing the cur ent assembly at Augsburg, the

Emperor felt particularly sensitive about this infringement of his peace.

The principle of federal peace-keeping, as well as the practice, seemed to

be at stake and it is this that may h ve induced the chancellery to

include Benhard in the public circular. Also Bernhard was a notorious

local bandit himself. The world of i'ehde was his own true metier,

although it is unlikely that Bernhard's sphere of operations ever extended

to the other side of Hesse. ven so, Frederick was taking no chances,

and he justified his declaration of outlawry by appeal to the Golden Bull,

his own kunigkliche e ormaoion and his four-year land-peace.

By 1479 a- tone of disillus < onment had set in. from A raz Frederick

now asked Bernhard to come to an ad hoc gathering of princes to deal with
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the current, twenty-third invasion of hi lands by the furks. The

idea of an or anized Iiiporial assembly h, d been given up. The

Bavarians would be at the next meeting in Freising, to run affairs on

Imperial commission, The writ again m de a strong appeal to religious
5

fervour, yet there was no telling compulsion to it.

From the scanty evidence that survives the first federal contacts

with Lipoe v;ere made under Frederick III and the subjects were the Turk

menace and the land-peace. Two pillars of German federalism had been

erected. Turks on the frontier and bandits at home remained the back¬

bone of federal politics from the 15th to the 18th centuries, whether

the delinquents were spectacular like Tarkgraf Albrecht or Frederick

II of Prussia, or local nuisances like Hanstein or Grumbach.

The next period of federal demands on Lippe came after 1505 when

there was a relatively short-lived general enthusiasm for swashbuckling

Emperor Maximilian I after the death of his political oooonent Berthold

of Henieberg. Although still only in a temporary form, it was in

this period, especially at the Imp rial assembly in -onstanz 1507,

that r al advances were made in establishing a federal executive.

Tax re ;isters for military purpo es and for financing a supreme court

of appeal were drawn up and taxes granted, using these registers on a

sliding scale according to current n ;e s. J

Between 1507-11 a ing Bernhard ¥11 of Lippe was caught up in

aximilian's demands. Following Imperial assembly grants, laximilian*

chancellery issued printed formulas demanding troops and money. The

form was more than just a demand, however, for it contained a long pre-
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amble, outlining Maximilian's military plans. It was his skill to

put territorial ulers into the picture, to give the impression that

he was takin them into his confidence. On 3rd Au ust 1507 two orders

7
wore ent from onstanz to Lines.

elector Frederick of Caxony -as declared viceroy whilst Maximilian

went off to war agai st the Venetians. Territorial rulers were asked

to show him obedience and four regions were delineated to deal with

internal security. The ot er order w rned Lipoe to provide five horse¬

men and four footsoldiers for the coming Italian campaign. Detailed

instructions about the t pe of equipment were given. Maximilian

outlined his rand designs a ainst the rench and Vene ians. He warned

that the Trench king desired to exclude the German nation for all

Q
eternity from Italy and to make himself hereditary Emperor.

axmilian repeated the [onstanz assembly grants. e expected 12:',000
8a

fl. with which to hire mercenaries for a six months campaign. He

notified the restarting of a ieichskammergericht in Re ensburg.

Bernhard II paid his due quota. In March 1308 he obtained a

receipt for 24 fl. from aximilian's treasury secretary, his marshal

and treasurer. Bernhard had oaid money in lieu of troops as agreed

9
upon at the assembly in Cologne. 'ayment had, owever, only been

made after threat of le al roceedings for the recovery of debt. It

is significant that tax-grant arrears were being treated already as

debts recoverable by le al action. Treasury jurisdiction under the

uidance of the Emperor's own procurator fiscal was the most important

development of federalism as far as the Emperor was concerned. The
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Reichskammergericht was above all a court for enforcing the payment
10

of tax arrears, and Lin e felt this for the first time in 1507-8.

In -ugust 1507 Li ope had been notified that the Reichskamnergerioh-t
1 1

was open again. Lippe had little benefit from the fact. Instead

the Court issued orders, threats ana x es to Lipoe in attempts to get

the Lordship to pay taxes for the Court's upkeep and to erase Imperial

assembly tax arrears. The Co irt was a useful weapon of the Emperor

and his finar iers. it as ret played no role in uphox the

liberties of .small territories lire Liope.

In 150y demands for unpaid taxes took a more strenuous turn.
I ■

Lipne fell into the hands of Maximilian's procurator fiscal. Lemgo

town had been given a separate assessment and Bernhard was suddenly

expectea to pay 7^6 fl. of arrears. In January Bernhard was cited

before the Reichskammergericht at Regensburg and threatened with a

sent nee and gold fine whether he appeared to plead or not. Two montVu

late .Bernhard wrote to laximilian's commissars on the Lower Rhine:

"We would have you know that e h ve indeed often been assessed

for a sum of money that is too large for our circum tanc s, and

impossible for us to give. Even though we have sent and paid our due

money to Cologne this year, which was achieved with the assistance

of our subjects (lantschup) and for which we did obtain receipts, so

now we have been warned by Imperial order to pay 7&6 fl. tax arrears

from grants made at Konstanz and Cologne as ell as 25fl. fees to the .

fiscal and 24 fl. to the assessors of the Court at lie, .ensburg. Equally,

althou h 0ir town of Lemgo is subject to us and duty bound to assist us,
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yet it has also been cited to pay Imperial taxes. e find all this

impossible to c ?'-y out. dor it has pr viously never been oar custom

to give the Rape -or money. Yet we will talk with our subjects

(lantsohup), neighbouring rulers, friends and kinsfolk to ob.ain their

views on your demands, and we will similarly follow h t our nei jiboux's
12

have done in this matter."

Maximilian's foreign wars were a failure and this drastically

influenced hi; chances of obtaining further Imperial assembly grants.

He had to fall back on othe r expedients. In 1511 the Jews of Li ope

1 5
paid an Imp rial tax. In 1513 Simon V of Liooe obtained a receipt

for 80 fl. paid in lieu of troops. In fact Simon himself never paid

up. this debt w- s the subject of a Reichskammer; ;ericht case, brought

a-ainst Simon in the 1520's by a Brunswick noble ;o had actually

14
raid the tax.

i.iaximilian fell back on the expedient of selling expectancies.

In 1517 the Guelphs bought such an expectancy on Li >pe, although they

had no feudal rights over the Lordship, in the case of Simon V dying
1 5

without heirs, which seemeu to be very likely at that time. It is

this branch of Imp rial power that Charlves V continued to build up

and exploit in return for money. Lippe now entered the field, seekin

confirmations, appointments, rights and privileges in a modest way,
1 ha

whenever it was necessary and when she could af;ord it. "

In 1520 Charlves V sold Simon V the appointment of Imperial

Councillor and household se want under the great seal and Spanish

counter-seal from Brussels. There were no specific duties or grants in
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the patent and Charles probably never even saw it. It was a purely

formal prestige document, and it is not cnown why Simon should have
16

wanted to identify himself with the Habsburgs in this way.

The indication is, ho ever, that Simon V wanted to get out of

the clutches of the uelphs. A year later he bought another patent

from Charles V. If Simon was to die wit out direct heirs then he

was to be allowed by Imperial privilege to have the heir that he had

nominated in his will upheld as his rightful successor. The towns

of Lippstadt and Lemgo were to uphold this choice in accordance with

the 1368 treaty of indivisibility, which had given them the right to

choose a successor from the ruling dynasty in case of disputed succes¬

sion. Above all the expectancies which Taximilian had sold to the

1 7
Guelphs we -e to be confounded. Lippe had entered the field in search

of Imperial privileges. But a late as 1521 the ruler of Lippe still

turned to his towns and not to his feudal following of nobles and

knights or ;u ranteeing his dynast/'s undivided succession to the

Lordship.

In the 1520's federal legislation began to percolate through to

Li ope. A proposal by the eichsre .iraent in 1521 to get rid of Pehde

by the a e-old expedient of ad hoc courts of peerage and arbitration,

where the aggrieved chose one of a number of impartial social equals

to judge the case, was mooted in Lippe. Traditional methods were being

used to enforce the perpetual land-peace. In cases where this did

not work, the matter was to go before a commissar nominated by the

Emperor, or the council of nine, the short-lived eichsrat in orms.
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Only those with no overlord other than the Emperor were to have resource

to this, all others were to appeal to their territorial rulers in the

first instance. In the case of Lippe there were as yet no legal

facilities to deal with such cases "beyond the local, disciplinary

courts that were in any case unable to deal with nobles, officials

or wealthy burghers. Yet the Empire was attempting to provide the

legal machinery to destroy a vicious system of self-help. It was

asking territorial rulers of all ranks for support by expecting them
18

to increase their own territorial legal powers.

As Lemgo town wa included in the federal tax register of 1521,

the Emperor's officials and lawyers tried to force Lippe to pay

separate taxes for the town. This would have doubled Linpe's federal

tax-bill. The matter led to sporadic law-suits and complaints until
19-21

the early 18th century.

A favourable interpretation of the rules for Turk tax laid

down by the Imperial assembly of Speier in 1542 allowed rulers and nobles

to assess themselves according to their own Christian conscience, whilst

burghers and peasants were publicly assessed. Circle Director Jiilich

was ordered by the Emperor and his brother Ferdinand to play an

executive role in arranging for Turk tax collection. Jiilich was also

responsible for the organization of the V/estphalian Circle contingents

of member territories campaigning in Hungary in 1543» In return the

first general rules of federal currency regulation and military employment
22

reached Lippe under the seal of King Ferdinand.
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Personal involvement with emperor Charles V came for Li one in 1547

as a result of the failure of the Smalkaldic League. Young Beruhard

VIII end his brother Hermann Simon fell into disgrace for allowing

their councillors to support 'hilip of Hes e. Be ent Count Jobst of

Hoya had already been outlawed as a nou,rious bankrupt in 1541. After

his conveni it death in 1545 Lippe found an excellent Regent in the

religiously conservative Coadjutor and future Elector of Cologne,

Adolf of Echa nbur, . As a Count, neighbour and kinsman 7 bir ,h and

UDbringing ,dol f was able to irotect the youn rulers fro::. Charles V's

more rapacious officials and military commanders. He smoothed the

vtay for the transfer of feudal lordship over Lippe from Hesse to the

Emueror. ier hard's councillors were, however, not so cowed that

they did not register a strong protest against Charles V's treatment

25
of the County at the Imperial assembly of 1548.

tepeated demands by Charles v that Bemhard should come aid slead

for mercy, and seek enfeoffment for the former Jesse fiefs in person

at Charles' court were turned down by the councillors at Detmold.

Instead Hermann Simon was sent, and he only appeared in the safe

entourage of Elector Adolf.

Just as Linoe played for time in the feudal issue, so there was a

marked policy of delay as regards the carrying out of the terms of

the 154c Augsburg Interim in religion. The Bishopric of Padcrborn

had been commissioned by Charles to see to the recatholicization of

Liepe. This worked at least pro forma with rulers and nobles for as

long as Charles had control of the military situation in the lorthwest
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in the period up to 1552. But notably Lemgo town refused on the ground

that the town council would not be able to guarantee la and order

among the burghers if opish priests came back within its walls,

Bernhard had to abandon his town to the mercies of Imperial commissars

as he refused to lay himself open to any further Imperial fines because

e -« . • 24of religion.

In the outcome the religious issue ran into the sand as Charles V

lost control of the war effort. Lippe was partly plundered by

.arkgraf lbrecht and his mercenaries in the summer of 1553 just before

the battle of Sievershausen that ruined Charles' political reputation

and left the protestants victorious but without their natural leaer.

The fact that Charles had at one time suported the notorious Albrecht

was enough to plunge the reputation of the Habsburg Emperor to a

25
depth that was not plumbed again by another Emperor until the 1620's.

It was r'erdinand I who saved the situation by pr siding over

negotiations that gave two generations of peace and internal security.

Lippe had her own representative at the Peace f Augsburg in 1555. She

received copies of the new federal security measures involving a

Circle and Reichskammergericht system to enforce internal peace.

She became a part of the new currency area v ich tried to enforce

monetary unity by regulating the price of precious metals and checking

the value of coin. The achievements of the period of 1555-9 under

;,'erdinand I were thus the real outcome of a policy o federal coopera¬

tion started by Berthold of Penneberg two generations previously.

In the 1550's '60's the EJmpire was left with the problem of
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demobilization. Hardened mercenaries and their followings, such as

those of 'arkgraf Albrecht, Grumbach and the lansfelds were only-

dispersed by armies raised on federal axes made available by the

territories after Imperial assemblies. These armies in turn caused

further demobilization problems. re foreign war iss e also

continued -a the Turkish frontier became static and federal taxes were

needed to help fortify it on a m "e permanent basis. sever the

Turkish i sue provided the real main-spring for further Imperial

assemblies. It was around this issue that Kabsburjs and territorial

26
rulers could -entre their bargaining and sbink their differences.

The Circles now began to play their part as regional executives.

In estphalia Circle director Jiilich called re ilar, almost annual

meetings of the territories within the Circle to discuss ways and means

of complying with federal tax demands, the monetary situation, the

visitation and appointment of regional assesses to the ?eic'- skammer-

gericht, with a view to carrying out federal decisions or at least
27

achieving something by direct local threat.

So Bernhard VIII was caught up as an auxiliary of icer in the

Circle administration, whilst Lippe suffered from a breach of the peace

caused by a neighbour of hers, the Count of 'ietberg in 1557. The

matter was settled by a Circle array that ho crowed Bernhard's guns and

28
poundec iiietberg out of his castle.

Again Lippe got into tax arrears, both genuine and alleged,

because of this Circle campaign and the persistance with which federal

chancellery officials insisted on keeping Lemgo at a reduced rate in
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f

the tax re isters. Demand otes oured into Detmold from Emperors'

chancelleries, their treasurers and rovin ; commissars, from procurators

fiscal at the eichskammer ericht, and from the estohalian Circle

treasury under Cologne town council and seconded Jiilich officials.

ertain accounts were paid and consultations with the Estates of Li-me

v/ere held. Yet the majority of the e demands were handed on to legal

agents to plead at the Reichskanmergericht♦

Some arrears were undoubtedly fictional. Even rises in taxation,

such as t' e extra two-thirds for the assessors at the richska'-"VT -richt

in the 157 's were d cided without the particip- tion and con-ent of

small-fry like Liope. Phe County thus refused to pay the increase with

the result that within a few /ears there ere substantial "arrears" in

the Court's treasury accounts. Like claims for war-danage, so also

claims for arrears especially from federal sources have to be examined

with extreme caution. Jo tax official ever operated without claiming

arrears and no tax payer ever contributed for Ion : without asking for

reduction or co sensation of some sort. his as the system and the

29
Linpe records show it clearly at work.

Above all, ho ever, the -yetem of 'erdinand I worked, and the

second half of the 16th century war a period of federalism par

excellence. Li >e undoubtedly be ited from the i ternal peace and

security that followed, the more so since in 1579 >imon VI too; over.

He made a name for himself in the ervice o ' udolf II and tried to

prevent the ipanish-butch wars and the Palatinate-Galvinist issue from

wrecking the 1555 system in his part of the world.
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Simon VI believed in the federal sy tem of his day. At his first

territorial assembly in July 1579 he pursued a firm policy of prom fc

federal tax payment, and he tuck to this for the r -st of his reign.

His Estates were admonished to make suitable arrangements veil in

advance. Thus Turk taxes were generally aid with borrowed money and

30
recouped from the tax-payer with the appro riote commission late .

The federal debts of ietberg were also paid along with Li pe's quotas

during the short time that Simon ruled t ere, wring his first, childless

marriage with Rietber ' s co-heire s. any of t e federal tax receipts

31
that survive date from Simon VI's reign.

In 1582 Count Simon VI attended the Imperial assembly in person.

He was the first Lippe ruler to do so. from now on federal politics

be an to tare up more and ore of his time. He took on his father's

old post as an auxiliary officer in the estphalian Circle. e sought

contacts in Prague and the 1598's saw him making a career for himself

under Emperor iudolf II. In return Rudolf confirmed Virion's ri ;ht to

mint his own coins in 1592. A year later Simon's new Hofgericht

was given power to decide definitively all cases involving 200 fl. or

less. Only amounts above this sum still carried the right of appeal

to the Imperial Courts. At the same time Rudolf confirmed thr- e family

treaties and wills that Simon from tine to time altered as he began

to face the problem of how to endow his younger sons and yet keep the

County from being split up. Finally on yth August 1598 Simon was

32confirmed in his appointment to Rudolf's Reichshofrat in Prague.

With the growing debility of the Jvlich-Cleves dynasty and the
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Bishooric of Munster in absentee Wittelsbach hands, there was a vacuum

in the e tphalian Circle Directorate which threatened the effectiveness

of the Circle as a fe eral executive. imon kept the Circle going.

With the supoort of Rudolf, Simon became Circle Leauer, although with

Lipoe he had not the territorial resources to fully exercise the

responsibility that such a post entailed. Simon tried to find a way of

upholding the neutrality of his Circle against the raids of the Dutch

and Spaniards on the Lower Rhine in the 159:)'s- He organized a Circle

army which campaigned in 159^» It v,as a singular failure. Thereafter

Rudolf confined iimon more and more to the task of Turk tax arrears

collector in the region around Lippe. The resulting debts and alleged

arrears that Simon had made in Imperial and Circle service were borneby

t e County. Lippe went insolvent in 1610, Imperial treasury demands

on Simon's heirs continued until I64I when the alleged debts were

33
written off by decree of Eerdinand III.

hat induced Simon to go into Rudolf's and the Circle's service?

Eor a start he probably did not eckon with the financial outcome.

Simon was a spendthrift at home as well as abroad and it was his eldest

son who with considerable success tidied uo the mess after 1610. The

promptness with which limon paid all his Turk taxes, until the Lemgo

rebellion made him go into ar ear a ter 1607, shows that he was a keen

supporter of ludolf's war against the Turks. His ef oris both

milit. ry and diplomatic to end or at least confine the Spanish-Dutch

wars within the Burgundian Netherlands show that he was in accordance

with the views of Rudolf, that the Turkish campaigns nu ,t take priority
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over any other conflicts in the Empire. He tried, to improve the
34

v/estphalian Circle's Turk tax payments accordingly.

That Simon had considerable skill in diplomacy and that he liked the

round of social calls, banquets, discussions and exchange of formalities

is brought out by the report of a secret peace mission which he cond'icted

for Rudolf at the Hague in 1592. /Voting on a verbal arrangement made

by Rudolf and himself in an audience which he was granted to the Emperor

whilst visiting Prague in 1591^ Simon travelled without real instruc¬

tions and certainly with no offers to make to the Estates General.

Even so he met Maurice and Irnst von Has au and discussed with 3arnefelt

the possibilities of Rudol 's place in a Spanish-Dutch peace. Simon

hinted at the delicate position of Rudolf but assured the butch that

the Emperor wanted peace in order to contin ne his Turk war with the

resources of the whole Empire The butch iven of tiered their sup ort

and loyalty to the Imperial cause if Rudolf would make his position clear

In this way the Dutch had made their gesture towards Rudolf, and Simon,

having no powers to negotiate, was given a banquet, was voted the

appropriate silver-ware worth 2000 1. (which he noted that he had

declined to accept), and sent off, back to Lippe to write his report.

Although this mission looks amateurish, and although it proved to

be an expensive journey for him, costing 2400 fl., yet Simon did see

the Dutch leaders and he accurately concluded that the Dutch were

prepared to wait until their dem nds for full independence from Spain
36

were met. Over the issue of loyalty to Emperor and Empire they were

still prepared to bargain, if Rudolf was prepared to show an independent
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line within the Habsburg network. Yet basically Simon with his

Westphalian interest and ambition to serve his Emperor was stepping into

a hornets' nest. is Rudolf's councillor he was not more than an

occasional servant: he remained an insignificant territorial ruler.

And yet Simon was t e only ruler who in his part of the world played

a role in federal af 'airs and on the strength of this he ranks as the

363.
great man of Lippe politics.

By 15^6 i o was getting .ews-letters about the state of the

luropean prote tent movement. At the same time he was going -.alvini.it

himself. !he alvinists in the noire tcept him supplie with conies

of their ri -vane s. Simon's attitude as two-fold. At the level of

the Imperial assembly he id not declare for the Palatinate extremists,

whilst yet continuing no eep himself informed on the progress of their

cause. On the other hand Simon had no time for the ew line of Habsbur^

ittelsbach i tolerance advocated by the new generation. He clung to

the demand for unity in the mpire to fi ht the irks. Jhis policy

became more ad more difficult to support as the con net o Rudolf's

war administration came under heavy fire from Catholics and Protestants

37
ali :e t Imp rial assemblies a er lb <8.

The matter started .hen a commission of audit set no by the

territories became di sa isf ed ■ ith the urk tax accounts of r surer

Cei :;ko ler between 1594-i6u3. The matter came to a head after

the death of Rudolf, who e officials ha partly cle -ed arid protected

G itzcof ler, and it bedevilled the first Imperial assembly of a hias

in 1613. Simon also lived just long enough to receive a report of the
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affair, which iscredited an administration in -hioh he had also sunk

his life's work and money.

Three r -e bsurg Imperial assemblies in 1^94, 1998 and 1603 granted

a total of >6 .omemonate at a simnlum of circa 60,000 fl. This gave

a tar grant of 13" millions ror the territori s. Geitzkoffler alleged

two millions of arrears, so in fact between 1594-1603 85 of all Turk

taxes were paid. Of the 11 millions that Geitzkofiler actually-

received, auditor Hemerl claimed that he hac misappropriated circa

half a million. ly the standards and practices of the time an ■ ctual

payment of 05 of 'he theoretical total grante , as well s another 5

loss in misappropriation by the Receiver was a by no means dissatisfying

record.^ '

Yet Hemerl, as auditor for the ter itories, was ot satisfied.

Yen thou ;h Geitzkoffler was able to fi -ht for and in 1617 obtain

acquittal in the Imperial Courts, the blov; to confidence in the federal

sy tern of the day v;as mortal. This in i 3 turn played into the hands

of the religious extremist:, as it was ow iO longer pos ible to freeze

internal di erences by ap eal to a united administration conducting

a foreign ,;ar against the 'urks that Christians of all denominations

in the dmpire could agree to support. It must have further rankled

the torritori 1 rulers that Geitzkof i'ler ha bought himself the title

and appropriate splinter terri ory of a abi- n Imperial night, where
39he built him elf a mansion in the latest Italian st le. y GeitzkofJ lor'e

defence in 1613 "/as also suspect, for he refused to discuss technicali¬

ties arising out of the accounts. He claimed innocence bee use his
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methods had worked. the troops -.ere alway; paid on time and he could

not take res >o- sibility for every si ;le item of expenditure, especially
40

not those of his subordinates.

Undoubtedly Jeitzkoffler's problems .ere genuine. He worked -ith

a system of anticipation of revenue because of the slowness of tax-

payments. e had to contend with the pilfering of Rudolf, his brothers,

nephews and courtiers, and he had enuine rrears. Thus it was not

a question of right, but a question of on-con idence in t' e Habsburg

running of the militarymachine which the ter itories expressed after

1600, and which fter 1615 left very little room for manoeuvre against
41

rising tide of celi ion.

Simon's handling of eligion at home war: -lso nisti ed. In the

Lem.ro rebellion he h ped to counter the town's appeals to the

.'eichskaramor e icht with a decision in his favour from his colleagues

on the Reichshofrat. Vet when his coramissio er re ched Prague in 1611,

Rudolf and his :eichshofrat were no longer in control. Some councillors

were in prison and the rest were aiting for decisions from Matthias

and the Bohemian Estates. A firmer line on religious matters was

expected in the ■apire and the Lippe s it had no chance o finding a

he ring. iven so Simon did not give up trying to get a verdict on the

strength of Yis record of service with Rudolf in an administration

that had be run to b'-pass Rudolf and le ve him without any real power.

In terms of the 1555 peace Simon's case s a Oalvinist had little chance

of success. Although he had the right of declaring religious uniformity

as p. territorial ruler ove his subjects, this could hardly harve
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extended to Calvinism in strict terms of co isti utional law before

1648.42
Simon's obsession with federalism clearly failed for reasons beyond

his own power to control, but not perhaos beyond his own power , as

rule of Liope, to have forese n. /hen he died in 1614, he left a 1 rge

family to be provided for as social sta us demanded, a bankrupt domain

administration and a territory split by a civil war that neither side

could afford to wage. It was no wonder that is successor, Simo VII,

found support from his Estates only in a further policy that shook off

all federal responsibilities and dealings. Simo VI found no one to

follow in his footsteps and through him Lippe had learnt her les eon to

keep as much as possible out of Imperial and Habsburg se vice. Yet had

Rudolf and hi.s admini tration not become so discredited , the outcome

may well have been more positive. 3 it was.the reicm served to warn

Lippe ruler-s to cultivate their own gardens and ot be captivated by

Imperial assemblies and Courts.

The 17"th century saw a mar :ed increase in liti ation of a con sti¬

tutional and dynastic nature. Some of this ow went to the ieichshofrat

although the towns and their burg ers continued to use the .oi-d a ammer-

gericht. Li ie received a copy of the 1626 Reichshofrat 0rdnu•.g. but

did not take an interest in this court's decisions as precedents to be

followed at home until the later 18th century. It became standard

practice, however, to obtain the fmpe-or's sanction for appointment

to Re encies on the accession of minors. He was also then approached

to confirm attainment of the age of responsibility in the a. nropriate
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cases. Regencies within the ruling family were confirmed, by Imperial

patent in 1627, 1637-9, 1668, 1704-12, 1733, 1749, 1791, 1802. This

included diverse branches of the ruling family, which had been remarkably

compact in the l6th century and had only split and multiplied after

Simon VI. Thus the 17th and 18th centuries saw the late flowering

of wardship and inheritance as an essential ingredient of Lippe politics

and dynasticism. In the contests that ensued Emperor and Imperial

Courts, above all the Reichshofrat played an important role in the a fair!

of the Li ope dynasty. This Court claimed jurisdiction over all cases

involving co flict among Keichsunmittelbare themselves, because of the

feudal overlordship of the Emperor vrtio still presided in theory over

the Court. It was partly due to the loss of one case after the other

to the Lippe-Schaumburgers that Archiv rius Knoch was appointed in rnid-

18th century to Detmold to tidy up the archives and prevent further

losses to hated relatives. To Knoch the preservation and study of

documents was essential in order to uphold and extend the rights and

jurisdictions of his rulers in an age that believed above all in

43
litigation.

The Emnerors also began to have a say in the system of government

by proclamation and decree which in Lippe reached its peak in the later 17"

and earlier 18th centuries. Between 1630-1759 there were at least

32 such published decrees in Lippe. They had one thing in common, they

nearly all contained military instructions in the ebb and flow of

demobilization and escalation, which became the main preoccupation of

federal politics after Ferdinand II had reintroduced civil war in the
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1620's.44
It was the preoccupation with war that pushed, the Emperor's desires

to the forefront even in Lippe in the l620's. There was a reversion

to the days of 1547—53» as voluntary cooperation gave way to one of

military threat and coercion once more. It was not that the federal

system as it had still worked in the days of Rudolf II totally broke

down, but rather that the Emperor took sides. Thus at federal level

there was no real appeal or arbitration but only attempted enforcement

45
of preconceived ideas and policies.

The Estates of Lippe ,just in the Thirty Year War period made

especially telling use of the .'eichskammergericht.4^ After the

religious issue, which Ferdinand II especially had exploited at federal

level, had been finally regulated in the Empire in 1648, Vienna reverted

to the Turks and then the French as the traditional enemies on the

frontiers, around which to build up federal cooperation and leadership.

Coercion of the small fry like Lippe was no longer by direct military

methods as practised by Tilly or allenstein, but indirectly through

Circle Directors and powers with large standing armies. Prom the

1660's to 19 ;1s Lippe had no direct military contribution to make of her

own to the federal war-effort. Leopold I thus assigned her to the

tender mercies of the Armierte, nster and Brandenburg. s regards

Lippe this policy was reversed by Count 'riedrich Adolf in 1698, who

provided his own troops and thereby achieved a greater degree of inde¬

pendence from his over-powerful neighbours than had been customary in

47
the previous reign.
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Demands for Romermonate for the federal war effort reached their

peak in Lippe under the Emperors Leopold I, Joseph I and Charles VI.

Foreign wars were pursued with general success and they were the unify¬

ing force behind this second flowering of federalism in the Empire.

As far as Linpe was concerned the Emperor acted as a war-lord and

as the uarantor of a system which set led dynastic squabbles and short¬

comings within the ruling family of Lippe. He lent his name to Imperial

assembly legislation and to the decisions of the leichskammergericht,

especially i t! e recovery of federal tax arrears. Except during the

civil wars of Charles V and Ferdinand II, t e Emperor's power's were more

remote and presidial as far as Lippe was concerned. or this reason

they have not been examined before, as if they were cog-wheels in a piece

of machinery that people once knew about and have since forgot'en.
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Lippe paid taxes for the upkeep of the Reichskam' iorgericht before

her rulers and Estates began to use the facilities of the Court to put

their own cases. Equally this was the Court that above all hunte Lippe

for tax arrears, the :ieler, so-called becuse they were fixed biannual

assessments which paid for the operation of the Court itself, and the

Romermo.nate which paid for the federal war machine. In larch 1508

Bernhard VII wrote to Maximilian's commanders in Cologne that he had paid

his federal war taxes. The money had been levied from his towns and he

demanded a stop to the threat. - of a case against him at the

Kammergericht. Re had no arrears and they must recognize this fact.

Nevertheless a case was brought and decided against Bernhard, although

he categorically refused to nay. The Court was undermining federal
1

authority by trying to enforce an unfair tax demand.

The earliest surviving record of Lippe actually paying Katrr lorzieler,

the taxes for the upkeep of the Court itself, dates from 1531* Count

Simon V sent 12-, fl. to the town of rank!urt, whose town council

generally received Lippe's federal taxes over the next century. This was

the system of Legstadte, places of deposit, Y/hich made federal adminis¬

tration cheaper and rao e regional, and which benefited the places of

deposit themselves, notably Frankfurt am 'in, Augsburg, Ulra, furnberg

and Leipzig. In the case of the Zieler, they v/ere assessed according

to the b sic 1521 Worms Matrikel. Lipoe recognized a half-yearly

assessment of 25 fl. Yet before 1556 the Court was still only a

sporadic affair, dependent on direct Imperial assembly grants from year

to year for its existence. Simon's letter accompanying his small
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payment in 1531 also shov<-ed the need, for a more efficient system of recorc

in Lippe to prevent falling foul of excessive federal demands.

Simon wrote in December,

"We have hereby ordered on our behalf a merchant to pay you the

first instalment 0' the new three-year Imperial assessment for the

upkeep of the Court in Speier to date from this last autumn fair by

order o(> Imperial decree. We thought that payment had already been

made but now find that this was apparently not so. We send you therefor*

12-.V fl. in fat pennies to conform with the requirements of the decree

3
and ask you to send us a satisfactory receipt."

A year later Johann HelfmanLippe's agent at Speier, wrote to

Simon V warning him that the Fiscal was starting proceedings against

Lippe for recovery of the third Ziel which had not been paid. This

letter was dated from September 1332, and the t ird tax instalment had

only been due that autumn. This already illustrates a feature that was

to be met tine and a. ain in federal tax demands on Lippe, and that is

the soeed with which the Court threatened to litigate for the recovery

of arrears. The system of decree was one of persistent nag, ing: arrears

were speedily assessed especially when it concerned the .Court's'officials'

own emoluments. Helfmann v/rote,

"Today the Emperor's Fiscal demanded paym nt of the third instalment

of the three-year upkeep of the Court as granted at the last Imperial

as embly in .ugsbur ;. \1though I pleaded for another month's time in

order to inform you of his demand, he did not grant mo this, in view of

t e fact that the Emperor's Judge and assessors have not been paid yet.
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You should therefore make payment and avoid the extra costs and damages

that Fiscal's proceedings entail."^
i'he development of fiscal jurisdiction at Kamner or treasury level

was a basic i gredient in the growth of government, especially also at

federal level. There were heichsfisealprocuratoren already in 1427.

Under Ferdinand I fiscalism went forging ahead especially in the Habsburg

territories and it produced real solutions to the legal problems of tax-

arrears. taxes were determined at law according to grant and precedent.

The question of right, of property was by-passed. In the interests of

peace and security fiscal procedures could be extended to the whole

ield of debt. This proved to be the 16th century administrative

revolution that found alternatives to ehde and self-help. The Court
/ Q

at Speier was moving towards the control of debt in a very real way.

Ten years later llelfmann was again there to come to the rescue,

t is time of the Regency Councillors of Bernhard VIII who had *ot into

arrear. In 1542 Lippe tried to stop the Fiscal from starting proceedings

for the recovery of Zieler ar 'ears by claiming that the County had been

overassessed and that it h d therefore no arrears. The Councillors

notified that they would continue payment of what they regarded as a

legitimate amount within the next month. It seems that they had delayed

all payment in an attempt to draw attention to the unfair assessment

of Lerago which they were trying to get erased from the atrikcl.

In November 1542 felfmann was '.riting that the majority of the

rotestants had stopped their payments until their demands for reform

5
of the Court had been met. Helfraann was Hesse's spokesman in Speier
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and by using him Lippe was moving into the protostant extreme group

which included other small fry like Hoya and ans'elc, Lip e's kinsfolk.

Even so the first instalment of ziel r in 1542 had been paid. Lippe had

sent 25 fl. to rankfurt and had demanded that the town council backdate

her payment to fall within the time li it set by the Imperial decree

that ha threatened Lippe with legal proceedings and a fine for non¬

payment after a fixed ti te-lag. This was no question of taking the

matter lightly.1^
In the spring of 1543 Lip e paid two Zieler at one go to "'rankfurt

in accordance with the current three-year Imperial assembly grant.

The County even agreed to pay more if the Imperial Estates reached

agreement on enlarging the third .Ziel. A year later Lippe was paying

a residual sixth instalment and thereby claiming to have fully paid up

all its Zieler. The low came, however, in 1545» when the 'iscal

claimed that Lemgo had paxd tax twice according to its separate atrikel

assessment, thereby establishing precedents for its inclusion as a

federal tax-payer separate from the rest of Lippe, The Eiscal denied

that he had received sufficient evidence to the contrary. Lemgo could

7
not be exempted and must pay its rrears.

Above all records about Zieler have survived whenever there was

conflict. At other times one may assume that Lip e paid smoothly and

on time, for when at last ther were interim reports on who had paid up

Q
over a longer period of time the County showed up very well indeed.

Yet the problem of Lemgo continued to bedevil Lippe - Reichskammergericht

relations.
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The Sim iror's Eiscal relied on the 1521 Worms >aLrikel, despite

evidence that proved Lemgo's status as a territorial and not Imperial

town. o o le seemed to question how it was that Lemgo could ever 'ave

heen included in the atrikel in t e first place, and it is not known

who put the town there. In 1537 Lemgo was let off taxes 'pro tunc',

9
yet by 1342 the town was being assessed once more.' To help Helfmann

at the Court in Speier, ;imon V appointed Beckmann, another lawyer, to

try to put the Lemgo case at Imperial assemblies, as well as to join the

general scramble for assessment moderation and reduction which broke out

in the 1540's. The result was that the Lemgo assessment remained but

at a much reduced rate. This Lippe still did not recognize and between

1527 and 1577 the County sent 18 deputations to lobby Imperial assemblies

and committees on the matter.One wonders if travelling and legal

costs did not actually prove more expensive than would have been payment

of the federal demands for the town. However it was a question of

jurisdiction for the Counts who could not afford to see their chief town

go Imperial. It is doubtful if the County could have survived such a

10a
financial loss in the 16th century.

In ecember 1535 Lippe received a solemn conde a bion under

Charles V's seal, signed by the Speier Judge himself. Simon V had not

paid his taxes for the upkeep of the ;oichsreginenb or Reichskammergerichl

for the years 1524> 1526 and 1529. The last year had 3ince been paid

but the ot ers were still outstanding. Simon was by no means cowed and

wrote to Helfmann to fight the judgement. Lippe had paid all her Sieler

and had the receipts to prove it. She saw no reason why she should pay
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for Lemgo. Simon wrote,

"You will know how much in every way we feel that we are being

pestered. We have been assessed f< r above our v/ealth in this and ot er

taxes of the '.mpire, and have petitioned with greatest diligence for

relief. Yet until now e have paid our due taxes, notably the two

instai .ents (of 1524 and 1526) for which we obtained receipts, the
11

copies of which we send to you."

The demands for Zieler from Lemgo were of course minute compared

with the simultaneous demands for Yonermonate for the Turk wars. In

October 1542 Speier was litieating for 10 horse and 55 foot from Lerago

alone, claiming that this was the assessment that the estphalian Circle

had made. This was despite the fact that Helfmann had obtained the

supoort of a procurator at the Court and that Lippe Stathalter, Hermann

von Mengersen, had obt; ined promise of supoort from the Chancellors of

Hesse, : nster and Paderborn for Li ope's case in the coming Imperial

negotiations for moderation. In 1546 ippe even sent copies of

treaties between the rulers and their town of Lemgo from 1245-1511 to

Sneier, to really prove the town's territorial status. The Hessian

advocacy irther out Lippe out of favour with the Imperial authorities

after 1547* and even in better tines, as under Simon VI, Lemgo could not

be erased from the atrikel. By 1502 the Fiscal was demanding 1880 fl.

in arrears from the town. This was more than the town council had in

12
revenue during the whole year.

The continuation of litigation meant that no orders of actual

distraint were ever served on Lemgo. Yet the jpeier Court hung on to
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its dema ds. In Au uaf 1 >42 it u -d t at Li e ".till pay in

l'i >;• ■ i < s •(> r> !■? c7o a co > 1 '• ..

If she > id i.i full, however, then o would main 11 le ' oaxes

beer o > >ec e? , ich in f c bhe iscal alle -ed by 1 . hen

Lemgo a - ro ched the Imperial assembly in July 1545» she w Hold to be

satis He with a r -duction from 1 horse and 55 'oot to 2 horse and

12 foe,. Squally he Imperial o ates1 commission redi d that s the

:eic! s m or. .richt h"d taken up the case ori i ally, so nor it could go

>e 'o - 1 "t• ! body i. 1 • t dorm ■ ad reached i , 'ict.

'he only icens came in 1 44-45.. when niope eased Lemgo out of .he Circle

atrikel. At opeier the matter was keot pending, decade after decade. •

This prevented real istraint or outlawry, the 'cht or he : ition tha

small-fry like Li oe always had to fear. In practice Lem o >aid along

with Lippe and there the effective assessment was 4 horse and 18 foot

for the whole County uoon which the rslidin- scale of federal ■ nx was

+ a 13operated.

Yet Le :o continued to be plagued by demands for federal axes,

I 16 )? an rieeial order demanded payment of 13 ■ diernionate or 3 fl.^
rits co i uie to demand her pre ence at Imperial nsemblies u-til

Ferdi nd II hamstrung the constitution. In the 1630's when Lione

got behind, on her .inler Le go was a in cite: to nay a separate auota.

In the 1660's when Leopold I was tryin to increase federal "id and

battling a ainst a atrieel that as designed for peacetime after 1648,

Le<;go a ain came under ice. he final de and came in the 1720*8, but

1 5
this time the matter brought an apology from Charles VI himself. J
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The Lemgo affair, 1508-172?, illu trates a fiscal and legal side to

Lippe - Em >ire affairs, run ing like a three u th -ou hout the perioi .

It shows the resilience and persistence with which federal taxation was

de snded, even when the authorities were manifestly in the wrong.

\fter 1556 the Reichskammergericht's finances were >ut on a regrlar

footing. i'he .ieler became permanent biannual levies on the territories

and no lo :er subject to short term Imperial assembly grant. The tax

could thus be counted up in numbers of .ieler, progressing at the rate

of two a ye r. Thus in 156; the Procurator demanded payment of the

35th to 4'th iele rorn Lippe. In 1583 he even go as far as to give

aderborn the right of distraint in orde o recover Li >e's debts to the

Court, and this led to complaints from f, rmers in Lippe between 1586-88

as payments had been forced. In 1585 when the Procurator again

demanded arre re, Lippe paid and the receipt for the 80th lei has been

preserved. The Imperial assembly had consented in 1570 to rai e the

number of 'eichskammergericht assessors to 41» and t is meant a hieler

increase of two-thirds. The arrears' conflicts that arose out of this

especially from the 158 's continued into the l'/th century, as the

rulers in Lippe found it extremely dif icult to raise the quota of the

Lip e towns, who tr-ditionally paid the Zieler in the 16th and 17th

ce tarias to the Comital treasury, which then passed them on to

rankfurt.1'

17th century .iel r payments in Lib e sho how a :.ystem of taxation

by fits and tarts as operated at feueral level. Various bodies

threatened Li vie to pay up, accoroing very much to the lolitical and
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military ituation. Then right at the end of the century, as the Court

got under way ain in its last home, in etzlar, Lippe came under a

aore orderly system watched over by the estphalian College of Counts,

in hich cool Linoe w;.s very much a big fish.

In l6ll the 'rocurator fiscal demanded Zieler straight from the

towns and started proceedings against Simon VI and his son. They were

paying federal taxes into their own pocKets, and the :eichskarnmergericht

replied by threatening to by-pass the Counts, a threat to their powers

of taxation over their subjects. This illustrated a real problem

of all feoeral taxation. In a two-tiered system, rulers granted taxes

but only if their subjects actually paid the";. By 1600 a tax like the

Zieler had become a regular one, territorial subjects paid it: in the

case of Lip >e, the burghers. ;'he fi ht then broke out as to who would

s end it, the rul rs op the fe eral body to whom it was due? This case

came up again in the military field, where Liope government,s arbitrarily

increased fed r- 1 grants, in oraer to live on the surplus. This as

vital in the Thirty Year War period, when the presence of trooos meant

that the government could not afford to een any taxes that were earmarkec

for federal or outside purposes, as could much easier be done in peace-

17
time.

Yet the two-tiered federal iax sy- tern could also work in favour of

the territorial subjects that were actually paying. When the Comital

administration made its Zieler accounts for the period 1641-74, it found

that the six towns had paid 920 fl., but that the administration had ,

handed on 1200 fl. to the leichskammergericht, which was ow no longer
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operating via Le '-st dte but receiving taxes directly through its own

treasurer. i'he comiual ad inis r- cion therefore started proceedings

17a
in its own of ericht for recovery of the deficit from its towns.

ecei its of Zieler that Li>pe paid remain for 1612-16, 1620,

1623-24, 1 2 -34, 1 42, 1650-51. In between these dates the rocurator

issued threats, notwithstanding the pleas for delay as Lirpe complained

o e and aore of war-corn itments and inability to contribute. By the

later l630's the est halian Circle had taken the matter in hand, and

by 1646 the mperor had enlisted the support of the Circle Directors in

his demands for fieler arrears as well as meeting the demands for

:eichsKamme-goricht reform. Li ope in the Thirty Ye r ar period had

been under b e Imperialists and her continued payments to the

.'eishs a;. ie -gericht show her gen ral obedience to the Catholic-Imperial

party.- A change came in the 1650)'s as Lipoe refused to pay her hj-ler,

respite warnings from the Court, the Emperors and Circle. In I655 a

threat to serve an order of distraint on the County for not -payment of

aeler arrears was ignored. In 1654 the feichs - m er -ericht had been

reconstituted to tame in the provisions of I64 , but a corresponding

liquidation of outstanding tax arrears had to wait until 1657*

Although the Court invited the refiling of old suits as well as new

cases, it had to admit defeat on its rrears, some of which were ow a

hundred and more years old. Liquidation accounts ith Liope covered

the period 1641-74? as the towns continued to nay for the whole County.

After 1676 their payments lapsed, and when the reconstituted

:eichs ammergericht eventually emer ed out of its dif iculties in the
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1710's it brou ht ith it a new system of accounts. 'i'he County now

paid Zieler as a matter of coiirse out of its revenues. The tax was

too small to continue to be separated: it meant that the burghers got
18

off the old tax, a small but regular relief to the town treasuries.

As far as Lippe was concerned Reichskammergericht financing became

really business-like after 1712. Zielvr continued, numbered in series.

Oenuine arrears were reckoned in old an new series, and taxes were

notified already as arrears on the 1 ^st day on which they were currently

due or as soon 3 possible thereafter. Zieler were increased by reckon¬

ing them in 1 th century coin, which i eluded higher rates for "old"

arrears, that is those from the 1650's to '80's, partly liquidated
19

ar ears from before that, and new ones for the current etzlar Court.

An Imperial com ission issued its findings to the territories in

171 . The matter vent 'rom .etzlar via Regensburg and the ainz

Arch-Chancellery, showing the increased interest and power of the

territories at the permanent Imperial assembly in the Court. An apology

was given for the shortcomings of the Court. L'his was due to the drench

disruptions in the 1670*s and '8'i's. A half-hearted restart at Wetzlar

in the l6y0's then gave way to internal conflict, as the Court demanded

more money and more attention from Emperor and territories. i'he way

the atrikel was manipulated without showing a direct increase in rates

was a masterpiece of federal tax-bargaining. Thus the Court's treasury

reckoned Lippe at a traditional 2 Rtlrs. per Ziel, bu1 this currency

was to be at 1555 coinage value. So in 1719 a conversion to more

debased current rates of coin was thoughtfully provided. In 1720 the
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biannual Zieler rate was increased so that each Ziel was levied 3 . tines
PO

a year. The Ziel-Reichsthale ■: was valued at the very high rate " 90

Kreutzer. What this all amounted to was that Li one's original 50 fl.

a year was now 12 Rtlrs. a year in Zieler tax. The 18th century etzlar

Court was assessing the territories for 50,000 Rtlra. in upkeep a year,

rising to just short of 80,000 Rtlrs. by the 1740's. This was still

remarkably cheap, for the etzlar Court was undoubtedly the more independent

even if the slower of the two Imperial judicatures, and it was costing

the territories hardly more to run than by comparison the small County

of Lippe needed to run itself as an indeoenjent territory within the

federation.

In the accounts which the Court's own treasury in Wetzlar regularly

printed and circulated, it is possible to follow Zieler payments in full

detail. The accounts followed the latest ..latrikeln and divided the

territories by Circles. Debt, arrears and payments were recorded year

by year, territory by territory, Circle by Circle, and the totals for

the Empire summarized. Thus in 1721 Linoe paid 53 Rtlrs, and appeared

as owing 212 Rtlrs. This was the current assessment for the year, which

already appeared as arrear. In that year total territorial payment had

been 21,000 Rtlrs. Alleged total debt stabilized at around half a

million after 1720, This included a claim for arrears frombefore 1654

of 105,000 Rtlrs. and of arrears from that date to 1714 of 130,000 Rtlrs.

In the notification of 1720 Linpe had no arrears from before 1718? and it

is more important when looking at arrears lists to see who was not in th

and to compare what was actually oaid with what was claimed as owing.
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In this earlier part of the 18th century, of Lippe's neighbours i'aderborn

had practically no arrears, and iinster had only arrears in new Zicl-r.

Of the heavyweights, Saxony was paid up, and Brandenburg as yet still had

far less arrears than \ustria. The position of 1707-12, v/hen there were

90,000 Rtlrs. of arrears in lawyers' pay and a total alleged debt of
22

880,000 Rtlrs., had substantially improved ten years later.

In 1732 total debt was down to 404,000 Rtlrs., which still included

87,000 Rtlrs. of arrears from before l654« Li pe was only owing the

current Ziel once again, and the year's total territorial payment had
23

been 25,000 Rtlrs. L'he question was thus not one of how dreadfully

slow payment was, which is indeed what the etzlar treasary tried to

allege in its rrears1 policy, but in fact how ncious the Court was in

hanging on to arrears that were ancient history, real or fictitious, in

terms of finance administration. The barrage of currency rates, Ziel

raising and liquidation proposals that had gone on since 1570 was enough

to confound any Registrar or Archivist who tried to out his territory

straight and art rue the case with etzlar by the 18th century. Even Lippe

v/ith its reasonable record of payment, left much of the general scrutiny

of accounts to the Restphaiian College of Counts, whose archives are

depositee in uetmold. This meant above all r inning the policy of

moderation and tax-relief, as well as keeping n eye on what neighbours

paid and cu ting one's own cloth acco i ly. This slowed one of the

basic principles of all federal taxation. The territories demanded

lists of all tax payments, to compare payments with assessments and. the

atrikeln upon which they were based, and thus satisfy them .elves of the
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fairn ss of the whole process. In uch a system arrears were over¬

emphasized. That the majority should pay up did not satisfy anyone, the

yearning was for perfection or 100> payment, something that was impossible

to achieve reasonably. Yet tl e publicists and finance officials did

their job weli. iheir arrears' policies have generally been believed

literally and have given federal taxation especially a bad press.

,7hen a He ensburg territorial commission audi the etzlar accounts

in the 1770's, cove ing right back to 1713 it oroduced ;everal thousand

folios of memoran a and several hundrea chapters of complaint and reform.

The striving was for perfection, an inevitable administrative weakness in

a federal system where responsibility was shared and wht re cooperation was

not commanded so much as invited by argument which sought to convince.

etzlar operate on a system of ideals which no centralized system could

emulate, and it is this th t has always to be taken into account in any

criticism of the ,arly odern Empire. '

Emperor and territories in their audits desired also to check the

venality of office in 18th century ,/etzlar. Reichs agar orient sessions

407-7 3 were exa ined to find out how much work had actually been done

and by whom. In 1733 accounts were also audited, as the Court itself

tried to keep some order in its own treasury. 'i'he matter was tied up

in a legal jargon that carries conviction at least in terms of its

earnestness. Like any Court, etzlar as a are of exnen e and time,

factors that threaten to overwhelm le :al ,y ; terns in any age. •'

Right at the end of the e-iod in 1735-37 etzlar income exceeded

expenditure by up to 25 . i'he annual assessment the territories paid
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to the tune of 83 in 1795» 78, in 1796 and 76' in 1797. fhe Court did

not stress this >oiat. It claimed arrears of 300,0 0 Rtl s. and claimed

that the territories, Circle by Circle were between one and twelve years

in arrears. Lippe d no rrears t all. fhe Circle that c e off

with least arrears i icluded the territory of • nndenburg." Annual

accounts for 1742-70 verify this general picture. ith an annual

demand of c. 80,000 Rtlrs. from the territories, etzlar conceded that

it actually received between 52, o itlrs. and p3,-. 0 biro. a yenr.

By the 1780's the territories were managing to pay p0,000 Rtlrs. and by

tie 1790'3 just over the 1 0,000 Itlrs. a year. It is these fi ures
27

that are more realistic than the arrears demands.

In .ielc-r payments over nearly three centuries Liope had her initial

dif iculties, due to the way her towns were a e3sed for the tax inte nally

the Lena o ntri -.el if air, and the incon istencies and muddles of the

Co ital administration, that seemed to keep no sen:.rate files on federal

taxation at any ti e. In the 18th century, however, Lippe emerged in

an exemplary way, and its only arrears were current ones, caused by

regular late oayment of a few months at the most. lthough Ziclor were

small, they were oaid regularly, and as far as Lippe as concerned, oayment

shows that the Re ichsRammer,gericht was effectively financed until well

into the 1790'3.

i'he first gent that the County of ni >e :ept at the eichskamr; r-

gericht was Br. Ilelfraann. he was appointed procurator in 1544 but was

already serving Simo" V in the 1520's. He was followed by three others

up to Lie. iennon who • ?s oaid 20 Rtlrs. a year to look after Lippe's
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affairs at Speier in 15$0. In that decade bimon VI had four different

agents, and between 1622-27 his con Kept just as many. 'rora the 'lpu.'s

mwards hardly a year ent past ithout correspondence bet een the Comital

administration and its agen s on litigation at bpei r. i'his continued

through the hirty Year r oe iod. In the lbth century business

at etzlar became popular as appeals moved from Liope's courts to the

Imperial Courts. l'he Reichshofrat also iricr ased ios business but the

ueichskammergericht remained the more popular of th two partly because

etzlar was clos< ? to Linoe than Vienna, because .etzlar was cheaper but

slower, but also because etzlar soecialized in appeal according to due

process of law concernin territorial subjects. ienna d ialt more equit¬

ably with cases of a dangerous lolitical, social&nd constitutional nature,

yet all decisions here had a Kabsburg bias.

Between 1752-63 Lipru sm cloyed procurator eckel at etzlar. ':e dealt

with 154 Lipoe cases concerning ab ve all the ruling dynasty in his JO years

o office. these were appeals from Lip e oourts and cases against Lippe

rulers by native nobles and burghers, as ell as by other territorial

rulers and subjects, notably for debt,trespass and breach of the peace.

Ve y common was hunting on someone else's land and felling of trees in

neighbouring woods, with the damage to rights ana jurisdictions that it

entailed. Official:, their deoendents and lawyers also litigated for debt,

overdue s 1 ries, rents and fees. henever the territorial system could

not cope the - Lchs :u i-m mm, ht was there to take the matter on. It was

not so important that a decision was re ched, rather it orovided an outlet

for peaceful an due proces: of law, when territories, themselves could no
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90
longer cope with the matter without leaving themselves o >en to violence.

L'here was no doubt abo t the popularity of Speier and /etzlar. ,Iuch

has been made o the sporadic functioning of the : ichs ~ -nmcrgeriohi.

The split in religion did much to hamstring it, and whe' this was removed

then the ag ressions of the 'rench disrupted the Court. Finally it had

to put up with s ias odic delinquencies of the heavyweigh territories,

the wohenzollerns, .ittelsbachs and Guelphs. were ot the easiest of its

customers. But to small-fry like Lippe the Court was cf real imnor ance.

Between 15^--1806 the uetmold Archive has circa 1100 cases involving

over 2000 rulers, officials and subjects of Lippe as plaintiffs or

defendants at the :eichskammergericht. In all these c^ses either plain¬

tiff or defendant or both were Lippians. There re what we today might

call "private" and "public" cases between Lippians themselves and

Lip dans and other ter i orials. The dynasty and its administration

also -ovided a solid block oJ cases. There were a total of 203 cases

against Lippe rulers and their officials, 17 in the 16th century, 80 in

the 17th century and 106 in the 18th century. There were o cases between

members of the ruling dynasty in the 16th century, but as the family

branched out thereafter it produced 05 cases between 1613-1785. The vast

majority of cases were, however, between territorial subjects themselves.

'The netmold Archive has records of 835 of these from Lippe subjects alone

from the period 1544-1806. This also included cases of Lippe subjects

against neighbourin territorial rulers and officials, notably against the

Bishors of aderborn with whom the Lippe rulers shared local condominium.

'These cases also increased in number over the centuries. Thus there were
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42 of them in the 16th century, 280 in the 17th century and 510 in the

30
18th century.

'ho had access to the teichskammergericht in practice? The

prooertied undoubtedly hs a monopoly here. The Lippe subjects that

appear in the Court's files were the nobles, officials, burghers and

richer, exempted farmers. The town councils a nc red as corporations and

right at the e d of t1 e norio< even a pea ant di: , ;t, a > uerschaft.

used the Court's facilities. Yet the Court at . oier a td etzlar was

undoubtedly made lost use of by members of the states, the 'gentry' of

Li ,pe. Peasants a •. rtis ns did ot appear in t ' e lists, basically

because they owned no pr>pe ty which would warrant the costs or an action

at the Reichshammer ericht. 4s anywhere el.e he time, lav was a

business, almost a pa ti le, for those of substance, ed'cation and leisure.

Yet it comes as a sur rise to see that after the Conital administration

the town councils o Li o were involved in the re test number of cases.

'The- leading burgher f; allies of Lemgo were even keener on litigation than

the nobility iu Li e. Lemgo led with 65 cases, and all together the

towns produced almost twice as 'any cases as the rulin dynasty alo e.

ot only were the burg! :r s payiu Lipped .am er- i- ler in the l6th and

17th centuries but hey ere a ropriately maki ost use of h t they

paid for. Li pe' le? ii :oble family, ;he bono s, however, were ot

far behind. They alo e opened 29 cases at the Court. An examination

of the ocial talus of i -e su jects usi . . the eichskanner -ericht shows

that the burghers n de by far the os of the .curt' facilil iv-s, folio .

by the nobles. e bors of t! e Lipue dynast/ came im ' ir -1 ce, r> rtly
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Lch.'.hn v- r,. In the loch ce i i r- l incre isi iu . -or c ofl ici I:

sought their t?i his at e ',zl r. as well as a ve y few ae.ve tareso e

Peasants iu the last ,y r: o the ourb's exi. tenet .

•'rota the 1 yO'-s o ; arc. L ion I's o - •m-icht as opera ia in

hi -e. .co . 0hen I iw. e subjec s' c ses e o i to th . Lchs w •:- icr-

gericht as appeals. Be L'ore that the territorial --o .ility had had direct

acce 3 to >oi . Bur rs and he re t only ever hau > .aal acce u; as

they had always been under the jurisdiction of town and country courts.

Ho ever, after the 15y0' •• oil subjects i .cludi lobles hat only access

by a >coal. "hat chis vnn ? •• e rauc!1 use o:; is si ov .. 1 figures.

Ml .eichsu.ni iuare l.au, honever, oirec . acc at ,o both eichs tt. ,i mer¬

ger icht and heich.-hofrat. as the system of peerage operated. for t em

it was a matter o1 ta tics which Court they chose. v,nce the choice had

been made the decision had to be stuck to, at least until the final

verdict was produced. In their rules o' procedure all Imperial bodies

triec to pre ent ederal subjects fro i claying the one oi ainst the

other, ado siaul taneo is ctions could, be brought in di erent Inn rial

4 31court .

hat actually ere the cases about': the folio i . is a survey of

16th century Liope cases. the first case of all -.s lodged in 1522 to

try and compel Simon V to re ay 80 fl. which had been advanced by a

territorial noble fa ily in fulfil- -snt o a ive footsoldier, 4 .'or lonate

tax levy on the County. the case thus arose out of ederal taxation,

and it went on until 1544* ft remained inconclusive as far as theCourt
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was cone met, but i ; id ot 1 ave out the possibility o1 set lemeit

out of Court, which r s lerh-- -s t the back of the lai rfcif 's iind oil

along in such a cr^ of debt. Put oy 1544 dot' w ies ha c '.e a id the

matter was in the s of their heirs. .'ho oriri al or socutor

"Dr. Tea i ill li it -as he w' o reviv< t he cas • b i es ith
52

the ol o of - do t;y ii 1, 23, -24»*27,-5 and -4< •

hi l'i4/i 'r. Hess had >t last found out that 3i on V w s dead and

had sent a quel'tio a to the chan ellery, assing f r the names of the new

rulers in Lipre. 'ho answer came b ok a i sly, le ;ency for ornh' rd and

Simon under I a frost oris of <o op and . i ion a end. ess had looke

through his re ister o clients and was testing his chances of further

fe -s on the case.

t e 1 ' s , o< e os ; nded for Simon by .'hiliTr-ccf' Jesse's

chan ollor, Lie. itzhofer, and he is able ;o dre the matte out by

proc-ear; ins ting and s i lg a. a/ when he could, bringing in ooints of

.procedure when presse . he Court thus handled chin case in 17 different

es ions. ; one .oint in m ust 1 >4 it s o e< it ould be decided,

but then Hitzhofer retired. Alter his death the Court demanded a new

defending counsel to be s.orn in add fully empowered# It neoer got this

far a .in.

At this early stage o federal legal development the ueichs.'cammor-

;ericht h d ta .en on a mutter of ;-ax liability ana tax deot, •„ ich it had

33tried to .rove as nui.s i i of ri •.. It .as courageous o he

plaintifi to throw rood 10 .or after bra by joing to court, enoeoially

34
in an a e here slander, libel and self-help ere still ver rich in use.
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It .osi ' t "l .ha t a o gi a el l ' ; - of a yu it e 1313

nor s fcho . area of t e __i_ i .e .t from July 1 , '1, orderiag mi on V

to pay Within three weeks on oairi of a fine of 2n gold merits ex ective#

One f arther reason why i.ion id xot pay up may h ve been the chnn ;e that

was t- in • 1 on i ji e >li ics, as the County io\ ;» over rora Guelph

to He >sian support. The plaintiff had served under the Ouelnhs and was

one of their v Is. he rising star of es ;ian '1 once came out wi'th

Li e gel in the rorvic s >f ilelfmann and itzhofer, e ian orotection

at federal level. This illustrates the political as well as exp- riraental

le .1 o . .1 i of h. c

In linden tKe « r v,h< ral h apter family of Halle o o' cases gainst

Count Jobst of Lo.y and '< is :insman, Simon V o:i i e, for dis ossecsion

of lands and jurisdictions i i inden and chaumbur . Simon V had t ten

violent pos er io of alleged Lie 1 nds using t e se ices of his

Varenholz imtmann. The case ran at the He i ch s amner,yericht from 1936-52.
.

In arch 1536 Halle got n Lsl criminal order . i t Simon V.

Halle ir isted that he had a right to the disputed lan;s by virtue of

possession over the la t"ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty and longer

years. Simon ' ex.no ;e ed He Ifmaun to de end him. 'he f irst 1 a'lay was

achieved by rioti • imon's death. The Lieme regents ve nor saddled

1 ith the case. ell a n the produced an order rox L n >ave hilin of

her e; demanding that the case be transl'e red to his court as Lippe' - feudal

overlord. In rch 1 37 11i rote o x .an,

" Squally our eithi'ul Si on of Li">oe has b n cited to the ■ ■ r-

gericht o the letter of the inden an1 s If nds. \s you will r 'eciate
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fro"i enclosed evidence, the very lands over let they ere squabbling ere

ownr us a -n 1 3, i.e. Si :on' ; fief. has such a matter hould

cone before us. 'lease see to it that this is carried o t and < -an

35
that the case be r bo us for trial."

This .as nucoes ful. One more Lippe had ron tt nough the defence of

Hesse.

\fter the : ilk 1< ic ar Ifes-e was in eclipse and, Li ■ ~e ,-as forced

to become a fief of the Em >ire* The Halle family then , took the matter

up again in 1551 at the Ueichskammergericht. 'mother Imperial criminal

order - as. i sued, his ti e gain t Bernh r: III. 'he case metered out

in 1552 with an ac :p t by Halle op how he h rid en over with the

protection of indon Chapter to etmold and co i. ited ^er ihard and his

no Be councillor ich.• ■ .z with the Order. In the reconstituted paler

C urt after 1555 the case 0 longer appeared and after 1562 the fief

rever e to e se.

In 1549 the eror' Eiscal opened a case a rainst Bernhard l'III

and Le o town cc oil, claiming that Lemgo was an Imperial and ot a

territorial town. A re- r later he de end family used the Court against

Bernhard VIII, alleging that he, their ruler, had deprived the family of

serfs, forests, rents and movables. hbove all t o idnapping of serfs

seemed to ran le. In the reconstituted n eier Co art i 1558 the Vends

asked for >rotectio in icssession against f ther inroads by Bernhard

and is officials. The tter r-eflecteu to coal politics, ere on the

death of jimo de end, ruler and estates in i' >e had redes med the end

administered Amt of Varenholz iii a very succes ful plan to get the Count
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and .'-is- officials to live of omain revenue and save the •States' own

pockets.^
In 1576 the ruler of n te :■ accu ed the Li e/o e Drost under the

Si o: 71 lege'icy of ■ ea robbery in the nster Ant o ■" itrombor- , a

serious c s 0 breach of 1 -peace which i e rlier bi es o Id h ve

57
le to Ie' de.

Le o bur .her- -ook hi case against his mil . ■i-ion I, direct to

Speier in 1581» when he demanded tha the Count should noon maintaining

a tenant-far ;rr turn the >ro er.ty. from o on cares •gainst

Simon VI by subjects, anu. neighbouring' nobles and burghers came up

f queatly. e e l1 -*jj there were nine uch c: • , which does

not sneak so hi hly of ii ion's f irness as ruler or "good"neighbour.

On the other hand' it tie mean a sharp rise in the jocularity and legal

38
techniques of the Court i, > ex ;r,

'he record • : linst 5i vion as diverse, showing he oiaf ?; -an ■ c■ e-ichb

to be very inch jnck-of-all-trades. 'i'he von Lanbens in inden demand d

the return of two Irs in Schaumburg. bhe ards of the melunxens remands

repayment of 2 TOO fl. accumulate on a sutn of 1525 fl. lent without land

security. 'he Bisho of o erborn and the onks of lkenhr :en appealed

a, ai 1st the force that hi ion v'I's offici; Is had used when trying to gain

access with a Protestant commission of reform. These the monks had

excelled. The ensuing religious conflict .voric.ed out in terms of

trespass and ownership hich rovicted the eier and etzlar Court with

revenue until he Jesuits ere Polished in 1773« his corner o Hope,

ho ever, remained Catholic, to the displeasure of Calvinist Li>pe rulers
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and consistories.

'he von els e anded th t imon VI honour is rorai o to alienate

revenues fror of his :ter to cover a 4 fl» lo n of tv,eirs.

Lei 'o family in ' anion's handling f their i ih ritanee oc lict.

Another c- e cerned two inpe enfeoffments in the ishooric of inden,

a matter that should strictly have gone to the feudal court, had Sinon VI

been truly able o 1 . it is 1579 fe.u.al a. so >1 vo >o i.s, 'mo

I ildesheiri vaa Is co lained of a just i.i >riso sent in ,i -,e, and in a

bankruptcy case he Le o family that L< i sold u a comnl in of inf.-. ir

tax assessme .s am s . nestr tion.-.

•'his matter cone r • <1 he ^em o to n council 'a il of Cruwel.

In ay 1009 the xier Court ha. ordered i on in he sane of he

. eror to stop all action in the Lippe courts against the Cruwels for

bf nkruptcy and send all the te ials rela ive to the case to >eier

59for t decision, "• The Ian, ui ge as ind d tron , Lemgo town an i ion

ere a cus.e o i i' s ,Ls ice by -o 'ice s o lav: to

Johannes ;rs /el. he accused were ordered to al thro igh peier on ain

of 10 gold isr .s fi e, half of ch Or a ol should .ocket and the other

half of which the Jo . o la c llect. Ohe o dor as served by Court

messenger >n 5i 1 o. 1,th u <st lp8.

ere vrs : Le c/ here One leic' i , or eric- t as interfering

ith ,, .le 1 : \l :.j;, .o . s H hap . : :.r cho e i case

badly. Job n ss ru- el' father had be i ia or of Oemgo, On his .'oath

in 1582, the heirs dis sutec I ivily over the i • ritance, and the

creditors lost faith and demanded repayment. 1'he Cruwels vent bankrupt.
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i'heir kinsmen, the ot! -isn^s, bought -heir ma aii'icent Lemgo reside ce

when it o.-.as under the a r in 1 . j0« everal ;ru els were iaiorisoned

'or ol ; " • v i 1 resistance to di g raint for . it. Joh nne

Cru el hot a b-'ilif i 159 '. A brother of his ca .e uider sentence of

death for defamation of Lemgo council, and was finally whipped out of town,

'hi' a bur ' or family wove out of the orld of ;e. ility. The

Reich o' hit ior • rio1- t could not sto • then . ing.^'
tOf ■ lor r !■; l'i r ' : e i'ro h 1 oh - -• L b in 1 >34

as a result of conflict over taxatic •. that broke out ane-.. between the

towns and nobles o;' Lin so. t'roo exactions had accordi • ; to the towns

widened to a unbearable ex end t e g- > between the t- ■ s that they were

forced to nay and ose ' •at tfc obili :y ac u J ot av. it by

nrivate ar"an jemeiit. To bring this soint home, the towns had refused to

pay taxes to Simon Ludwi~'s officiate until the nobility paid the Same

total amounts as the towns, >«t is one-third of all Estates* grants.

The Comital administration had replied by collecting burghers' taxes by

force throu b bailiffs afte • le ;al action boou ht by the in e 'iscal at

41
the T'ofgericht in true emulation of Reichskam.ier,rericht fiscal procedure.

The towns had aopealec to noier, which had reolied by orde iig the

Li De :ovemraent o imrnedi tely. stoo collecting' taxes -vi .hout coasr it rom

the bur her: . It orders the nobility to stoo evading, taxes, but left
AO

Si oi Ludv.-ig free to a ic 1 • ainst the eoisions.

The towns had given up seeking redress through the Estates' assembly,

through the c!- sellery a £ o .rich fc in Li ope. They Uan gone •- rai :ht

to Soeier wh re the deioho ui ier i iht was quite willi . ; to sun ort '..heir
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case of unjust taxation in order to stres the fact that even territorial

rulers were under e< oral law,^ Taxation without consent was stressed

as illegal and i. equitable. fhe Court claimed that unfair distribution

of tax burdens in these tines when the Imperialists' trooos, the

kays er ~L i che Soldateaca, had to be rovided for was further untenable. It

was unjust for the government to protect its nobles especially after

decisions obtained from the law faculties of Heidelberg and Leipzig,' hewe

the matter had gone for rbitration to the experts in I631/"" Simon Ludwif

was threatened with a commission of enquiry, and then even with summary

force to carry out the Universities' decisions. The language was

45
offensive, Simon Ludv/ig v.as condemned because of the evil councillors

whom he had ot stooped in their activities against the towns.^ He and

they had broken the golden rule to settle the matter in discussions where

no-one should be comcelled against bis own free will. The nobility were

included in the condemnation for having taken part in the "game"which made

it se<m that they had agreed to pay fair taxes whilst in fact having

produced no real evidence of doing so.^
The Court upheld the towns' claim that they had since oaid l<'.n,000 tire

in arbitrary, eekly military taxes, whereas the ruler, his officials and

the nobility had not made any realistic contributions at all. The

io 1 ohskey"nor e icht was tak' ng up a constitutional issue and trying to

defend the burghers r gainst the establishment in Li ne, a combination of

dynasty, councillors and nobles. It came for h with remarkably "liberal"

concepts: territorial taxation should be run on the li en of consent,

free-will and fair assessment according to real wealth, and t is in the
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middle of the 1'hirt Year ar pe iod, coming as it did from the supreme
AO

federal court, was indeed the language of teutsohe Libertatfc

Simon Ludxvig a d his councillors replied by sending a lav/yer to Sneier

to defend themselves and to appeal against the Court's decision of October

1654 in favour of the Lipoe towns. The Count claimed that the nobles had

indeed paid their fair share of war taxes, and that taxing them by force

was unnecessary. In March 1655 he told the iipeier Judge,

"...that i,he nobility of the County of Lippe in the e hard tines has

suffe ed and with-stood many troop occupations just li e the rest of the

territory and t ey have paid and are still paying about 10,000 fclrs. in

49
money towards these war costs."

All reference to arbitrary taxation collected by force from the burghers

was avoided.

Much Reichskaminer,' ericht business was, however, of a direct legal

and technical nature which helped the modest and often hopelessly unschooled

Lippe legal administration to cope with awkward cases. There were thus

many cases between Lippe subjects which went on appeal from town and

country courts as well as from the Hofgericht. The earliest surviving

case between territorial subjects ms brought in 154/1, when two noble

families eferred to Speier to settle a conflict over the interpretation

of an agreement by which money had been lent, which had led to sequestration

of lands, goods, tithes and serfs. 'The matter went deep because in the

background was the ruling dynasty who had condoned the sequestrations.

Phe nobles who had suffe ed, the estphals, had in quite another deal

traded away Liooe rulers' rights alienated to them in the Bishopric of
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Paderborn. The astphals had called in the .eiohsScamnor;:erjohb for

protection as the Li .ope government retaliated. foeier moved in on an
50

Augean stable, the Vernfandung system of late medieval Lipoe,

In 1560 the richest Lipoe noble family, the {erssenbroc s, tisputed

a will among t! emselves at Speier. Two prospective vas mis dis ute a

Lippo fief ;a the Bishopric of Paderborn in an apneal from a soecial

.Comital commission, convened to se.tle the matter. ion-noble officials

fought over a mortgage of 1J0 tlrs., after they were dissatisfied with the

decision of" the betaold Gogericht. In 1572 two Lippe Droste fought a

libei in which the County's chief official, Landdrost Schwartz, questioned

the honour and name of a colleague for unpaid deb ,s and unredeemed sure ties,

a matter that would in an earlier age have led to violence and »'ehde.

Le ;go treasurer filhen questioned the right of a tenant farmer to build a

new mill, and this brought a counter demand from the miller for protection

in possession, A Gavensberg noble claimed possession of a fern in Liope,

expressing dissatisfaction with the commission that had dealt with the

matter at Saltzuf eln. The Elector of Cologne demanded redress for an

armed raid from Lippstadt into the neighbo ring Duchy of estphalia. An

appeal came against a .-judgement of the Comital chancellery concerning a

51
conflict over the inheritance of one-third of a Lippe fief.

In the 158 •' s a Saltzuffeln burgher appealed a-ainst the sale of

fourteen pieces of land because there was a mortgage on them. He expressed

•iO great faith in hi., town council ove • the matter. A burgher was

dissatisfied ith a local court decision on his claim for 200 tlrs. from

another burgher. A estphal demanded protection in possession of land
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against other merab rs of his family. A dealer in the Lippe-T'yrmont trade

demanded damages for non—d livery of cereals worth 500 tlrs. Saltzuffeln

burghers disputed possession of half a salt-well. i widow in the town

was taken to Court in Speier for building a pig-sty on the defendant's

land. The Westnhals again demanded protection in nossession of lands,

and the Cruvels of Lemgo fought over their inheritance as bankruptcy
5 J ,

closed in on them.

In the 1590's the Cruwel case continued as one leadin family after

the other was involved. The Lemgo Cothmanns fought the /ippermanns, their

kinsfolk, over ownership of a farm. A Bloraberg burgher alleged a case of

perjury. Saltzu'feln burghers demanded recovery of 565 tlrs. lent capital

A Lemgo burgher claimed damages from the Amtmann of Bloraberg for unjust
V

imprisonment. The town council of Lemgo fought back against Johannes

Cruwel, who had denied that the council had the right to decide matters

of debt. Christian Cruwel asked, for help in the recovery of merchandise

that his creditors had removed, after the town council had found against

him. Pe then tried to disnute the bankruntoy order served on him.

he century ended v/ith Qsnabri ck patricians trying to -ecover an annual

55
rent of 2 fl. from a Saltzuffeln burgher. As the figures show, business

increased in the 17th and 18th centuries. The world of Serenissimns in

Lipne was a sham, for no Count provided a sovereign le-al system of his own.

Although the Reichskamnerge icht did not deprive Lippe rulers of

their powers at any time, it did take up matters of alleged justice in

Lippe. It did not fig t shy of injunctions against rulers, neither did

territorial subjects fight shy of litigation because of any threats from
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their rulers. Apart from dealing with matters that were beyond the eeopo

and legal CP >aolty of the Lippe adminlst ation, the rlohr.^ ■-. • •- ^r. g

acted aa %' watchdog o; early modem Li to# constl tut ion a i uooiety#

Above all it served individual territorial subjects, t'oir a-Ulies and

oorporatio-o, without becoming the irrevocable enemy of their territorial

rulera and governments.

Rul< rs, officials, nobles and burghers of Linpe made vigorous too of

t e Lourt in >oei©r and vetslar. All the leading families in the County

took cases the © between tho 16th a» d 1 rh centuries. .'his show how

popular the fodcvel l«(ul eysto® vac. It was ot until the ©arlv I th

century that a preoiation of this act, woa destroyed as the otslor

archives were dismantled* Then, o-ono was inte -on tod any Ion pr in

understanding or oreserving the unity of a federal legal system that had

ceased to exist, nstead the opposite t -ond owares territorial indepen¬

dence was accentuated as a rump of terri oriae which included l»i-,no gained

64
do .1are nov«• • rei ■;ty in -e' ternioh*s :'eut::.cn'jr .r d;

hi• pe paid her chare of Lu?ioh-;: n•■!■ ;er»x?rloht coots and really ■■■I. n; ;:o

use of what she thereby bought, Che -ourt wan uned by 'etch».vv*-/;e md

handat 'ode all o, --ore they nil an n© into one melting >ot r ''•? "ourt

decided cases by due rooea^ >f la® as aach as political and i fioi'-l

pressures on it fror interested, parties would allow, in this ,-ran- age of

Knropcan venality. If the Court did not roach deoiaio , it at least did

register t--e case arm ri-g it. to ublic e ice outside tho territory and

locality i-» which it occurred, . t encouraged aat^aJ *ifr©©»r he

lepertent point was Always that the case in question h-<d been brought in
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the first place for federal scrutiny and not that it could be decided at

all. In this way Reich3;cammergericht procedure helped to take the violenci

and furtiveness out of everyday life. It orovided alternatives to self-

help and Fehde. It helped the territories to or <;anize themselves more

effectively in the running of law and order. It tooK care of inter-

territorial problems and in the case of Lippe kept a firm eye on the

territorial administration.
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lippe's earliest tax ;'ants were made to pay for Imperial war efforts.

The 15th century federal tax system had provided the methods that were

basically adhered to untilthe 18th century. Military taxes were granted

at Imperial -ssemblies, with all rulers listed according to their status

in the Empire and as from the later 16th century according to Circle

membership. Assessment was according to number of pikes during the

Hussite Wars and by the end of Frederick Ill's reign was divided according

to horse and footsoldiers and their war pay. It stood at this until

the Spanish war of Succession when horsemen were commuted to footsoldiers

as loth century ar ies found less use for cavalry. Assessments were or

the campaigning month. It was understood that a horseman cost 12 fl. per

campaigning month and a footsoldier 4 fl. Territories could be expected

to provide their assessed troop numbers themselves for a given number of

months and on too of this ay their troops' campaigning salaries. Thus

at worst an Imperial troop tax could entail recruitment, equipment and

salary payments for t e whole time that a terri orial contingent was

campaigning. Less burdensome was the sy tem where territories only paid

salaries in lieu of troops and left the mat er to condottieri Other

territories were equally willing to supply mercenaries and attract the

money of the less ilitaristic.

All Imperial war taxes were granted at Imoe ial assemblies with the

cur -ent Emperor as chief ?/ar-lord. ith the development of the Circle

system in the later 16th century Emperors' commissars scoured the country¬

side asking for aid from individual territories and Circles without resort

1
to Imperial assemblies. Under Leopold I this system of blackmail
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flourished, once more as the Emperor gave powers of billet and assigned

badly paid Imoerial war taxes to the large, armed territories. They were

the Circle Bisectors, who used these powers to treat the smaller, unarmed

territories as they more or less pleased. The st nding armies which this

policy furthered were created not because of the dreams of absolutists

wishing to destroy their Estates by finance and by force, but rather because

of a desire for small dynasties to survive as independent rulers by

providing their own militias in the federal war effort. They had to see

to their own de ence, internal and strategic security, in order to deny

the big territories any chance of being able to s.allow up small-fry by

monopolizing the Imperialt federal military system. During the period

of Louis XIV's wars the large territories were fighting for control o> the

Imoerial military machine in Germany. The small territories survived by

providing their own armies, thereby frustrating the aims of the largest

territories.

The advantage of the system of military assessment was that it was

flexible to operate. De lands or men could be converged to money and

vice-versa without undue paper work and negotiation. The assessment was

thus the mainstay of cheap federal government. It was called the Matrikel.

Like the problem of arrears, so the problem of assessments was a matter

of perpetual litigation and arbitration for all the territories. A

ruler's status depended on his inclusion in the Imperial as essment and it

equally provided the basic point around which his federal politics were

conducted. The smaller the territory, the more important at some time

or other its Imperial assessment. For it was too small to lobby
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effectively at the Imperial assembly where tax grants were made, too

vulnerable to risk ignoring payment, and generally too financially

unstable to make payment without concessions to its nobles and burghers

as its chief financiers.

In Li ope iomermonate arid TUrkensteuer were basic factors in the

development of rulers'-Estates' finance and politics in the l6th century.

They provided much of the impetus for the constitutional development
i

of Lippe into a territory and a state, from being a loose collection of

jurijdictions and domains up to the 15th century. A Romormonat was a

f

month's campaign of a territorial contingent on the assessment.

'i'urkensteuer was basically the same thing, only the campaign was

specifically to be against the Turks. Size of contingent, money ecuivalent

and numbe s of campaigning months were alterable on a sliding scale

as the basic assessment remained constant and a olicable to all territories

at one and the same time. The relationship between territories of how

much proportionally paid towards any total agreed upon at the Imperial

assembly, remained constant as the Matrikel simp'lum. The s stem was

thus infini ely adaptable, and above all rt could produce the threat of an

army of practically unlimited size not by command of the Emperor but by

consent of the member territories of the Empire. It was t^is system

that enabled the Smoire to cope above all with the Turks, but also with

any other enemies from within and without, though wi bh less long term

success than against the Turks.

Lippe's first Imperial war taxss were paid in 15: >7-9 • f-laximilian

was using a Matrikel drawn up with the consent of the territories at the
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Imoerial assembly of Kons tanz in 1507. There is no record that any

Linpian attended this assembly, or indeed any of Maximilian's later

assemblies. However, Bernhard VII was on the ■ atriicel with an assessment

at this early stage of 5 horse and 4 footsoldiers. Bernhard chose to

pay money in lieu of troops. This suited Maximilian who as a condottiere

par excellence recruited his own Lanasknechte. Be nhard, however, oaid

far less than was demanded, from him. At the above iatrikel he should

he.ve oaid something over 800 fl. for the six months' campaign granted

for 1508. In actual fact he handed o*rer 240. fl., saying that even this

sum was a fr e gift and that his predecessors had never paid the Emperor

taxes before. In r taliation the Emperor's financiers had tried to

increase Li ope's taxes by putting Lemgo into the iatrikel. Bernhard

was complaining about this already i 15 -9. In studying the Matrikel.

however, it does seem that from the size of Lippe compared to the estimated

Imperial whole, the County was underassessed without Lemgo, and over-

assessed with Lemgo. The town's Hanseatic background gave it an extra

2
allure to federal tax officials.

3
The money that Bernbard did nay came from his towns." Bernhard had

the -tame difficulty getting it, as had Maximilian's officials in getting

Bernhard to hand it on. In 15 7 Lippstadt town council refused to nay

and claimed that its other co-ruler, Cleve, was getting the town's Imperial

war tax contribution instead. In February 1508 Liopstadt claimed further

exemption. It had paid its share of the costs of sending Cleve to attend

Maxmilian's court at forms. Mext day Bernhard threatened Lippstadt with

distraint. The town then paid 50 fl. Bernhard as acting on the threats
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of the Emperor's orders to him to pay up. The federal system was working.^
On 4th February 1508 Bernhard and his sons with t ree councillors

discussed federal tax demands with the mayors of his towns. The meetin

was held in the presence of a dotar, a lawyer versed in Roman and Canon

law. The rulers wanted money to pay Maximilian. The mavors wanted

trading concessions, a "redress of grievances", meaning an economic policy

favourable not to the peasants but to the burghers. Bernhard demanded

that t e towns help him to satisfy the Emperor's orders. They should

supply troops and money for Imperial purposes, otherwise he would denounce

his towns to Maximilian. The pre ence of the lawyer meant that Bernhard

was effectively threatening the towns with litigation. The mayors referred

back home and then returned to retinoid on 15th February with their replies.

The towns stressed how much they had helped Bernhard in his private

wars in the past fifty years and what heavy debts they still had to pay.

hey complained that craftsmen were active in the villages, against the

towns' monopoly and that markets were being held ou;;side the towns.

Customs barriers were destroying free movement of towns' trade. It was

not heir duty to pay Imperial taxes. Why could not they also be exempted

from paying Imperial taxes, as were the nobilityV After all they held

nothing from Maximilian.'

Bernhard replied that his private wars had been waged for the good of

the whole County. It was a case of self-derence and pacespitas. He knew

of no craftsmen operating outside the towns, and tow s were free of customs

duties. Markets were forbidden outside the towns. Bernhrrd was stone¬

walling. He then complained of the towns' int acability and disobedience.
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He would comnlain to aximilian.

The outcome vr s that the towns got heir trade monopolies extended

over the villages and lernhard ,ot his xmperial tax. ihis established a

precedent, and boded ill for the future of the bur hers as they were now

firmly branded as tax- ;ayers. The towns had recognized a duty to nay

taxation. 'hey paid, a d the precedent established the principle that

burghers al- • s paid faxes. In return they ot rade concessio s. The

nobility never let th m elves in for this. hey too paid in emergencies,

but they mace voluntary contributions. Ihey negotiated behind closed

doors. 'hey let no official or outsider look into their inco les or

dictate to them quotas and as essments that they had ot worked out

hemselves.

The areat s ep in co istitutio al development, however, had be n

taken under Bernhard VII, and the im etus had come from Bmperor and Imneriel

as embly. The towns of iooe had established a recedent by paying

Imperial taxes to their ruler. bernhard VII had establish' n a orecedent

by handing at least some of the money o , in obedience to the mrperor's

orders ana Im serial csrenbly grants. The "'ebruary 1508 meetings in

Lippe were the irst recorded ruler- Istates di cussions about taxation,

and the taxation demanded was Imperial. Liooe as -demising in o 'der

to meet the de ands of a federal system that was extending its hold over

■ermany.

axiinili"n' s ars were unsucces ful. This was ot so much because

of lack of federal sunnort, as he claimed. I!e really never got this far,

for his oolicies wer unrealistic and his camoaigns we e rushed.
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\lone in fighting the Venetians, he tried to rely on the Swiss, the

traditional enemies of the absburgs. Romerrrionate thus became a sham and

the system lapsed for 1; ;k of success in the wars and in the diplomacy that

they were meant to finance. L'he last payment tha,t Li roe ma e to the

vneror in 1313» Simon / induced an outsider o settle, w: o was never

7
repaid.

Jhe revival of Romcr tonate and the : atrikel uoon which to base them

in the 1520's was due to the dynastic fortune of the Rabsburgs and the

overweight of Turkish power in the southeast. The 1 21 orms ntrikel

rekindled federal militarism under the direction of a new war-lord,

teiohsregiment and Reichs am ;er yericht establishe the principle of

constitutional overnment. A share of government in the name of the

Imoeror was also taken by territorial rulers and not always by rnivy

councillors and secretaries behind the Habsburg thro e. Again it was the

conflict of personalities that destroyed the working of any federal system

at home. Just as laximilian and Berthold of Ren eberg had not been able

to yet on with each other, so Charles V sacrificed his constitutional

powers and his personal re u ation to humiliate elector Johann riedrich

Q

of Ernestine Jaxony and his insman, Landgrave Philip of Hesse." hereas

aximilian had refused to recognize the futility of oreign ar, Charles

refused to see that he had ot the r (sources to act like a despot within

the Ge man federal system.

hat was left for federalism as home af airs became more and more

deadlocked in the 1530' s' i'he fight agai st the 'arks staved off civil war

for a time. The Empire nourished itself on foreign war and ideological

J
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conflict with the infidel on its door-step. - ith this the federal system

was once a ,'ain strong e ougb to dig down as deep as Lipne with its military

demands. Tirkensteu r had come to cure the ills of federalism.

In the worms rtrikel of 15?1 Lipoe was assessed for 4 horse and 18

foetsoldiers, an increase in money terms of two-thirds on the 1507 assess¬

ment. Between 1521 and 1545 the demands on Lemgo were, however, an extra
a

10 horse and 55 footsoldiers. Troops and money were regularly demanded.

Records survive for Lemgo partly because all assessments were dis 1 ited and

the evidence thus needed for litigation. For the rulers themselves, one

may surmise that many federal records were lost beca ise there vas no

immediate legal purpose to be served in preserving them. 'hus in their

allegation of despotism against Charles V which was presented to the

territories at the Augsburg assembly o' 1548, the Lippe Re ency Councillors

were careful to point out that Lippe rulers and their governments had

10
always contributed i :i ill to Imperial grants for men and money.

hilst Si-ion V had called his first Landtag for "hich records remain

to discu s religion in 1531? his second specific territorial assembly was

called a ye r later to discuss Imp rial 'arc taxes. After a L ndtag

in the village of L' ge the towns sent a let er of promise to the
Turk tax to a committee of twelve nobles and burghers.

Chancellery to pay 500 f1. The money was to nay salaries to troops in the

field by next St. Bartholomew, Lemgo alone promi ed 300 f1. furthermore

11the towns promised to send troops of their own.

'hus by the 1530's only the Lippe towns were naying rurk tax in

accordance with the 1508 precedent. Landtag consultr.tio s had, however,

become a necessity to induce them to grant payment. 'he nobility were als
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now involve in consul "tions as ell as in the collection of taxes.

Yet the.y were not naying 'urk tax along v/ith the tovns. The peasants and

com on peovle still remained to be rawn into the tax system, and this

the towns achi< ved in he next decade.

By 1941 the bar ainin : nosition of the Linne to ns as the ef ective

i'urk tax payers was h rdening. Led by Lemgo, they agreed to nay only

half of the County's Turk taxes, and then only in return for more

effective trading and r mu lecturing concessions. 'he other half they

granted to the e ency Councillors to be levied on the tenantry and common

peoole. The towns were now exercising power as states to grant taxes

that the noli ically unprivileged population woul<|b^ve to nay. I'his was

not because of any prescri >tive right, but it was the burghers' retaliation

against clandestine trade and manufacture in the villages and on the farms.

If the tov is' monopolies were not to be enforced, then the culprits would

have to share in tax bur ens that the towns had only taken on in return

for sole ri *h s in trade and manufacture. The to- s rote to the

e ency Councillors,

"After you had shown us His majesty's demands for tax and contribution

against the 'urks at the recent ter itorial assembly held in Cancel village,

we called a me ting of all the towns and have agreed to the following.

"Although Li 'pstadt did not appear at Caooel we have communicated

the Roman King's demands i accordance with Imperial practice, and the

town has joined us in protesting that we have frequently been taxedtoo

heavily, as you undoubtedly will know. 7e made this clear to the last

Count that no livelihood was to be found in the Linpe towns as the common
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craftsmen hive moved, to the villages to the detriment of all 'Jhe guilds,

ith whose wealth e .are supposed to ender srbitr rily high and requent

s ■ 'ices and taxes to our rul rs.

"Ve demand redre so that we can make payment. e have so far

noticed o change for the be er. there is no control over buying and

selling in the countryside, yet we are expected to pay our taxes all the

same.

'".Ve thus demand with the sup >ort of Lippstadt that the common country¬

side take over and pay one-half of the outstanding j-urk taxes and we will
1 2

pay the other half, each town according to it size ■ re wealth."

the Imperial war tax system reached its first climax i 154 -3 •

dn er the di notion of •'erainand I the territories ranted, • id actually

provided the men, equipment and money to field an army that besie ed the

arks in Budapest. The military outcome as of les r importance comp red

ith the advances in federal administration that this entailed. At the

Imperial as embly in Bpeier rules of taxation were laic, down for the

territories to follow/, in assessing rentiers and territorial t *-es for

federal Turk taxes. L'hese •• ere guide-lines upon which territories could

base their own administrative development in taxation, for which they hereby

obtained sanction by '?eiohsabrchied.

1 3
Lippe possessed her own cop of these uide-lines. All rulers,

nobles, corporations and to is that lived on rents and intere st v/ere to pay

a .j capital tax, reckoned at interest rates of 5 , which meant an annual

income tax of 10$. In return movables were to be tax-free. Equally

the war equipment of rulers, nobles and knights was to be exempt from
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taxation. This encouraged capital investment in war material, which would

then ideally be used against the Turks. The Church was equally to pay a

10> income tax, and the Teutonic Knights and Knights of St. John were also

to contribute. As the arrangements were for war against the infidel,

they were not allowed to claim tax exemption as religious military

organizations. It was easier for ordinary nobles and knights to do this,

for the tax exemption of military equipment provided the warrior-class,

above all the nobility as military ertrepreneurs, with the loophole through

which to slip out of all realistic taxation in the following decade.

Church jewels and treasures were as yet not to be sold off, but if

the war went badly the right to do so was reserved. The key to the whole

system was that it now divided tax payers into two clas es, those that

taxed themselves and those that were assessed by the territorial authorities

i'he axe fell not between territorial rulers and their subjects, as would

have been fairest, but between rulers, nobles and officials taxing them¬

selves, and burghers, tenantry and common folk being assessed mainly by

the former group. This decision was of revolutionary importance. In

Lippe it meant a split between nobles and towns over taxation quotas which

lasted into the 19th century. Being allowed to assess themselves, the

nobility only paid hominal taxes. Above all they paid in secret and they

stressed that their payments ?/ere voluntary. The towns, however, had a

fixed assessment, which meant that they paid the same proportion of what¬

ever tax total was at any one time granted.''4

With this - rrangement the federalists were at empting to cut across

territorial development. A fundamental obstacle was put in the path of
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nobles-towns consolidation in politics as territorial Estates. The nobles,

as also the officials, went with their rulers, the towns were left in an

unfavourable position along with the tenantry. It helped rulers of the

size of Lippe to divide and rule, mainly with the help of their nobility.

Yet there was a sign in the guide-lines, pointing towards territorial

consolidation under the rulers. The propertied were to pay Turk taxes

for all their holdings only to those territorial authorities within whose

jurisdiction they had their chief residence. This made taxation of

"foreign" landowners illegal at least for Imperial purposes. Hence

propertied families were encouraged by territorial rulers to group within

territories. In Liope those of substance were encouraged to be Lippians
1 5

and to lay claim to a place in Court and Assembly in the County.

All territorial authorities were to draw up tax registers of their

peasants, their tenant farmers. Records should be kept of what each man

paid in order to punish those that did not pay fully. Towns were to let

their councils have a free hand in taxing all corporate wealth under their

.jurisdiction at a standard 10$ on income from capital. However, towns'

treasury income was also to be taxed as if it were capital. furthermore

the small man, burghers, peasants and common subjects were to pay 10$
16

income tax. The b sic rate was for 6 Kreutzer tax on every 20fl.capital.
Capital under 20fl. was charged at a flat rate of 4
Kreutzer. All Jews, whether rich or poor, were po'l-taxed at 1 f1.

Apart from this discrimination, which put all Jews at the equivalent of a

Christian with 20 fl. capital, the Turk tax was directed against the

small investor, the common peasant and the common tradesman in the towns.

This after all made economic sense for it was no good t: xing the rich
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because they could exploit any existing system to their own advantage as the

chief financiers, collectors and administrators of any federal tax, and it

was no good taxing the labouring poor as they hod no resources vrhateoev r.

In each territory the profit as ell s duty of tax administration was

to go to a consortium of four, one official, one cleric, one noble and one

burgher. They were to operate on oath to ruler rind country (Herr und

Landrc.aft . They were to keep a locked treasury chort in a fortified lace

and hand their territorial not is over t o the Circle treasuries by a fixer! date.

Circle treasuries were federal executives at regional level. They

operated when two basic conditions were satisfied, namely when the biggest

territories were interested in the duties of being Circle Directors, nd when

they could effectively threaten or, better still, gain the consent of member

territories within their Circle? to pay Imperial war grants. In 15^2 this

wor ed to some extent even in the West halian Circle despite the fact

that Director JClich-Cleves was in dynastic and armed conflict ,-ic the

Habscurgs over Gelderlond. The Turk war effort thus engaged federal,

regional and territorial authorities.

At t: e I perial assembly of fttfrnb rg in 15^2 Ferdinand I and Charles V's

Co raisear, Bishop Christian of Augsburg, negotiated the Turk aid.

Elector Joachim of Brandenburg was made commander-in-chief of the federal

army. This time the war effort v. ild not ju^t be a tax grant to ay for

Habsburg mercenaries, but men and horses v/ith equipment and pay were to ride

out of their territories to the succour of Emperor and Christendom. It was
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attractive to look for r solution to reformation heresy at home on the

"battlefield against the infidel abroad. Once again t e Empire launched

into a policy where the enemy on .he frontier should solve internal

dissension on the home front. The enthusiasm percolated through to Li' pe.

A Lippe agent went to N rnberg in 1542 to get fairer assessment in

the planned Turk array establishment. At Circle level the Regency

Councillors negotiated with Co-Director Munster, and in the County itself

an Estates' committee of two nobles and two mayors was set up to administer

17
Turk aid. Collection was to follow according to the Emperor's orders

1B
and the conclusions of the common country. Thes conclusions had at

last drawn the Lippe nobility into the net of Imperial taxation.

In May 1542 nobles and country (go :ene Ritter vnd Lanoasschirja) met in

Lippe to grant Turk tax.^a Because the Roman King's instructions were

not so exact as to where and how taxes should be collected and paid out,

the Estates put up a committee of three nobles and three mayors to take

responsibility for the tax, making their own arrangements without waiting

for ;he Y/estphalian Circle assembly in Essen to take the mat er i:i hand.

Pensions, inco rs, stores, oods and possessions were to be valued forthwith

in Lippe by the Turk tax committee. The Estates then agreed to an

advanced payment of 1200 fl. to pay the Lippe troops for three months and

dispatch them to the front as soon as possible. The Estates would recoup

the loan, 4 10 CI. from each of three groups, namely the tov/ns, the

nobility and the ruler's peasants. hat was new here was that twenty

nobles were named and assessed at between 40 and 10 fl. each. The

peasants were to pay according to rural district, Amt by Amt. Pour mter
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were given quotas in these negotiations.

Three months' pay was quiie insufficient. In August the Lippe

Estates met again to discuss their Turk war effort. They granted a furthei

three months' pay, and even discussed Kammerzieler as part of the federal

i -sue. The money forthcoming from the country (Landesschupp) was now

divided as follows. The ruler's peasants and with them the clergy would

provide 200 fl. Seventeen nobles contributed 60 to 10 fl. each, and the

towns were expected to provide 500 fl. The towns refused and offered

250 fl. This was accepted, and the Lippe troops in the field were cut

down to half pay, as it was the winter season when there was supposed to be

no campaigrving. Troops' pay was thus cut just when they had most

leisure to spend it in camp, because of tax conflict back at home between

20
nobles and officials on the one hand and the towns on the other.'

An official from Detmold travelled with the money to Austria to pay

the Lippe troops under Johann Bose, using the Westohalian Circle's line of

communication under instructions from Cologne town council. This

suspicion of the Circle treasury on the port of Lippe led to regional

conflict, as the Circle authorities demanded proof that Lippe had made

her own Turk war arrangements. To fight the Circle's "arrears" -policies,

Lippe furnished herself with receipts. The most notable of these was the

a testation of Commander-in-chief Joachim of Brandenburg from October 1543

that the Lippe contingent had done full and faithful service in the field

21
against the Turks.

The Circle came of badly as Li >pe fulfilled her war duties to the

Empire directly from the Linpe treasury to the troops in the field
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Lippe placed no trust in the Circle treasury in 1542, not because she

wanted to evade federal taxation, but because she wished to make sure that

her efforts did not run into the sand at regional Circle level. The 1542

Turk war episode showed that federalism could work, and it also immeasurably

furthered the scope and powers of territorial taxation.

Even whilst territorial cc tingents were camoaigning together in

Hungary, home affairs began closing this chapter of federal coopern/tion

in foreign war . In 1542 Philip of Hesse was demanding feudal knights'

levy from Lippe as the Protestants dealt sharoly v,ith the Guelphs and
22

protected their co-religionists in Brunswick and Goslar. After 1555»

however, the way was once more clear for federal cooperation against the

Turks, but not before the question of 'urk tax had in 1553 been used as

the vehicle for manoeuvring the nobility out of the tax lists in Liope.

At the end of t; e year 1553 Charles V made a last demand for Turk

aid, a demand that came to Lippe via the V/estphalian Circle assembly in

Essen. It was admitte that previous Turk tax had been used for other

purposes by the Emperor and that the money could not be rotu c1 a bleak

reference to the civil war. Lippe had thus arrears of 4500 fl. To this

the Lippe government claimed that in ne otiations held with the ..states

at Blomberg the nobles and clergy had been assessed for contribution

as they had not paid their previous Turk taxes. The Estates granted a

common, whole .rndschatz. This was a basic unit of payment to be made by

peasants and tenant-farmers who were listed in the current tax registers

in the rural districts. The towns were also to pay their quota, a third

of the total (1500 fl.). The towns refused but offered to refer back
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home. They were withholding their grant until the nobles declared them¬

selves willing to take on the same amount as them. The nobility snubbed

the towns by claiming to have made their own separate tax arrangements

already with the ruler. ' ^ Nobles and towns thus became deadlocked on an

Imperial war tax issue, to the detriment of their mutual cooperation as

Estates in territorial affairs. The federal tax guide-lines of 1542

had reaped their crop of dissension, nobles were in one tax class and the

burghers in another.

Prom the later 1560's until the first decade of the 17th century Turk

taxes were paid by Lippe. Despite t e regional disruption caused by the

Spanish-Dutch wars the system still worked well in Lippe after 1580 because

of the convinced federalism of Simon VI. The Turkish frontier was

stabilized and fortified. This was reflected in federal tax grants for

building and fortification. When hostilities broke out anew in the 1590's

large federal war taxes were forthcoming and for a brief period under

Zacharias Geitzkoftier the of ice of federal tax receiver or

eiohspfenni meister was one of supreme importance in keeping the war

effort going. Thereafter the Turk War lost its urgency and allure as a

federal policy, only to be revived again in the 1660's and fought to a

successful military conclusion by the 1750's. Thus it was vital for

German federalism to have the Turks hammering at the gates of the Empire,

because this danger from without was really the only issue upon which all

the territories could unite and follow a common policy by consent.

It was now possible to see who was paying Turk taxes in Lippe and

how well total quotas were met. In June 1571 the Lippe Regency Councillors
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sent their fourth and 1 ist instalment of 1440 fl. Turk tax to Arankfurt

am Main in accordance wit-fewAugsburg Imperial assembly grant of 1566.

They wrote,

"Since our youn • ruler, Simon, Count and noble Lord of Lippe, has

been warned by His Injesty to pay to you immediately in return for a

satisfactory receipt the still outstanding fourth part of the Turk aid

granted at Augsburg in 1566 which was allocated and demanded at Mogensburg

in the year following, so e have done this and rend you 1440 fl. at 15

Batzen per f1." ^
Hp to 1605 this is how Lippe paid her Turk taxes, by merchant banker

to the Legstudte in return for a receipt. Receipts are sea ter d but

remain in substantial numbers especially for the 1590's. They vary in

size of payment from 600 to 36OO fl. By comparison this represented

anything up to an equivalent of 10'/!' of the ruler's annual gross income

upon whioh he was expected to run the dynasty and administration of

Lippe and was thus fairly well in accord with the Jpeier giide-linos of

154 • T'or generation Turk tax found a regular place in i. finance,

the more so as year after year this money w s being raised by direct

25
taxation with the full par icipation and consent of the Estates. In

1602 Simon VI had even paid a Turk tax arrear from eight ye rs previously
26

and made the annropriate comnensation to Geitakoffler.

Receipts ./ere ns much in demand at ter itorial as at federal level,

and they provide the surest proof of the importance of Imperial ar tax.

In 1604 Simon VI acknowledged receipt of Turk tax rom his towns, actually

mentioning the ori ,-inal Imperial assembly grant. As territorial subjects
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were thus clearly footilg the Imperial tax bill, they were a3 vitally

interested in federal affairs s their rulers, if only to make sure that they
were not paying too much and to satisfy themselves that
money was really needed. The confirmation was in no uncertain terms.

"We Simon etc. herewith recognize that our nobles and towns have

granted at the most recent territorial assembly that the common Imperial

assembly grant of 06 month against the Turks, the hereditary enemy of the

Holy Name, made at Regensburg last year, has been fixed according to a

common assessment at 3720 fl. which just this once has be n raised to

3720 Stirs, for paying the first 31 months of the Imperial grant.

"We confirm that on behalf of all our towns the mayors and town

council of Lerago have paid us 1240 Rtls. to be quit of the above Imperial

27
tax instalment."

Turk taxes were, however, not only paid by the towns in Lippe. All

three tax groups in the County made contribution at some ti e or other.

Above all Imperial t; xes were carefully negotiated at territorial

assemblies between rulers and Estates. The Turk tax quotas brought

forward at the territorial assembly of Cappel, April 1577» put the towns

down for 2000tlrs. in four instalments. Lemgo paid 666 tlrs., Lippstadt

and Saltzufi'eln 333 tlrs. each, and Horn, Blomberg, Detmold each something
28

over 200 tlrs. As the treasury income of Lem, 0 for 1577 was only

c. 1000 tlrs. it was hardly conceivable that Imperial taxes could have been

paid without increased local taxation or increas d town council borrov/ing.

In Lemgo the latter more short-sighted course was chosen. .'hat this does

show is that Imperial taxation could seriously affect the towns'
29

finances. y

I
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The peasants and tenant-farmers under the jurisdiction of the ruler's

rural district officials were also paying Turk tax according to special

registers drawn up in the Amter. A badly damaged register just for Turk

tax survives from Amt Detmold from 1579• Here the rural population were

30
paying between 2- - groschen and 2y>- tlrs. Turk tax each. Prom Imperial

assembly right down to territorial peasant the Imperial war tax system

was now linked up. That the money was getting through to the federal

tax receiver is shown by the receipts at Imperial and territorial level.

Another register from Amt Sternberg from 1584 listed Turk tax

payment from Linpe peasants, name by name, village by village. A total

of 407 tlrs. l6-y gr. was collected from the tenant farms here, with

maximum single payment as high as 4 tlrs. and a minimum of -y Ort (4 gr.).

Further increases in rates are shown by the Turk tax registers of Parish

Detmold from 1598 at the height of the fedex*al war effort. In this one

parish alone the villages raised 478 fl. of Turk tax in 1598. Single
31

payments varied from 3 to 8 fl. This demonstrates the hu e

discrepancy between peasant wealth in each locality. If it is dangerous

to group nobles to .ether because they have similar titles and social

contact, it is relatively far more misleading to think of the peasants

as one group in the light of these diffe-ences in taxation.

On the Speier guide-lines of 1542 a Turk tax assessment range of

3 gr. to 8 fl. at 10$ of annual income meant a taxable capital wealth of

16 fl. to 1600 fl. per common rural inhabitant Amtsuntertan in this part

of late 16th century Lippe. Huge economic differences within a group

that had the same social and legal status and duties were thus part and
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parcel of village life, * "Peasant" could thus mean anything in terms of

social economics, and this is brought out by tax registers that were

devised not only for territorial purposes but specifically for federal

war tax.

The nobility appeared in the Turk tax records of Lippe above all in

arrears. In the 1570*s an arrears list included eleven native nobles,

a monastery and market towns. Only one town had arrears of 20 tlrs.

The nobles owed 235?? tlrs. Foreign land-owner3 in Lippe had further

arrears of 346lV tlrs., but then these were more legitimate as the Speier
federal

tax guide-lines of 1542 had allowed the propertied the right to payAtaxes

only to the authorities where they had their main seat of residence,

Once again arrears claims of a dubious nature were being made, this time

32
by a government at territorial level,'

What relationship had arrears to the full grants? How far were

taxes undersubscribed? ?tfo arrears policy argued this way during the early

modern period in Lippe and it leaves the suspicion that taxes were

relatively well paid. Comparative figures are ,however .available for the

Turk tax of 1594 which was collected from the nobility and their tax-

privileged equals in 1598* It is noteworthy that this was for a federal

tax where ch«; money would be going out of the County, thus an unpalatable

tax to finance at territorial level. Yet up to 90fo of the total demand

was collected. 27 noble families should have provided 777 tlrs, and

actually paid 686 tlrs. 5 ecclesiastical foundations should have paid

265 tlrs. and rendered 257 tlrs. 4 market towns were assessed for 244tlrs.

and handed over 216 tlrs. 5 Vogfre even paid one taler more than their
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modest assessment of 29 tlrs. On the Speier guide-lines of 1542 this

meant that the average Lippe noble establishment was rated at a capital

wealth of 5730 tlrs. (7640 fl.) not much more than four times the wealth
33a

of the richest peasants, the serfs and free tenant farmers.

That Turk tax collecting was by no means unprofitable is shown by a

17th century copy of a Turk tax granted at an assembly in Lippe in 1585,

which shows quotas and actual payments by all three tax classes. The

peasantry were paying two-thirds of the total grant and the towns and nobles

together were paying the residue. Even so the towns were having to pay

three times as much as the nobles. Thus the nobles were heavily tax

evading, the towns moderately so, and the extra was being pushed onto the

peasantry. On top of the original grant the tax collectors were making

an extra levy in this case of 16$ which the peasantry were again chiefly

expected to pay. Thus of a net grant of 5800 tlrs. in 1583 the peasantry

were actually paying 4000 tlrs. as the collectors* margin of profit
34

pushed the total tax-bill up to 676O tlrs. It seems unlikely therefore

that the Speior guide-lines of 1542 of an all round 10$ income tax were

being equitably adhered to in taxing all income groups.

Ther.1 were striking differences between Linpe's Turk tax payments in

1508 when only the towns had raid, and 1542 when towns, nobles and peasants

had oaid one-third each. In 15">3 the nobles were raying less than 10$ and

the towns had fallen to around, the 20;;> mark. The rest was shouldered by the

rural districts, who had no voice in the finance and politics of the County.

They were not in the Estates, therefore they could be made to pay.

55
Tax-collection even of federal grants was thus well worth the effort.
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In the 1540'b t e towns still had equal representation on tax committees,

but under Simon VI the nobility came to the fore. In 1594 Turk taxes came

under •? committee of territorial nobles. The towns were excluded.

Simon wrote to six of his nobles,

"As all our faithful nobles have unanimously agreed in the most recent

territorial assembly to make a substantial sum available out of their own

resources and to ask you to collect this money as well from the nobility

as from the other common subjects living in the countryside, so we

graciously ask you to come here next Wednesday and make the necessary

arrangements."^
A group of nobles thus cooperated with Simon VI's local officials

over Turk tax collection. The market of Varenholz was given a receipt by

two nobles calling themselves delegated tax collectors in July 1598 for

paying 14 tlrs. 9 'Turk taxes. The nobles were using Lemgo as their

base.^ A month later Simon VI ordered his local officials to collect

Turk taxes from the rural te lantry in accordance with a grant made by

the Estates. The order shows a well developed system of grant, assessment

and collection of Imperial war tax at work in rural Lippe,

"Simon etc. To all local officials (Amtleute) about collection of

Turk tax.

"Since the com ion Estates of our County have recently obediently

granted us numerous Turk, Imperial and other taxes, and since these must

now be paid, so wo graciously herewith order you and your colleagues

(Aratsverwardten) to collect from the existing land-tax register one double

Land-tax to pay off these grants between Whitsun and this coming Michaelmas.
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"In orde that the people may have cognizance of this, we will see
2Q

that they are informed from the pulpits in your district by the Clergy."^

Two things of impor ance were shown in this order. The local

officials were being given fir too little time to do their assessing and

collecting on time. The order came at the beginning of August, it was

back-dated to Whitsun and final payment was expected by the end of

September. As late as August the people who were actually going to have

to find the oney had not even been told. The other point was that

Imperial, federal taxes were now mixed together with other taxes of a

territorial, but to the local officials, unspecified nature. What the

actual sums granted at Imperial or even territorial level were, was not

communicated to the localities. Indeed their quotas would be fixed from

above, but the local official could not really tell the people who were

paying what the taxes were for. There was thus an element of furtiveness

and secrecy about taxation that did little to encourage the common people

to pay with a will.

This was even true of taxation at Imperial assembly level. Despite

its reputation of being an assembly that made all its business public via

the dictation room of the Mainz Archchanoellery or via an authorized printer,

actual numbers of Romermonate granted were kept from the public. It was

thus in the particular interests of a small territory like Li-pe to attend

Imperial assemblies and have Lrst-hand knowledge of grant discussions

in the Purs tearatfor on this point the official account gave little away.

And at second hand, notably at that of a Circle Co-Director like Bishop

Christof Bernhard Galen of Mlinster, no trustworthy account could be
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expected. Taxation had brought witl it a new development in administration

and law. It worked only with a substantial amount of consent, and in this

Reich, Circle and territory in the 16th century were no exception. The

actual receipts of Imperial war tax paid by Lippe tell more of the truth

than Imperial assembly discus ions and Emperor's writs, which provided

much more the public relations than the direction of a federal war effort,

to which the people of Lippe in their turn dutifully contributed.^
From the 1560's onwards the \7estphalian Circle began to play a role

of increasing importance in the organization of Imperial war taxes within

its region. The Circle was dealing with mat ers of security rather than

just the Turk war. Thus the 1566 Imperial assembly Turk tax grant for the

following three years was to be paid by the territories directly to the

Legstadte at 12 Roroermonate per annum. This by-passed the Circle

authorities.'"1 The Circle, however, did organize the collection of

Rdmermonate granted by the Imperial assembly to deal with internal rebellion

and bandits, notably in the Gotha affair. Specific Imperial and Circle aids

in troops and money were forthcoming to put down the la;t emnantsof

the condottiezi called into being originally by Charles V's civil war effort,

1->46-55* and never properly demobilized. Thus between 1565-71 the Circle

demanded Gotha grant arrears of 7G0 to 800 Rtlrs. from the Regency
42

Councillo s in Lip e. In July 1567 Dietrich Muntz, Westphalian Circle

treasurer sent an extract of Lippe's Circle tax accounts to Detmold. This

shows an elaborate system at work, as the Circles under the direction of

Elector August of Saxony, Director of the Upper-Saxon Circle dealt with

the last condottiere in Gotha.
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Lippe owed 4 Romermonate of Imperial tax on the Gotha war coots and

2 Romoruonate of Circle tax, granted in February 156? at Circle and not

Imperial level as a special rese ve fund for the Circle's own disposal,

By April of that year Lippe had paid one-half of the above two demands,

On August 1st 1567 the Circle paid supporting suras to the Upper-Gaxon Circle

which had actually undertaken the military measures against Grumbach.

On this Lippe was charged another 5 Ronermonate with an outstanding

Romermonat to come. Thus between February and August 1567 Westphali&n

Circle demands on Lippe were 10 Romermonate of which three had been paid
43

in April l'p67* Again the demand came a month in advance but already

sounded like an arrears' threat. By August Lippe had paid another

3 Romeruonate. The County was thus 60';j paid up.^
Already two years previously the Regency Councillors in Lipne had been

leaving taxation to a committee of the Estates, which was giving orders to

the local officials, fixing dates of collection. Either taxes were not

being passed on by the Estates, or they were .ot being collected or the

45
demands of Empire and Circle were capricious and short-timed. Lippe

only admitted one-half of the ar ears which the Circle claimed, and then

over a much longer period from 1564-68. Threats now came in from Circle

Director Julich and from the Emperor's Procurator fiscal in Speier.

Lippe should pay 240 fl. and 120 fl. towards the 1500 horses granted in

1564 and the 1200 horses granted in 1566. 36O fl. were still demanded

for payment to the Circle. This frightened Lippe into reviewing her

own calculations. The Regency Councillors now claimed to have been

assessed at Circle and Imperial level for 2318 tlrs. and to have actually
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paid 14^4 The muddle was caused by Lippe finding the money first

with which to pay federal taxes and only secondly recouping it from

taxation granted by the Estat s. This was a wasteful and laborious system.

Thus on the above grants the towns seem to have been overlooked until the

threats from Speier came in. Then they were asked to pay their customary

one-third, and finally by October 1568 Lemgo did something to ease the

situation by paying 775 tlr3. of Circle and Imperial tax to t e Regency
47

Councillors.

Lippe1s tax sy tern was in a mess, but this was p rtly due to the

suddenness with which demands were made on the territory from the federal

bodies. Just as the territorial central government gave its local

of icials very little time in tax m; tters, so the federal bodies seemed to

do the same to the territorial central government when the tate was of

the size of Liope. The system of demand, rrears calculation a;yl threat

from Circle Director and Rei ch 3ka.a: 1ergericht as well as Emperor's court was

used on Lippe ^rith considerable of set. The federal tax system worked

at least by bullying the smallest*

The Gotha affair tax arrears continued to be pursued in 1568-69.

The Circle Directors cooperated, -so Elector August of Saxony made his

demands to the Duke of Jiilioh and five Circle officials pressurized Lipne.

The matcer eventually came before a Circle assembly at Miinster in March

1569. Lippe still had alleged arrears of 814 fl. Further demands for

.increas ng the -Vestphalian Circle reserve cane in July 1968 and April and

August 1569. Again they demonstrated the flexibility of the federal

Matrikelsimplum tax system. Inst, ad of increasing the number of Romermonate
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outright, the .i;.v.lum was do fbled. In 1568 the Circle demanded 2 "plain"

Roaerraonate. in the year following it demanded not 4 "plain" Romermona be

"but 2 "double" Rome -raonate. In a world of precedent and equity this

shows how ficcali3m advanced at federal level.^

By 1559 Circle leader Simon had begun to apply some of these federal

methods of taxation even to his own territorial nobles and exempted establis!

ments. fhuo the latter were given one week only within which to pay their

quota of the Westphalian Circle campaign against the Spaniards and Dutch

which Simon had organized, "for the need of our fatherland's fair defence,
49

the now pending Imperial armament".

The run down of the Turkish war and the Spanish-Dutch txmce left both

Empire and Circles without a com on policy with which to distract the

territories from religious dissension. The military bond forged to keep

a real semblance of unity in the federal system was broken also by the

discrediting of Rudolf's government over the conduct of the Turk war at

Imperial assembly level in the first decade of the l?th century. The

Geitzkoffler scandal gave territories very good grounds for refusing supply

before redress of g ievances. It was not only the religious issue that

counted, and not only the protestant militants that had grievances. The

attack on the Turk tax accounts was supported by Bavaria who supplied the

50
chief accountant who fought Rudolf's former federal war-tax receiver.'

At home Li ope had her own problems. The Lerago rebellion prevented

Lippe from paying a-y more federal war taxes a ter 1605. By I609 Simon was

appealing directly to Rudolf for time to pay, but by this time the Habsburg

government that Simon had so faithfully backed in federal affairs xms no
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longer in a position of control to help Lippe, even if it had wanted to
51

do so. On the other hand the fiscal could not get his demands for

ar ear ;' distraint carried out as Calviuiat Lippe benefited from the

religious split in the federal constitution. The outcome was not by any

means as Simon VI would have wanted it. The system of concord at home by

foreign war on the frontiers with the infidel had failed. federal

taxation now became arbitrary as occupation armies collected it without

reference to the Imperial constitution. It wa the achievement of

politicians in the l640's to rut the system of consultation and consent

back on its feet by revitalizing a federal system that had broken down in

1608-13.

During the Thirty Year V/ar period no Romermonate were granted, for no

Imperial assemblies v;ere called. federal taxation by consent as developed

in Empire, Circles and territories Since the days of aximilis T had given

way to taxation by military exaction. In 1641 Emperor Ferdinand III had

made an attempt to put back the system of consent und r Imperial, Kabsburg

direction. His Imperial assembly failed because it w°s partisan. No

grants were forthcoming from the territories that attended and in return the

Emperor retained troop strengt despite general dearth and his desire to

stop the war.'"" The key Protestant minority had stayed away from this

Imperial assembly, the Guelphs, Palatine Wittelabaehs, Hesse-Kassel and

53
Mecklenburg were holding out with the Swedes. Yet war escalation had

54
stopped and peace negotiations could get under way.

After 1643 demobilization of Swedes and Imperialists was at last

financed from legitimate Imperial tax payments. Romermonate were again
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consented to by a revived federal system as agreed to in the treat! s of

1648. Germany returned to con titutlonal fe 'oralism and the old problem

of finding a common interest reappeared. The old methods and practices

were gain resorted to. Thus in 1650 Lippe paid its first Romermonate

again but directly to the Imperialist troops, thus by-passing V.'estphalian

Circle Co-Director Christof Bernhard Galen Bishop of Monster. In July,

General Hatifeld had demanded 6,000 tlrs. On 3rd September this was down

to 4,000 tiro. Oh 27th September he accented 5>000 tlrs. to be quit of

Lippe. By the terns of the Humberg demobilization interim of September

1649, Circle Director Chx'istof Bernhard had a valid grievance against being

by-passed. He got his revenge in the 1670*s by billeting his troops in

Linpe. The reestablishrnent of the federal constitution brought its own

new difficulties. In internal affairs the big territories to fear wore

CC

once again those that acted as Circle Directors.'

The small territories in the Linpe region corresponded with each wther

in order to find out hov? their neighbours and social equals were coping with

federal demands. Out of this grew the Westnhalian College of Counts which

acted as a consortium of araall territo ies in the region in the post-war

period and all through the 10th century. Already in March 1651 Nassau-

Had amar was asking Lipne what the Count had done about meeting federal

tax demands of J00 Romermonate. Had Lippe paid by assignat to the Circle

treasury under Galen in Munster? Johann Bernhard o Linpe replied that he

had paid 3000 Rtlrs. but that two-thirds of the Romermonate that were

already being demanded at Circle level had not ye been granted by an

56
Imperial assembly. Payment would therefore be postponed.
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When the Imperial assembly did meet in 1653-54 it. even felt rich enough

to make a -eally wholly unnecessary grant of A Homermonete to exiled

Charles II of England. Ever Lipne had followed the English situation and

sympathy ran high for the royalists, no high in fact that Lipre was now

expected to pay 520 Rtlrs. charity grant to young Charles in Cologne.

Charles had the sup ort o ' the Count of Tecklenburg who had made payment

and was thus asked to invite his fellow '.'.estphalian Counts to do likewise.

Tecklenburg was informed by Hermanr. Adolf of Lippe that the Estates of Lippe

had agreed to the grant to Charles II as it was an Imperial assembly

decision. He wrote to his apanage uncle in Brake that Charles should be

paid and Brake must pay one-sixth of it like ary other federal tax grant,

57
Otto of Brake consented.

If Lippe wa • capable of taking such a red herring of federal taxation

seriously, the revived system of 1648 could indeed be expected to be working

again. If money wes forthcoming for the support of an exiled foreign

ruler after all the complaints of Thirty Year War damage and the heavy cost

of demobilization, then German rulers either lacked a sense of proportion

or the economic situation was not really as bad as the debt reductions

agreed upon at this Imperial assembly implied. Above all it shows once

again how adaptable the atrikel simplum system of Ronermonete was.

Just as at cmpts to obtain moderated assessments had been a real

feature of territories' attitudes to the Imperial Matrike1 system in the

later 16th century, so af*;er J.548 the Matrikel had been revived at the

15°1 rate. This satisfied, most territories as it meant that the Empire

was bent on a cheap policy of peace-keeping rather than expensive war-
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ntongering. xhe inadequacy ox this revived aimplum was shown when between

1681 and 1698 it was increased by stages to nine times its /estphalian

Peace level, as Leopold I began to cope with the French and the Turks.

Yet it was this low rating that caused such inflated uoneraonats demands

from the 1660*3 onwards, which, when they were not paid by the smaller

territories, were collected by force from Circle Directors in the name of

E lperor and Impe ial constitution. The big territories had gained control
58

of the revived Imperial war effort in their regions."

The cheap military system envisaged in 1648 v/aa ap3et by a new threat

from the Turks on the southeastern frontier. After a break of nearly half

a century Turk tax demands from Imperial assemblies and Emperor's commissars

we e made again. To start with Lippe tried to cope with these demands

herself. He mann Adolf tried to get 3ome ordex* into assessment and

collection. The nobility wero charged with the military effort, the tovms

and rural districts with payment of Romeraonate. By 1660 the last remnants

of illegal taxation by military exaction had disappeared in Linpe. A new

territorial as; essnient had been worked out which took account of the dynast i<

fx-agment&tion that the apanage system had brought with it since the l6l0*s.

The towns were .till quoted for one-third, the apanage of Brake was given

one-sixth and the rural districts the rest. The nobility were on a

private system of don gratuit. Grants were subject once more to Estates'

consent with apanage members of the dynasty acting as members of the

Estates rather than of the ruling dynasty. It was thus extremely difficult

for the ruler to obtain .grants from assemblies that now contained such

discordant elements as nobles, towns and members of his own family, jealous
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of his claims to primogeniture.

On top of t'.is Lippe had to contend with revived military pressure

from the Circle Directors, Miianter, Brandenburg and the Guelphs. To meet

federal demands new orms of taxation were thought out in Lippe. In 1661

the territorial assembly granted a poll-tax on all male householders. In

December Amtmann Cappel was ordered by Chancellor and Councillors in

Detmold to draw up poll-tax registers for a Turk tax granted at Circle level,

,,1?e herewith notify as has been agreed at the territorial assembly

which was held here, that the Turk tax granted at the Circle assembly in

Cologne be collected in the form of a poll-tax. We have agreed to this

policy and order you herewith to draw up list3 of all malo householders

in your local district, which should also include all shepheifls and millers,

and that you send these lists in as soon as possible in order that quotas
59

may be allocated."

In January 1662 Hermann Adolf ordered his officials and servants at

court and inthe household to negotiate their own contributions to the Turk

tax with the treasury secretary individualXy. The establishment was poll-

taxed and a list was prepared that started with ti e Land'!rest and

Chancellor at the top and included the chimney-a eep at the bottom. Local

officials were also included, as were judicial officials, clergy, church¬

wardens and authorized teachers. Assessments varied from 4 tlrs. down to

tlr. The establishment contributed barely 300 tlrs. to the Tnrk tax out

of their own pockets. Ccmpazsd to this the rural district of Detmold

alone was assessed for little short of 2000 tlrs. Only 27 P.om'-rmonate

had been :rranted at federal level. This gave Lippe a bill of 2160 tlrs.
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with estimated collection expenses of n further 300 tins. Yet the

rural districts wore assessed by the chancellery for an extra 2000 tlrs.

The ruler was adding his own profit to the federal tax. He allowed his

tax fanners 12-%° and took an extra 80$ for himself. The bill went up

from 2160 tlrs. net to 4460 tlrs. gross.

Once again the towns paid their quotas to the ruler in lump suras for,
61

which they received receipts. A check was also kept on what the rural

districts paid. Thus between 1657-63 the apanage Arat of Sternberg paid
£) 2

an average 60 tlrs. a year in federal taxes to the ruler. finally the

nobility were pressed for a don gratuit. Assessed at between 1000 and

2500 Rtlrs, in 1647* '55) '50, and '63 they fluctuated wildly on arrears

from almost nothing to over 50"$. On the Turk tax the nobles still owed
63

4 months of assessment. In his warnings to the nobles not to got into

arras? on federal t?«xes the ruler was talking about Imperial assessments of

230 lomerraonate by March I664, quite a different proposition from the 27

Rdraernonate of 1661.^ With such an increase in tioraerraonate Lippe could no

longer afford to exempt anyone from taxation. Levies once again became

monthly in reminiscence of the Thirty Year War period. This applied

especially to the rural districts which were paying on an average almost

65100 tlrs. a month each in Turk tax by the autumn of I664.

By I664 it was clear that the ruler could no longer cone with

increased demands for federal war tax. In the first four months of I664

Brake apanage, all the towns, the markets and the nobility had paid

practically nothing. Towns and noble3 were p ensred to levy income-tax

on their servants and employees but wer~ withholding payment from t eir own
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pockets. The full weight of taxation now fell on the rural districts

66
alone. Although they were threatened by the use of force in order to

speed up their payment of Turk tax arrears to the collectors, the tenantry

had t ;eir rents nd mortgages to pay. Ruler's officials had thus to be
6 7

lenient with hard cases to prevent total ruin.

HeroamAdolf failed above all to collect the towns' increased Turk tax

quotas. It took him all year to get Lippstadt to recognize a duty to pay

in 1664. Hov-ever keen he may have been on poll-taxes, his demands for

them from the towns in 1664-5 remained fruitless. .hen in January 1666

the chancellery sent subpoenas to the towns to pay Turk tax arrears on pain

of distraint the situation had already moved out of territorial control.

The Circle Directors as armed powers had moved in to discipline the County.
68

Distraint was now a federal matter.

In the autumn of I065 Brandenburg troops moved into Lippe to spend the

winter. The County became a favourite stopsing off place on route

marches. It was now no longer ~a question of Romeraonate and Turk taxes to

be paid to suitably distant Circle and Imperial treasurers. The big

territories had moved into the County to collect federal taxes at source*

Whereas the territory had paid military "contribution" to Thirty Year War

troops a generation previously, it now paid the same thing as "subsidy" to

Cqits armed neighbours, ostensibly as part of a legitimate war effort.'7

In .November l665» faced with the presence 01 Brandenburg troops, the

Lippe states granted i$,6o© tlrs. of federal troop subsidies to be paid
co the armed powers Brandenburg and Minister. The Lippe government gave

immediate instructions to its local officials on how this was to be
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collected from the rural districts. Kach official was to carry out the

following five points.

"Officials are encouraged to assess peonle according to wealth and

availability of foodstuffs, and to consider fretting help with payments

from their creditors.

"Retired peasants end families living-in shall also be tared and not

overlooked.

"Village collectors shall be allowed a reduction of one-half on what

they themselves would normally pay, had they not taken on the job of

collector.

"Those subjects who have been ranted any years free of taxation will

remain exempt only if they can produce relevant proof, whilst they should

still be entered into the registers.

"Each official must have sent hi3 register in triplicate to the

chancellery one day before he is finally due to deliver up the amount he

has collected. He must appear at a given time in the chancellery with his

local subordinates, the peasant judge and two leading men from each

village." One half of the money was to come in by December and the other

half by January. In order to achieve this all those with mortgages were

to ray a tax of one-sixth out of their rents from the rural districts.

Arrangements were made for commissioners to go from district to district,

drawing up special mortgage registers. The threat against non-participation

was loss of the mortgage, which could be established by comparison with

peasant registers. In this way the Estates were being indirectly taxed,

for they and those who had invested in land and agricultural produce were
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now being .forced do pay a capital tax, as the subsidy took priority over all
70

other claims to the rents and produce ox the rural tenantry.

The situation became urgent as the village of Schotmar alone claimed

to have been forced to pay 1000 litlrs. in damages to Brandenburg troop3.

A commission drew up a register of every claim and a fruitless complaint

was made to Elector Frederick William, By February 1666 Lippe was paying

subsidies to Branaenburg troops of 1200 Rtlrs. a month, and the money was

coming from the rural districts. Lipre herself claimed that she only had

a duty to pay 205 tlrs. a month in federal war tax. This did not save her
71

from being forced to pay over five times that amount, to Brandenburg alone.

Correspondence with Elector Frederick William proved that any pro forma

appeal on a ruler to ruler basis was fruitless. The split was final

between the territories that were Arraierte and those which were Bicharmierte.

Only Lippe could put the picture straight by offering the Emper r better

terms as an Araierter herself, and this policy had to wait another thirty

years for a more skilful ruler. In the meantime the best that Lippe could

hope for was a guarantee from Elector Frederick William that Brandenburg

troops coming through Lippe would keep the peace and behave in such a way

72
that no insolence or excess was committed.

This presumably worked as long as suitable food and lodgings v/ith

presents were forthcoming. 'To ensure this the local officials were

ordered to raise subsidies in full and above all on time. Soldiers would

not and indeed could not wait for their money. The formula writ of

February 1666 ran as follows,

"As the subjects of otir district of U must contribute as from 'ebruary
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1st until further no lee N tlrs. monthly soldier tax for the upkeep of

billeted Electoral Brandenburg cavalry, we herewith graciously comand you

to givo the levying of such taxes first priority, and to r ally pay them
73

in to us monthly in return for receipts."

In 1666 there was a change of rulers in Lippe. The new Co:mt,

Simon Henrich, tried to get out of the clutches of Brandenburg and Minster

whilst still remaining a Ulchtaraierter. He called in Guelph troops in

the l680's in the hope that they would expel 'the Brandenburg and Monster

contingents. Ho attempted to play the Armiorta off against each other

as his kinsmen in Schaumburg-Lipua were doing with considerable success.

The plan misfired, and Lippe now had to pay contributions to the troops of

three 'protectors* instead of two. Simon Henrich also tried to return to

the traditional policy o f payment to Leystadbe and thereby rid the County

of the troops of distraining Circle Directors. His finances '••rare lot

ordered enough to carry thi3 out. In 1670 when he tried to pay federal

taxes directly to Frankfurt ara Main, he had to issue an assignat to the

Imperial receiver for 5°0 Htlrs. to iron on the revenues of his own Lippe

treasury. It was clear from tho weak financial situation in Lippe that

federal war taxes would only be forthcoming if the policy of distraint

by the Circle Arniorte continued. Hermann Adolf had been served well by

the Busch family in the treasury and accounts had balanced. Under Simon

Henrioh officials reported to living from hand to mouth and the accounting

system broke down. Under tlfre** conditions federal war taxes continued to be

collected by the troops of outsiders with Imperial sanction.^
The Monster invasions of the 1670's which were thought to have
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recapture; all the traditional horrors of the Shirty Year W. r period of a

generation previously, were troop billets by a Circle Director in lieu of

unpaid federal war taxes from the County. Thus in August 1675 Minister

demanded IcpOO tlrs. from Lippe in return for calling off her troops.

The County would only agree to pay 0000 tlrs. Lippe had already been
75

paying at the rate of lpOO fclra. a month earlier in the year to Monster.

Lippe had a weak ruler and chaotic finances. She was an easy prey

to Miinster and Brandenburg, who as Circle Di ectors had baen given a free

hand by Emperor and Imperial assembly to distrain for ar ears. Thus

already in January I064 haperor and Impex-ial assembly had ordered the

Circles to proceed against territories with Turk tax arrears. Lippe was

informed,

"It has further been agreed that in this ca3e of the Turkish

expedition the Circle Directors (aussschreibende T'ursten) shall undertake

to distrain those with arrears with a firm hand and by military methods,

'To get his federal war support Leopold I had abandoned Ilabsburg protectionist

policies of small-fry like Lippe. He continued to make deals with the

big er territories. lie handed the Circle system over to them in return

77for real sup ort for his wars.

During 1676-81 Lippe was unwilling host first to Minister and then

Luneburg-Celle troops. In June 1678 Simon Henrich ordered his officials

to pay subsidy to Celle troops only. He hoped thereby to force T:aster out.

In June l67y> towns and ,.icials were ordered to pay victualling costs to

Luneberg troops on summer campaign. War reached Lippe. The villages of

the northwest were exempted from taxes because of damage from Erench troops.
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Lotas0 was ordered to . mice contribution and the Estates granted taxes to pay

troop damages of 14,000 Stirs. L neburg troops stayed on in Lippe during

the winter of 1673-00 and cost the inhabitants 4000 Stirs, a month. There

had been a sharp rehearsal of the Thirty Year 'Var situation, only this time

the outsiders demanded subsidies striotly within the terms of the Imperial

law and constitution and not illegal contributions. In 1680 the situation

stabilized as Lippe engaged Oalle to be its sole ,\r dorter at a flat rate

of 1300 "itlrs. a month. The troops that remained in occupation were

ordorad out of the towns and their monthly bill was settled by proceeds

from cattle-tax. Thus the rural inhabitants continued to bear the brunt

of war and taxation,^
In 1682 Lippe's quotas of federal war tax went up once again. 'This

time the basic rate of assessment, the 'iatrikel, was increased to a new

sine Inn, whereas in the 1360'3 and •70's the increase had been in numbers

of Homerraonate. dates were worked out from first principles. To all

federal troop totals the ,/estphalJan Circle contributed one-tenth in men,

equipment and money. Increases were in basic uni -s of 20,000 at Imperial

level with Lippe going up in units of 80 Htlrs. (120 1.) in money terms

alone, This unit xtas computed from the 1521 ilatrikel which still remained

the basis upon which the Empire assessed its v/ar efforts, As each

Imperial assembly grant varied in size, so the quo as all along the line

from Circle to territory, to Estates and common people in the territories

had to be worked out afresh. 'The territories above all aimed at fairne's's

at their level. Whatever the real total of each new federal demand, the
'■

. !« *

Lippe Chancellery shared the burden at a fixed rate of one-sixth Brake
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apanage, one-third the towns and one-half the Amter. Assessments were

diligexitly drawn up. One cannot say that the chaotic way in which federal

tax records have survived is due to any chaotic way in which they may have

been drawn up. The system of assessment and sharing out of local quotas

was diligently followed and it produced a mo md of paper work and calculatior
79

as each quota was worked out to the last fraction of a taler.

Lippe got a respite from the demands of the Armierte in the mid-1680's.

This was the period when ruler and Estates developed the handkasse. which

was an agreement to put certain debts into a fund over which the Estates

had some degree of control in return for increased extraordinary tax grants.

Ruler'3 officials threw up a barrage of figures in an ttempt to keep the

Estates out of their affairs. They lumped all taxes together into one

monthly levy from the rural districts, on top of which the towns would pay

their quota annually, according to how net figures of tax grant were

fixed in territorial assembly. Federal taxes thus disappeared from view,

as the lump sums that Lippe could raise from domain, Estates and tenantry

wer subjected to three great pressures. They were the external demands

of the Armierte who were expected to keep their demands to within the

limits set by the Imperial assembly in the war effort against x^roneh and

Turks, but which went in excess of Lippe's quotas whenever troops came into

the County. There were internal expenses, as the dynasty failed year

after year to live on its regular revenues. Then there was the financing

of debts and rents from both internal and external sources.

The forming of the handkasse i.n 1685 did not immediately improve the

situation and the war demands of 1688-97 really threatened Lippe with
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disintegration, not so much because of a bankrupt situation, which was far

worse in the 1730's, but because of bad leadership under a ruler who had no

control over his officials and yet refused to cooperate with the Estates

on financial matters. It was the County's fortune that Simon Henrich

died in 1697 and that he was followed by a ruler who although he still

refused to cooperate with the Estates, could however, control his officials

and wl o above all had a real flair for politics at Imperial, fed ral

1 80level.

Between 1689-91 Leopold on the one hand and Simon Henrich on the other

tried to keep the Araierte out of federal war tax collection in the County.

In January 1639 Lippe paid Leopold's commissar Godens;who was accredited

to the Lower-Saxon and Westphalian Circles, 4200 Htlrs. as part of
81

Imperial assembly Turk tax grants. When hostilities were reopened with

France, however, Go&ens, try as he would, could not get satisfaction from

Lippe. Already as regards i'urkonsteuer Lippe owed 50 Romermonate by 1686.

The claim went as high as 280 Rornermonate by May 1688. This represented

33»600 fl. in real terms, a sum that cane near to on*e half the annual

revenue of the County and was clearly impossible to meet. When payment

of one-fifth of this sum was made to Godens in January 1689 Bimon Henrich

was hoping for support from the Emperor for setting up his own Lippe army

contingent. On this he failed to get the support of his territorial

Estates and he was not strong enough to push the issue and levy taxes

without consent, a3 did his son ten years later on the same policy. Lippe

did, however, get rid of Brunswick troop billets and threats of Circle

distraint were dropped. LeoTiold still believed that he could get enough
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money from Lippe without onoe again having to hand her over to the Armierte

As in previous wars, Leopold's demands got out of hand. Once again

Simon Henrich was shown to have no control over his finances and no support

from his Estates, In May the Lippe Estates were informed that a 2 30

Romermonate demand from Godens could be liquidated with 2000 Ducats paid

immediately. In July a poll-tax was levied on all inhabitants from the

nobility down to the domestics. By October the towns were still being

urged to pay their quotas. In December Lippe began to play for time by

claiming to have been assessed at a higher rate than other territories.

Godens immediately stepped up his demands to 300 Romermonate. A deadlock

ensued in I69O. The Habsburg commissar was now aided by demands from the

Circle authorities and Simon Henrich began to make an effort to pay Circle

troop costs of 450 tlrs. a month as from February 1690. This was far

less than Leopold had hoped for, and it necessitated a return to distraint

by Armierte. In I69I Lippe assessed its inhabitants for 24OQ tlrs. to pay

subsidies to Brandenburg and Miinster at monthly rating. Finally by

September 1692 Leopold lost patience and Godens inst acted Simon Henrich

that 200 ..lomermonate of Lip e federal war tax arrears for the period

November I69I to Oct ber I692 had been assigned to Brandenburg. Lippe had

failed in the eyes of the Emperor to produce 24,000 fl. of war taxes in a

year (about one-third of total Comital revenue) and was thus not worth

85
protecting from the Arnierte. y

Even if Lippe had been efficiently governed, could she really have

paid such high federal war taxes as Leopold demanded? As it was, Simon

Henrich's officials soldiered on and made their own threats of distraint at
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home in the Count in last attempts to fend off the Brandenburgers. In

November the government threatened the market of Schwalenberg with

distraint if it did not nay Turk tax arrears from 1689-91 \vithin eight days.

In May 1692 officials infor ed the towns of Godens' threats to distrain

for federal war tax arrears with Brandenburg troops. The chancellery

notified all those inhabitants with arrears, that if this happened, they

would be held solely responsible and fined by their own authorities as well

as being distrained by the outsiders.

Yet it was no longer just a question of arrears. Simon Henrich had

never really had control of the internal financial situation and the

federal authorities could no longer wait for x>ayment. Although Godens

continued to claim for less and less Rbnermonate in the hope of some real

payment in 1694-95> the matter was now in other hands. Equally the

unrealistic attitude of Brake apanage did not help the situation. As late

as July 1695 Cassimir of Lipue-Brake was writing to Simon Henrich, telling

him that in futu e he would consent to no extraordinary taxes and certainly

to none from the Emneror without much more time for prior consultation.

Although, federal tax demands were exorbitant at this time, it does seem

that Lippe brought distraint upon herself by adopting an attitude of long

delay with a view to final non-payment, which as a Nichtarmierter she

could not realistically affo d to do.

After the l660's Lip e had run down her own military commitments in a

policy favourable to the Estates but unrealistic as regards the military

situation in the Empire as a whole. Demands from the Arrnierte increased

no matter what Leopold's protectionist policies towards the small unarmed
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territories were. T'ius the rural districts of Lip ie actually paid a

monthly 2450 tlrs. to Funster troops in the winter of I69O-91, right at
85

the height of Commissar Godens' campaign against Live for federal arrears.

Inside the County the chancellery kept its own running account of arrears.

The overall picture for I69I was that the towns and markets still owed

4000 tlrs. and the rural districts 19,000 tlrs. By March 1692 the rural

districts had paid lOfo of this. In another account the chancellery

alleged that 24»000 tlrs. had actually been paid to Brandenburg and Munster

in I69O with a further 17> 533 tlrs. in 1691. Even so there were arrears

on top of this for 15,500 tlrs., which the chancellery hopefully claimed

were still perhaps in hand in the treasury. Even this arraar was a figure
06

arrived at after Munster and Brandenburg had remit.red a further 8,000 tlrs.

Thus in ihe two war years, 1690-91, Lippe had been expected to contribute

over 50,000 tlrs. a year to the Armierte, a sum that was well over half

the Couital r venue from all sources. For two years the town had made

payment to the tune of ove GOfo on their quotas. A further 12- fi had been

remitted. Actual arrears were 25"^. The subsidy demands of the Armierte

in the thirty years of the 1670*s to l690's were no less than the demands

for contribution to the war effort in the thirty years of the 1620's to

1640's in Lippe. Only Thirty Year War demands were carried out in

abrogation of the Imperial constitution, whilst the demands of the l670's-
R 7

90's were made strictly within the form of law.

As Lippe was paying so well, what induced the Brandenburgers to come

into the County in the 1 st day of the w- r in 1696? By 1694 the towns and

rural districts had passed their neak in payments to the Armierte. In that
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year the towns had arrears of 60$, having barely paid 2200 tlrs. of a

6600 tire, as ••essment. The rural districts were as bad with payments of

9200 tlrs. and arrears of 13,300 tlrs. In 1695 payments from town and

country together were only 3000 tlrs. with 1200 tlrs. to follow as late

payment. In 1696 the Gomital authorities could only raise 28 0 tlrs.

Yet the overall picture was far better than thi3 tailing off in the last

war years implies. Prom 1688-95 Lippe had paid Brandenburg alone 68,000

tlrs. in lieu of federal war taxes. On top of this there was an arrears

claim of 67,000 tlrs. The newly installed Landkasse had paid out a total

of 23,700 tlrs. to the Armierte. which included Hiinster as well as

Brandenburg between 1689-97• This shows that only about one-third of the

war effort had been financed by the Estates and their money. The rest

was borne by the domain and Comital rural population.

Linpe had achieved fed.ern.1 war tax payments at an avex*age 10,000 tlrs.

a year, but on a wildly fluctuating basis of 24,000 tlrs, right down to

2,800 tlrs. in any one ar year. Demand had on an average been just twice

th t of actual supply with payment of 50$ and arrears of 50$. Again the

actual figures looked, bet er at the beginning than at the end of the war.

Looking at the overall picture, however, Lipoe actually paid an annual war

tax of about 20$ of :;rt ss Conital income. It was the disopnointing

performance of the Estates that upset the picture. Here- ruler-Estates

relations played a vital part. Simon Henrich could not cooperate with his

Estates, and the County paid the penalty. The problem was not with the

o ficials because from the figures of the Kammer relative to those of the

Landkasse ;the government, and therefore the ruler's peasantry(and not the
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88
nobles and burghers)) bore the brunt of war taxation and raid up well.

Yet thia is not v/h, t the Brandenburgers thought at the time. In

October 1656 Elector Fred rick III as a estphalian Circle Director claimed

the right to Lippe's Imperial and Circle taxes to help pay for the

Brandenburg military effort against Louis XIV. Frederick's Ravensberg

treasurer, Meinders, demanded all arrears fron 1694-95» aa he had long ago

borrowed the money on anticipation of these taxes and was now hourly

paying interest which he could not afford. The current taxes were collectei

by the troops themselves. The plea of Simon Henrich for tax exemption

because of exhaustion of the County, which had paid war taxes to Arnierte

since 1672, was unsuccessful and perhaps unrealistic, Anyway Brandenburg

troops v/ere on their march back from the Rhine to the Northeast. The

Rysv ick Peace and demobilisation or cold-storage of troops cost the Elector

dear in any case, so a traditional policy of delay of payment would have

been as fruitless for Lippe as the appeal for remittance based on a claim of

impoverishment which Simon Henrich actually m de. In the outcome ! einders

stayed on hand with the troops in Paderborn-Lippe to supervise collection

which, however, stuck to the principle of troop billet, until the last

89
farthing of arrears had been paid,

5 new ruler brought a new policy with the short peace after Ryswick

and be ore the death of the last Spanish Habsburg, I riedrich Adolf

fought the Estates for an increase in taxation which his demand for a

standing Lippe Circle contingent entailed in the spring of 1698 and ha won.

Just when the Estates expected substantial war tax decreases because of the

peace and consequent end to Brandenburg troop exactions, -riedrich Adolf
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increased the rates of extrnordin ■ry tarar-io , initially ijn.0ri.Ti5 refusals

of the Estates at territorial assemblies. lie demanded 22,000 fl. alone to

put T.i-noo'n Ci do account streight, although accounted arrears in Cologne

were only 4400 Airs, for Lip a. He accepted garrison duties in Cologne

town and laid the foundations of the Lippe army, which in six years was

ready to play its part on the Allied Imperial aide in the f> anish V'ar of

Succession. A standing army had become a necessity for the survival of an

independent Lipne as the war of l688-y7 showed. The opposition of the

Estates to a standing army lasted only for one year. By 1699 friedrich

Adolf was getting annual grants of supply, although never at the sum that he

wanted, but this v s tactics and not d.if e^ence of policy between ruler

and Estates. It thus seems that the failure of the County against the

Arraierte was caused by the weakness of Simon Henrioh as a leader, for his

son was strong enough to carry through an army policy that Simon Ilenrich

had been toying with since the beginning of his reign, forty years previously,
90

but which he could never finance or get through the territorial assembly.

The transfer of "ederal war taxes from the Armicrte to a Lippe army

of its own, operating within the Circle system, certainly meant no decrease

in taxation to the towns and rural population. It dicl mean, however, that

control of taxation remained with the ruler, his officials and to some

extent the Estates within the County. The last word was once again with

Lippians themselves, even if those with a stake in the County had to impose

higher burdens on the common people to obtain t is cutonomy in the federal

war tax system. Lippe now had her own recruiting, equipping, route-

marching, salary and billeting co ts. She went well above her minimum
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Circle commitment of 270 en. Beeweon 1705-7 the military trdsor took

from 1^,000 to 55,000 tlrs. from the rural districts to finance this war

effort.^
At the same time money aymont was made once again to hegstadt

Peankfurt-ao-Main with a small 6 Roaermonate to fortify "illipaburg on the

Rhine in 1704. This payment showed a revived direct fe eral tax system

at work and also showed ho?f Lippe made her arrangements within it. An

official provided the money in advance, so payment to the Empire could he

punctually made at P ankfurt. Frankfurt town council wrote out. a receipt

which wr3 presented at the Lippe treasury and the official was duly raid.

For this r.-payment the treasury got a receipt from the chancellery that had
92

taken the original policy decision to make payment.

Under Charles VI the federal tax system made a last sustained effort

to keep the territories paying for a concerted, Habsburg led Imperial policy.

On accession in 1712 Emperor Charles obtained a don gratuit from the

territories. On this Lemgo objected to having to pay 666 Rtlrs. hut all

the towns settled for 11)00 Rtlrs. and Lemgo thus rot away with one-half

of the original as :e -anient. The money was paid immediately and the

Westphalian Counts borrowed with a view to epaying out of the taxes levied

in the due course of time. The result was that although only four

territories under the Comital Directorship of Friedrich Adolf defaulted,

the wasteful exchange rate end high interest rates on the Frankfurt money

market turned a 5 arrear on the original don gratuit into an immediate

25% deficit on the collection of the tax fror the Counts. A loan at 10^a

was raised from Ichaumburg-Lippe who was never repaid, dos^jite claims that
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ran at 50$ of the total original grant by 17?4« This shows thai a federal

body like the Westphalian College of Counts did not necessarily fail

because it had a host of defaulters in poderal taxation but because it could

not manage to pay its oomsii nents without heavy capital loss, as its
93

business methods wore inefficient and took too little account of time.

In 1713 the war in thevest closed down for Liope. She did not,

however, disband her troops. They were billeted in the rural districts

and the system of reduced pay and r serve was introduced. The necessary

finance was found for the time being by exploitation of the arrears system.

In the war there had been demands for Tfjiaermonate, Xreiemonate and

Spl&atennonate for war efforts at Imperial, regional and territorial levels.

-atrikel aim da of each group, although all based on one common system

had got out of hand and a mass of individual assessments had been
94

supe-imposed upon the original revived structure of the l680'a.

With the end of the war in the west attention in the uapire was once

again, drawn to the war with the harks. Once again .•.omermonate were granted

at Imperial assembly end the territories accessed as in the days of

Ferdinand I. In 1717 Priedrioh Adolf was ordered by the Vienna treasury

to pay within six weeks 6000 fl, of 30 Tlomermonate granted at Regentburg -

95in the previous year. In 1721 the Vienna treasury sent its accounts to

Lippe and now demanded another 50$ because of Lemgo as an alleged Imperial

town. The outcome was a remarkable admission of the faithful way in which

Friedrich Adolf had supported the Habsburgs with federal tax payments,

a policy continued by his son '.Jimcm 1enrich 'doIf at the beginning of the

reign. Emperor Charles VI wrote to the Count,
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"that you have fully paid your above mc ti.oned Turk tax, which oar

treasury also found and dutifully informed as to be true, so we recognize

the case ot only proved and correct, but also with g acious thanks that

you were one of the first among those who fully paid their contingent

of Turk tax to the ho our of God, for the love of Us .ana the common need

eg
with patriotic good will and praiseworthy eagerness."

However, Lippe fell more and more behind in federal tax payments.

Part of this nay have been genuine muddle and lack of control ove the

officials, as the dynasty's economic difficulties at hone in any case

prevented the efficient payment of further federal taxes. In the'total

tax grant fox" 1J26 from the territorial assembly, federal Circle taxes

were a mere 1200 tlrs. whilst the apanages alone were allowed nearly
13,000 tlrs. The ruler himself was cut down to 600 tlrs. in
pocket money, and his treasury was only assigned something under 4000 tlrs,

for the running costs of government out of a total of over 1,000 tlrs.

Debt finance took the lion's share. Yet Lippe was expected to provide

97
a contingent of 118 foot and 34 horse in that year. Imperial taxes had

shrunk to a point of insignificance and they were now lumped with extra¬

ordinary taxes as a whole in the towns and markets as well as in the rural

districts and in Brake apanage, which -.continued to be administered

separately, despite the demise of its opiates, so as not to upset the tax

quota system.

In the early 174G's a lernpts were made to find out when Rbmormonate had

lastbeen paid in Lippe. For a brief period in 1742-43 the Wittelsbach

Emperor Charles VII was trying to get federal taxes but had to contend

with a system hex-e records a3 well as the technical exp rtise was still in
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in the hands of the very Habsburgs whom he • :s trying to oast from Imperial

leadsrshi . Li -so was ordered to pay 12,000 fl. arrears from 1734 to

1743; but on searches being made, the Lippe chancellery reckoned that it had

paid all its conrai true at3. aymerit was claimed to have been carried out

via the Bishop's exchange in Paderborn. The last recorded payment,

probably the lest that Lippe made that was in bona fide homermonate. was

2000 Rtlrs. (3000 fl.) in April 1745."8 The year previously Lippe had

been engaged in the Wectphalian Counts' troop contingent as the largest

member with 61 men and 6 non-commissioned o ficers out of 400 men and 45

99
non-commissioned officers. Here the federal demand on Lippe was 3632

Rtlrs. which wa., eovere by an Estates' grant of 5439 Rtlrs. payable by the

rural districts, leaving a handsome profit of 50^>, This was to be left

to the Landkasse for its own profit.

Between 1747-51 Emperor Franz's officials tried to collect money for

federal defence and even for alleged arrears from the period of hiatus

under Charles VII. Demands were also sent to the Westphalian College of
10'

Counts, an example of a late use of an ad hoc body for federal tax demands.

During the Seven Years' war Lippe was again asked for federal war taxes as

part of the Westphalian College of Counts. The County paid a probable

2400 Rtlrs. in October 17d7 but thereafter kept in arrear as Prussia was

102
far too close to warrant a pro Habsburg policy. However, as late as

1795 the federal system of .fluermonmte remained active enough to petition

Lippe, and as long as the e wa3 an Empire, Romerraonate. just like

Kammerzieler. were the fiscal part of its make-up.

Lippe was part of the Romernionate system from 1507 to 1795* 'fhe
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County made contribution in men either directly itself as in 134? and after

1697, or through money -payment in lieu of troops. Under Simon Kenrich,

between 1666-1697* the latter system even seriously threatened the farther

independent existence.of the County, ad excessive federal tax demands in

this period played t eir part in undermining the County'3 finances until

the r ;storation of credit in the 175^'s. It was not only when the Imperial

constitution w s hamstrung , as during the Smalkaldic War, the Thirty Year

War period and the Wars of Frederick II of Prussia, that Lippe was induced

to make military contribution. During the long times in between these

spectacular failures of edcral politics, during tho ti es when the Imperial

constitution did operate by law and consent, the system was strong enough

to obtain payment of war taxes from even the small Inaccessible territory

of Lippe with considerable success, due to the tenacity ard skill with

which demands were made.

In the case of Lippe the Empire may have been a "monster"s what is

relevant, however, is that the Umpire made commands and these were carried

out at territorial level. It was the federal military system by concent

that kept Louis XTV at bay. It finally defeated the Turks in a campaign

that lasted two centuries. The Lippe documents Show not what went wrong

with the Empire but where its ntxegth lay. It was an of-active military

unit, and that was also its reatest weakness. For the Empire was not

generally "weak" but ono-sided in its strength. When the Turks had ceased

to be a menace aftei* the early 18th century, what role was left for the

Empire? It was rot that the Empire had no power, but that its earlier

strong military role needed adaptation in the 13th century to a new common
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policy as unifying as the Turkish and French threats had been in previous

centuries and this the Gmpi e did not find. Affairs at the grass-roots

in the County ox Lippe show that this was at the heart of the German

dilemma.
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Li pe's size and geography dictated the ole i co ild r- 'ord to play .

in the vario s bodies that made up the federal le Isleture. bove all

its limited financial osources made it a major e enc for he ounty to

s ad represen stives to federal meetings at region 1 and Imperial le el.
t the end of the period in the later 17th and 18th ce ituries a compromise

Yi" s found ay leadi par io - on in the es >halian lolle e o ounts.

At the same time the >e e :f litigation at the eichshofrat in ienna

put that court in the ie cr. cegory as the teichs .n ,e and reis a e

legislatures where Lippe had a natural place but where the County was far
1

too small ,o ef ectively loboy o its own.

'-'he ::eiohshof 'at functioned continuously from 1 with changes

in composition fro i spero to ero . from the end of the 17th century,

apart from the Wittelsbaoh interlude under Charles II, it sat in Vienna.

Before that it moved around with the Emperor. The ■ eicshofratsordnung

of 1559 established it a id subsequent reforms did little to change this

original structure. Ct w s the absburg :>oeror's ov i court of equity

that persons of a rove status could resort to, provide the t'-oy ranter

2
a decision ith also a -■ osburg bias.

The (eichshofrat could ove more swiftly in decisions nece sary to

uphold the status quo th •- could the {eichsk n ie • .ericht. It therefore

tendeo. to ta e .ore serious cases of tyranny and r volt, as well as dynastic

and fe clr.1 tters at ter orial rulers' le el. I us decirio s were worked

out on the erits of each case by a bo rd of legal experts and Habsburg

c reer :>oli clans. .he ourt paid the hi est 1 l . in the legal

rofe ion and received bribes, so it could at ract lav -er.ad inistrators
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and dinlomats of high social standing in the moire and in the ustrian

lands. Ihis was es ential, as the Court could o< fu iction without some

reco{'lition of the c ncent of peerage in legal net -era. Yet as - wording

Court it was not over-st? ed by ho orary members. 'eichshofr::te orked

3
their way and appointments were never wholly inappropriate sinecures.

hat Liroe already >t i >volve<; in the Reichshofrat of Rudolf II was

purely due to the p li ' ambitions of imon VI. e had been on the

Reichshofrat as an occasional member since 1591 end offici lly as from

159 • s etmold v> long wav fro t the Court in 'rague, Simon only

ttended, in person w en > isit to udolf. n 1602 . Lmon even had the

ho our of chairin the C -ur . It was ot t 1 the later Is teh century

that members of the Lippe dyne: ty once again bee. ; te umbers of the Court

in ie ma. ere the Lippe- iesterfel ers we e involved, and Count rl

Christian de a c enr in the lav; there, sitting eta em 1771- 1 in the

4
ichsho'rat.

Compared with the e i > sua nmerg richt very few Lippe cases went bo

the rich si at. Liu -se rs ot a ter itory ith social u • ts , lor ere

its r lers s e ifically ;ri i el. It produced io scandals of the ;ohen-

zollern-ieohi ige , Cchau. ur -Lippe, or rstlich rstenberg type, and thus

3
di- not attract eichs: u ar .ttention because of i ter al mis 'ovornment.

ven so it did bring its o n few cases that were of sufficient impor ance

to sho tl ven t- is 1 - bicii , and by the ;a ns of the tine,

socially i , rated ou-ecy had pro; le which o il >e ole!- sho ould

h :: 1e.

r a in cunts are very Keen to eep >aif , ; in i. via, in •
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system of legal scrutiny rather similar to the -gents cent at Speier and

etzlar. As a ember of Rudolf's veicLsi.oi'rat Simon VI appointed an

agent who also had to see r,o ex officio matters as Simon was an absentee

most of the time. A special agent came from Lippe to Prague in 1611 to

try and get a Reichs'ofrat decision in Simon's favour against specific

injunctions that rebellious Lemgo had obtained at the leic.hskam-iergericht.

'tat the matter was ill-timed. Simon's colle gues were no longer in power

in Prs ne. -.'his was the first c se where • Lipoe ruler had at tempter to use

the ababurg Court for help a ainst ;tis leading town in an internal

s
territorial religious matter.

'wenty years later the Lippe Re ency government a ain appointed an

a ent in Vienna. This time it was not to start litigation but to prevent

it. In the 1630*s the Lippe towns we -e fighting the government for

distraint of taxes demanded, without consent, and for protecting the

nobility, who were contributing only one-tenth of the amount of war tax

that the towns were paying. It was a case of the Liope government

attempting to prevent the nobility fro appealing to the elchshofrat

against the towns on this internal tax issue, in retaliation against the

towns who had so far been successful in bringing their case to the notice

of the Reichskp.mmer,' ericht. The government furnisher itself with the
7

latest <eifi-sho.frab-sore an-': from 1626. Uncertainty in religious af • airs

equally induced the Li one goveruaent to .keep itself informed of •eichvhofrnt

condemn tions of Protestants between 1621-49. The County followed the

fate of the Austrian rebels, the problems of the Guelphs nea er at home

and the position of bhe Protestants in Silesia. To be i .formed on federal
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affairs thus meant a general knowledge of Reichsho.fcat decisio s at

territorial level. This applied to Lippe.'

The a;rent appointed in 1658 by Lippe was already demanding arrears
■>

of pay five years later. It was a feature of the Thirty Year ar period

that it incre sed litigation in Lippe as governments, nobles and towns

fell out with e' oh other over increased tax buruens. Cases went to the

Universities for expert advice ana thereafter to the Imperial Courts.

One of the tasks of territorial government was to cut down litigation which

threatened the power ,*-nd business of its own Hof : ericht and. also used up

money that the territory could not afford to lose. In the 1620*3 ana '30's

the rise in outside litigation shows that there was no shortage of money

in Lippe.

kith the coming of peace in 1648 the Lippe government once more showed

interest in the leichshofrat as it began to face the problem of bow to get

the Jesuits out of the south-east of the County, where they had been

installed by Catholic Paderborn in 1626, thus after the year of

normalization, 1624. Paderborn kept its mission and lulled Catholic

strin s at fe ■ oral level to do so. In 1653 Calviuist Hermann tdolf felt

wealthy enough to try to b gr the supoort of the Reichshofrat in an effort

to get a favourable interpretation of the 164# religious provision. T!e

promised four members of the Reichshofrat 100 Rtlrs. a year, its secretary

50 Rtlrs. and a Linpe egent JO Rtlrs. provision annually. At the same time

Ps erborn retaliated by claiming that allodial lands in the County were

really fiefs of the Bishop. "'urtherraore the Lippe dynasty within itself

had started to contest apanages and inheritances as t'-e ori iaal family
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of iifflo;; "/X aultialied, split up into separate line',3, some of which in

turn died out, le ving co< plioatea and legally lucrative inheritances

trO new family complexes with in the dynasty# .iotweon lop} and 166} Hermann

Adolf anbled with the law at, the ,o . • ohofrat. : is f rst family case

ooioerned the inheritance of -•ternberg' apanage# Ho also had to fight the

hengo ticiohsa■ -trikel which reappeared as the Imperial constitution was

restored >fter I64d. In the l67u's the Liupe government once more called

a halt to •,oicVishofrat agency and litigation.''"
Jhe matter whs revived in the I&jQ'b, this time Lippe made head ay

in the feudal dispute with Paderborn. In 16y2 Simon llenrich was confirmed

in bis claim that his land rights ov-r Jaltaufi'eln and.darntrup were »

?llouial, and not fiefs held from the Bishop of 'an"rborn. In a printed

deer the eichsepjrat accused Bauerbora of .rocs exec a in this matter

11
and the Bishop was ordered to keep the pence on pain of 6i-,u00 iltlrs. fine.

L'his encouraged Lippe to try its luck at Vienna once more in the

legal field. setween 1695-1704 Iroce ial Knight v.Imbsen was retained
as Lipr>» igent at ittlrs. a year, and he was even sworn in as a

Councillor in Petnold. Between 1704-2 •' Iabsen'a nephew took on- the agency

at 500 dtlrs. a y • r or life. Thereafter the gents r'abriciue, father

and son, mana^yed Lippe affairs in Vienna from the 1720*s to * 50• s# On

too of this le-al experts were hired for soeoifio cr en in Vienna as

needed# Thus in 1705 a prosecutor was given a case for one year only at

100 Utlrs. to get it b 'ore the deichshofrat. Like imon VI before him,

it was 'riedrich Adolf who -cere displayed most Lip. inn interest in

1 ?
affairs at Imperial ababurg level.
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The appointment of full-time Lippe agents in the early lHth century

naturally corresponded to a marked increase in Liooe litigation in Vienna.

The fact that tie Reiohskammergericht was de facto out of action from 1*03

to 1712 influenced the increase of Lippe business at the eichshofrat.
Members of the Lippe dynasty fought each other over inheritances. hus

Liope-Schaum'burg claimed the Lippe-Bra-ce apanage which Liope-Detmold had

sequestered in 170?. In this contest Lippe-Ochaumburg had the better of

the case, as it won the battle by producing more telling documents in Court,

although retrospectively Lipoe-Detmold, as the senior branch had a bet er

case, but a more badly organized archive and registry. These apanage

cases came up in fifteen sessions of the Reichshofrat and were published

in a lax? compendium of important Reiohsbofrat cases covering the decade

1715-23.15
The apanage oroblem further involved Hesse-Kassel as Lippe overlord

for certain lands and fiefs since the 15th century. i'his involved

wareships and meant that in family fights with Li pe-Schaumburg, Detmold

had to rake account of the bad blood between Lippe-Schaumburg and Hesse

on the political front. In 1713 'etmold fought a wardship over

Alverdissen apana e with Kassel at the Reichshofrat. The fight over

Alverdissen then continued between the two Lippe houses.^ Has;.,el

retaliated with secmestratio of a new coal-mine and with troop occupation,

outting pressure on Schaumburg-Lippe from its strong-hold on the middle

Weser at Rinteln. The death of Priedrich Adolf called forth inheritance

quarrels in 1713 with Detmold as embroiled with Isssel as she was with her

kinsfolk in Buckeburg. Litigation at the Reichshofrat thus became highly
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technical, dynastic and feudal. It caused "baa blood back at ho e in the

middle ;ese.? area, as all three capitals, Detraold, Buckeburg and Kassel
15

fell out with each other.

Litigation was expensive. In one year alone the Detraold treasury

paid out 4,000 Rtlrs. to the fteichshofrat representing 10;> of regular

income. Lost cases to Schaumburg-Lippe further put Detmold finances out

of balance, so that by the 1,20's and '3C's under Simon Henrich Adolf

and Johanette Wilhelmine regular expenditure outstrip ed income by as much

as 100%. federal litigation had gone wild in the earlier* 10th century

and it seems that Detmold had to pay as much in law costs and lost

inheritances as feceral war taxes had swallowed up under Simon Henrich

and the regime of the Armierte. The County had exchanged a weak war

policy for a weak dynastic policy,^
Added to this were two cases of long standing that went up

interminably for litigation at the Imperial Courts. Both cases were of a

constitutional and political nature, the one affecting inter-territorial

settlement of the 1648 religious peace, and the other internal territorial

Estates' taxation levels. In neither cases could the Imperial Courts be

expected to reach a decision. In both cases they achieved stay of

execution on the basis of the status quo at the start of litigation and

thus prevented breach of the peace and local war. This was precisely

what the Reichskammergericht and leichshofrat were f orj not to make

decisions, at least ot in con titutional conflicts, but to prevent

violence from breaking out in the federation.

In 172? Simon Henrich Adolf sent is chief councillor fid rit to
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Vimna to confer with the two Lippe agents there and get the ieiohshofrat

to terraiimteacounter-anoeal by the Lippe nobility against the Lippe towns

in an original Reichskammergericht suit brought by the towns against tie

nobility <or tax evasion. The Count asked for a compromise and was

careful not to give the impression that he was taking sides. A case that

had. flared up already in Speier in the lbJO's was thus no near r solution

a century later. The question of nobles' tax evasion was a territorial

matter which led to conflict between towns and nobles already in the

1550's, when Bornhard VIII had taken the side of is nobles. In 1729

Pid rib's mediation was successful and brought the nobles' counter-appeal

to a temporary end. As late as 1766-7'-? the matter was given another

17
airing in Vienna. This shows that the Imperial Courts were expected to

resolve a conflict between territorial Estates which territorial ruler and

territorial "of, r-richt had not been able to solve. It was not a question

at the Bgiohshox'rat in the 18th century of commanding each side to follow

a Court judgement, but of getting the interested parties together to find

their own solution. The concept of Austrag remained an essential

ingredient in the Holy Roman Empire's federalism.

The other matter became a cau e celebre in the moire. After 1648

the Jesuits stayed on in 'alkenhagen, in south-east Lippe* ir contrav ntion

of the estphalian Peace. After Hermann Adolf's tie ant to take the

matter into the Catholic camp by litigation in the Reichshofrat hod. yroved

futile and unnecessarily expensive in the 1650's and '6o's, the matter

went in I676 on appeal to the Corpus Evangelicornm, as an extremely delicate

constitutional issue for the Protestant lobby at the Regenaburg Imperial
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assembly. Friedrich Adolf, however, tried once more to fight Paderborn

on its own Catholic ground by making a counter-appeal at the Reichshofrat

in 1717, in reply to the Jesuits'allegation of breach of the peace caused
18

by commissioners from Calvinist Lippe in cases from 17'1-2 and 1717.

Whilst Pad rborn could rely on the Catholic majority at Regensburg

and Jesuit confessors in Vienna to immobilize Imperial assembly and

Imperial court in favour of the status quo at Falkenhagen since 1626 which

was against the Westphalian Peace, Li >pe, however, had little chance of

success in her appeals to Reiehsicamtuer ericht and Reichsho t agains t

the Catholics. At Imperial level appeal could always go from the courts

to the as emblies, as established by the Visitation and review of

i'eiohskaniraer,;ericht cases by decree of Emperor and territories in 1556,

reestablished in 1712 and never really given up in principle, despite the

religious split in the original Visitation commission sin e the 1580's.

A way round this split had been achieved by tacitly allowing any territory

to lobby at Imperial assembly level if it thought it was being unfairly

treated at Imperial court level. The provisions of 1648 over redress of

grievances in religion were still as imperfect as ever. The only advance

was that it now became impractical to u e a eligious issue to hamstring

constitutional cooperation in all other affairs. Religious issues in fact

became ooen questions. This did not prevent religious questions from

threatening the I64Q constitution, as the suppression of Palatinate

Protestants between l6y0 and 1730 showed, but it did mean that territories

did not move over the brink ana jeopardize the Imp rial constitution for

the sake of religion.19 ith the provision of a system of "itio in part«s"
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of mutual split on religion, so as to prevent all majority decisions from

penalizing any constitutionally tolerated religious minority, the federal

system had pioneered a way round further religious diesens on by denying

suoh dissension a position of major importance in politics. Although the

formation of a Corpus Evangelicorum tended to reactivate religious issues,

it provided a useful lobby and talking point st Imperial assembly level,

where those conflicts due to religion which the Imperial Courts could not

handle, were given the chance to cool off peacefully. The case in point

was Ealkenhagen.

The monastery at Falkenhagen had been disbanded in 15y6 and its wealth

shared between Lippe and Paderborn, in accordance with the condominium

bet e m Bishopric and County over the rural di trict of Schwalenberg where

the monastery was situated. This arrangement had papal confirmation.

In 1604 Paderborn gave its sh' re to the Jesuits. In I626 the Jesuits

took over the whole monastery, its lands and revenues, with the military

support of the Wittelsbach Archbishop of Cologne, who had driven the

20
Calvinist Lippians out of their half.

The estphalian Peace gave Liope a constitutional right to her half

3hare in the monastery. The County turned to the Circle Directors for

support. In the Westohalian Circle, the Catholic Directors of Cologne,

of Munster and of Pl'als-Seuburg were pro-Jesuit. Lippe turned to

Brandenburg Magdeburg and the Guelphs as Protestant Circle Co-Di ectors in

the Westphaliah Lower-Saxon Circles. The Jesuits called in the

.eichshoir".t. and Lippe replied by lobbying the Protestant territories at

Imperial assembly level. PalKenhagen became a test cases could the
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revived Imperial constitution of 1648 actually safeguard the rights of

the Protestant minority of territories in the federation by peaceful means?

In May I649 Lippe asked the Directors of the Lower-Saxon Circle to

guarantee the Count's repos ession of his half of Falkenhagen, from which

the Jesuits were expelled. In 3652 the Jesuits obtained a commission of

inquiry from the Reichshofrat in an appeal against I.iupe violence. In

May 1654 the commissioners, Bishop Christof Bennhard of Minister and

Count Anton Gunther of Oldenburg failed to agree, Oldenburg agreed with

21
the Lowor-Saxon Circle that t e Jesuits did not have a case.

The problem was that force had been used to get the Jesuits out.

Although the Jesuits broke the I648 Peace by staying in the whole of the

monastery, their Protestant opponents Droke the Peace by using force to

expel them. Both sides thus had legitimate grievances as religious

concord in the Empire follov/ed the letter and not the spirit of the law of

I648. At amnesty discussions in Niirnberg in 1672, Lippe denied that the

Jesuits had a legitimate grievance and appealed to the Emperor for

protection against a new case at the Rei ihshofrat. i'his failed and a new

commission was appointed with Christof Bernhard of Munster and the Count

of Tecklenburg in place of Anton Gunther who had died. The commission

failed to hear both sides. It reached a oro-Catholic verdict that the

Protestants could not recognize. In 1678 the Jesuits got an execution

order against'Lippe from the Emperor acting on the recommendation of this

commission.22
i

The Protestant territories at Regensburg now took the matter in hand.

As a self-styled Corpus Evangelicorura led by Brandenburg, Saxony and
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Magdeburg as alternate chairmen, they collectively signed and "Chen handed

on appeals from Linpe o the Emperor. In January 1675 Simon Ilenrich

appealed that he might continue to have half of Palkenhagen, which he

would dutifully share with the Jesuits. At Siirnberg in 1672 Linpe had

been confident, now she was on the defence. The 1675 appeal was repeated

via Saxony in 1678. The Jesuits had now got their execution order,

but could not oarry it out. Another twenty years passed and then in

December I698 the Jesuits obtained a new commission of inquiry from

Vienna, The commissioners were Westphalian Circle Directors Munster

and the Palatinate, who acknowledged the (eichshofrat order, but pointed

out the danger of denying full religious parity on the commission where

Brandenburg as the only Protestant Circle Co-Director would be in a

minority position. Again the matter became a constitutional issue as the

2?
Protestant minority upheld its rights of religious equality at federal level,

The Protestant lobby at Regensburg signed an appeal by Liope via

Saxony to the Emperor in July l699» demanding the abolition of this latest

commission. The signatures of representatives of two electors, seventeen

ruling princes, three colleges of counts and four Imperial towns we -e

obtained. The Jesuits wex^e condemned for coritr vsning the 1648 Peace, a

0 A
precedent that no Protestant territory could allow. Even the ('acholic

biased Circle Directorate in eatphalia cautioned the Reichshofrat, drawing
25

attention to the Protestant complaint at Regensburg, By February 1700

the Protestants had begun to use threats to protect Lipoe against the

Catholic Vfestphalisn Circle Directors. The Directorate of the Lower-»Saxon

Circle warned that if the Protestant appeal was ignored, and the Palatinate
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arid liunster parried out the execution order to put the Jesuits in

possession of Ealkenhagen monastery with the use of force, than it would

not stop short of opposing fo -ce with force in order to nrotect the

Coum; of Liope in oo3se3aion.
\ V

Encouraged by this, Lippe in a sealed statement to the Emperor via

Re ens burg stressed that, having enjoyed possession of Palkenhagen for

fifty ye rs, the Count would in future ignore all orders issued on behalf

of the Jesuits by the 'ieichshofrat. The Protestants continued to press

for a final settlement in their favour. In 1702 the Lower-Saxon Circle

repeated its guarantee of military support to Liope. In that year the

Protestant lobby at Re, ensburg included the Palkenhagen case in its plea

for sunoort from the English government. After obtaining the moral

support of England, the Protestant territories held a. special conference

and asked the English to use their good officies at the Catholic Courts

where they had diplomatic representation to clear up outstanding religious

27conflicts between the German territories. It was none too soon to clear

the way for a common front against the Bourbons and to patch up the rift

20
in the allied ranks caused by the Ryswick Peace." At Regansburg,

Resident Whitworth promised his government's support in -tarch 1703.

The Palkenhagen case had led to a general accusation against the illegal

activities of the Reiohshofrat. The Emperor was ordered to eep to his

election-oath (v.ehl • a oitale fcjo") and specifically guarantee not to use

his Reichshofrat to threaten territorial rulers ith summary ex cation.^
This did not prevent t e Jesuits from asking Yienna for yet another

commission of inquiry in 1710 which the Directors of the Low<r-S;xon Circle
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once more blocked by threatening to oppose force with force. Even so;

as daring the Thirty Year War period, so in 1720 the Jesuits took over

the whole of the monastery. In 1773 Lippe took it back as the Jesuits

were disbanded, but from 1794 undertook to observe the privileges of the
30

Catholic parish there.

The Falkenhagen matter shov/s how alive -rapire and territories still

were to religious affairs in federal nolitics. Indee if the Peace of

1&48 had been obeyed in its spirit and not merely to the let or, then

there would have been no need for a Protestant lobby, the self-styled

Corous ; iven e1icorum. Yet this body was used against the fteichshofrat

even when the case in point was not necessarily a Protestant-Catholic

conflict. Already in 1665-66 Lippe wa using the Protestant lobby under

Brandenburg at Regensburg to draw its complaints about a contested will

between Liope and draperor Leopold's chief finance minister Count Georr

Ludwig Sinzendorff to the notice of Arch-chancellor Mainz and the

31
Imperial assembly.

In 1708 Count riedrich Adolf us d the Corpus EJvangelicorum to try to

prevent his subjects from resorting to the Reichs' oirat against him.

The case in point was the presentation of lay nuns to livings in Lemgo

Convent. The dynasty had presented one nun tcp -iany, and the precedent

would threaten the livelihood of the others if allowed to ease. It was a

purely internal territorial and Protestant conflict. Jo Catholic was

involved. The nuns annealed to the PeicV»shofgat on a. legal point, the

dynasty had overstepped its 'Jus conferendi beneficia et providendi', its

'Jus prim riarum orecum'. Friedrich Adolf turned to Regensburg and
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claimed that Vienna was interfering with his ecclesiastical jurisdiction

as a Protestant ruler as guaranteed in I648. No Imperial Court should

interfere in conflicts between territorial rulers and their territorial

ecclesiastical establishments. Finally no territorial subjects should

32
fight law-suits of this sort against their ruler at the Imperial courts.

The religious content of this case was, however, very tenuous. It

showed that religious bodies had the same non-religious problems as any

other institution or person of status, but that the provisions of 1648,

which put religion in a special category of constitutional law, could be

exploited to the disadvantage of religious bodies in civil law at federal

level. The Reichshofrat suffered perhaos mo e than it should have done

through the activities of a Comas Evangelicorura. The latter after all

only protected the interests of Protestant rulers, w! ilst, the former had

a more eneral interest also in territorial ubjects. The Habsburg was

E neror and the territorial rulers in the Cor0 is Evangelicorum were after

all only members, even if the leading members, of a federal system of law

that at least included all territorial subjects of independent means and

33
status.

The aorv.ua :ivau ■elic--rata was a lobby of membe s of the Imperial

assembly, Liope was on this as part of the collective vote that the

Colle :o of restphalian Counts ex raised. This itself was the orotestant

half of a vote that ha been accented, as alid in the Council of Ruling

Princes (■•'iirsterirat) in 1654. Lippe never had a vote of her own at the

Imperial assembly, but always hadaseat in the Fiirstenrat. In this she

was like other territorial counties and lordships and similar to the
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prelates, vrho we -0 all grouped so as not to swamp the larger territories

when debating and voting.^
Between 1495 and 1654 there were 41 separate Imperial assemblies

which were followed in the 1660's by a permanent conference of represen¬

tatives from the territories that stayed in being all throu h the 18th

century at Re ensburg, The Emperors generally appeared in pe son at the

sporadic assemblies and this added inducement for a fluctuating minority

of territorial rulers to do likewise. After the 1660*3 this personal

element disappeared as the Emperor 'was represented by commissars and the

territorial rulers by envoys and agents. Re ensburg became the third
35

federal capital along with Vienna and Speier-Ue talar.

\Vhil3t Imperial assemblies were still sporadic, they were held mainly

in South German towns but in 1517 the assembly came as far north as Cologne.

The key cities for meetings were, howeve , Augsburg, Murnberg, Speier, ' orms

Frankfurt am lain and above all Regens bur, •, the latter accessible by boat

from Vie na. A survey shows that twenty-four leading dynastic principal¬

ities at the first forty Imperial assemblies after the reforms of 1495

put in a much higher attendance than actual vo .es ;iven in subscription

to the co elusions of these assemblies show. Thus in 1495 these leading

.rinoes took twenty-nine seats in the F rsteamt but only cast ten vot s.

Three years later abstentions were over twice as great as votes among

this group. Under Charles V performance improved and by 1541 there were

only eight abstentions to twenty-three votes. There was a sharp relapse

untilthe later 1550*s when the qualities of Ferdinand I as a leader in

internal affairs be an to sho-. through in voting patterns. An 'ill-time
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peak was reached in 1570 when the roup took tihi-rty-five seats in the

Pi rstenrat and oast the same number of votes. By 1641 this had eroded

to half, as abstentions were once more almost as frequent as votes.

Yet, in the troubled assembly of 1613 there had been twenty-eight votes to

only four abstentions. As the group included only dynastic ruling princes

this was a significant achievement for Habsburg Imperial policy over a

century and a half when these territories were the vital factor in federal

, , , , 56
politics.

Collective votes in the Piirstenrat were more difficult to exercise

because they depended on prior meetings of at least a substantial number of

those Counts and Lords and their representatives "ho had a share in such

a vote. Although ruling counts and lords were called individually to

Imperial assemblies, where they and their kinsfolk could find access to

the ■ rs • e it*a fc and take part in the social activities of the assembly as

their status warranted, they had no vote except via their collective or

curial representative. In 14^5 the We terau and 3 abian Counts exercised

collective votes in the Filrstenrat. The Franconian and Westphalian Counts

37
and Lords followed in 1607 end 1654.

Imperial Knights never succeeded in getting their own seats or votes

in the Imperial assembly. The Cannons, formed chiefly in the 16th eenturj

operated within the Imperial constitution and were covered by the Peace of

I64B, but were never a constituent part of the Imperial assembly.^'
Even the counts and lords had to fight for their collective hold in the

Purs '.enrat. In 1576 the princes tried to exclude the counts from taking

seats with a view to e" eluding all except their actual two to four
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representatives who would exercise the counts' collective votes. This

induced the etterau and Svabian Counts co canvass the support of all

counts and lords in the Empire. They obtained the support of young

Rudolf II and their union in 1579 led to greater participation in politics

at Imperial ass mblies. iimon VI of Li ope is an example of this. The

Wetterau Counts from 1506 onwards took in a number of Westphalian Counts -*s

39
a prelude to the formation of a new and separate curial vote.

The first lord of Lippe to at end the Imperial assembly was probably

Simon V at Worms in 1521.'° The next was young Hermann Simon in the

entourage of his kinsman, Adolf of Schaumburg, Elector designate of Cologne

in 1548. In 1582 Simon VI appeared at Rudolf II*s first assembly and he

retained a personal interest in assemblies, dying on his way to his last

one in 1613. Hermann Adolf went to the last traditional assembly in

1653-54.

There Lippe rulers obtained access to Imperial assemblies because of

their status. They had a right to a seat in the assembly^ although no

right to a vote of their own. This facilitated the presenting of petitions

and gave access to the society of better e .dowed social equals. It meant

that some degree of ederal patronage th t extended the bounds of kinship

was vailable to members of the Lippe dynasty. It also gave acquaintance

with met ods of negotiation and procedure which could be applied modestly

at home, at territorial as emblv level. It provided access to iArsfcenrnt

debars and to all binding decisions which were useful to hear at first

hand rather than through neighbours, kinsfolk or Ci ale Directors.

To this extent, even if Lipre rulers or members of the riling dynasty
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could, not attend, then representatives, lawyers and councillors were

empowered to sit in the ij'urstenrat instead. It meant that although the

Counts were a tiny voice when it came to debating and voting at Imperial

assemblies, they we e a strong lobby that listened to Fiirstenrat

discussions, sitting in the chamber and in the Archchancellor's dictation

room and not as petitioners on the steps outside. The Counts also

asserted a place for themselves on committees and deputations of the

princes. They were in fact minor princes themselves.

The Counts of Liope sent representatives of their own to Imperial

assemblies. The letter of credence of Simon V's representative to the

assembly of 152? has survived. He was sent "like those representatives

of others who like us hold no fiefs directly from the Empire". Even so,

what this representative agreed to, Simon V promised to carry out "on wain

of alienating all our lands and goods which we now hold or will in future

42
take over".

Simon V ties interested in reducing Li.ipe's quotas of war-tax and tax

for upholding Reiohskammergericht and Relchsregitaent. He joined in a

petition for federal tax reduction in 1522, barely one year after the

43
promulgation of the basic Worms 'ntrikel. Seven years later he achieved

a reduction on .1 eic11s';ammergericht payments of 10 fl, per Ziel, ^
In this period Imperial assembly legislation also be~an to af ect

Lippe, as far as the surviving records go, for the first time. Arrange¬

ments for legal arbitration on a volunt-^rv basis were accepted from the

Reichsregiment in 1521, and in the 1540's Li e Re ency Councillors tried

to implement them in settling a nobles' vendetta over land in which
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Erich v. Donop was murdered inccdld blood on his own estate by
45

the Friesenhausens.

In 1533 Imperial assembly legislation from 1500, 1530 and

1532 against usury was used by the Guelphs against Liope.

Simon V was accused of increasing the actual capital sum lent

in order to make it seem that he was obeying official maximum

interest rates of 5 and 6%. The argument against usury was

by no means a medieval relic but an economic policy with

territorial sanction at Imperial level. The Augsburg Imperial

assembly of 1530 diagnosed a sick monetary system in a very

realistic way.

"Whereas it has come to our notice that wheie ur> to now

in the Holy Empire manifold usurious contracts and the such

are made which are not merely inappropriate but also unchristian,

against God and against justice, in that many are said to be

lending a sum of (a thousand) Gulden (but are only actually

lending it) as eight hunch ed Gulden, yet are demanding more than

5% in the agreement, and are receiving on repayment more than

had been their original capital sum lent; in the same way there

are said to be many who in due time, when they demand repayment,

fix an unreasonably high interest rate to what was originally

a very small capital loan, which capital sura they also increase
46

and thus they alter the original set of figures'.'

Iif he was stronger, the debtor bullied the creditor into

accepting a lower rate of interest and keeping the actual
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capital lent. This the Guelohs did to Count Simon V in 1533 by-

use of Imperial assembly legislation to sanction their actions,

declaring that Simon was a usurer who had forgotten his noble

name and origin, and that he had acted ignobly. They threatened
47

to declare that he had lost his noble honour and status.

To the Imperial assembly of 1548 Liope sent two of its

noble councillors to protest against the fines imposed on the

County by Charles V's commissars. In a document that gives an

outline of the policies of the Regency government since the death

of Simon V, Liooe argued that it had met all federal commitments

and that the County had after all only done its feudal duty by

serving Philip of Hesse, although reluctantly and with forces
48

considerably under strength. The religious split was mentioned

but Charles V's challenge to return to the old faith was wisely
49

ignored. Lippe desired to bring to the notice of other

territories at this assembly the military aggression of Charles V,

entailed for the County in a demand for the demilitarization of

Detmold castle, but with the exception that it should be open to

receive a Habsburg garrison at any time. Having oaid fines of

10,000 tlrs. and bribes of 1000 tlrs. Lippe complained that

Charles V wqs now demanding a further 8,000 tlrs. Having further

-more given up allegiance to Philip of Hesse, Lippe was still in

disgrace and kept waiting for reinvestiture of fiefs directly
50

from the i&aperor.

Lippe made a case for her innocence against the tyranny
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of Charles V. Desoite the Emperor's stand on religious issues,

Lippe refused to see matters in this Q.ight. At stake was the
freedom of a small territory which considered itself to have

dutifully carried out Imperial, federal demands, despite support
of Hesse after notification from the Emoeror in July 1546 that

51
it was treason to support the Smalkaldic League. Furthermore,

this protest was drawn up for Charles V's most docile assembly

immediately after his crushing victory over the Protestants.

At the Peace assembly cf Augsburg in 1555 Lippe had a
52

representative who signed the conclusion. The County sent
its own chancellor to the negotiations of the 1640's that once

more led to internal peace. By 1645 Chancellor Tilhen was

being instructed by Lipoe, bchaumburg, Oldenburg, D^lmenhorst,

Rietberg, Bentheim, East Frisia and Tecklenburg to lobby in
Osnabrtlck for a separate vote in any reconstituted Fflrstenrat

for the Westphalian Counts, which should be giite distinct from
53

the Wetterau Comital vote.

By 1653 this separate vote had become a reality, although
actual representation depended upon Counts' cooperation within

their new curia and more important still, on contribution to the

cost of Imperial assembly representation. To speed acceptance

of a Westphalian Comital vote through the federal executives in

Vienna and Mainz, twenty-three Westphalian Counties and Lordships

spent 3500 Rtlrs. in bribes to get the matter through within a

month in August 1653. Nineteen Reichshofrffte each obtained
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100 Rtlrs. The President ojl this court was given 200 Rtlrs.

plus jewellery worth 400 Rtlrs. as a present for his daughter.

The Imperial chancellor and Mainz chancellor got 100 Rtlis.

and 250 Rtlrs. This by no means exhausted a list that made

little distinction between genuine fees, such as for counsel,

secretary and scribe, and honorary or "speeding up" charges for
54

more politically important officials.

The days of Lippe providing her own Imperial assembly

representation were now over. When the assembly became

permanent after 1663, so did collective representation by the

Westphalian Counts, but until the 1690's this college lacked

financial support to such an extent that the collective vote

could not be fully exercised by those who had become members in

1653. The religious issue equally bedevilled its exercise

as the Westphalian College .of Counts contained Catholic and-

Protestant .members, a split that led, however, only after
1744 to- Catholic and'Protestant alternative exercise of the vote
at Regensburg. 55

As with any new political organization, there soon developed

a fight for internal control of the Westphalian College of

Counts between the "potentiores", those powers like Hanover who

demanded control by virtue of admission of Hoya and Dieoholz

that had long ceased to be natively ruled Counties, and actual

Counties that still had their Twn dynasties in control, like

Lippe and. Handerscheid. The stru prle over raising Hanover to

Electoral status in 1692 reactivated the Westphalian College
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of Counts as every vote in the Fflrstenrat at Regensburg became
S6

worth its weight in gold. As the largest of the still

independent Counties in this College, Lippe began to play a

leading role. Lippe tried to negotiate a similar constitution

for the College as existed for its neighbours in the Vietterau

and Franconia. In 1693 a compromise between the "potentiores"

and native rulers was reached whereby the Westphalian Counts'

vote alternated monthly between them. This gave the Guelphs,

Wettiner, Hessians and Hohenzdlerns an alternating say with

Lippe and Handerscheid (the latter the leaders of the still

independent counties and lordships within the college) and also

took some account of the religious split as Linoe was Protestant

and Manderscheid Catholic. At a meeting of Westphalian Counts

additional to a Circle assembly at Cologne, Friedrich "dolf of
57

Lippe was elected College Director for life.

In the 18th century Lippe remained one of the chief

territories in the direction of the College vote at Regensburg

as well as in the administration of the College in Westphalia.

Lippe paid the highest single contributions to finance the

College and its last Director in the 1790's was also once again

the ruler of Liope. It was thus that as the 18th century wore

on Lippe obtained weekly Imperial assembly reports as well as

Ketchskammergericht audit and accounts, and Reichshofrat decisions
58

of importance as precedents for administrative lax^r.

The Circles took on much routine federal business. The
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success of each Circle as a regional executive depended on

the fate of Imperial politics at assembly level, but also on

the ambitions of the largest territories, which provided the

Circle Directors within each region. Circles also depended

on voluntary participation of smaller territories xvithin each

region to make Imperial assembly legislation more precise and to

take regional initiatives from it. There was no question of

any territorial rulers giving up their regal powers over their

subjects to federal executives, xvhether at Imp rial or Circle

level. This was particularly noticeable at regional level,

where Circles operated as basically unspecializcd consultative

bodies for the use of all territorial rulers v/ith the creneral
59

exception of the Imperial Knights.

Effective Circle development was an early 16th century

phenomenon which was of vital but sporadic importance to the

federal system until the end of the old Empire in the

Napoleonic era. During these three centuries most of the ten

Circles had ceased to function at some time or other but they

had also at other times organised federal armies, war taxes and

federal executive taxes. They had controlled the currency and

coordinated inter-territorial economic and judicial policies.

They had provided commissions of inquiry, helped the law of

distraint and provided a cheap executive in fiscal matters of

federal importance.

Although considerable federal legislation went into trving

to make the Circles compulsory bodies in which nearly all
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territorial rulers weie represented, there was no binding power

structure in the units so created. The larger territories,

both ecclesiastical and dynastic, nay have directed these Circles

and it was they who wrote out the writs to Circle assemblies

and generally provided the officials to collect Circle taxes and

lead Circle troops, yet their coercive powers as Circle Leaders

or Commanders were strictly limited by the other member terri¬

tories.

Circles as institutions undoubtedly existed but they were

basically unspecialized bodies that depended on the support and

enthusiasm of each territorial ruler for Imperial policies and

federal activities at any one time in early modern Germany.

It has to be understood that Circles were another, ana because

of their scattered but regional and static geography, perhaps

the most important manifestation of a federal system that did

not undermine the power of diverse territorial units, but instead

kept supplying talking points where those with territorial

power could cooperate and resolve their differences on a

voluntary basis. It meant that there was no political

discipline outside the territorial sphere, except in times of

danger from war, danger both real and imaginary. The amorphous

structxue cf federal politics meant that social forms and legal

procedures had to substitute for binding legislation and

compulsory execution. It was a lax system that did not aim at

uniform control but at its opposite in preserving a diversified
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status quo. Iri this the Circle played a key role.

To Liepe the Circle meant inter-territorial affaire and a

modest foirn of what developed as foreign affairs among Euiope's

larger territories. Although territories had been split into

"nations" as the Conciliar Movement in the Church and at the

Universities had shown, this simplification did not affect a

County like Lippe, where there was a basic loyalty to the

Empercr but whore anyone living outside Liope, let alone outside
60

the Empire, was a foreigner as well as- a neighbour. The

Empire was not a national unit, although it may have catered

for national feelings especially when it came to federal war.

Inst ad it was a multi-territorial unit, where, as in the case of

Lippe, many territories were too small to play a strong role

at Imperial Court and assembly level. It was thus natural to

turn to politics at regional level to solve the problems of

territories living together. Here Circles were a continuation

on a firmer basis of older local and voluntary associations
61

for war, peace and economic regulation. From the 1530's

onwards Lippe's sporadic essays into inter-territorial affairs

thus had most meaning at Westphalian Circle level.

In a memorandum from circa 1535-36 in the last year of his
62

reign, oimon V complained about federal demands on his County.

The four points that were set out for him showed how the

Westphalian Circle already under the Direction of Bishop Franz

of iflnster was an integral part of the federal, Imperial system
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of government. Lippe complained of being sub-poenaed too

much, of receiving too many orders from the Emperor. There were

too many fiscal cases running against the County at the

Rcichskammerieiicht. Monster's tax grant to suppress the

Anabaptists which had been grant- d at Imperial assembly and

collected at Circle level had been overpaid by Lippe. Simon

refused to pay more to Bishop F ran?; because other territories

had paid correspondingly far less of their quotas than had
63

Lipoe. The Bishop's demands for arrears were unfair.

In reply to a new tax demand from the Emperor, dimon sent

instructions to his agent at the keichskamme rn< richt to stress

once more that although he was fully paid up and had no arrears,
64

all demands were totally beyond his means to pay. Because

of this and other Imperial tax demands and because no other

territory in the Circle had given more, Jimon asked Bishop

Fran?; to desist from collecting arrears from Lippe subjects by

force.

This is the earliest point at which Circle affairs in

Lippe are traceable from the documents that remain. It already

shows a fully fledged regional executive receiving tax< s and

threatening to ask for more under the control of a Director,

who was crushing a religious rebellion in his territory

with regional, federal support.

From 1537 to 1748 Liope's Circle affairs have been

collected together.65 In Westphalia, Circle direction first
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fluctuated between the Bishops cf Mdnster and the Dukes cf

Jillich. In the absence of competent rulers in both these

territories in the 1590's and first years of the 17th century

Simon VI of Lippe tried to run the Circle as Kreisobrist or

military leader for Rudolf II.

In the 17th century Circle direction was shared, not

without conflict and rivalry, between MKnster, the Palatinate and

Brandenburg, as the Jfitlich inheritance fell to dttelsbachs

and Hohenzollerns. This tended to place regional affairs in

the hands of non-Westphalian rulers and courts. Ithough

IMnster and Dflsseldoxf remained at times the centres of

Westphalian affairs, policies were no longer formulated without

reference to Bonn and Berlin. This increased the suspicion of

territories like Lippe as to the purpose of regional cooperation,

when direction could pass so easily into "foreign" hands just '

because of native dynastic failure exacerbated by a policy of

accumulated Bishoprics under younger sons of safe Catholic
66

dynasties.

In the summer of 1538 Bishop Franz demanded fifty knights'

service from Lippe to help rout his own tautinous troops.

Philip of Hesse supported the Bishop and ordered twenty knights'

service from Lippe as the County's overlord. Two Lippe nobles

started recruiting and publicized an cf fer cf service from

Bishop Franz at 9 fl. a month. The towns were called to

Cappel in the heart of Lippe to discuss troop quotas with the
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Regency Councillois. The latter declared their open support

for Mflnster and Hesse. They encouraged Lippe subjects to

serve under the guarantee of full protection of their property
67

from Shinster. They claimed, "this County is also united to
68

clean out the nest of lordless mercenaries". Bishop Franz

had run out of money. No further federal taxes had been

forthcoming from the neighbouring territories whom he thus faced

with the problem of dispersing mercenaries that he could no

longer afford to pay off.

Lippe was called by Duke Johenn of Jtflich to her first

Westphalian Circle assembly in 1537. Encouraged by the

regional activities of Bishop Franz to gain support against

the Anabaptists, the Westphalian Circle now got under way

as a conference where member territories could more readily

discuss the ways and means of federal policy. The overriding

question was how to co Joat the Turks and to this was added a
69

discussion of the Papal proposal to call a Council to Mantua.

In 1541 Jfllich asked Lippe to come to a Circle assembly and

choose an assessor to send to the Relchskammergericht in

accordance with arrangements made at the previous Imperial

assembly. Yet the Regency Councillors excused themselves from
70

attendance. Circle Directors were exhorted by the Imperial

assembly in January 1542 to assembly all their members to

discuss coinage control and claims for federal tax reductions.

This was much more popular and Westphalian territories met at
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Essen to draft a common policy for a forthcoming Imperial
71

assembly in Mrnberg.

In 1542 an attempt was being made to create a regional

unit of territories with a common interest at the Imperial

assembly. The bond was strengthened by appointment of a

military staff at Circle level. The ten Circles were to

organi ze an army against the Turks consisting of 9000 horse and

48,000 fo<± soldiers. The territories of the Westphalian

Circle were expected to provide 1300 horse and 13*000 foot.

In the Circle assessment Lippe was charged with .10 horse"* and

45 foot, yet Lemgo was separately assessed at another 10 horse

and 55 foot. The County then withdrew from participation in

the Circle war effort and serviced her own contingent in

Hungary. It was far cheaper that way: Lippe got away with an

actual field force of 10 horse and 40 foot. The Lemgo quota
72

was ignored.

A basic weakness of the Circle system was revealed.

In by-oassing the Circle authorities Lippe had been able to

obtain cheaper conditions of Imperial service than had she

gone through the regional machinery. By April 1542 Jdich
was already protesting against Habsburg Burgundian policies,

yet the Circle assembly that Jttlich called and presided over one

month later did appoint a. military committee and implement troop

musters and money collection in the territories. Even so the

territories that appeared refused to bind themselves to
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delivering their own troops and taxes to any Circle

commissariat, using the excuse that it would be unfair to expect

them to do this as long as net every territory appeared at the
73

Circle assembly and bound itself to do likewise.

The i/estphalian Circle tried to ascertain its debts on

the 1542-43 Turk campaign. It formulated an appropriate

arrears policy at an assembly in Cologne in July 1544. Lippe

refused to acknowledge the claims on her. It was, however, no

fault of the Circle system that war was unprofitable, and the

territories had their own war debts. Lippe continued to owe

her commander, Johann Bose, arrears for damage to horses and
74

equipment as ]a te as 1546.

The federal campaign of 1542 did, however, increase the

powers of territorial rulers over their territorial Estates and

subjects. The Regency Councillors in Lippe had. Imperial and

Circle assembly backing to calltheir Estates to territorial

assembly and goad them into granting the means for the war

effort against the Turks. Another precedent was established

for taxation as territorial rulers joined forces to make

territorial Estates and territorial subjects grant arid pay for a

common foreign war policy. In Lipoe the following writ was

issued.

"uur friendly service and what more that is dear and

good we wish to do. Honourable and steadfast especial good

friend.
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The Duke of ^Leiras&i, 3(->lderland and Berg etc. on previous

demands of the Roman King end aloo the raper cs ' c commissars

should have written to the Regency Councillors of this County

of Lippe and other territories concerning the troops to be

sent against the here«iitaxy enemy of the Christian name, saying

how the satae should be kept and paid#

"That is why despite the non-arrival of the Duke's

instructions we have agreed to call a territorial assembly at

9 o'clock on the coming Saturday after 3t» Bartholomew in the

village of Jonop. We ask you to < rrive in Donop on time with

the rest of the coram m country (hu-'ifv Lag.H)) '■■■ho have
likewise all been citea, to give advice on the present problem

(ooswer unore) and to help reach a conclusion to it.

"But should you stay away from trie territorial assembly,

which we do not expect you to do, and our ruler is thereby

celled to account by the Baperor's commissars and Fiscal, y>u

are cordially informed that we will have protested that any

such failure will not be his fault but ilv fault >f those

subjects who stayed away, We expect you to show your goodwill
75

in this and avoid all bad counsel."

Circle ef ectivoness revived ai :er 1555. Territories

participatec in Circle affairs for internal peace and external

war. Circle and Imperial demands were now discuss* ; in one and

the same breath et territorial assembly level in Lipoe. At a

meeting in Cappel in 1556 th< nobles and towns (hitter und
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lendschaft) did not oppose their ruler's appointment as a

secondary official in the Westohalien Circle but they warned him

of costs attached to the post. They aporoved the publication

of a decree from Ferdinand I regulating coinage and wool prices.

They granted one unit of land-tax for Imperial tax payments
76

which they thenirelves would helo to collect.

This shows how territorial, regional and Imperial affairs

came together and provided motivation for political development

at small-state level. Despite the shifting sand of federal

expedient, Lippe paid attention especially to Circle demands

and carders in the second half of the 16th, second half of the

17th and early 18th centuries. Between 1566-98 the Liope
7'

records contain forty conclusions of separate Circle assemblies.

Already in 1557 it suited Lippe to c operate with the Circle in

return fox protection against local raids from her neighbour,

the Count of Rietberg. In December 1557 Bernhard VIII ordered

the collection of a capital tax to help pay the westphalian

Circle costs in defeating the Count of Rietberg who had broken

the Imperial lanapeace ana was to soon die a demented prisoner
73

in Cologne.

Circle military policy meant a Circle arrears policy.

Whether to vanish Rietberg and Grumbach or deplore Dutch and

Cpanish marauding os provide Geitaskof fler with coin with which

to redeem bills of exchange at allegedly favourable rates in

the Turkish war of 1532-1605, the Circles had more plans than
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they had money. In 1533 Simon VI was twice warned to pay

Circle tax arrears of 1115fl. on pain of distraint. He

replied that as a secondary Circle official he had expenses that

should be offset at least by giving him more time to pay his

federal taxes.^
As early as 1567 a Westphalian Circle treasurer had been

sending extracts of accounts for specific Circle aid Imperial
30

taxes owing by Lippe, J By 1593 Imperial accountants in

Re~ensburg were sending lists of all Westphalian tax arrears

to member territories. Since 1557 Lippe was alleged to have

run up arrears of 10,1+65 fl. The whole Circle allegedly stood

at over a million in arrear. The 1567 account did not balance

and was in Lippe's disfavour. The 1593 account coincided with

Geitzkoffler's attempts to obtain money via the Circles without

resort to extra Imperial assemblies. In the Llppe records
81

federal arrears demands are arbitrary and unconvincing.

Circle militarism always ran short of money. In the later

16th century Circles were Ineffective against Spain and the

Dutch. They were never wholly ineffective against the Turks

and in fact helped to contain the infidel in the 15^0's» 1590*

1660's and 1680's, thereafter effectively contributing to his
defeat. The Circles also helped to contain France In the

82
Grand Alliance of the Spanish Succession War. Yet, whether

at times of defeat or success, arrears policies were the same.

Circles were empowered to distrain for arrears by Emperor and
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Imperial assembly in 166b. This is what happened to Lippe

under the estphalian Circle Directors until the Ryswick Peaee}^
Leopold I's executive rules of 1673 produced a coercive

military and fiscal system that Lippe had to follow. Circle
Qk

Directors were the driving force in its execution.

In April 1632 the Circle assembly at Duisburg agreed to

set up an army. It was proposed and agreed by majority

ruling that Westphalian troop contingents of horse, foot and

dragoons be ready to make up the Imperial army total of 20-003

in one month*s time. Colours and arms were standardized#

The initial money demand on top of the troop grant was only

32*000 fl. as member territories would supply and service

t eir own troops* This represented no advance on the situation

in 15^2, despite the wishes of Circle Directors to rationalize

and control the system. Circle officials' salary ar-ears were

to be paid but no specific grant was made. '

Between 1682-97 Westphalian Circle troop assessments were

increased nine-fold and Lippe, who in this period paid in lieu

of troops, accumulated only L-,h00 fl. arrears on the circle

executive account after paying an average 1000 fl. a year all

through the period. This came on top of the demands made by

Leopold I, his commissars and the Circle Directors as

Armierte which cost Lippe's rural districts well over 1000 tlr-sC
a month for winter billets and summer campaigning.

The Imperial assembly exercised some degree of control over
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coinages circulating in the Empire. Since the 1520's it had

sporadically issued decrees fixing the price of gold and silver

according to the half-pound in weight of the most marketably

pure metal. The Circles were active as supervisors of

territorial mints and they organized regular meetings of member

territories where coins were tested and condemned if they were

of irregular quality, or else they were accepted at a fixed

rate of exchange according to an Imperial standard, on which

all existing coin was quoted. Frequent bulletins of exchange

rates were published by Circle coinage wardens and after Circle

coinage assemblies, the Hung-Conve^te and Ifynjj-Pffo'MX59»

The Imperial assembly of 1^66 handed over to the Circles as

regio al authorities control of the ratio of nominal-value small
37

coin to intrinsic-value largecoin. '

A handbook of 1692 gave tables and reproductions of 1200

different types of coin likely to be met with In various parts
88

of the Trap ire. It attempted to assess their value according

to quality and weight of precious metal and also the nominal

value of copper small-change that each native type ~>f large

coin locally supported as legal tender. This necessitated a

coinage of account which would cover the whole of the Empire

and which could be reckoned at a fixed rate to the half-pounds

of pure gold and silver. buch a system the Empire did provide

and the Circles had to keep it going, with fluctuations accord¬

ing to the market price of precious metal.
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Money of account was universally accepted. In the Empire

this system operated between the 16th and 19th centuries on

Reichstalers for silver and Gulden (abbreviated as fl.)for gold,

Gold became a prestige curre cy and silver the standard in the

course of the l6tn and 17th centuries. The Mark accounting

system, based on silver pen ies and controlled by tiny,

autonomous urban economies was also not replaced until the end

of the 16th century in the region around Lippe. Local trade

was no longer the backbone of long-distance trade, as towns

like Lemgo and Csnabr'uck struggled with their debased "arks,

with which they had to try to borrow Talers and Gulden.

This they found increasingly disastrous to their trading
3b

positions from as early as the 15th up to the 17th centuries.

Reichstalers of account were assessed at 90 Kreutzer

and 72 Kreutzer in small silver and alloy rates.This was

an adaptation to fluctuating Groschen rates of between 2b and

36 to tire Icier. An attempt to introduce a GulAiner at just-

under 60 Kreutzer in the economic crisis of the l630's was

91
defeated.7 The problem was that nothing was ever abolished

as new expedients rose out of old failures. Yet the

complications caused by different regional conversion rates were

offset by Imperial standard rates, although these could only

keep adapting to the bullion market with the consent of the

territories at Imperial assemblies, and having no speed of

action, could thus exercise little firm control over the price
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of precious metal. The problem was made worse by the conflict

of interests between those territories that mined their own

silver and thus needed to keep the price of raw metal high and

those like Lippe who produced their own coin for prestige

reasons as well as to control their local economies. All

territories saw in their local mints a source of quick profit

from cheap coin, whilst claiming that their colleagues and

neighbours were even .reater villains. That meant that money

regulation was a full-time federal activity at territorial,

Circle and Imperial level. Just as with law and war, so it

was in money regulation that the territories continued to find

worthwhile talking-points at federal levels of politics.

Coinage assemblies kept the Empire together as a reality as

much as the Imperial assemblies convened by the Kabsburgs to

get money for warfare.

Coinage readjustment was a permanent business and the

burden cutside the territories themselves fell to Coinage

wardens in the Circles, who cooperated with the largfr
QO

territories and tried to coerce the smaller ones. In

Westphalia a heavier currency compared with the South and the

Habsburg lands operated at 9 Eeichstalers to the half pound of

silver, and the Ref = 36 Grogchen = 216 Pfernlve =

^32 g£li2JL> Gosslar or Sware = 72 hreutzer?3 This in itself

was a vast simplification of the umber of actual coins minted,

named, circulated and quoted. The sama names used in money of
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account were also used for actual coins in circulation.

Coins were also called in by territorial authorities and

reminted or counter-marked. This led to further confusion as

new coins worth different amounts were reissued with old names

Ok
and familiar faces.''

There was a remarkable stability, however, in foreign

exchange rates which should not be masked by instabilities

in inter-territorial rates within the Holy Roman Empire

itself.'9 In his travels in 1531 and l^BV Leopold von Wedel,
4

a nobleman from Pomerania, noted that he had obtained 1 /j
Gulden for 1 Relchstaler in Holland, M- shillings for it in

England and 3*+ Scots shillings for it north of the Border.^0
On this, small coin equivalent values between Germany,

Holland, England and Scotland can be worked out, although the

guide is hypothetical in that there was no reason for the local

purchasing power of a coin to bear any relation to its foreign

exchange value. Even so, it gives some idea of early modern

money values in relation to each other and not just to the price

of bullion. In 1531-3U- v.Wedel was charged the following

equivalent rates, from which small coin rates may be deduced,

using Imperial and Dutch rates of 1 'l'aler (tlr. )= 36 Groschen =

216 Pfennlae. and 1 Gulden (fl.) = 20 Stivers = 130 Schj

This gives the following tables
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Empire Holland England Scotland
1 tlr. 35 l1/5 fl* = V- 3 3^ Shillings
1 Groschen = 2/^ stiver ~ ^^3 = ^^3 pence

1 Pfennig - 2/^ Schilling = d. 3 1^/9 pence,
fhc foreign exchange rate was still much the same a

century and a half later.^ It is this remarkable stability
that has to be taken into account when quoting actual sums

98
of money from the documents of early modern territories.

Inside the Empire territories and Circles gave an impression

of a monetary instability that was not pas ed on to neighbouring

countries and it was the failure to hold the value of local

small-change that upset the territorial economies. Larger

gold and silver coins were not involved for falora and Gulden

were generally safe to handle whereas Groschon and Pfennigs
QQ

were not. J 1'he confusions caused by unstable small coin

should not be allowed to obscure the continued hard value of

100
larger coins from the 16th to 18th centuries.

In the Yestphalian Circle every member had the right to

mint its own coins, although that right was only sporadically

exercised by the smaller territories. In the 16th and 17th

centuries this involved scrutiny of the activities of 7

Bishopries, 1 complex of Principalities, 8 Abbeys, 32 Counties

and Lordships, and 8 towns all autonomous on the ./estphalian

money market alone. During the 155O's and '60*0 Imperial

assemblies began to increase Circle powers of control over
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regional money markets which gave inter-Circle coverage in

Cologne, Leipzig and Augsburg. By 15G6 the Circles had

obtained the light to report c ina je delinquencies among the

territories to the Fiscal at the Ivpichstcammor per icht. 1 :a

Rulers co-*ld now be threa ened with outlawry for destroying

confidence when they minted debased coins. Again it was

legislation under Ferdinand I that created the rules ipn which

an Imperial money market could operate by the neichsintin?. - uad
131

Ai ■bier •ronun /en of August 1553.

The first Restphalian Circle coinage meetings were held in

late 1566. Rules were laid down for fixing the quality and

quantity of local small coins with the cooperation of the money

market in Cologne town. Those convicted of imnorting bad

small-change into the Circle wrexporting good small-change out
of the Circle were threatened with confiscation
of wealth and mutilation of life ana limb. The first V/Pst-

phalian Circle Warden w?s appointed at a basic 50 fl. a year

plus 10 tlrs. livery and piecemeal rates for each c in test that

he carried out. He was paid out of Circle executive taxes

levied on member territories using the all-purpose Rflmerm uate

assessments. A determined effort was now made to halt further

deterioration of Cologne exchange rates by legislation that

allowed coinage checks to become a compulsory Circle execufive

matter.^^

Success in Circle coinage control depended on the
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cooperation of local territorial r-ters and their lintmasters.

From February 1567 onwards the money m-- -hot featured regularly

in Westohalian Circle assembly discussions, D alt is were

appointed to recall b»d coin at -fficial c.i count. The

Iraraerial Order from 1559 that n^ one need accept payment of over

25 fl. in small coin was upheld. Results of valuations and

condemned coinages were printed and published. The coinage

centre of Cologne was reactivated by federal legislation.

The weakness of festphelian Circle coinage affairs was that the

Bur-rundian authorities in B::up se le would, n :t cooperate, as

political differences split the lower hhineland area ana made

Circle cooperation in any fiel , let alone in economics, an

impossibility. It was not the small-fry that wrecked federal

systems, however expedient or voluntary their organization.- ^
This brought out the func a-nental weaknest of the L'©ctphslian

Circle. It was excellent to have regional, raulti-territorial

units but only if they also paid attention to economic geography.

This the Bur ;undian, estphaiian, Electoral Shenish and

Lower Saxon Circles failea to do, although further eastwards

on the Elbe the position improved. The Dutch and Netherlands

Spaniards -e ntract d ut just at a time when these Circles were

obtaining the legislative powers from Emperors and Imperial

assemblies to become really effective in monetary and internal

security. Instead f grouping Circles around the main arteries

of trade in the Northwest, the lower Rhine and the lower and
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middle .gser, the existing territ'rial power structure

fragmented the nev regions. The Circle system followed suit.

Thus the Burgundian Cirel strr died parts of the Rhine and

looked onto the Channel, taking its orders from Spain. The

Westphalian Circle was land-locked as. East Frisia took more of

an independent line and lo ;keo. towards the Datch in the Southwest

and the Lower Saxon hinterland in the Southeast. Based on

Cologne town as the Cestphali&n Circle's economic centre, the

Rhenish hinterland was taken by the electoral Rhenish Circle,

as well as the southern i,uhilands undor the Crchbishops of

Cologne. In the east it had a window on the middle hps. r in

Lipoe, Minden and Schauraburg that upset the trading unity of

the Lov er barcon Circle as well as the expand nist elans >i

Hesse an<\ the Guelphs. The natural centre of the W<»6tphalian

Circle was thus land-locked btfnster. This was c nducive to

local trade but strangled along-distance trade, as Rhine and

Wpser were both fragmented and not united by Circle as well as

territorial boundaries.

The Circle structure was thus not designed for econ unic

expansion. It was there to discipline territories within the

existing framework of an economic autonomy in the hands of

local dynasties and authorities. 'is such it remained a

seemingly weak but essential federal body that watched out for

any transgressions of territorial power.

From 1581 each Westphalian mint displayed lists of le al
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and illegal tender for the public. In 1585 the Cir le

coinaoe system was used to or der a regional devaluation of

15% ©n member terr itories' intermediate silver coins;. In

Cologne this effected the 18 Heller c in, containing circa 3

grammos of bullion silver. Circle coinage control was now

as effective as it waul vex be. Fjora 1571 Circle approval

from one of four designated Circle ..tints was needed for

territories with nit internal gold ana silver mines to mint their

own coins. Thus when Lippe started minting again under Simon

VI, he furnished hi iself with a privilege to mint from Rudolf II,

Cir le permission, ana a clai that Lippe had silver deposits

f r which he appointed a mining research team. From 1576 the

Circle assembly decreed that all mints must notify it in

advance of -r noosed new mm tings in an attempt to control the
104

quantity of intrinsic value to nominal value coin.

It was thus profitable to send representatives to Circle

coinage aeetings even if the territory cone rned had stopped

mintin/, because its support would be canvassed for nominal

value coin quotas by those who were still minting. The Circle

coinage council of 1591 laid down that of all new coins minted

only 10% should be nominal value small-change. This rate

varied from year to year but it was extremely restrictive and

as the events of the early 16^0's showed, a harsh discipline

that encouraged sporadic violation and violent chaos, but not

a controlled level of inflation.
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In 1604 a ./estphalian Circle Coinage ,/arden explained

regional policy to the Imperial assembly at Aegensburg as the

Circle was caught between Turk tax arrears demands and pleas

for compensation for Dutch and Opanish troop incursions.

In 1617-13 all small-change minting was forbidden and Circle

coinage control in the following years saved the region from

the worst effects of violent inflation.

Apart from checking inflation in local coins, the Circle

tried to control the influx of "foreign" coins. Here the

./ardens had to act after the event, that is after the coins

had come into their region and were causing a confidence crisis

in local trade, for only over-valued coins needed to be dealt

with. Thus Portuguese Crusaden were over-valued in 1618 and

had to be reassessed. By 1627 the Circle was ready to forbid

foreign coins in an attempt to produce a viable local system

of legal tender. In 1656 there was another ban on minting

new small-change for two years. From the 1660's onwards

./estphalia began to cooperate with the Upper-Jaxon money market

in Leipzig. .This gave tighter monetary control at Circle and

territorial level whilst at the same time allowing official
105inflation as Cologne devalued to come into line with Leipzig.

In the later 16th and 17th centuries the member territories

of the ./estphalian Circle made a- real effort to control the

regional money market with their own coins and mints in an

attempt to attain power over their subjects' trade and bullion.
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Thus between 1567-1690 thirty-two territorial mints notified

their activities to the Circle wardens. They minted over

709,000 lbs-of silver which worked out at an intrinsic value

of circa 13 million Reichstalers of account, although the face

value will have been considerably higher. tinting of gold was

much more restricted and in the same period under 6000 lbs. of

the metal was used. leading mints were Cologne town, Liege,

Canbrai, JUlich and Last Prisia. In the region around Lippe

Ravensberg, Cchaumburg and Linden minted between 13-21,000 lbs.

of silver each. Ll&nster did very badly at under 6000 lbs. of

silver and Paderborn even worse at well under 2000 lbs. Lippe

minted just under 3000 lbs. of silver into falera between 1505-

16. This cost her just short of 70,000 Rtlrs. and v/a a

speculation that coincided with dimon VI*o insolvency and the

salvage operations of his eldest son.^°'J
lippe's coinage activity was sporadic and mainly important

107in the late 16th and 17 th centuries. It was preceded by a

long period of local "soft" currency debasement in the face of

"hard" coin. In lippe the Quiden was worth less than one

mark in 1415, by 1500 it stood al 4 .arks and by 1550 at
10816 harks. The coinage regulation of 1504 shows how

Bernhard VII of Lippe tried to safeguard the interests of

investors and annuity holders against this inflation of the hark.

In that year he issued a coinage decree insisting that all

annuities be paid at 18 Jchillinge to the Gulden. In 15'04
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current rates were in fact 5V4 -mirks to the Quiden, and

Bernhard was trying to push the clock back to 1440, the last

tine that the Gulden had only been worth 10 Jch11tinge. The

problen was caused by lending Gulden and receiving payment in

harks. It took the most part of the 16th century for debts to

be converted to hard coin, and for new contracts to stick to

this reality.

After 1555 Imperial and Circle coinage decrees helped

to push through a hard coinage policy, epitomised by lie idistalor

fixing in 1559• Despite the failures of the 1620's it was

this hard rate against bullion which continued to be the ideal

that Imperial and Circle coinage decrees tried to uphold.

Havinggradually got rid of the hark and gone over to the Taler

in the 16th century, there was no further advance in coinage

affairs. The Taler held good in the next two centuries despite

the fact that all German territories debased their coins at

some time or other. All still paid attention to a deflationary
110

Imperial Taler policy.

Taxation and cereals' regulation helped to control local

monetary supply. At least since mid-l6th century this can be
111

followed in Lippe government. A degree of internal

territorial economic planning thus preceeded Imperial and Circle

monetary supervision. The tragedy of Imperial and Circle

farlfirung was that it was basically deflationary.

Territories' reply to this was coinage delinquency. Thus a
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territory like Lippe, one-fivehundredth of the Imperial whole,
went in for its own minting of coin again for the first time

in centuries. It tried to control its own money supply in

the interests of its own investors, rulers, officials and

Estates, like any budding stale. Ro lessons seem to have been

learnt from the great age of coinage racketeering that ensued

between the collapse and reestablishment of the Imperial laler

standard, 1598-1623.113
In 1617 Lippe mint-master Tecklenburg presented accounts

for 13,900 tlrs. of bchreckonberger. 18,837 tlrs. of

Ftirstcngroachea and 18,183 tlrs. of Drcier. These wore of

approved Circle quality. Yet Lippe had not the self-sufficiency

favourable balance of trade, tight frontier or tariffs to ward

off debased coin or to take up any quantity of it without
114

noticeable losses to all from ruler to labourer.

It is important to notice that it was not necessarily the

small territories that caused coinage delinquencies and certainly

they could achieve quantitively no great disruption to the

German economy. The crises of the late 1650's to early *90^3
were the fault of big delinquents like Austria and Brandenburg-

Prussia, or of heavyweights like Galen of tains ter, who issued
1 1 Rbad coin under cover as Abbot of Corvoy in this period.

The fact that there were so many autonomous territorial mints

in the early modern Empire did not in itself imply a hopeless

and chaotic coinage sy ten, nor was Imperial and Circle coinage
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supervision at fault. It was much acre serious that the few

largest territories could issue aid coin, knowing that they
could not be punished with effective eoonoaic sanctions by their

territorial neighbours. It was not that the hnpiru had too

many small territories to make its federal system work, but

rather that it contained too many big territories. Underlying

this was always a constricting deflationary econo ,ic policy.

The early modern Imperial monetary system v/ith all its

welter of territorial coinages is often found to be too

complicated to include in the main stream of barman history.

It is taken as yet another example of the "weak" .umpire,

another problem that cm thereby be dismissed. Yet this

currency system v»*as much lose complicated tiian systems today:

there was no paper money. Everything centred around the direct

supply of gold, silver md copper into peoples' pockets to keep

them consuming and contented, and to keep their trade,

manufacture and war going. To do this territories aid cooperate

hid coinage politics was a key factor in keepin., t, rrifcories

active in federal, Imperial government. Juat as no x>roposal8

to abolish the Japire nave been found among early modern reformer:

and publicists, so equally nothing has yet bean found from

conteaporuriea suggesting that territorial .in'., s be abolished.

Reform was a ,uc • tion of improving the existing system and not

of altering its basis.
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"Das Reich war, was schon die Jaria Sea des 17« JahrhunderIs nicht

wahr haben wollten,,.eia Jtaat, aer anaere, zuia grocaeri i'eil sogar

vSlkorrechtlich. selbatundige biaaten oncer sich hatte. Also ein (iebilde,

das es in dor ibeorie nicht geben uari', in der geschichtlichen

Wirklichkoit aber dennoch gibt und dem man laic einer begriiflich-statischen

Betrachtungsweis© nicht beikomaen kann."

(F. Dickmann in Iiis toriache ^ei\.schriit, 20b, 1^6^, p. 144.)

The County of Linpe came under persistent demand to pay federal teres

that had been granted at Imperial assemblies for which receipts are still

extant. Lipoe did not esca e the 'jurisdiction of Habsbur ■ commissars,

'estohalian Circle Directors or Hessian and Guelnh expansionist rulers.

The Reichskanmergericht was essential to this process of federal

supervision. It was much more than a law court. It functioned as the

chief federal executive, dealing with fiscal, police and security matters,

as well as private debt and bankruptcy. It was mainly due to the

Reichskammergericht that Fehde disappeared from the Lip e region during

the course of the 16th century.

The Imperial assembly wa3 essential to Liooe as a court of apneal

and of peerage, as a place where ttempts could be a de to play one large

territory off against the other, thereby achieving continued local

independence. This applied esepecially to the reriod after I648, Lin^e

took a leading part in the Westphalian Colle e of Counts which exerci-ed

a collective vote in the Furstenrat of the perpetual Imperial as erfbly.

The County naid careful attention to Imperial and Circle coinage

poli ics and at least did not mint too ebased a coinage in the financial
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crises of the 1620*3 and ,0O,3. Her rulers played a conservative role in

economics and trade and fol'owed federal orders. Here the Westphalian

Circle itself took an important part in acting as executive and inter¬

mediary between small sta'e I.ippo and the Imperial assembly and courts.

The Roichshofrat dealt with inheritance disputes between members of

the ruling Lippe d nasty in the 17th and 18th centuries, as well as feudal

disputes between Lippe and "'aderborn, as also constitutional squabbles over

taxation between territorial nobles and tovms.

The Corpus Evan ;elicorum took up the religious conflict between

Calvinist Lippe and Jesuit Paderbor> from the lo20's to 1770's. It

produced sufficient delay for the letter if not exactly the spirit of

the Westphalian Peace to be upheld. Tha is, it prevented religion from

once mo -e destroying the constitution, for after 164b the Catholic

majority in the Empire was still on the offensive, as Lippe learnt to her-

cost in the affair over Klooter Ealkei hagen.

Yet Lippe successfully countered recatholicization attempts by Charles

V in 1547-48 and Ferdinand II in 1629-30. Lippe took these matters

seriously, and appeared at every important Imperial assembly and conference

during the later 16th and 17th centuries.

During the whole period Lippe paid her Kamaerzielcr and brought on

an average one case evey two years to the Reiohgkaariergerici.it. Yet the

County wes at times thraa enec with distraint for debt by the Emperor's

Fiscal but matters never went beyond this .t?ge exce >t under Leopold I,

who mad als with f rat ■-rte Circle Di ectors for military sup sort by

farming out to them the federal tax arrears of the Eichtariaicrte.
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Demands for arrears were at times without lust cause. The territorial

town of Lem,30 was included as an Imperial town in the Imperial assessment

of 1521. Until the 1060's Lime had to employ federal lawyers to keep a

case pending so that she should not suffer distraint for deht from this

cause.

In 1542-43 and 1702-13 Lippe produced her own federal trooo contingents

to fight the Turks and Pr rich within the Imperial army. At other times

she paid money in lieu of troops. Federal demands were persistent and

thus a main rause for rulers to develop Estates' as etnblies from the

1'50's onwards, as Lipue subjects had to orovide the moneythat the rulers

were responsible foi" raying to federal bodies.

4 rea 1 weakness of providing only money and not troons was brought

out during the 17th century when Lippe was exploited by Imperial, Swedish,

Mtinster, Brandenburg and Guelnh troops. Exactions began in earnest under

Tilly after 1625 and continued sporadically under various "foreign"

armies until the Peace of Ryswick in 1697. These war eraer encies gave

Lipue's rulers and Estates a chance to develop extraordinary taxation,

traditionally levied on their tenantry in town and country for funding

rulers' excessive debts and for the festivities of his family.

After 1698 the Count of Lippe raised his own federal troop contingent

and put an end to military exactions, especially from V/estrhalian Circle

Directors Brandenburg and Minster with the supnort of the Habsburgs.

But the Estates in Lippe oprosed the initial extra expense this entailed.

The Government had to rule by decree, for the Estates refused to grant

money for a standing array in peace time. There was no fear that the ruler
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would intimidate them with any soldi rs. ,io such reports were i'ounu.

The . '.tates had far too easy ..n aososs to the Euperor, .lolch^Lioi..-a;..

and Heiohskamr-ior^erloht. as well as to neighbouring territories and no

early -nodem Lippe ruler ever attempted violence against his Estates.

Duo to Estates' !inaneial op osition, however, the r lers were on the

verge of bankruptcy by the 1730'a. From this they were saved in she long

run by a r turn to Estates' participation in the granting, levying and

assigning of taxes. Leading members of the rotates joined the Government

in an at le....;t seai-of icial capacity as the 'Lanukasse went into full

operation fromthe later 1740'a onwax s» Thus by the time of the French

Revolution Lip e was a model state with sound finances and with members

of the Estates firmly entrenched, either in a passive state of tax-freedom,

or in a more active osition as executive tax-exploiters of the tenantry.

During the 16th aid 17th centuries Lippe adhered closely to Kaiser,

Reich, Kreis. 10...macr..ericht and Ho.Tat, whose at times conflicting demands

nece ait .ted ruler-Estates cooperation in internal Lippian affairs. For

the Lip s documents disprove the view that the Holy Roman Empire in early

modern times was an ineffective monstrosity. They also question whether

in fact an age of absolutism ever existed for this territory. Above all,

they show that no ruler in Lip e could for long afford to do without the

consent of the Estates to his policies in a host of assemblies and

oommitte s which were called throughout the loth, 17th and ldth centuries.

The political and economic seriousness of Thirty Year War araage in

Lippe h.-.s bean exaggerated by taking at face value contemporary propaganda

designed to ward off further tax demands. Damage there undoubtedly was.
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Farms were burnt out end the towns ware forced to adapt their economies

to the hand to mouth taction of billeting and travelling armies. Yet the

financial situation was serious before the war gears "nd the increase in

debt during the war was due more to arrears on aire~dy existing pre-war

debt, than to inc eases of new debt, as there was little var-time credit

to be had even In Lemgo, the financial caoital of the County. Lip ie

had little t)uhlic credit left by 1623 and the war years caused no change

here. However, taxation was increased by the war end never dec eased again.

This benefited rulers officials and Estates alike, which is at least partly

reflected by the stone buildings that went up after I64O, as well as the

recovery of court-life in various dyne tic households.

Lime central and local gove mraents never lost control over internal

affairs. However high the demands of foreign troorc of occupation, and

those of the Armierte in the 1660' a to 1690*8 seem to have been among the

highest, the native civil government remained in control. This was largely

due to leading members of the Estates cooperating well with chancellery

and treasury of icials. This applied especially to the I63O';; and *40's

when minorities, Regency and inheritance disputes set the dynasty a ainst

each other, a serious matter whether there wore occupation troops or not

in the County. It was the skill of Estates' politicians and regular

officials that saved the Count-' perhaps from the s me fate : Hoya,

Dieoholz or ichaumburg.

The existence of an independent territory like that of Lippe shows

above all the gr ateat strength of the earl • modern Empire and the type of

federalism that it advocated. In an age still ba ed on property and
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privilege, the more split up poll ios and. administration was, the greater

the number of people that had at least a chance to get into positions of

real responsibility and power. This mpire allow® a v ry great deal of

autonomy to its constituent territories and territorial Estates. ?Io

decisions could be wholly autocratic in every territory whan there was a

two-tiered ays em, usu: lly watched over by E&tat s in the territories

themselves and by their rulers acting as Estates in the Empire as r, whole.

It is the loose federal system that makes German history so hard to

understand in the early mod m period. There is no short cut to any

national history here. The local elements prevail. They have an identity

of their own. They are, however, still part of a whole, but the vay the

records survive, as well as the looseness of the federal system, dictates

that to understand the whole the parts have first and foremost to be

studied in their own right. What has been attempted here must be

attempted with the records of other early modern territories to verify the

pictu e that has emerged for the independent County of Lippe, that the

Imperial federal system was the watch-dog of Comit 1 society and

constitution.


